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Abstract: - The simulation model has been examined using experimental data obtained from a phosphoric acid
plant. The predicted results are in very good agreement with the experimental data with a relative absolute error
of less than 4.2%. To solve the simulation model, sequential modular approach (tearing streams employed) is
used to obtain the recycle stream and conversion parameters by employing Genetic algorithm and Standard
Least Square Optimization. The effect of various parameters on the conversion has been made to find the
optimum operating conditions of the phosphoric acid plant for a given phosphate rock feed flow rate, chemical
composition, and particle size distribution. The effect of varying reactor(s) temperature, sulfuric acid feed rate,
agitator–impeller speed, ratio of slurry recycle to feed rate, and ratio of return acid to feed rate have been
investigated.

Keywords: - Analysis and simulation, Dihydrate process, Phosphoric acid, Effect of parameters
I.

INTRODUCTION

Phosphoric acid is an important intermediate chemical product. It is mainly used for the manufacturing
of fertilizers. Production capacity for phosphoric acid yielded about 33 million tons of P2O5. About 90% of
world P2O5 consumption involves the fertilizer industry. There is a steadily growing demand for phosphate
fertilizers. The phosphoric acid production is directly linked to the phosphate fertilizer consumption. Phosphoric
acid is produced in industrial scale when a phosphorous containing mineral reacts with a mixture of sulphuric
and phosphoric acids. The main by-product of this reaction is the formation of calcium sulphate (gypsum)
crystals, which are separated by filtration from phosphoric acid at the end of the process together with other byproducts formed during the reaction. The phosphoric acid production process involves intense interactions
among solid and liquid components and is sensitive to a number of factors such as mineral characteristics,
reactant compositions and process temperature conditions.
Gioia et al. (1977) developed a mathematical model for the hemi-hydrate process for the production
phosphoric acid from calcareous phosphates. The multi-reactor mathematical model is based on material and
population balances. The Gioia et al. (1977) model consists of N-CSTRs in series (dissolution–crystallizer
reactors). In their model, the phosphate rock, the sulfuric acid and the recycle from the filter (return acid) are all
fed to the first reactor. The model remains at a theoretical level as no comparisons are made with industrial or
experimental data. The analysis presented in this paper will be based, as much as possible, on the general results
and methods of transport phenomena, chemical kinetics, and population balances. The model will then be used
to find the operating conditions. The existing published work on phosphoric acid production modeling reveals
(Gioia et al., 1977; Shakourzadeh et al., 1980; Yeo et al., 1991; Cho et al., 1996) several common
characteristics. However, they fall short of providing design flexibility as they are explicitly oriented towards
the design case they are expected to emulate. The sets of mathematical equations employed for the
representation of the processing tasks are case-specific, hence requiring the manual addition of terms in case that
new design options (i.e. streams, materials, processes, etc.) are considered in the performed design calculations.
In this present work simulation modeling has been used and model-based computer program developed
to simulate a three-CSTR pilot plant leaching process of phosphate rock with sulfuric acid and recycled
phosphoric acid for the production of phosphoric acid and precipitation of calcium sulfate di-hydrate as a
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byproduct. To solve the simulation model, sequential modular approach method is used to obtain the recycle
stream and conversion parameters by employing Genetic algorithm and Standard Nonlinear Least Square
Optimization. The effect of various parameters on the conversion has been made to find the optimum operating
conditions of the phosphoric acid plant for a given phosphate rock feed flow rate, chemical composition, and
particle size distribution.

II.

PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Almost all phosphoric acid needed for the fertilizer industry is produced by wet processes. In many of
these processes, the raw phosphate ore is converted into phosphoric acid and calcium sulfate di-hydrate
(gypsum) by adding a mixed solution of sulfuric and phosphoric acids to the reactor. The main process used in
industrial practice for phosphoric acid production is the “wet method”, which includes single-stage and recrystallization processes. The single-stage processes consist of a single reaction-crystallization step and the most
common routes for phosphoric acid production in this case are the di-hydrate and hemi-hydrate processes. Using
the wet method, phosphoric acid is produced in reactors that facilitate the mixing and contact of phosphate rock
with an aqueous solution of sulfuric and phosphoric acid. The phenomenon can be described by the following
two-stage reaction:
Ca3(PO4)2·CaF2+6H3PO4 → 4Ca(H2PO4)2 +2HF
Ca(H2PO4)2+H2SO4+nH2O → 2H3PO4+CaSO4·nH2O
Where, the gypsum product can be di-hydrate (n = 2), hemi-hydrates (n = 0.5) or anhydrite (n = 0).
However, many other side reactions are involved, among which is the reaction of calcium carbonate
whose content in the phosphate rock determines to a great extent the crystal size of the apatite. In the first stage
hydrogen ions from recycled phosphoric acid attack the phosphate ore particles (represented by fluorapatite) to
form mono-calcium phosphate (Ca(H2PO4)2). In the second stage, the formed mono-calcium phosphate reacts
with sulfuric acid to form phosphoric acid and insoluble calcium sulfate (gypsum). As the phosphate ore
particles dissolve in the reactor, super-saturation of calcium sulfate occurs, leading to gypsum crystallization
that involves phenomena such as nucleation and crystal growth. The slurry produced from the reaction section is
lead to a filter where the solid calcium sulfate crystals are mechanically separated from the produced liquid
phosphoric acid. As the phosphate ore particles dissolve in the reactor, supersaturation of calcium sulfate occurs,
thereby leading to gypsum crystallization that involves both nucleation and crystal growth. The form in which
the calcium sulfate crystallizes (i.e., type of process) depends on the reaction temperature and on the acid
concentration in the reaction system itself. At a temperature range of 70–80°C and moderate acid
concentrations, the calcium sulfate crystallizes in the gypsum (di-hydrate: CaSO4.2H2O) form, as it is the case in
this work. At higher acid concentrations and temperatures (>80°C), the hemi hydrate CaSO4.2H2O formed, and
at still higher acid concentrations and temperatures (90–100°C), the anhydrite (CaSO4) is formed.
1.1. Analysis of the Di-hydrate Wet Process
The mathematical model used in this work represents a 10–16 kg/h capacity pilot plant used to produce
phosphoric acid by the di-hydrate process. The pilot plant consists of three isothermal CSTRs (R1, R2 and R3)
and one filter–feed tank (R4), all connected in series. The suspension mixture overflows from one reactor to
another. These reactors represent the core of the plant where chemical reactions, crystallization, and other
phenomena take place. The reactant fluid that is made of a suspension of solid particles in a liquid is kept under
relatively high speed of agitation in order to keep even the largest particles suspended.
The experimental set-up for the di-hydrate process is shown in Figure 1. It consists mainly of three
subsystems: the feeding, reaction, and filtration subsystems. The feeding subsystem consists of two parts: one
for the phosphate ore and the other for sulfuric acid feed and recycle phosphoric acid to the reactor. The four
tanks are interconnected via the recycle slurry pump in order to ensure perfect mixing inside the reaction section
(which will be considered as a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) during the theoretical analysis and
modeling). The filtration section receives the hot slurry in order to produce the final required phosphoric acid
and at the same time enables the successive washing operation of the cake to enhance the P2O5 recovery and to
handle the recycle acid (return acid) required by the reaction subsystem.
The phosphate rock feed (FF) is fed to the first reactor (R1). Sulfuric acid feed (FA) and return acid from the filter
(FR) are mixed together in a mixing box and introduced into the third reactor (R3). In this way, most of the water
soluble P2O5 losses can be recovered back into the process by circulating part of the dilute filtrate (acid) back to
previous stages of filter washing and the remaining part for the dilution of concentrated sulfuric acid feed before
it enters the reactor(s). As recommended, large amount of slurry (FRS is recycled from the third reactor to the
first. The fluorine gas evolved during reaction (as SiF4 and HF) as well as CO2 gas coming from decomposition
of carbonates and oxidation of organic matter are vented to the atmosphere or discarded to a suitable scrubbing
system in industrial plants. The overall gas mass flow rate from reactor or tank j is Vg(j). CO2 gas may form
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some kind of foam on the reaction surface in the reactors, so a defoamer is added in small amounts to control the
foam formed during processing. The output stream from the third reactor, F3, is introduced to the filter feed tank
(R4), which provides a constant head of slurry for the filtration process. A stream of makeup water, FV, may be
added to compensate for water losses through evaporation from the reactors (no makeup water is used here).
Washing water, FW, is added to the filter, which is the last step in the process, where gypsum stream, FG, and
product acid stream, FP, are obtained. Some of the product acid is recycled as a return acid, FR, to the third
reactor (R3) as mentioned before for reaction initiation. No additional cooling by artificial means (air or vacuum
cooling) is required here, because the excess heat released from the reactions is just sufficient to cover the
natural heat loss.

Fig. 1. Flow sheet for the pilot plant production of phosphoric acid
1.2. Model Formulation
The process consists of a reaction on the phosphate particles by sulfuric acid producing a solution
mainly composed of calcium sulfate and phosphoric acid. The stoichiometry of the overall dissolution reaction
depends on the chemical composition of the phosphate rock. The calcium sulfate separates by crystallizing as
CaSO4.2H2O if the values of the temperature and composition (H3PO4 and H2SO4) existing in the solution. The
reactant fluid is made up of a suspension of solid particles in a liquid (slurry), the use of continuous stirred tank
reactors (CSTR) is most appropriate. In this work, we are mainly interested in the reactor–crystallizer where
dissolution and crystallization take place.
A flow pattern characterized by perfect macro-mixing and segregation for solid particles has been
postulated. Perfect macro-mixing implies an exit age distribution function, Ej(t) given by
Ej t = t

1
avg

exp

−t
t avg

(1)

Where t is the dissolution time of a single particle (h). tavg is the mean residence time (h) defined as “mass of
slurry in reactor j/mass flow rate of suspension to reactor j
m
ρV
t avg =
=
(2)
Ws

Ws

Where, m is the mass of slurry in reactor (kg), W s the total mass flow rate into reactor (kg/h), V the reactor volume
(m3), and ρ the density of reaction mixture (kg/m3).
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1.2.1. Dissolution Mechanism
The phosphate rock particles are spherical in shape, one can visualize the following steps occurring during the
dissolution of the phosphate rock
i) At the solid/liquid interface, the salts that are contained in the mineral dissolve and dissociate. At this
interface, thermodynamic equilibrium whose conditions are regulated by the solubility products is
postulated.
ii) The reactant H+, derived from H2SO4 dissociation, diffuses from the core of the liquid toward the
liquid/solid interface.
iii) H+ ions react with the main constituents of the rock. Neglecting other minor reactions, the main reactions
taking place in the liquid phase are
PO43- + 3H+
F- + H+
CO32- + 2HH2CO3

H3PO4
HF
H2CO3
H2O + CO2

All reaction products diffuse back into the main body of the liquid.
The above reactions occur by proton transfer mechanism and therefore can be assumed to be
instantaneous with respect to diffusion. The overall dissolution process is thus controlled by the diffusion of
reactants toward a reaction plane. This situation is analogous to that encountered in the process of gas
absorption with instantaneous chemical reaction.
1.2.2. Mass Transfer Co-efficient
2rK L r
6r
= 0.479ln
+ 0.359ln Re − 0.533
0.33
Dv Sc
DT
0.521
DT 0.479
1
KL
=
0.69219Dv Sc 0.33 Re0.359
R avg

ln

(3)
(4)

Here r = Ravg
B=

0.69219Dv Sc0.33 Re0.359
Dt 0.479

(5)

Substitute (5) in (4)
1

KL = B

0.521

(6)

R avg

1.2.3. Dissolution Time for Single Particle
−∅M ρM α
t=
CSA (j)

r

R avg

dr
KL

(7)

−∅M ρM α
(8)
CSA (j)
The shape factor is defined here as the ratio of the surface area of a sphere of volume equal to that of
the particle to the surface area of the particle. The value here accounts for all species in the phosphate rock that
react with sulfuric acid
Substitute A and B in equation in (7)
A r
t = R r 0.521 dr
A=

B

avg

A

r1.521 − R avg 1.521
(9)
A
Ut = 0.6574
(10)
B
For Complete Dissolution r =0 , t=TR
TR = −Ut R avg 1.521
(11)
The conversion degree, X, for a single spherical particle is given by
r 3
1−x =
(12)
R
For particles of common radius R entering reactor j, the degree of conversion is given by
t = 0.65746
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∞

Xj R = 1 −

(1 − Xj )Ej t dt
0
TR

r
R

=1−
0

(13)

3

Ej t dt

(14)

By considering the size distribution of the feed, the actual degree of conversion in reactor j is given by
R max

Xj = 1 −

TR

r
R

fj−1 R
0

0

3

Ej t dt dR

(15)

The input size distribution function, can be approximated by
R

f0 R = e

−R β

β

et dt

(16)

R min

The exponent is a constant characteristic of particle size distribution (β in this work is assumed to be
equal to unity). Rmin and Rmax (the minimum and maximum radii of the particles) are to be evaluated from the
size distribution of the actual feed.
R

f0 R = e
Ej t =

1
t avg

−R

et dt
R min
1.521

exp −Ut

(r

(17)

− R avg 1.521 )
t avg

(18)

Differentiating and substituting (17) and (18) in equation (15), the conversion is
R max

0

e−R 1 − exp Ut R min
=

1.521

0

− R1.521
R

1.521Ut r
t avg
R

3

r 0.521

−Ut (r1.521 − R1.521 )
exp
drdR
t avg

III.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The parametric study carried out in this work using the pilot plant mathematical model and presented
below, covers the effect of reaction temperature, sulfuric acid feed flow rate, agitator–impeller speed, and slurry
recycle and return acid flow rates. Table 1 shows some model-predicted results vs. pilot-plant experimental data.
It is clear that the predicted values are close enough to the experimental data and the absolute relative error
range is 0.4–4.2%.
Table 1. Comparison between Experimental values and Model values
QUANTITY

EXPERIEMENTAL VALUE

MODEL VALUE

RELATIVE ERROR

H3PO4 Mass Fraction
H2SO4 Mass Fraction
CaSO4 Mass Fraction
CaO Mass Fraction
Conversion, X3

0.4095
0.0355

0.3919
0.0347

4.2979
2.2535

0.2881
0.0050
97.5000

0.2853
0.0049
95.1300

0.9718
0.4000
2.4307

3.1. Effect of Reaction Temperature
The temperature range of 70–80◦C has been considered here, since as mentioned earlier, the calcium
sulfate crystallizes in the di-hydrate form in this range. The overall conversion of the process, represented by
conversion in Reactor 3, only slightly increases with the increase in temperature. The effect of temperature on
calcium sulfate formation in Reactor 3 is more pronounced, the rate of formation of calcium sulfate start high
then reaches a steady value as temperature increases. This is due to the fact that a calcium sulfate layer formed
on the outer surface of the phosphate particles hinders the rate of reaction. The Figure 2 shows clearly the effect
of temperature on conversion in reactor 3.
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Fig.2. Effect of temperature on conversion in reactor 3
3.2. Effect of Agitator–Impeller Speed
It is expected that by increasing the agitator–impeller speed the dense layer coating the phosphate rock
core to break down and it will be removed by the reaction solution. This will give the phosphate core further
chance to react and cause the rate of reaction as well as the overall conversion to increase. Upon increasing the
impeller speed from 5000 to 10 000 rph, X3 increased from 94.1 to 95.7% (see Fig. 3). As a result, the complete
dissolution time of a single phosphate particle decreased from 0.84 to 0.66 min when the impeller speed was
increased from 5000 to 10000 rph. On the other hand, increasing the impeller speed will bring the calcium
sulfate crystals to collide with each other thus forming larger crystals with higher nuclei population densities
increasing the crystal growth rate to a higher limit will make filtration harder and consumes a lot of power. Also
filtration rate decreases with the increase of nucleation rate.

Fig.3. Effect of impeller speed on conversion in reactor 3
3.3. Effects of Slurry Recycle Flow Rate
Upon increasing the slurry recycle flow rate, it has been noticed from Figure 4 that the overall
conversion, phosphoric acid concentration increase until they reach some upper limit, after which the dense
calcium sulfate layer probably coats the phosphate rock core thus preventing the acid solution from reaching the
core surface. The effect of slurry recycle on the complete dissolution time of a single phosphate particle in
Reactors 1 and 3 is clear that this dissolution time is sharply decreasing for Reactor 1 and almost constant for
Reactor 3, and it becomes almost constant at higher slurry recycle flow rates of about 700 kg/h and above.
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Fig.4. Effect of slurry flow rate on conversion in reactor 3
3.4. Effect of Return Acid Flow Rate
The return acid from the filter, whose composition is mainly phosphoric acid (about 18.4% P2O5) is
very important for the initiation of the reaction. It reacts with the phosphate rock to form a soluble monocalcium phosphate compound which in turn reacts with sulfuric acid to form phosphoric acid and calcium
sulfate. By increasing the return acid flow rate, the reaction rate will increase until it reaches a maximum,
beyond which rock blinding occurs and the particles are prevented from further reaction with the acid solution.
Conversion in Reactor 3 has been obtained, as shown (at FRA between 24 and 32 kg/h). The same is true for the
dissolution rate of the phosphate rock as shown. The complete dissolution time of a single particle has a flat
minimum for the same return acid flow rate range. The Figure 5 shows clearly the impact of return acid flow
rate in conversion in reactor 3.

Fig.5. Effect of return acid flow rate on conversion in reactor 3

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this present work a model-based computer program is developed to simulate a three-CSTR pilot
plant leaching process of phosphate rock with sulfuric acid for the production of phosphoric acid and
precipitation of sulfate di-hydrate as a byproduct. This work is an illustration of the application of the principles
of chemical engineering to the analysis of real processes. Solving this simulation model has showed that, the
knowledge of these principles is sufficient to get a reasonable description of what is going on in the “real life”
process. This kind of work is very important in saving time and effort required for conducting pilot plant or
industrial plant experiments. The model equation is solved by employing genetic algorithm (GA) followed by
standard nonlinear least square (lsqnonlin) optimization method. The results of the simulated model have been
found to represent the behavior of the process in a very good manner, with an absolute relative error of less than
4.2% from real pilot plant results. Effects of the recycle acid from washing filter cake and the slurry recycle
ratio were examined.
For the specific feed studied in this work, a reactor temperature of 80°C, a slurry recycle to feed ratio
of 80, and a return acid to feed ratio of 2.5 have been found to give best results. The optimum conditions for
sulfuric acid feed rate and agitation speed as operating parameters, are determined only from power limitations
and the economics of the plant itself. The effect of initial size of phosphate rock particles on coating is not
considered in this work. This may be considered as future investigation.
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Abstract: - Meddle area of Mashhad is important area due to gardens, macro land uses and open & green
spaces. Using of natural adaptable patterns in order to promoting urban environmental quality. Also have been
done comprehensive and master plans in order to improving quality. The purpose of research is improving urban
environmental quality and creating relation between natural structure and spatial –physical structures. Research
method is "descriptive- analyzed". The process of research is analyzing of some patterns such as: mosaic
pattern, branch pattern and etc. on the other hand, has been tried, determination better factor for approaching
sustainable city. Analyzing natural pattern is important for strengthening urban factors. The findings show,
using from forms, physical structure, and natural shape create appropriate urban environment.

Keywords: natural models, branch pattern, background pattern, mosaic pattern, native city, west central area
I.

INTRODUCTION

Natural environment has been concluded from all of elements, natural process in every aspects such as
landscape and viewpoint, shape of earth, plant cover and etc. also , it could be analyzed as value models such as
basic models , earth shape model , landscape model , ecosystem model and etc ( bell , 1999: 26) . These models
and process have value factors, such as sustainability, various, beautifully and etc. so, they are as the best
models. Indeed, natural environment, viewpoints create peaceful spaces (Lang, 2003: 87).
Cites growth inharmonious, due to developing and physical changes. So, there aren’t physical
environment quality in our cites. This process has been resulted physical and spatial models. Today, physical
models don’t support quantity and quality condition for residents. Thus, physical changes, decrease environment
quality and create many problems (mehdizadeh, 2004:105). Cities haven’t value spaces due to don’t
applicability with needs of residents, requests and behaviors models, also don’t applicability with environmental
and natural conditions. Also don’t use from natural factors such as viewpoint, sun and etc.
The main problem is mentioned criteria and values in design models and urban planning, don’t provide
needs of residents both quality and quantity aspects. On the other hand, it decreases quality of natural
environment (special in large cities). There are reduction of quality in many cites. They are:
Don’t use from values and opportunity of natural environment such as winter ray, don’t appropriate
urban infrastructure especial in transportation , don’t exist urban security system in crisis condition such as sail
, earthquake , don’t responsibility functional spaces and etc . They are begging new problems in cites now.
In this research, have been studied better models in design and urban planning that adapt with natural
models in city. There are many gardens and land uses in Middle area in Mashhad. So this district has appropriate
potential for creating open and green spaces that adapt by natural condition.
Research purpose
Total purpose in this research is, adapting physical condition of middle district with natural models in urban
planning and urban design. So subdivided are:
- introducing various natural models in urban planning and urban design
- Measuring, compatibility of middle area by mentioned models.
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- Proposing appropriate model for middle area in Mashhad.
Research method
This research is "descriptive –analytical". So, has been analyzed physical structure of studied area. Also,
research method includes seven parts. They are:
- documental and liberality studies in order to introducing natural models in urban planning
- evaluation studied area with mentioned patterns
- creating plan and geography information (GIS) in order to update information
So, at first was considered proposed natural models in order to using from natural factors and approaching
development models. Then, was analyzed mentioned area in several aspects. At finally, was compared studied
area by considered model and finding challenges.
Natural

pattern from
studying

Studying area in order
to application patterns

Existence patterns

Make adapt urban planning
pattern with natural patterns

Result of adaption studied with studied area
First results of application natural patterns

How using result adaption studies in detail
and comprehensive plans
Figure (1): method research

II.

THEORETICAL BASIS

1.1. Adaptability natural models
The world isn’t random. There are models in every place. Indeed, we use from them every day. Models
has been seen in wide scale, also many options has been used from natural. One of the basic challenges is,
understanding these processes and relation between them. Indeed, there are complex relations between processes
that understanding is difficult (bell, 1999: 22).
Models could be defined by some worlds such as: orient, shape, fabric, density, and color, view forces,
continuous, repetition, similarity, cohesion and etc. Analyzing of patterns was done through studying of place
and classification of natural phenomenon that they have as like as patterns.
Therefore have been analyzed natural pattern in four parts (main parts). They are:
1. Basic natural pattern: pitter Stevens has proposed patterns and relevance between processes in patterns
in natural book (Patterns in nature, 1974). Also, he has divided patterns and natural element in various
scales in four parts. They are: 1- spiral pattern, 2- curve pattern, 3- junction pattern, 4- mosaic pattern.
Each pattern has special factors (bell, 1999: 38).
2. Earth shape patterns: these patterns emphasis on hemisphere by using natural factors such as:
repetition, coherence and etc (bell, 1999: 38).
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3.

Aesthetic of natural environment (landscape): this pattern consider identity of natural places, also it
define space. Indeed, it is several sensitive between human and natural environment. These relations are,
various and complex, coherence, several scales and forces (Mak hark, 2008: 30).
4. landscape synthetic patterns : landscape include several patterns , such as : shape , structure , elements
and etc . All of the landscape consists of them (Matluk, 2001:24). Landscape patterns have been consisted
of concept of landscape language, means, landscape conversation (between details and residents),
processes and natural forms, networks (Aspyrn, 1998:19).
The first finding that has been concluded from considering and analyzing of natural patterns and quality factors
has been shown in table 1.
Table1: adaptive results of natural pattern in manufacture environment

1.2. Research history & functional samples of natural patterns
Generally, there is regard to natural in previous years in urban systems (Magtif, 2009, 53). In this research, was
considered some concepts such as: green city, ecology city, sustainable city and etc (Bahraini, 2004: 65).
Indeed, green city approach or native city have used functional samples and natural patterns in urban
environment. These patterns emerge in green space networks patterns, native city, and sustainable city. On the
other hand, there is one paper that has been done natural patterns and has changed to applied model. Other paper
has been studied natural and objective concepts.
1.2.1. Mosaic patterns ( new strategies in urban design )
Mosaic patterns have been seen in every where in all of the earth. Also, this patterns understandable for
every one. These patterns have been seen in various scales.
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Figure (1): natural earth mosaic

Re: Başer & Kubat 2007, A New Landscape Design Strategy, Kadıkِy – Istanbul
Conceptual framework of natural environment in inside and outside ecosystems. Always, one same
conceptual framework could be used in urban environment or could be created sustainable urban viewpoint. So,
designer should be explored structure in natural environment and creating sustainable city. Kadıkoy is one the
city in Istanbul that conceptual framework of urban environment is based on mosaic pattern for approaching
urban sustainable viewpoint. These patterns are used relation open spaces networks, shape of path. Also, this
pattern is defined as continues components (Baser&kubat, 2007).
Figure 2: proposed green and open spaces according to mosaic pattern

Re: Başer & Kubat 2007, A New Landscape Design Strategy, Kadıköy – İstanbul
1.2.2. Green space and networks pattern
Gatraple project (green network project) (2008), was done trough hierarchy of green networks in order to
improving environmental quality (landscape pattern & natural environment elements).
Figure 3: Proposed green space network pattern of Gatrapel city

Re: Farrar, Gowkthrapple regeneration, Greenspace & Green Network 2008
Also, other city such as Kirkols has been used nodes and green corridors and has been used from opportunities.
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1.2.3. Urban sustainable form
Done studied for sustainability (Urban design for sustainability 2008) is, appropriate method for having
sustainable cites. Therefore, was studied design theory and urban sustainable models in order to development of
compact green city. In this research has been done, coherence between natural and manufacture environment by
using functional coherence, improving green nods (Helsinki& Schulz, 2006), strengthening appropriate density
,appropriate green structure ,making integrated structure , developing neighborhoods centers , designing green
structures & urban viewpoint , creating identity , improving design and management of structures and green
nods as continues elements between old and new structures (Land use consultant , 2008) .

Figure 4 : detail of urban green structure (Green network in Kirklees)
Re: Başer & Kubat 2007, A New Landscape Design Strategy, Kadıköy – İstanbul

III.

STUDIED AREA

Mashhad has been located between Hezar Masjed & Binaloud Mountains. The city is located at 36.20º
North latitude and 59.35º East longitude, in the valley of the Kashaf River near Turkmenistan, between the two
mountain ranges of Binalood and Hezar-masjed. Mashhad divided 7 parts in planning based on environmental,
physical, economical, social indicators (Farnahad consultant, 2008). This area consists of natural and physical
opportunities. Thus, middle area is one of the main economical and physical areas in Mashhad. This area has
some factors. Such as:
- appropriate place in urban spatial space
- appropriate relation between with natural area such as Binalood mountain
- consisting of structure and various physical fabrics
- centralization of activities in urban scale
- there is value environmental such as : gardens , canals
- there is the most network in this area due to holly shrine
- there is problems about urban spaces and physical structure , so it is necessary urban planning
Figure 5: proposed planning area in Mashhad metropolitan
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2.1. Studied area in urban natural structure
The area is 3207 hectare (11%).also; it located a side Binalood Mountain and Kohsangi (natural
element). According to, there is channel structure in this area (Prsomash consultant, 2008:67). So, studied area
has appropriate position in Mashhad metropolitan. South mountains create value landscape in this area. Also,
there is appropriate slope in studied area (90 meter difference of height). There are various temperatures due to
different weather. They effect on urban environment quality.
2.2. Studied area in urban functional structure
Studied area has spatial position in Mashhad city. There is a lot of land uses and services and
populations in area. So, development of area is led to progressing that other area of Mashhad. Also, there is
diversity construction due to western and central newly constructed. In this area, 37% of lands consist of
residential zone and other parts consist of other land uses that have been dispersed in area. Due to the most land
uses are non residential, so it show important of studied area as services zone in Mashhad city.
2.3. Studied area in urban physical structure
Studied area has been located in center of Mashhad .its developed fabric are related to after 1957
decade. There is corridor axis in south boundary of studied area. Studied area has been located between raster
fabric of western area and central fabric. Totally, it have special place in metropolitan. Centralization of height
building in this area, dispersion of land uses , centralization of macro physical lands are important factors for
developing Mashhad city .
Figure 6: functional structure of Mashhad central area
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Figure 7: environmental structure of Mashhad central area

IV.

CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION

According to research method, was considered structure of central area and was proposed as plans.
Also, were proposed adaptable and functional models in urban and design planning. So, are proposed finding of
analyzing natural models and influents of them.
3.1. Natural structure in order to development of shape and physical form
Structure and natural form are led to shape and form. On the other hand create limitations. So, city as
manufacture environment has relation with natural structure. Indeed, the city would be determined developing
and evolution.
Mashhad consist of potential group that could be developed and create sustainable landscape for residents. So,
adaptability of condition forms by natural environment is very important.
3.2. Composition functional elements in some scales in mosaic networks
Totally, environment consists of some mosaic pattern in different scales. This pattern consists of hierarchy
structure (Bell, 1999: 38). According to models , the structure of studied area are :
- green mosaic
- functional mosaic in neighborhood and district scale
- urban functional mosaic
These areas provide services and functional and uses that, are led to developing urban spaces. On the other hand
mosaic pattern have ability to complete vacant land use.
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3.3. Complete physical and spatial dissociation in order to spiral pattern (green space network)
Spiral model is consequence of development in limit environment in order to utilization of natural
conditions (terener, 1999:65).
According to factors area, are used from this model in order to completing green space network as spiral rings of
green space. This pattern relate to structure and natural networks. So the results of Continuous green space
networks are green axes, potential green spots and etc. natural pattern are led to utilization and balanced
dispersion n studied area. Also, it complete spatial dispersion in this zone
3.4. Physical structure that has been resulted from earth slope (open space network as background)
Totally, mountain structure is created Based on earth shape. This factor are led to balanced condition in
this area or every where ( Bell, 1999: 178). Using of pattern has been done relation background. Utilization of
spots potential are led to improved quality of urban environment .
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3.5. Adaptation shape and physical form in combination with climatic factors such as wind
Each form shows existed limitation and process in exist condition. Shapes and forms are various due to
environment factors such as: wind, sun and etc (Spearman, 1998: 243). Also, urban fabrics should be adapted
environmental condition. For example orient of wind is one of the most important factors for land uses. So, the
land uses should be located in appropriate location that should be matched by environmental condition.
3.6. Branching pattern and codification structure based on studied area
This pattern is led to arrange natural elements. Often, this pattern is created by junction of rivers or
other natural elements (Bell, 1999: 38). It is necessary for creating of balance terrific flows in our cites. By
using of model was determined capacity of urban path.
3.7. Adaptability of urban watercourse, follows, edges from flexible screw model
Screw model is flexible pattern that create harmonic viewpoints, such as: plant cover, opposite edges
and etc. this pattern define soft edge as physical edge, separated edge. Totally, are used for arranging potential
edge. Therefore, this pattern useful in solving landscape problems in urban environment. Flexible screw model,
codify density structure in cites.
3.8. Corridors and Walking routes network models between functional mosaics
Landscape structures are analyzed by description of detail elements such as: mosaics, canals and etc.
indeed, the path relate between mosaics (Spearman, 1998: 191). By using mosaic patterns could be codified
corridors and canals. Thus, based on pattern, has been proposed some path that have located between mosaic
patterns. They are:
Natural tunnels (green axes), walking ways (entertainment-commercial), green path or bicycle path
3.9. Natural environmental quality patterns by flow networks
Viewpoint and landscape emerge beautiful environment due to special identity foe each landscape
(Spearman, 1998:70). This pattern is used in order to identity for environment. On the other hand, it should be
improved other factors such as religion or natural quality. Generally, this pattern strengthens urban identity.
3.10. Adaptability water flow path pattern by main axes
All of the natural viewpoints consist of special elements. These patterns determine landscape language
(Lind, 1996: 23). By using these patterns, could be provided natural quality in urban spaces. So by utilization of
natural location could be revived rain water. Also could be reserved natural sources.
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At finally by analyzing of natural models, was determined functional patterns in urban planning and urban
design. Table 2 shows, natural models according to function in details plan or comprehensive plans.
Table 2: using natural models in urban planning and urban design in studied area
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PROPOSING NATURAL DEVELOPMENT MODEL

At finally, have been proposed strategies in different structure. According table 2, each model have
clear results. So, based on data and finding could be anticipated natural development models for studied area.
The main subjects in this research are:
- improving the role of studied area in Mashhad city with relation urban network
- design of functional structure that it consist of centers and activities axes according to mosaic framework
- design of physical structure according to urban spatial structure
- completing urban terrific networks in relation other parts
- design urban networks according to branch pattern
This development model would be used in future for studied area .

Figure 10: proposed natural development pattern
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Polyolefins / Corn Starch Blends (1)
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Abstract: - Corn starch blends of high density- and low density polyethylene have been prepared by injection
moulding technique. Maleic anhydrides- graft-polyethylene was used as a compatibilizers. The effect of corn
starch content on the blends was evaluated by mechanical property measurements and water uptake tests.
Results indicated that the tensile strength of the blends decreased with increase in corn starch contents. While
the elongation at break of low density polyethylene-corn starch blends decreased with increase in starch content,
the elongation at break of high density polyethylene/corn starch blends first decreased with increase in starch
content, up to 7.25 wt %, and there-after, decreased with further increase in corn starch contents. The addition
of maleic anhydride-graft-polyethylene was found to improve the tensile strength and elongation at break of
the blends. Both the compatibilized and uncompatibilized blend absorbed water, the amount of which
increased with increase in corn starch content, and immersion period; and tended to level off after the fourth
day of immersion in water. The amount of water absorbed by the blends was appreciably decreased on
incorporation of maleic anhydride-graft-polyethylene into the blends.
Keywords: - polyethylene, corn starch, maleic anhydride–graft–polyethylene , blends, mechanical properties
* Correspondence to ; Isaac O . Igwe
I.
INTRODUCTION
Starch is a natural polymer which is referred to as a polysaccharide. It is produced by all green plants,
and consists of two distinct molecules, the amylose (linear polymer), and amylopectin(branched- polymer) [1].
Starch from various botanical sources are among the most abundant, renewable and inexpensive natural
biopolymers. Using starch to partially replace synthetic plastics will not only reduce the dependence on
petroleum-based plastics, but also reduce plastic wastes. It is common knowledge, however, that biodegradable
plastics from starch cannot compete with conventional petroleum-based plastics because of their poor
mechanical properties [2]. Most recently, starch has received maximum attention in the preparation of
biodegradable plastics, especially for one time use plastics, because it is the most abundant, degradable, low cost
natural polymer. It is equally available throughout the year. Partial substitution of synthetic plastics with
materials like starch provides not only cheap filler but also biodegradation properties to the final products [3].
Thus, the addition of starch to synthetic plastics like polypropylene [4], poly (vinyl alcohol ) [5], high
density polyethylene [6,7], and linear low density polyethylene[8 ,9], has been reported to enhance their
biodegradability . In blends of starch with synthetic polymers such as polystyrene, and polypropylene, the
hydrophilic nature of starch leads to poor adhesion (miscibility) with the synthetic polymers, which are
hydrophobic in nature. To improve their compatibility, various attempts had been made to modify either starch
or the synthetic polymer,[10]. It has been found that plasticisers, coupling agents, or modified starch only
partially improved the dispersion of starch in the synthetic polymer such as polyethylene, and their interfacial
properties because of their limited interaction,[11,12]. Another approach was to use poly(ethylene-co-acrylic),
poly(ethylene-co-vinylalcohol) or oxidized polyethylene ascompatibilizer in polyethylene-starch composites,
but the composites had unsatisfactory mechanical properties,[13,14]. Another method to improve the miscibility
of phases in starch- polyethylene blends is the chemical modification of the hydroxyl groups of the starch to
induce hydrophilicity into it. Octenyl succinate starch metal ion complexes were combined with polyethylene to
create a biodegradable plastic with good tensile strength[15]. As part of our effort to investigate the
biodegradation of high and low density polyethylene/corn starch blends, we report here, the effect of maleic
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anhydride-graft-polyethylene as a compatibilizer on some properties of high- and low density polyethylene /
corn starch blends.
II.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
The high- and low density polyethylene used in this study were obtained from Ceeplast Industries, Aba,
Nigeria. The density of the polymers are 0.97, and 0.952 g /cm3 respectively. They have melt flow indexes of
9.0 g/10 mins, at 230 0C and 2.0 g/10mins at 190 0C respectively. The corn starch was obtained from the Crop
Science Department, Anambra State University, Uli, Nigeria. The starch was dried at 120 0C for 24 hrs, to a
moisture content of < 1.5 % prior to sample preparation. The maleic anhydride-graft-polyethylene (MA-g-PE)
was purchased from FINLAB Chemicals, Owerri, Nigeria. It is a product of Sigma Aldrich, USA and it’s
viscosity is between 1,700.00 to 4,500 cps at 140 0C.
2.1

2.2 Sample Preparation
The high-, and low density polyethylene blends of corn starch were prepared by thoroughly mixing the
weighed amounts of the polymer with appropriate corn starch quantities (0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.25, 10.0, 12.50, and 15.0
wt %). The high-, or low density polyethylene was melted and homogenized with the corn starch in an injection
moulding machine .The blends were extruded as sheets. Similarly, high-, or low density polyethylene blends in
the presence of the compatibilizer, maleic anhydride-g-polyethylene (MA-g-PE) were prepared as described
above. The compatibilizer level was 10.00 wt % based on the weight of corn starch in the blend.
2.3
Testing on the Blends
The tensile properties of the dumbbell-shaped samples of the blends were measured according to the ASTM D
638 specification. The elongation at break(EB) was also recorded along the meter rule pointer at 200 – 100 mm.
The Rockwell hardness (ASTM D 785), and specific gravity (ASTM D 792) properties of the blends were
determined using standard methods.
2.4
Water Uptake
The blends specimens were dried at 85 0C in an oven until a constant weight was attained prior to immersion.
The water uptake tests were performed to last for a period of six weeks. Weight gains were recorded by periodic
removal of the specimens from the water. Water adhering on the surface of the specimens were carefully
removed with filter paper before weighing on a balance with a precision of 1 mg . The percentage of water
uptake at different times (W t) was calculated according to the equation:
Wt (%) = W2 _ W1 / W1 x 100
(1)
where W1 and W2 are the weights of the dried sample and the samples after immersion time, t .

Tensile
Strength, N/mm2

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSSIONS
The tensile properties of high density polyethylene and low density polyethylene/corn starch blends with and
without maleic anhydride-graft-polyethylene are shown in Figure 1. When the corn starch content increased, the
tensile strength of the blends decreased, presumably because of incompatibility of the polyolefins and corn
starch. It is probable that the inclusion of corn starch in the polyolefin matrices caused a very significant stress
concentration. In effect, fracture could be initiated from the weak interface of the blends, due to their envisaged
poor interfacial adhesion, thus resulting in reduced tensile properties. Thakore et al [3], who investigated low
density polyethylene/potato starch or starch acetate blends found that the tensile strength of the blends decreased
with increased starch or starch acetate content. The higher tensile strength of high density polyethylene as
compared to low density polyethylene is attributed to the former’s higher density, lack of branching, and
stronger intermolecular force of attraction that exists in its chains according to Karyn [16]. Similarly, Lin et al
[2] who investigated low density polyethylene/corn starch blends found results in similar to ours.
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Figure 1: Plot of tensile strength versus corn starch content for compatibilized and uncompatibilized HDPE, and
LDPE Corn Starch Blends.
The plots show that the tensile strength of high density polyethylene/ corn starch blends were in all
cases higher than those of low density polyethylene/starch blends, with the determined tensile strength of high
density polyethylene(21.98 Nm-2) being higher than that of low density polyethylene (12.17 Nm-2). When the
compatibilizer (MA-g-PE) was added to the polyolefin blends, the tensile properties of the blends were
increased and two types of behaviours can be observed;
(i) the tensile strength of the high density polyethylene/corn starch blends were greatly increased at
maleic anhydride-graft-polyethylene contents, 4.0 wt % based on 10 % corn starch content, and thereafter,
decreased after MA-g-PE content, 4.0 wt.%. The decrease in the tensile strength of compatibilized high density
polyethylene, after the addition of
4.0wt % maleic anhydride-graft-polyethylene is probably due to the
molecular morphology of HDPE near the surface or in the bulk of the plastic phase Sanadi et al, [19].
Transcrystallization and changes in the apparent strength of the bulk matrix can result to changes in the
contribution of the matrix to the composites strength
(ii) the tensile strength of the low density polyethylene / corn starch content were gradually increased,
were in all cases were smaller than that of the unblended LDPE within the MA-g-PE content investigated. It is
believed that MA-g-PE increased the adhesion between the polyolefin matrices and the corn starch filler. The
improved interfacial adhesion between the polyolefins and corn starch has a positive impact on the stress
transfer, thus reducing the chance of interfacial debonding, and leading to improved tensile strength properties.
The above results further support the assumption that the interaction between starch and MA-g-PE was a
chemical one between the hydroxyl groups in corn starch and anhydride groups in MA-g-PE, because, a polar
interaction between them would not improve their properties to any significant extent. In contrast to our results,
Matzinos et al [17] who characterized LDPE/starch blends, reported an increase in the strength of the blends
with starch contents of up to 50 wt % starch after which the tensile strength of the blends decreased with any
further increased in starch content.

The elongation at break obtained for the various blends are obtained in figure 2.
The two polyolefin blends of corn starch were observed to behave differently with increasing starch content:
(i)
when corn starch content was increased, the elongation at break of LDPE/corn starch blends decreased,
presumably because of the heterogeneous dispersion of starch in LDPE matrix, and the incompatibility of
LDPE and starch. A similar behaviour was also observed with LLDPE /starch films Evangelista et al [10].
Thakore et al [3], had also reported a decrease in elongation at break of LDPE /potato starch blends with
increase in potato starch content. In synthetic polymer blends, the addition of the immiscible component to a
ductile matrix generally decreases the elongation properties considerably at break point Paul, et al [18].
(ii)
the elongation at break for HDPE/corn starch blends was observed to increase with increase in starch
content, up to 7.25 wt % of starch, and thereafter, decreased with further increase in corn starch content. Similar
behaviour was also noticed in the variation of tensile strength of HDPE / corn starch blends with corn starch
content.
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When MA-g-PE was added to the polyolefin /corn starch blends, the elongation at break of the resulting blends
were further improved. The following observations are however noteworthy:
(i) the elongation at break of HDPE /corn starch blends increased with increase in MA-g-PE content, up to 30
wt % and thereafter, decreased with any further increase in the MA-g-PE content. However, the resulting
decrease in elongation at break values are greater when compared to the uncompatibilized blends.
(ii) between 1.0 wt % and 2.0 wt % of MA-g-PE content, the elongation at break increased, after which it
decreased with further increase in MA-g-PE
content.
Thakore et al [3] in their studies found that the elongation at break of LDPE/starch acetate and LDPE/starch
blends increased with increase in starch acetate, and starch contents, in the blends reached a maximum, and
thereafter decreased. This increase in elongation at break was attributed to the improved plasticity of starch
acetate.

Figure 4: Plot of water uptake and immersion time for compatibilized and uncompatibilized LDPE /corn starch
blends.
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The water uptake for uncompatibilized and compatibilized polyolefin blends are illustrated in Figures 3
and 4 respectively. The figures show progressive increase in the amount of water absorbed by HDPE-, and
LDPE/starch blends with increase in the amount of starch incorporated into the polyolefins, and period of water
absorption. For most of the blends, the amount of water absorbed tended to level off (i.e. equilibrium
absorption) after the fourth day of immersion in water. The negligible amount of water absorbed by HDPE, and
LDPE tended to remain fairly constant throughout the duration of the experiment. These polyolefins are
hydrophobic. The water uptake in the blends are due to the presence of hydrophilic starch particles in the blends.
Starch particles possess an abundant of hydroxyl groups in their molecules and which are available for
interactions with water molecules. Thus, water molecules can saturate the surface of the polyolefin/corn starch
blends easily and penetrate into the composites through voids which result in higher water uptake in a short
immersion period as reported by Sanadi, et al, and Danjija et al, [20, 21].
Figures 3 and 4 show that the compatibilized polyolefin blends absorbed less water when compared to
the uncompatibilized blends. Thus, at each corn starch content in the blend considered, the compatibilized
polyolefin blends absorbed less water when compared to the uncompatibilized blends. This is attributed to the
improved adhesion obtained between the corn starch and polyolefins in the presence of MA-g- PE which
reduces the water penetration into the blends.
The water absorbed by LDPE /corn starch blends is observed to be higher than those absorbed by
HDPE/corn starch blends. LDPE has a high degree of short chain branching in its molecule Katchy, [22], and
which has the capacity to loosen up the main chain structure thereby allowing the water molecules to penetrate
more easily. This fact may account in parts for the observed high amount of water absorbed by LDPE, and its
blends when compared to HDPE and its blends.
IV. CONCLUSION
Corn starch has been used to prepare blends of high density polyethylene, and low density
polyethylene. When the starch content increased, the tensile strength of the blends decreased. The elongation at
break(EB) of the blends was found to behave differently with increase in starch content. For LDPE, the EB of
the blends decreased with increase in starch content , while for HDPE, the EB of the blends first increased with
increase in starch content, up to 7.25 wt %, and thereafter, decreased with any further increase in starch
content.
HDPE-, LDPE/corn starch are two- medium blend, therefore, MA-g-PE was used to improve the adhesion
between the polyolefins and corn starch. The tensile strength and elongation at break of the blends were
therefore improved with the addition of MA-g-PE as compatibilizer. The water uptake for both the
uncompatibilized and compatibilized blends increased with the increase in corn starch content. However, the
quantity of water absorbed by the compatibilized blends was in all cases lower than the uncompatibilized
blends.
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Abstract : Creativity is a high-level cognitive process which has given rise to research in various fields such as
education. This paper shows a research on how Mind Mapping helps tertiary level students in Bangladesh to
explore their creativity. It also focuses on use of Mind mapping in a learning environment which requires an
enhanced way of thinking, learning and presenting. A research framework and a conceptual framework were
developed to conduct this research. Based on the framework a case study will be followed by a qualitative and
quantitative study on a group of students. The case study aims to compare student’s performance before the use
of mind map and the change after using it. Result of the research shows that use of Mind Mapping enhances the
learning capacity in terms of number of ideas generated as well as improves presentation focus.. This research
paper will facilitate the students, teachers and the researchers who seek ways to enhance the tertiary level
educational experience.

Keywords: - Creativity, Educational technology, Engineering education, Learning Method, Mind mapping
I.

INTRODUCTION

What is creativity? It was discussed in [1] that there are two broad types of creativity, improbabilist and
impossibilist. Improbabilist creativity involves novel combinations of familiar ideas. The deeper type of
creativity involves METCS: the Mapping, Exploration, and Transformation of Conceptual Spaces. It is
impossibilist, in that totally new ideas may be generated which – with respect to the particular conceptual space
concerned – could not have been generated before. In the current research, the improbabilist type of creativity is
looked at, in particular, whether students in a developing country university experience increased combination
of their own ideas, both in terms of increased number of ideas generated and the resulting synthesis of ideas,
before and after the use of a technique called Mind Mapping.
Developed by Tony Buzan in 1970, Mind Mapping is a revolutionary technique for capturing ideas on
a horizontal surface. In [2] it was found the use of mind mapping for understanding case studies very useful
among post graduate EMBA students. Mind mapping can be used in every activity where thought, planning,
recall or creativity is involved (See [3]). A mind map allows a user to record a great deal of information in the
form of linked ideas with keywords and images. Essentially, a user records or inscribes gathered information on
a page while showing the relationships between the concepts involved. An example of a basic mind map drawn
to organize this paper is shown in Fig.1.
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Fig.1 An example of a basic mind map
The mind map in Fig. 1 shows an attempt at organizing the paper currently being written. The branches
only show two levels of linked ideas. There is no limit to the number of levels that can be added. In addition to
keywords, visual images that represent key the key ideas can also be used.
“Using Mind Mapping as a study technique”: (e.g. [4]) shows that retention and recall are better among students
when mind maps were used as a study technique. However, they point out that the users must be motivated
towards the use of mind maps, i.e. the students must enjoy using it and obviously be conversant in their use. It
was studied whether mind mapping can be used as a pre-writing strategy to help explore and generate ideas for
writing (see [5]). Author suggests that Mind Mapping tend to help students plan in the following ways:
 to find clearer focus;
 to have better organization of ideas;
 to have clearer ideas;
 to have better ordering of ideas;
 to include more relevant and appropriate ideas;
 to delineate more ideas;
 to have better paragraphing.
In [6] suggests a report which found similar improved results while using another type of mind tool,
called Concept Mapping (See also [7]). Nurses used concept mapping to record and understand patient profiles.
These nurses performed better than nurses that simply used the regular nursing plan guidelines. It appears
therefore that use of tools that allow linking concepts help idea generation and focus.
For the present study, the students are from a developing country, Bangladesh. For both teaching and
learning the behaviorism model is widely followed, i.e. student is given information that he/she is required to
memorize and reproduce in quizzes and exams. The student is even required to memorize a variety of essays and
reproduce one of these essays in the final exams. Essays given by the teacher often contain grammatical and
spelling errors. The essays are memorized together with these errors and reproduced exactly. The result is that
when students arrive at tertiary level they are not only unable to express independent thought, their sentence
construction is random, i.e. mistakes in sentence making are not consistent. To understand the nature of
mistakes, a batch of 18 students, studying in the first year first semester of a Computer Science degree were
asked to write about a real incident in their lives that deeply affected them. To engage the students, the teacher
first related a story in her own life and then got volunteer students to relate stories. Finally, students were paired
and asked to verbally relate their stories to each other before finally writing their own story. All stories were
collected, the total number of sentences counted and types of mistakes analyzed. It shows that 63.5% of the
sentences written had a variety of errors. Further analysis revealed that those who write correct sentences use
simple sentence structures, i.e. single verb sentences. When such students attempt to express more complex
ideas, they run into trouble. Individual students were then collected and when asked to express the same ideas
again the mistakes encountered were different. As the students do not have practice in independent sentence
making, the mistakes made are random. It is with these types of students that the current research is designed.
The test is to see whether mind mapping can help these students generate ideas for their presentations and
assignments
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RESEARCH QUESTION AND OBJECTIVES

To answer this question we have several objectives to fill up
 Identify the level of improvements of after using mindmap?
 How does creativity express in mindmap?
 Was the mind map technique effective in enhancing students' creative thinking and problem solving skills?
 What impacts the students after using mind mapping?
 Impacts on student’s knowledge compared to paper-based mind mapping and conventional teaching
method?

III.

METHODOLOGY

Creativity assessment efforts might be qualitative, quantitative, or both. Analyzing qualitative data is a
process which considers relevant contextual issues, possible biases, and values; it is concerned more with
discerning the meaning of information rather than with formulating and testing statistical hypotheses, although
there exists possibilities of statistical scores for creativity through mathematical means. A research process
framework was developed by the researchers and that is shown on Fig 2

Fig 2: Research Frame work

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

1) Equipments
Some equipment like pen, pencil, marker, papers, and white board were introduced in this research study.
2) Procedure
In the research 11 students of Department of Agriculture from International University of Business Agriculture
and Technology (IUBAT), Bangladesh were chosen and the research timeline was in between on January 2011
to April 2011.
First of all, lecturer discussed about importance of ICT in various sectors which is appropriate for this
experiment using traditional teaching method with simple PowerPoint presentation. At that moment, students
had no idea about any mapping techniques. After the lesson, teacher asked the students to make a presentation
of uses of ICT tools in agricultural sector. When their writing is completed then teacher introduced different
types of mapping techniques specially paper based mindmap. In the second part of this experiment, students
worked for presentation using mind map with same topic.

V.

RESULT AND FINDINGS

After the experiment, the result is quite impressive; researchers found that without the knowledge of
mindmap, students focused average of 7 point of interest (POI) or different sectors of using ICT in agriculture in
their writing. But after having the concept of mindmap, no of sectors or point of interest(POI) increased as an
average of 13 which is almost double than their previous writing.
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TABLE 1 : Calculation of Experiment
Mean
Standard Deviation
Total POI (Without Mindmap)

7

1.891810606

Total POI (With Mindmap)

13

9.052631579

In the chart, it was clearly visible that, standard deviation of students writing without help of
mindmap they have covered relevance sectors is 1.81. That means most of the students covered relevant areas of
5.118.89 which is even less than the average of sector covered by students writing after using mindmap.
In our two sets of 20 measurements, both data sets gave a mean of consistently 7 and 13, but both groups size
were small. How confident can we be that if we repeated the measurements thousands of times, both groups
would continue to give a mean of 7 and 13
To estimate this, we calculated the standard error of the mean (S.E.M. or Sx-bar) using the equation

Where S was the standard deviation and n was the number of measurements.

In our first data set, the student not using mind map S.E.M. was .42
𝑠𝑥=𝑠/ 𝑛
𝑠𝑥= 1.89/ 20 = 1.89/4.47 = .42

In the second group the student using mind map S.E.M. it was .67
𝑠𝑥=𝑠/ 𝑛
𝑠𝑥=3/ 20=3/4.47=.67
95% confidence limits,
It turned out that there was a 68% probability that the "true" mean value of any effect being measured falls
between +1 and −1 standard error (S.E.M.). Since this was not a very strong probability, most workers preferred
to extend the range to limits within which they can be 95% confident that the "true" value lies. This range is
roughly between −2 and +2 times the standard error.
So
 for our first group, .42 x 2 = .84
 for our second group, .67 x 2 = 1.34
So
 If our first group was representative of the entire population, we were 95% confident that the "true" mean
lied somewhere between 6.16 and 7.84 (7 ± .84 or 6.16 ≤ 7 ≤ 7.84).
 For our second group, we were 95% confident that the "true" mean lied somewhere between 11.66 and
14.34 (13 ± 1.34 or 11.66 ≤ 13 ≤ 14.34).
Put another way, when the mean was presented along with its 95% confidence limits, the workers were
saying that there is only a 1 in 1.34 chance that the "true" mean value was outside those limits. Put still another
way: the probability (p) that the mean value lied outside those limits is less than 1 in 1.34 (p = <0.05 ).
According to Chebyshev’s theorem, the interval (7, 19) can be written as (13-2*3, 13+2*3) which is same
as (Mean -k*SD, Mean +k*SD), where k =6/3=2.
According to Chebyshev’s theorem, at least 1 - (1/k-squared) of the measurements will fall within (Mean k*SD, Mean +k*SD)
But 1 - (1/k-squared) = 1 - (1/2^2) = 1 – 0.25= 0.75
Thus 75 percent of the values will fall between 7 and 19 for a data set with mean of 13 and standard deviation of
2.
That result said that the 75 percent possibility was that the average student using the mind map can generate
more ides than the traditional system with 2 standard deviation.
According to Empirical rule, approximately 95% of the measurements (data) will fall within two standard
deviation of the mean. Therefore (Mean -2*SD, Mean +2*SD) = (13-2*3, 13+2*3) = (7, 19) will contain 95 %
of the observations.
Thus the two values are 7 and 19. That result said that the 95 percent possibility is that the average
student using the mind map can generate more ides than the traditional system with 2 standard deviation.
As a result, researchers concluded the research with a positive view on Mindmap and from the experiments to
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shows that it is really a powerful tool to improve academic tasks of students; in another word it increases the
level of creativity of students. This research will help the researchers of the field of contemporary research,
academic research, academic reading, academic writing, poster presentation, academic presentation, and
innovative teaching and learning methodologies.
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Abstract: Buckling behavior of laminated composite plates subjected to in-plane loads is an important
consideration in the preliminary design of aircraft components. The sizing of many structural subcomponents of
the aircraft structures is often determined by stability constraints. The objective of the current study is to
understand the influence of the length-to-thickness ratio, the aspect ratio, the fiber orientation and the cut-out
shapes on the buckling load for the glass epoxy laminated composite plate in clamped-free-clamped-free
configuration by FE analysis using MSC.Patran/Nastran. Initially, buckling analysis was carried out on
aluminum plates, both; experimentally and numerically; for the two different geometric configurations to predict
the critical buckling load and the test results were compared with the FEA predictions, to check the validity of
the analysis methodology. The same methodology was further followed for analyzing the buckling behavior of
the composite plates. The results shows the effect of orientation of fiber, aspect ratio, cut-out shape and lengthto-thickness ratio on the buckling of the glass epoxy laminated composite plate.

Keywords: - Plate buckling, woven glass epoxy laminate, length-to-thickness ratio, aspect ratio, fiber
orientation, cut-out shapes

I.

INTRODUCTION

Development of new applications using composites is accelerating due to the requirement of materials
with unusual combination of properties that cannot be met by conventional monolithic materials. Actually,
composite materials are capable of covering this requirement in all means because of their heterogeneous nature.
Properties of composite arise as a function of its constituent materials, their distribution and the interaction
among them and as a result an unusual combination of material properties can be obtained.
Laminated composites are gaining wider use in mechanical and aerospace applications due to their high
specific stiffness and high specific strength. Fiber-reinforced composites are used extensively in the form of
relatively thin plate, and consequently the load carrying capability of composite plate against buckling has been
intensively considered by researchers under various loading and boundary conditions. Due to the excellent
stiffness and weight characteristics, composites have been receiving more attention from engineers, scientists,
and designers. During operation, the composite laminate plates are commonly subjected to compression loads
that may cause buckling if overloaded. Hence their buckling behaviors are important factors in safe and reliable
design of these structures.
There are few studies on optimal design of simply supported rectangular plates laminated to composite
material and subjected to uniaxial compressive loading [1,5]. Numerical results are presented for optimal-design
plates laminated of glass/epoxy, boron/epoxy, and carbon/epoxy composite materials. Initially, few studies were
made on thin-walled structures which are having high strength coupled with the ease of manufacturing and the
relative low weight. However, thin-walled structures have the characteristic of susceptibility of failure by
instability or buckling. It is therefore important to the design engineer that accurate methods are available to
determine the critical buckling strength [8].
A procedure for determining the buckling load of the aluminum rectangular plate is carried out where
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buckling loads are determined from different experiment methods and were compared with the theoretical
buckling loads and also various formulation based on the first-order shear deformation theory and von-Karmantype nonlinearity to estimates the critical/buckling loads of laminated composite rectangular plates under inplane uniaxial and biaxial loadings. Different combinations of simply supported, clamped and free boundary
conditions were considered [5, 11]. Also, the influence of boundary conditions on the buckling load for
rectangular plates was studied [2]. Numerical and experimental studies were conducted to investigate the effect
of boundary conditions, length/thickness ratio, and ply orientation on the buckling behavior of E-glass/epoxy
composite plates under in-plane compression load.
It was found that most of the studies were focused on unidirectional fiber. Industry driven woven fibers
are being increasingly used in many industries. Hence more importance is give on its structural behavior. It also
indicates that the interaction among stacking sequence, cutout shape and length/thickness ratio on the buckling
behavior of woven fiber laminated composites are needed to investigate in more detail. The aim of performing
this work is to extend the knowledge of the structural behavior of woven fabric composites subject to
compressive load which is lacking. The main objective of this study is to carry out buckling analysis of
symmetrically and laminated composite plates under clamped-free–clamped-free boundary condition. The
effects on buckling load by cut out size, length/thickness ratio, ply orientation and cut-out shapes are
investigated.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Experimental studies were carried on the following two Al-plate configurations to find out the critical buckling
load:
 Rectangular Al 2024 T3 plate (300×200×1.6 mm)
 Square Al 2024 T3 plate (300×300×1.6mm)
This experimental study was carried out to validate the buckling results obtained from FEA, so that the
same analysis methodology can be followed for the buckling analysis of woven fabric composite plates. The
experiment comprises of an aluminum plate clamped on two l on g i t u d i n a l e n d s o n an INSTRON 1341
testing machine of 50KN capacity and kept free at the other two. Then it was loaded in axial compression.
Clamped boundary conditions were simulated along the top and bottom edges, restraining 50mm length and the
test specimens were mounted on the testing machine through the mechanical fixtures. The top fixture was held
fixed during the test whereas the bottom fixture was moved by servo hydraulic cylinder.

Figure 1: Buckling test setup and onset of buckling in rectangular aluminum plate
As the load was increased the dial gauge needle started moving and at a particular value of the
load applied, th er e was a sudden large movement of the needle and thus the 1st mode buckling was observed.
The load corresponding to this point is the critical buckling load of the plate.
The same test procedure was repeated, similarly, for the square aluminum plate and under the similar
loading conditions, the dial gauge showed sudden large movement of the needle due to the large out-of-plane
deformation of the plate and thus the 1st mode buckling was observed. The load vs. displacement curve was
plotted and the load at which the initial part of the curve deviated from linearity was taken as the Critical
buckling load.
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Figure 2: Buckling test setup and onset of buckling in square aluminum plate

III.

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

3.1 FE Buckling Analysis of Aluminum 2024-T3 Plates
In this study, linear static buckling analysis was carried out on both aluminum plates and for the woven
fabric laminated composite plates using MSC.Patran and MSC.Nastran package to estimate critical buckling
load in order to study the influence of length-to-thickness ratio, the ply orientation, cut out shape and the aspect
ratio on the buckling behavior of the woven fabric laminated composite plate.
Here QUAD4 shell elements of 1 mm global edge length were used to mesh the model and the total
number of elements was around 60,000 with 60500 nodes. The solution was found using Solution Sequence 105
under Buckling solution type employing the Lanczos extraction method for the 1st mode buckling i.e. for the 1st
Eigen value.

Figure 3: FE model and Boundary conditions applied for the square aluminum plate
3.2 FE Buckling Analysis of Composite Plates
Following the validity for the correctness of the methodology used for the analysis of the aluminum
plate, the same procedure was followed for the analysis of the composite plates. The mechanical properties of
the analyzed specimens were E11 = 7700 N/mm2, E22 = 7700 N/mm2, ν = 0.12 and G12 = 2810 N/mm2.
The widths of the plates were kept constant while varying the lengths so as to study the effect of aspect
ratio on the buckling behavior. Also the thicknesses were varied for the same lengths of the plates so as to study
the effect of length-to-thickness ratio. Since woven fabric composite plates were considered for the analysis, the
orientation of the fiber which was initially kept 0° was then changed to the 30°/-30° alignment and to 45°/-45°,
in order to study the effect of fiber orientation as well.
The analysis was carried out considering the plate to be two-dimensional orthotropic laminate and the composite
to be laminated. Also the loading the plate was carried along the fiber direction in the FE analysis. Also, in order
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to study the effect of the cut-out shapes on buckling behavior, three different cut-out shapes, namely, circular,
square, and rectangular were analyzed for [0]12 plates keeping the cut-out area constant as 962 mm2.

a. Without cut-out

b. Circular cut-out

c. Square cut-out
d. Rectangular cut-out
Figure 4: FE model of composite plates with different cut-out shapes

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Buckling Results for Aluminum 2024-T3 plates
The experimental analysis of the two aluminum plates yielded the load vs. displacement curve with the
displacement on the x- axis and the load on the y-axis. That c r i t i c a l b u c k l i n g l o a d point was
determined from the intersection of two tangents drawn from the pre-buckling and post-buckling regions. From
the graph shown in the Figure- 5, it can be seen that for the rectangular aluminum plate, the load becomes
constant at 2.26 kN. This represents the 1st mode buckling of the specimen after which the plate is considered
failed. Since the thickness of the plate is very small, the plate shows a large deflection for small increment in the
load.
Also, the FE analysis result for the buckled shape of the rectangular aluminum plate is shown in the Figure 6. It
is observed that the critical buckling load for the rectangular specimen is determined as 2.52 kN.

Figure 5: Load vs. out-of-plane displacement graph for rectangular aluminum plate
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Figure 6: Buckled shape of the rectangular aluminum plate
Similarly, the load vs. out-of-plane displacement for square aluminum plate is shown in the figure-7. From the
graph, it can be observed that the 1st mode buckling load is 2.87 kN.

Figure 7: Load vs. out-of-plane displacement graph for square aluminum plate
The FE analysis result for the buckled shapes of the square aluminum plate is shown in the figure 8. It is
observed that the critical buckling load for the square specimen is determined as 3.24 kN.

Figure 8: Buckled shape of the square aluminum plate

Plate
Type
Rectangle
Square

www.ajer.org

Table I: Buckling Results for Aluminum Plates
Length
Width
Thickness
Expt Pcr
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(KN)
300
200
1.6
2.24
300
300
1.6
2.52

FE Pcr
(KN)
2.52
3.24
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4.2 Buckling Results for Composite Plates
The laminated composite plates were analyzed for determining the critical buckling load. The effect of
length-to-thickness ratio, aspect ratio, fiber orientation and cut-out shapes on the buckling load for the woven
glass epoxy laminated composite plate is studied.
4.2.1 Effect of Length-to-Thickness (a/t) ratio on Buckling Load
In this study the thickness of the plate was increased by increasing number of layers as shown in the
figure 9. Here the length-to-thickness ratio was varied between 33.77 and 98.48. We can observe that the
numerical results show that the variation in buckling load is very sensitive to the thickness and the buckling load
decreases with increase in length to thickness ratio.

Figure 9: Buckling load vs. length-to-thickness (a/t) ratio
4.2.2 Effect of Aspect (a/b) ratio on Buckling Load
In this study, the laminated plates were evaluated at three different aspect ratios. The buckling load
decreases continuously with increasing aspect ratio but the rate of decrease is not uniform It is observed that
buckling load was maximum for aspect ratio 1.08 and minimum for aspect ratio 1.67. The aspect ratio and
buckling load was plotted along x- and y- axis as shown in figure 10. From the graph, it is observed that the
buckling load is decreases with the increase in the aspect ratio.

Figure 10: Buckling load vs. aspect (a/b) ratio
4.2.3 Effect of Fiber Orientation on Buckling Load
In this study the buckling load of composite plates with different fiber orientation was
determined. The result shows the decreasing trend of the buckling load with increase in the fiber orientation.
The maximum buckling load occurred for 0° fiber orientation. The variation of buckling load with fiber
orientation is shown in figure 11. From the figure, it is observed that with the increase in fiber orientation, the
buckling load decreases.
4.4.4 Effect of Cut-out Shapes on Buckling Load
In this section, in order to understand the effects of circular, square and rectangular shaped cut-outs on
buckling load, plates with these cut-out shapes of equal areas were considered. From the Table 2, it can be
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observed buckling load generally decreases with the presence of cut-out. The plate with rectangular cut-out
gives the least buckling load of 7.23 kN and for the one with the circular cut-out, the highest buckling load was
observed with 7.89 kN.

Figure 11: Buckling load vs. fiber orientation

a. Without cut-out

b. Circular cut-out

c. Square cut-out
d. Rectangular cut-out
Figure 12: Buckling behavior of composite plates with different cut-out shapes

Sl. no.
1
2
3
4

Table II: Critical buckling loads for the various cut-out shapes
Length, a
Width, b
Thickness, t
Critical buckling
Cut-out shapes
(in mm)
(in mm)
(in mm)
load, Pcr (in kN)
No cut-out
130
120
3.7
9.221
Circular
130
120
3.7
7.899
Square
130
120
3.7
7.804
Rectangular
130
120
3.7
7.234
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CONCLUSION

This study considers the buckling response of rectangular laminated composite plates with clampedfree-clamped-free boundary conditions. For this, a linear buckling analysis was initially carried out on
aluminum plates of two different configurations to estimate critical buckling load and the predicted FE results
were verified with the results obtained from the buckling tests conducted. Further, the same analysis
methodology was followed to estimate the critical buckling load for various woven fabric laminated composite
plates to study the influence of length-to-thickness ratio, the aspect ratio, the ply orientation and the cut-out
shapes on its buckling behavior. From the present experimental and numerical studies, the following
conclusions are the following conclusions may be drawn based on the results obtained in this investigation
made:
1. It was noted that variations in length-to-thickness ratio affects the critical buckling load. The buckling load
decreases as the a/t ratio increases. The rate of decrease of buckling load is not uniform with the rate of
increase of a/t ratio.
2. As the aspect ratio increases, the critical buckling load of the plate decreases. When the aspect ratio changed
from 1.0 to 1.7. The rate of change of buckling load with a/b ratio is almost uniform.
3. It was seen that the different fiber orientation angles affected the critical buckling load adversely.
With the increase in the fiber angle, the buckling load decreased. The plate with [0] 8 layup had the
highest buckling load and the plate with [45]8 layup had the least.
4. The reduction of the buckling load due to the presence of a cut-out is found to be significant. It is noted
that the presence of cut-out lowers the buckling load and it varies with the cut-out shape. The plate with
circular cut-out yielded to the greatest critical buckling load while the rectangular cut-out failed for the
lowest buckling load.
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Abstract: - A Study was attempted to assess the infiltration rate of a tank irrigated Wellington watershed of
Tamilnadu, India. Different types of soil samples have been collected from 30 locations spread uniformly over
study area in order to examine the infiltration rate of soils and its impact on the overall crop production process.
Double ring infiltrometer was used to carry out the experimental study. Infiltration rates were taken at 0 to70
minutes of 10 minutes intervals. The assessment or determination of infiltration rate was processed by
laboratory analysis of soil samples for the particle size distribution. The infiltration rates were well above the
recommended values for crop production. This will help improve the structure and restore soil potentials. Apart
from these, suitability evaluation of land in order to effectively categorize soils on the basis of their potential for
optimal use could as well be imperative.
Key Words: - Double ring infiltrometers, Land use, Soil type and texture, Steady state infiltration and surface
irrigation.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Precipitation, upon falling on the soil surface, wets it, fills depressions and penetrates into the soil. This
water replenishes the soil moisture deficiency with the excess moving downward by force of gravity through
seepages or percolation to build up the water table [3]. The phenomenon of infiltration has been variously
defined; it entails a process of water movement from surface soil into the ground. This water is said to have the
potentials of penetrating into the lower soil profile [8], [16]. Besides, it carries with it some amount of nutrients
[11], [2]. Infiltration is the term applied to the process of water entry into the soil. The rate of infiltration
determines. The time at which superficial water appears on the soil surface. The amount of runoff that will form
over the soil surface during rainfall or irrigation. If the rate of infiltration is limiting, the entire water balance in
the root zone will be affected. Infiltration is the process by which water enters the soil. It separates water into
two major hydrologic components - surface runoff and subsurface recharge. The assessment of runoff risk has
assumed an increased importance because of concerns about the associated pollution hazards. Accurate
determination of infiltration rates is essential for reliable prediction of surface runoff. As environmental impact
assessments are concerned with long-term effects, it is essential that the infiltration data on which they are based
should be reasonably stable over decades. For planning purposes it is essential to know the stability of
infiltration data for the infiltration capacity of individual soils is adequate to cope with the anticipated
hydrologic loads. A high infiltration rate is generally desirable for plant growth and the environment. In some
cases, soils that have unrestricted water movement through their profile can contribute to environmental
concerns if misapplied nutrients and chemicals reach groundwater and surface water resources via subsurface
flow. In India also, very few studies have been reported that focused on infiltration based rainfall simulator
experiment [1], [17]. [12]- [14] have measured run-off and sediment yield over a period of 2–3 years from
micro-watersheds in Kumaun Himalaya under the natural rainfall conditions but studies based on simulated
rainfall are very rare in the country. A few studies had been carried out by [15], [9], [19], [20] for estimating the
infiltration rates in various basins in different parts of India using double ring infiltrometers.
Infiltration of water into the soil has important impact in the overall functioning of the variable land – based
activities. It has significant tradeoffs for environmental sustainability, food security, biodiversity stability and
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susceptibility of soil to adverse environmental conditions. Two factors can greatly undermine availability of
water for sustainable crops production viz: low water table and impervious layer. The former may be due to
excessive infiltration which is often a function of soil characteristic while the later may be largely due to clay
deposit that can cause crusting below the soil surface. Infiltration of water into the soil has important impact in
the overall functioning of the variable land – based activities. It has significant tradeoffs for environmental
sustainability, food security, biodiversity stability and susceptibility of soil to adverse environmental conditions.
Two factors can greatly undermine availability of water for sustainable crops production viz: low water table
and impervious layer. The former may be due to excessive infiltration which is often a function of soil
characteristic while the later may be largely due to clay deposit that can cause crusting below the soil surface.
The study of infiltration rates come in handy in many hydrological problems such as runoff estimation, soil
moisture budgeting and in irrigation planning. Infiltration has an important place in the hydrological cycle.
Detailed study of Infiltration process meets the following purposes.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Estimation of peak rates and volumes of runoff in planning of tams, culverts and bridges etc.,
Estimation of surface runoff and overland flow.
Planning of watershed engineering
Estimation of groundwater recharge
Assessment of soil moisture deficits and planning irrigation and drainage system etc.,

II.
METHODOLOGY
There are four commonly employed methods and instruments for the measurement of infiltration,
namely double infiltrometers; ponding; blocked recirculating infiltrometer; and a deduction of infiltration from
evaluation of the advance phase and the tail-water [18]. The ring infiltrometer methods are usually applied in
Vellar River basin, while the other two are suitable for furrow irrigation. In a homogenous one-layer soil, water
flows relatively uniformly in the vertical direction, with very little lateral drainage. So, measurements done with
a single ring infiltrometer could be as accurate as that obtained from a double ring infiltrometer. The soils in the
Wellington reservoir area have developed as a result of annual deposition of different layers of sediments. In
such multiple layered soils, significant lateral water flow is inevitable and hence, a double ring infiltrometer is
preferable. As shown in (Fig.1).water in the outer ring moistens a large surrounding area, creating a buffer to
effectively minimize any flow of water from the inner ring in a horizontal direction. Table1. Steady infiltration
rates for general soil texture groups in very deeply wetted soil [4]

Fig1. Buffering the lateral flow below an double ring infiltrometer [18]
The Study Area
The study area considered is Wellington reservoir watershed which is located in the Tittakudi taluk
(Fig 2). It lies between the longitudes of 11◦ 21’ to 11◦ 31’ E and latitudes of 78◦ 57’ to 79◦ 28’N. The present study
area occupies an aerial extent of 100 sq.km and the relief ranges from 62 m to 121 m above MSL. As of 2001
India Census, Tittagudi had a population of 20,734. In this taluk, agriculture area is 823.74 km2. The study area
receives an average rainfall of 1100 mm with more than 80% of the rainfall received during the NE monsoon.
The minimum and maximum temperature ranges between 20°C and 34°C in the month of January and May
respectively. River Vellar flows in the southern part of the study area. Geomorphologically the area consists of
old flood plains, pediments, duricrust and pediments covered by forest land [22]. Black soil is predominant soil
type in this area and main occupation of the area is agriculture. The groundwater level of the study area ranges
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from 2m to 8m bgl (below ground level). The Wellington Reservoir is located in Vellar Basin across a tributary
stream Periya Odai of Vellar River. The Reservoir was constructed during 1913-1923 and irrigates an ayacut of
11,200 Hectare. It receives regulated supply diverted from Vellar River at Tholudur regulator and an additional
catchment area of 129 (Km)2 of its own during North East Monsoon. Paddy, Sugarcane is the major crops
grown in and around wellington ayacut.

III.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The major soils that were identified from soil type maps are well sand, poor sand, poor clay and well
clay. (Fig. 3-6)shown in the infiltration rate curves for well sand, poor sand, poor clay and well clay soils,
respectively. The measured steady state infiltration rates for the selected soil types are presented in (Table 4)
and Steady state infiltration rates for the study area (Fig 8). The initial infiltration rates range from 8.4 – 46.8,
13.2-46.8, 7.2 - 36 and 5.4 – 58.8 cm/hour (Fig. 3-6) while steady state infiltration rates ranges of cultivated
land [10] 8.4 – 19.2, 13.2 – 21, 7.2 - 18 and 5.4 – 30 cm/hour, respectively for well sand, poor sand, poor clay
and well clay soils, respectively (Table 4). Generally, the lower the initial soil moisture content is, the higher the
initial soil infiltration rate will be [7]. This explains the high initial infiltration rates for all the soil types, since
the initial soil moisture was expected to be low due to dry soils in winter when the experiments were conducted.
The infiltration rate curves for the study area are exponential and asymptotic and are adequately described by
the existing infiltration models such as [5]. Infiltration is rapid through large continuous pores at the soil surface
and slows as pores become smaller. Steady-state infiltration rates typically occur when soil is nearly saturated
and are listed for varying textural classes in (Table 1). These are average values and should not be generalized
for all soil types. Guideline of basic infiltration rates infiltration classification for various soil types discussed in
(Table 2) and according of [6] basic infiltration rate cm/hr, ratings of infiltration rate for surface irrigation Table
3.
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Figure 6: Infiltration rate curves for Well Clay
SOILS AND LANDUSE
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The study area is broadly classified into 7 soil types. They are sandyclayloam, sandy clay, sandy loam,
silt clay, sandloam, clay and sand. The soil groups are shown in (Fig.7). The main crops grown in the area are
paddy and sugarcane. The entire northern part is covered by agriculture especially more than two crop. The
broad landuse/cover distribution in the wellington reservoir is shown in (Fig.9).

Fig: 7. Soil group map

Fig: 8. Infiltration rate of the study area

Fig: 9. Landuse/cover map of the Study area
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IV.
CONCLUSIONS
The current study determined steady state infiltration rates of different soil types in selected areas of
Wellington reservoir in Tittagudi taluk, Cuddalore district, Tamilnadu. Well sand, poor sand, poor clay and well
were identified and their steady state infiltration rates ranged from 8.4 – 19.2, 13.2 – 21, 7.2 - 18 and 5.4 – 30
cm/hour, respectively. Well sand soil has the highest initial and steady infiltration rates due to the fact that it has
coarse texture and large porous spaces which promote fast infiltration. The measured infiltration rates were
higher than the basic values which were attributed to local variations in soil structure. The infiltration rate
curves determined are asymptotic and are adequately described by existing infiltration models such as [5]. The
measured infiltration rates are significant in prediction of surface runoff, saturated hydraulic conductivity of
surface layers and groundwater recharge, and developing or selecting efficient irrigation methods. Studies on
infiltration rates of soils are required in solving many hydrological problems such as runoff estimation, soil
moisture budgeting irrigation planning, landuse planning and management. This research shows that vegetation
cover is one of the most important factors that accelerates infiltration rate and thus reduces overland flow which
and ultimately in turns conserves the soil. The area is unsuitable for surface irrigation due to its high infiltration
capacity. It is recommended that human activities in the form of deforestation, bush burning and grazing by
livestock should be discouraged, while in this area; planting of trees on barren lands should be encouraged to
reduce erosion.
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Abstract: - Natural convection fluid flow and heat transfer inside T-shaped enclosures filled with Cu-Water
nanofluid has been investigated numerically using finite difference method. A parametric study was conducted
and effects of pertinent parameters such as Rayleigh number, the aspect ratio of the T-shaped enclosure, and the
volume fraction of the Cu nanoparticles on the flow and temperature fields and the rate of heat transfer inside
the enclosure were investigated. It was found from the obtained results that the mean Nusselt number increased
with increase in Rayleigh number and volume fraction of Cu nanoparticles regardless aspect ratio of the
enclosure. Moreover the obtained results showed that the rate of heat transfer increased with decreasing the
aspect ratio of the cavity. Also it was found that the rate of heat transfer increased with increase in nanoparticles
volume fraction. Also at low Rayleigh numbers, the effect of Cu nanoparticles on enhancement of heat transfer
for narrow enclosures was more than that for wide enclosures.

Keywords: - Natural convection, nanofluid, T-shaped cavity, Nusselt number, Rayleigh number.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Nanofluid, which is a mixture of nano-sized particles (nanoparticles) suspended in a base fluid, is used
to enhance the rate of heat transfer via its higher thermal conductivity compared to the base fluid. Mahmoodi [1]
investigated numerically free convection of Cu-water nanofluid in L-shaped and C-shaped cavities. He found
that effect of presence of nanoparticles on heat transfer enhancement is more apparent for narrow L-shaped and
C-shaped cavities.
Many researchers have simulated the heat removal mechanism by means of natural convection in
enclosures heated from below [3, 4]. More recently, Cheikh et al. [5] studied natural convection in a square
enclosure heated from below and cooled from above for a variety of thermal boundary conditions at the top and
sidewalls. They carried out their simulation for two different lengths of the heat source and various
Rayleigh numbers. They argued that the maximum temperature of the heat source did not change significantly
for the diffusion dominated cases whereas decreased rather rapidly with Rayleigh number for convection
dominated regimes.
In most natural convection studies, the base fluid in the enclosure has a low thermal conductivity,
which limits the heat transfer enhancement. However, the continuing miniaturization of electronic devices
requires further heat transfer improvements from an energy saving viewpoint. An innovative technique, which
uses a mixture of nanoparticles and the base fluid was first introduced by Choi [6] in order to develop advanced
heat transfer fluids with substantially higher conductivities. The resulting mixture of the base fluid and
nanoparticles having unique physical and chemical properties is referred to as a nanofluid. It is expected that the
presence of the nanoparticles in the nanofluid increases the thermal conductivity and therefore substantially
enhances the heat transfer characteristics of the nanofluid.
Eastman et al. [7], Xie et al. [8] showed that higher thermal conductivity can be achieved in thermal
systems utilising nanofluids. In recent years thermophysical properties of nanoﬂuids have been investigated by
many researchers [9-14]. Investigation of different applications of nanoﬂuids can be found in literature such
as forced convection of nanoﬂuids (Namburu et al. [16], Santra et al. [17] and Strandberg and Das [18]), boiling
heat transfer of nanoﬂuids (Das et al. [19]) and mixed convection of nanoﬂuids (Akbarinia and Behzadmehr
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[20], Akbari et al. [21], Ghaffari et al. [22], Mahmoodi [23] and Arefmanesh and Mahmoodi [24]).There are a
number of recent studies on free convection inside cavities containing nanoﬂuid. Khanafer et al. [25]
investigated numerically the problem of free convection of nanoﬂuid in rectangular cavities with cold right wall,
hot left wall and insulated horizontal walls. They found that the rate of heat transfer increased with increase in
nanoparticles volume fraction. Since the free convection heat transfer of nanoﬂuids in the thermal engineering
applications will be extending the existing knowledge, the authors are motivated by interest in investigation of
the effects of a nanoﬂuid in the laminar free convection heat transfer in T-shaped enclosures. The most
convenient application of T-shaped enclosures can be cooling of some electronic parts in the manufactures.
Using the nanofluids the efficiency of the cooling can be enhanced. In the present study the governing equations
in terms of primitive variables in Cartesian coordinate system are discretized using the finite difference method.
The effects of aspect ratio of enclosure, nanoparticles volume fraction and Rayleigh number on the flow and
temperature fields and heat transfer characteristics are discussed.
In the present paper natural convection fluid flow and heat transfer of Cu-water nanofluid inside Tshaped enclosure was studied numerically and the effects of the Rayleigh number, aspect ratio of enclosure and
volume fraction of the nanoparticles on flow pattern, temperature field and rate of heat transfer were
investigated.
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NUMERICAL METHOD AND VALIDATION

In this investigation, the finite difference method (Mansour et al. [26]) was employed to solve the
governing equations with the boundary conditions. Central difference quotients were used to approximate the
second derivatives in both the-XandY-directions. Then, the obtained discretized equations are solved using a
Gauss-Seidel iteration technique (Grosan et al.[27]; Singh and Venkateshan [28]). The solution procedure is
iterated until the following convergence criterion is satisﬁed:

  iold
|  10 7
 |  inew
,j
,j
i, j

where χ is the general dependent variable. The numerical method was implemented in FORTRAN
software. In order to verify the accuracy of present method, the obtained results in special cases are compared
with the results obtained by Walker and Homsy [29], Gross et al.[30], Manole and Lage [31]. Table 2 shows a
good agreement was found between the present results and the results obtained by the previous works. These
favorable comparisons lend confidence in the numerical results to be reported subsequently.
The finite difference method uses four sets of grids: 36×36, 66×66, 96×96, and 126×126 as shown in Table
3. There is a good agreement was found between 66 × 66 and 126× 126 grids, so the numerical computations
were carried out for 66 × 66 and 126× 126 grid nodal points.

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are presented in terms of streamlines, isotherms, average Nusselt number and local Nusselt
number. Fig. 2 illustrates effect of increase in AR on flow pattern and temperature distribution inside the

enclosures filled with pure fluid (  = 0) at Ra = 105. As can be seen from the streamlines in the figure, for AR =
0.3 the fluid is heated by the sources and expands as it moves downward. Then the fluid is cooled by the cold
ribs and compressed as it moves upward. Hence, there is a symmetrical behavior for the stream lines. The
isotherms for this aspect ratio are condensed adjacent to the top of the cavity, because the top wall has a
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maximum effect in heating the fluid. Moreover as the T-shaped enclosure becomes narrower the local Rayleigh
number and buoyancy force in the top region of the cavity. The corresponded isotherms show that for AR= 0.9
thermal stratiﬁcation occurs in the gaps over the cold rib. Also it must be noted that when the aspect ratio of the
cavity increases, the isotherms becomes more evenly distributed on the top of the cold rib. From the observed
result maximum and minimum limits are found for developing the Rayleigh-Bénard cells in the gap between the
source and the cold rib. Also it can be considered that the walls cd and gh work as temperature pumps in the
cavity, that is for AR<0.6, where its effect is clear.
Fig. 3 shows the streamlines and isotherms inside the T – shape enclosure filled with pure fluid at AR=0.3, D=.5,
Ra=105, and for various lengths of heat source. There is no great change among the contours. Only one thing
can be noticed, as B is small, as heat transfer is obvious.
Fig. 4 shows streamlines and isotherms inside the T – shape enclosure filled with pure fluid (  =0.0) at Ra=105,
AR=0.3, B=1/3 and for different heat source locations. The symmetric behavior decays as the source moving
away from the middle.
Fig. 5 shows streamlines and isotherms inside the T– shape enclosure filled with nanofluid (  =0.1) at Ra=105,
B=1/3, D=.5 for different aspect ratios of enclosure. There isn't great change from pure case.
Fig. 6 shows streamlines and isotherms at Ra=105, AR=0.3 and for different heat source lengths. It is clear that
the heat transfer is very week and takes its huge value at B=0.6.
Fig. 7 shows streamlines and isotherms inside the T – shape enclosure filled with nanofluid at Ra=105, AR=0.3,
D=.5, B=1/3 and for various values of solid volume fraction. The effect of (  ) is week as seems from contours.
Fig. 8 shows streamlines and isotherms inside the T – shape enclosure filled with nanofluid at Ra=105, AR=0.3,
D=.5, B=1/3 and for various nonoparticles. As seems from contours, the various nanofluids don't have great
different from each others.
Fig.9. presented the profiles of (a)  s -X curves for different solid volume fractions, it’s clear that the source
temperature decreases as the solid volume fraction increases. Also, the profiles are symmetric around the middle
of the top wall where the curves reach to its unique maximum values, while in the ends there are its two
minimum points. Fig. 9(b) shows the variations of local Nusselt number along the heat source for different solid
volume fractions. It is obvious that the curves inverse the previous curves in (a).
Fig. 10 shows the variation of the local Nusselt number along the heat source for different heat source lengths. It
is shown that the profiles are symmetric. Generally, the heat transfer decreases as the heat source length
increases, and the curve becomes more flat.

Fig. 11 shows the profiles of Nu m-  for various heat source lengths, it confirms that the average Nusselt
number increases as the solid volume fraction increases. But it decreases as B increases.

Fig. 12 shows the profiles of Nu m-  for various aspect ratios, AR, it can be noticed that the average Nusselt
number decreases as AR increases. It is can verified that there is no effect for AR in pure case. However, the
effect of the aspect ratio increases and can be more obviousness as the solid volume fraction increases.

Fig. 13 shows the profiles of Nu m-  for various Rayleigh number, for Ra<5x105 the rate is nearly congruent,
often the average Nusselt number increases as Raleigh number increases.
Fig. 14 shows variation of average Nusselt number with heat source location at various aspect ratios where
B=1/3, Ra=105 and  =0.1. it can verified from the curves that the effect of the location of heat source increases
greatly, as the aspect ratio increases. So there is a huge difference at AR=0.9, while the change tend to be zero at
AR=.3.
Fig.15 presents the effects of the length of heat source on its average Nusselt number for different aspect ratios.
As stated, the heat transfer decreases as the heat source length increases. The difference between the end-point
and the start-point decreases as AR increases.
Fig. 16 shows the profile of local Nusselt number along the heat source for different types of nanofluids.
Profiles are obtained for all nanofluids with the lowest Nusselt number for the middle of the heat source. It is
clear that the smallest values for Nus are on the curve of pure water; conversely, the biggest values are on curve
of TiO2. Table 1 shows that TiO2 has the lowest
value of thermal conductivity compared to other nanoparticles, hence, it has the lowest values of Nusselt
number. Cu and Ag, on the other hand, have the highest values. In addition, the thermal conductivity of Al2O3 is
approximately one tenth of Cu and Ag (Table 1), thus, the Nusselt number for Al2O3 is lower than that for Cu
and Ag. Fig. 23 presents the variation of average Nusselt number with solid volume fraction.
Table 4 shows that changing nanotypes does not affect both Nu m and maximum temp., but that is not for
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stream function values. Cu and Ag decrease ψmax values. On the contrary, the other types are. Rayleigh number
has not significant effect on Num and θmax but it enhances the stream values. Table 5 displays the effect of aspect
ratio which supplies both ψmax and θmax, but it decreases the average Nusselt nuber values.

V.

CONCLUSION

Natural convection in a partially heated enclosure from bottom and top, filled with different types of
nanofluids has been numerically investigated by finite difference method. The effects on the enclosure cooling
performance of Rayleigh number, solid volume fraction, heat source length and location and the type of
nanofluid are studied.The increase of Rayleigh numbers strengthens the natural convection flows which results
in the reduction of heat source temperature. Also the increase of solid volume fraction of nanoparticles causes
the heat source maximum temperature to decrease particularly at low Rayleigh numbers where conduction is the
main heat transfer mechanism. The increase of heat source length increases the heat transfer to the nanofluid and
therefore, increases the surface temperature of the heat source and the strength of natural convection circulating
cells within the enclosure. As the heat source moves from the left wall towards the middle of the bottom wall of
the enclosure, at low Rayleigh numbers, the heat source maximum temperature continuously increases. At high
Rayleigh number, minimum rate of heat transfer occurs from top wall and its minimum occurs from the bottom
wall while at low Rayleigh number similar rates heat transfer from top and bottom walls are observed.
As the T-shaped enclosure becomes narrower, the rate of heat transfer increases. Also as the Rayleigh number
increases, the rate of heat transfer increases for a constant AR.
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Fig. 1 Physical model of the prblem.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 2 Streamlines (top) and isotherms (down) inside the T – shape enclosure filled with pure fluid (  =0.0) at
Ra=105, B=1/3, D=.5, (a) AR=.3, (b)AR=.5, (c)AR=.7, (d)AR=.9

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 3 Streamlines (top) and isotherms (down) inside the T – shape enclosure filled with pure fluid (  =0.0) at
Ra=105, AR=0.5, D=.5, (a) B=.2, (b) B=.4, (c)B=.6, (d)B=.8

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 4 Streamlines (top) and isotherms (down) inside the T – shape enclosure filled with pure fluid (  =0.0) at
AR=0.5, Ra=105,B=1/3.,(a) D=.2, (b) D=.3, (c) D=.4, (d) D=.5
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 5 Streamlines (top) and isotherms (down) inside the T – shape enclosure filled with nanofluid (  =0.1) at
Ra=105, B=1/3, D=.5, (a) AR=.3, (b) AR=.5, (c) AR=.7, (d) AR=.9.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 6 Streamlines (top) and isotherms (down) inside the T – shape enclosure filled with nanofluid (  =0.1) at
Ra=105, AR=0.5, D=.5, (a) B=0.2, (b) B=0.4, (c) B=0.6, (d) B=0.8.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 7 Streamlines (top) and isotherms (down) inside the T – shape enclosure filled with nanofluid at Ra=105,
AR=0.5, D=.5, B=1/3., (a)  =0.0, (b)  =.05, (c)  =0.1, (d)  =0.2
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig 8. Streamlines (top) and isotherms (down) inside the T – shape enclosure filled with nanofluid at Ra=105,
AR=0.5, D=.5, B=1/3.,  =0.1 ,(a) Cu-water,(b) Ag-Water,(c) Al2O3-Water,(d) Ti O2-Wter

Fig.9. a) Profile of source temperature along the heat source for various solid volume fraction,
b) Profile of local Nusselt number along the heat source for various solid volume fraction (Cu-Water, D=0.5,
Ra=105, B=1/3 and AR=0.5)
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Fig.10. Variation of local Nusselt number along the heat source at the top for various heat source lengths (CuWater, D=0.5, Ra=105 and AR=0.5 ).

Fig.11. Variation of average Nusselt number with solid volume fraction at various heat source lengths (CuWater, D=0.5, Ra=105 and AR=0.5 ).

Fig.12. Variation of average Nusselt number with solid volume fraction at various aspect ratios (Cu-Water,
D=0.5, Ra=105 and B=1/3. ).
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Fig.13. Variation of average Nusselt number with solid volume fraction at various Rayleigh numbers (CuWater, D=0.5, AR=0.5 and B=1/3.).

Fig.14. Variation of average Nusselt number with heat source location at various aspect ratios (Cu-Water,
B=1/3., B=1/3,Ra=105 and  =0.1).

Fig.15. Variation of average Nusselt number with heat source length at various aspect ratios (Cu-Water, B=1/3.,
B=1/3,Ra=105 and  =0.1).
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Fig.16. Variation of local Nusselt number along the heat source at the top for different types of nanofluid
(D=0.5, B=1/3,Ra=105 and AR=0.5 ).
Table 1. Thermo-physical properties of water and nanoparticles.
Alumina
Pure water
Copper(Cu)
Silver (Ag)
Al2O3

 (kgm3 )
C p ( Jkg1 K 1 )

Titanium Oxide
(TiO2)

997.1

8933

10500

3970

4250

4179

385

235

765

686.2

k (Wm 1 K 1 )

0.613

401

429

40

8.9538

 (K )

21 10 5

1.67  10 5

1.89  10 5

0.85  10 5

0.9  10 5

1

10
103

Table 2. Comparison of max and θmax .
Haajizadeh et al.[32]
Grosan et al.[27]
θmax
θmax
max
max
0.078
0.130
0.079
0.127
4.880
0.118
4.833
0.116

36x36
66x66
96x96
126x126
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Table 3. Grid independency results
Num
max
3.413
0.990
4.757
0.973
4.684
0.990
5.241
0.983

Present Work

max

θmax

0.0799
4.8266

0.1272
0.117

max
0.587
7.725
6.024
10.676
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Table 4.Results for the base case (  =0.1, AR=0.3, B=1/3., D=.5).
Ra
10

3

104

105

106

nanotypes

Num

 max

 m ax

Cu
Ag
AL2O3
TiO2
Cu
Ag
AL2O3
TiO2
Cu
Ag
AL2O3
TiO2

5.639
5.640
5.572
5.3633
5.6179
5.6211
5.5359
5.3272
5.6599
5.6385
5.8706
5.7126

0.194
0.194
0.196
0.204
0.194
0.194
0.195
0.202
0.187
0.188
0.177
0.181

0.01
0.01
0.027
0.03
0.099
0.093
0.241
0.266
0.691
0.681
1.166
1.203

Cu

6.5310

0.157

1.897

Ag

6.4705

0.158

1.968

AL2O3
TiO2

6.8025
6.5903

0.150
0.155

2.548
2.582

Table 5.Results for the base case (  =0.1, AR=0.3, Ra=105, D=.5).
AR

nanotypes

Num

 max

 m ax

0.3

Cu
Ag
AL2O3
TiO2
Cu
Ag
AL2O3
TiO2
Cu
Ag
AL2O3
TiO2

5.898
5.899
5.856
5.646
5.66
5.638
5.871
5.713
5.43
5.369
5.914
5.792

0.17982
0.18011
0.17869
0.18489
0.18653
0.18784
0.17651
0.18097
0.19207
0.19474
0.17439
0.17787

0.19475
0.18820
0.37906
0.40310
0.69135
0.68099
1.16578
1.20345
1.34306
1.35531
1.97483
2.00221

Cu

5.345

0.19429

1.94181

Ag

5.263

0.19756

1.98595

AL2O3
TiO2

5.927
5.812

0.17418
0.17750

2.66769
2.68667

0.5

0.7

0.9
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Abstract: - This paper represents four formulas for solution of convex hull problem. It aims to analyze how
many points are vertices out of total input points, how many vertices lie on a horizontal or vertical lines, position
of vertices and number of vertices on lower and higher lines(horizontal or vertical).
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Convex hull is a part of computational geometry. Convex hull of a set S of points is the smallest
convex polygon P for which each point in S is either on the boundary of P or in its interior. We denote the
convex hull of S by CH(S). Convexity has a number of properties that makes convex polygons easier to work
with than arbitrary polygons. For example, every diagonal of a convex polygon is a chord, every vertex of
convex polygon is convex (that means its interior angle is less than or equal to 180 degree). There are some
methods generated for solving convex hull problem. Among these methods Graham Scan method[1], Jarvis’s
March method[1], Divide and Conquer method[2], Incremental method[3] and Prune-Search methods[4] are
remarkable. Number of horizontal line indicates the number of different values of y among the input points.
Number of vertical line indicates the number of different values of x among the input points. The end points
where two segments meet are called it vertices. The vertices of a polygon are classified as convex or reflex. A
vertex is convex if the interior angle at the vertex--through the polygon interior—measures less than or equal to
180 degrees. A vertex is reflex otherwise (its interior angle measures greater than180 degrees).

II.

DESCRIPTION

Statement of formulas
i)

Every vertices of the convex hull must be the starting or ending points (among input points) of any
horizontal or vertical line.
ii) For top and bottom horizontal line or leftmost and rightmost vertical line the starting and ending points are
must be vertices of desired convex hull.
iii) The highest number of vertices in one line (horizontal or vertical) is less than or equal to two.
iv) If the number of lines(horizontal or vertical) is K at which all the points lie then the total number of vertices
is less than or equal to 2K.

III.

PROOF OF FORMULAS

1st Formula
Every vertices of the convex hull must be starting or end points of any HL or VL.
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Given a set of input points P  P1 , P2 , P3 ,     P10 . Let all the points that lies in 3 HL or 3VL: The
objective of this formula is to prove the vertices are starting or end points of any HL or VL. These point are
shown in following figure.

According to definition of convex hull all the input points will be enclosed by smallest polygon and the
edge by connecting any two points in inside the polygon and the interior angle of the vertex which will be less
than or equal to 1800.
From the above figure it is seen that by connecting p1 and p4 the point p2 and p3 can be included into
the polygon. By connecting p5 and p7 the point p6 can be included into the polygon. By connecting p8 and p10 the
point p9 can be included into the polygon. So, the desired vertices exist among P7 which is not a vertex because
the edge P4 P10 is then outside the polygon. P6 can not be vertex because then the point P5 and P7 are outside the
polygon. So the desired convex hull among these points is P1 P5 P8 P10 P4. All these vertex points are either
starting or end points among these 3 HL.
Example
Let there are 31 points are in 7 HL. The point are (5,17), (10,17), (14,17), (17,17), (20, 17), (25, 17), (5, 13), (3, 13), (13,13), (19, 13), (27, 13), (10, 10), (2, 7) (6, 7), (11, 7), (17,7), (22, 7), (-2, 5), (15, 5), (25, 5),
(1, 4), (4, 4), (8, 4), (6, 7), (11, 7), (17, 7) (22, 7), (-2, 5), (15, 5), (25, 5), (1,4), (4, 4), (8, 4), (13, 4), (9, 4), (21,
4), (2, 2), (5, 2), (9, 2), (16,2), (19, 2). By applying Jarvis's march method the desired convex hull is (2,2),
(19,2), (25,5), (27, 13), (25, 17), (5, 17), (-5, 13), (-2, 5). Which is shown in Figure2. From the Figure it seen
that all these vertices are either starting point or end point of any HL. So the first formula is proved (under the
above discussion).

Figure1: Input points

Figure2: Convex hull

2nd Formula
For top and bottom HL or leftmost(LM) and rightmost(RM) VL the starting and the end points must be vertices
of the desired CH.
Proof
From the first formula, it is proved that vertices will exist among starting and end points of HL or VL.
Let there are two points in top HL. Let these two points are vertices. To prove it at first it is considered that LM
point is not a vertex. Since it is an input point to include into CH it needs another point at left side of LM point
or upside of LM point, since there is no point at the left side of LM point and there is no point up of the LM
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point. So if the LM point is included into the CH then LM point will be a vertex. Again it is considered that RM
point is not a vertex. Since RM point is an input point so to include the RM point into CH it needs another point
at right side of RM point at the same line or up of the RM point. But it is the top HL so there is no point up of
the RM point and there is no another point at the right side of RM point. So RM point also will be a vertex.
Similarly for Bottom HL it can be shown that starting and end points of Bottom HL are also vertices. If there is
one point in both top HL and bottom HL then that point is vertex. For both top HL and bottom HL then that
point is vertex. For both LM VL and RM VL it is also shown that starting and end points are vertices.
Example
From the first example, the vertex points are (2.2), (19,2), (25,5), (27,13), (25, 17), (5,17) (-5, 13) and
(-2, 5). The leftmost point of the top HL is (5, 17) and the right most point (25, 17) which are vertices of the
desired CH.
The leftmost point is the bottom HL is (2, 2) and the rightmost point is (19,2) which are the vertices of
the desired CH. So the second formula is proved.
3rd Formula
The number of vertices in one HL or VL is less than or equal to two.
Proof
This formula gives the concept of highest no of vertices in one HL or VL. Let there are 3 HL or VL and each
HL or VL has n no. of points that means it is given 3n no of input points; they are:
P11, P12, P13, -------- P1n
P21, P22, P23, -------- P2n
P31, P32, P33, -------- P3n
According to first law, the vertices of the desired convex hull will be included among P11, P1n, P21, P2n,
P31, P3n are vertices of the desired CH. Now in middle line, the starting and end point are P 21 and P2n. If there is
any vertex in this line then that point is either P21 and P2n. Because if P22 or P23 or ---- or P2n-1 is vertex then the
condition of the convexity will be broken. Moreover, by connecting starting and end points we can include all
the points in that line into CH.
Example
From Figure2 it seen that the no. of vertices in first HL=2, in second HL the no. of vertices =2, In 3rd
HL the no. of vertices = 0. In 4th HL the no. of vertices=0, In 5th HL the no. of vertices= 2, In 6th HL the no. of
vertices = 0, In 7th HL the no. of vertices =2. Each line has highest no. of vertices 2. So from the discussion, the
third formula is proved. (counting order of HL from up to down ).
4th formula
If the number of the HL or VL is k then the number of vertices less than or equal to 2k.
Proof
This formula gives the concept about the highest no of vertices into among input points. It is related
with the no. of line (VL or HL) at which all the input points exist. From 3rd formula it is proved that in one line
there exist highest 2 vertices. So if the no of line (HL or VL) is K then highest no. of vertices are 2k. Among
these the starting and end points in top and bottom HL or leftmost and rightmost VL are vetices by 2nd formula.
But the starting and end point of other HLs or VLs may not be vertices because other HLs or VLs exist among
top and bottom HLs or leftmost and rightmost VLs. If all starting and end points are vertices then total no. of
vertices will be 2k otherwise less than 2k.
Example
In Figure2, there are 7 HLs. 1st line has 2, second has 2, 3rd has 0, 4th has 0, 5th has 2, 6th has 0 and 7th has 2
no. of vertices. So total no. of vertices = 2+2+0+0+2+0+2=8 which is less than 14. So the 4th formula is also
proved.
Applications
By applying these formulas the complexity of any convex hull algorithm can be decreased as
remarkable rate. Since it is proved that the vertices of the CH are must be starting and end points of any HL or
VL. So by analyzing only the starting and end points of all HLs or VLs it can determined the desired Convex
Hull. That means if the total no of line is equal to K then analyzing only 2k no. of points can be determined the
desired convex hull although there exists Kn no. of points (each line has n points). If there exists h no. of
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vertices among this input point then the new complexity of Jarvis's march method will be 2kh after applying
these formulas. Whereas present complexity of Jarvis's march method is Khn, that is so larger than 2kh. Since
starting and end points of top and bottom HL or leftmost and rightmost VL are vertices so the CH can be
determined more easily which is shown in "A new technique for solving convex hull problem" 5. Another
advantage is it can check easily a point is inside or outside of the CH and merging of two convex hull.
Results and Discussion
Now these four formulas are proved for different convex hull. In the table number of horizontal line is
expressed as HL.

From the above table it is seen that for all the inputs, four formulas are true. So it can be said that for any input
four formulas are true.

IV.

CONCLUSION

These four formulas can be applied for any convex hull problem. So it can be said these formulas are successful
formulas for solution of convex hull problem. These formulas describe the fundamental characteristics of
vertices of convex hull.
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Summary: Reliability of integral components of system for winding coils with finished yarn with OE spinning
machine is performed analytically by showing the mathematical transfer functions through the final equation
value of reliability based on the partial values of reliability.These final transfer functions are obtained based on
the formed sub-methods as follows: Pre method (1) that consists in the fact that for the obtained exploitation
data on failures, because of the high level of mechanical osillations, define the empirical function of density of
distribution λ e (t) and empirical reliability function R e (t) and pre method (2) that was used for the selection
of statistical reliability distribution of the analysed circuit components which corresponds best to the obtained
data on failures that occurred due to the influence of high level of mechanical oscillations in the exploitation of
their work. Based on these sub methods are obtained final forms of curve
shape of the statistical distribution of the analyzed system reliability.

f (G NK (t ), t )

that determines the

Keywords: number of failures, OE – spinning machine, winding coils system, reliability, dependency of the
reliability curve.

I.

INTRODUCTION - INTRODUCTION – DESCRIPTION OF COMPLEX FOR
COIL WINDING WITH FINISHED YARN

System of power transmission of the system for coil winding with finished yarn is shown in Figure 1.
and consists the following parts and components which are classified based on the spun yarn which is obtained
by spinning from the rotor (turbine) and on its way to the coil on which is winding.
YARN THAT IS OUT OF MECHANISM FOR PARAFFIN

Figure (1). System of transmission for winding coils with finished yarn
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THREAD GUIDE (F1) – serves for evenly and safely winding of yarn on cone coil. His movement is
rectilinear with feedback gait, the number of cycles is 120/ per minute. It is made from a special type of
ceramic with a metallic sheathing resistant on the occurrence of friction. Installation and removal are very
simple (Fig. 2).

Fig. (2). System for the winding coil with finished yarn – the front part of the complex
COIL HOLDERS (F2) – serves for centering and evenly circular rotation of coil when winding. Holders are
made from a special type of polymer, they are special forms placed on the rolled bearings. When bearings
breakdown, because of dust in it, leads to its malfunction and fracture of the inset of coil holder (Fig. 3).
TENSIONER/LIFTER OF COIL (F3) – is system of springs and levers that is used for disposal of full coils
on a conveyor belt. System of springs is unstrained at coil winding with yarn, while at the full coils the same
is activated and divides the full coil from coverings on which coil leans while rolling on (Fig. 3).
COIL BRAKE (STOPPING OF COILS WHEN YARN BREAKS) (F4) – is a system that consists from
roller shape coverings on which coil leans while rollin on, as well as from the lever that activates while tying
the broken yarn (Fig. 3).
THREAD GUIDE (F1) – serves for evenly and safely winding of yarn on cone coil. His movement is
rectilinear with feedback gait, the number of cycles is 120/ per minute. It is made from a special type of
ceramic with a metallic sheathing resistant on the occurrence of friction. Installation and removal are very
simple.

Fig. (3). System for winding coils with finished yarn – rear of the complex
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COIL HOLDERS (F2) – serves for centering and evenly circular rotation of coil when winding. Holders are
made from a special type of polymer, they are special forms placed on the rolled bearings. When bearings
breakdown, because of dust in it, leads to its malfunction and fracture of the inset of coil holder.
TENSIONER/LIFTER OF COIL (F3) – is system of springs and levers that is used for disposal of full coils
on a conveyor belt. System of springs is unstrained at coil winding with yarn, while at the full coils the same
is activated and divides the full coil from coverings on which coil leans while rolling on (Fig. 3).
COIL BRAKE (STOPPING OF COILS WHEN YARN BREAKS) (F4) – is a system that consists from
roller shape coverings on which coil leans while rollin on, as well as from the lever that activates while tying
the broken yarn.

II.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM

Analyzed circuits at the beginning of the exploitation, did not have a big number of failures of their
components, but there was a lack of precision in their installation that lead to a certain arrest, and it can be said
that these are not early failures in initial work of circuits but disadvantages when starting OE – spinning
machine in its exploitative work.
From established state of work of OE – spinning machine gradually came to tear of the circuit
components, and in conjunction with that, to increased levels of mechanical oscillations that led to cancellation
of some of their components.The first failures have occurred about 13 000 hours of work on the integral
components of analyzed circuits of OE – spinning machine. From this period there is a rapid growth of failure of
their integral components, and for this period can be said that it is a period of their unstable work. This can be
displayed with dependency diagram of the number of failures N FAILURES (N OTKAZA) in the function of
the exploitation time t (Figure 4.).
N otkaza

II

I

III
T2 T’2 

T1 =500

T[h]

T2=13000[h]

Figure (4). Dependency area of the number of failures of analyzed circuit components based on the increased
level of mechanical oscillations in the function of their time of exploitation work without the use of preventive
maintenance technology
On figure 4. can clearly see three areas where failures occur, as follows:
The area of initial work of the circuit 0  t1  , ( I area of exploitation);

The area of initial work of the circuit t1  t 2  , ( II area of exploitation);
The area of initial work of the circuit

t

2

 t'2  t'2    , ( III area of exploitation).

Failure analysis of the integral components of analyzed circuits will be concentrated in the areas of
their unstable work because then it come to their intensification . If with t1 - mark the time by which the
analyzed circuit was initiating his work, and with t 2 time by which the analyzed circuit had work without
failure (exploitation-established circuit with the area of allowed risk of work – safe work) then each time
interval after the time t 2 is interval of his unstable work t 2  t 2 , that is, interval of the risk.
In figure 5. is presented dependency of number of failures N FAILURES (N OTKAZA) in the function of
exploitation time t of integral components of analyzed circuits on which were implemented procedures of
preventive maintenance technology.
'
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N otkaza

I
T1 =500

II

III
T2 T’2 

T[h]

T2 =14000[h]

Figure 5. Dependency area of the number of failures of analyzed circuit components based on the increased
level of mechanical oscillations in the function of their time of exploitation work with the use of preventive
maintenance technology

III.

RELIABILITY OF THE WORK OF ANALYZED CIRCUIT
COMPONENTS OF OE- SPINNING MACHINE

Determination of the reliability of the work of integral components is taken as a part of the collective
concept of security functioning and its performance. The starting point was the quality of service of OE spinning machines that includes:
 Performance of use (availability and stability performance),
 Availability performance (performance of: reliability, maintainability and logical support of maintenance).
So that the listed performances could ensure safety of functioning of the work of OE – spinning
machine, it was necessary to link the reliability of his work and the process of preventive maintenance
technology.
To determine the reliability of the integral components of the analyzed circuit, will use the data on
failures that occurred due to the impact of increased levels of mechanical oscillations (vibrations) and have been
recorded from the exploitation of their work (Table 1).
Table 1. Total number of failures on integral components of the analyzed circuits on which are not implemented
procedures of preventive maintenance technology and on those on which were implemented
Ordinal Name
of
the Number of failures of integral Number of failures of integral
number integral
components on which were not components on which were
component of the implemented procedures of preventive implemented
procedures
of
circuit
maintenance technology
preventive maintenance technology
8.
Thread guide (F1)
21
20
9.
Coil holder (F2)
114
92
12.
Coil brake (F4)
2
2

IV.
RELIABILITY OF WORK OF COMPONENTS OF ANALYZED COMPLEX
OF OE –SPINNING MACHINE WITH METHOD OF ANALYSES OF FAULT TREE
Determination of the reliability of work of constituent components is taken as part of the collective security of
functioning and its performance. Started from the quality of service of OE - spinning machines that includes:
 Performance of use (performance of availability and stability),
 Performance of availability (performance: reliability, maintainability and maintenance logical support).
To ensure the safety of the listed performance function of assembly OE - spinning it was necessary to
link the reliability of their work procedures and implementation of preventive maintenance technology.
To determine the reliability of the constituent components of the analzyed complex, used the data on failures
that occurred due to the impact of increased levels of mechanical oscillations (vibration) and have been recorded
from the exploitation of their work.
For the analysis of data to determine the reliability of components analyzed complex, it was used the
following pre methode which consists in this: that for the obtained exploitation data on failures, because of the
influence of high level of mechanical oscillations, define the empirical density function

f e (t ),

empirical

function of failure intensity e (t ) and empirical function of reliability Re (t ) .
This sub method for the determination of the main functions in the analysis of the reliability of integral
parts and components of complex, were chosen based on the analysis of data on failures incurred because of
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increased levels of mechanical oscillations obtained in the exploitation of their work, and are the most practical
way to determine the reliability of their work. As the analysis of the data of reliability, will determined density

function failure f e (t ), function of failure intensity e (t ) and function of reliability Re (t ) , based on which
will be determined reliability of the work of components of analyzed complexes.
For a more complete analysis of the reliability of the components of the analyzed complex, shall be determined
safe function of their work.
If we have n  connected components of complex in the system of power transmission of OE - spinning
machines for which we analyze the reliability, starting from the period for

 

t  0 , than at any point of time t i 

it will be n i t i of the complex that are not cancel. In this case, the empirical density function of failure
can be determined from the form:
ni ti   ni ti  ti 
n t   ni ti  ti 
n
fe t  
 i i
ti
n  ti
where :

f e (t ),
(4.1)

t i  t  t i .

Empirical function of failure intensity
time interval

t i

e (t ) , is equal to the quotient of ratio of the number of failures in the

and the number of circuits that are not canceled at the beginning of the interval, with the

length of the time interval t i .
This function is determined by the empirical formula:

ni ti   ni ti  ti 
n t   ni ti  ti 
n1 ti 
et  
 i i
ti
n1 ti   ti

where :

t i  t  t i .
The difference between the empirical density of failure

e (t )

(4.2)

f e (t ),

and empirical functions of failure

is in the speed of happening the failure. Empirical density of the failure is overall speed failure

happenings, while the empirical function of failure intensity, current speed of failure happening. Empirical
reliability function

Re (t ) represents the probability of no failure work

complex n  during the time t.
This is represented by the form:

Re (t ) 

of connected components of analyzed

n1
,
n

(4.3)

where:
n1 (t ) - number of the correct complexes or components of complexes at the end of the time interval ti; n(t ) total number of components of the analyzed complex.
Presented patterns in determining empirical functions: failure density
reliability

f e (t ),

function failure

e (t )

and

Re (t ) , will be applied in determining the approximate reliability of the work of analyzed complex

components.
Concretely computation of these functions will be shown in determining the reliability of the work of analyzed
complex components on which have not been applied technology of preventive maintenance procedures and the
ones on which these procedures are implemented.

V.

DETERMINATION OF CORRECTION VALUES OF THE RELIABILITY OF THE
INTEGRAL COMPONENTS WORK OF ANALYZED COMPLEX BASED ON THE
EMPIRICAL (EXPLOITATION) DATA

Since are defined exploitation values of reliability that are expressing approximate values of reliability
of integral components work of analyzed complex with maximum safety (areas of their safe work time and areas
of reduction of their reliability) for their more precise determination it was used determination of their
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correction values.
Correction values of reliability from empirical (exploitation) data are shown in pictures from 7, and their tabular
values are shown within these pictures.
Correction values of reliability are obtained by dividing the empirical density function of the empirical









values f e (t ) and function of failure intensity e (t ) for the time interval of the exploitation work of
complex components (analysis included exploitation work time of integral componentsof the complex in the
period 13000  Δt i  21000 hours) (Fig. 7.) and is determined by the expression:

Pi t  

f ei t 

e t 

(5.1)

.

i

VI.

DETERMINATION OF STATISTICAL METHODS RELIABILITY
DISTRIBUTION OF THE ANALYZED CIRCUIT

To determine the statistical method of reliability distribution is necessary to create models and to
determine transmission function of the reliability of the analyzed curcuit. For determining table of the transfer
functions of the circuit for the coil winding with finished yarn

G NK (t )

correction values of reliability are used

Pi (t ).
Formation of models included the layout of circuit components according to processing of the yarns, that is,
according to the order of components in the fault tree.
The components are sequential arranged on the circut, from the thred guide to the mechanism for disposal of the
coils with finished yarn at the circuit for coil winding with finished yarn.
For these reasons, the model of the block diagram is shown. In this model, approach to solving the obtaining of
transfer function is reduced to reduction of the diagram blog.
Based on the obtained final expressions of transfer functions of the analyzed circuit ( G p (t ) NK - for winding
coils with finished yarn), and in it replacing the values of component reliability

Pi (t ) for

time intervals

13000(h)  Δt i  20000(h) tabular values are obtained for significance of reliability zones, from which is
constructed the curve of reliability of transfer function of analyzed circuit.
Model of the block diagram of reliability of transfer function at the circuit for coil winding with finished yarn.
Model of the block diagram of reliability of transfer function at the circuit for coil winding with finished yarn is
shown in Figure 6.
Xp(t)

+

+

PF1(t)

PF2(t)

+

PF3(t)

Yp(t)

PF4(t)

PP1(t)
Figure (6). Initial model of the block diagram of reliability of transfer function at the circuit for coil winding
with finished yarn
Step I - Determination of partial blocks of reliability PP1 (t )  PF 2 (t )  PF 3 (t )  PF 4 (t ) . (Figure 7.)
Xp(t)

+

PF1(t)

+
+

Yp(t)

PP1(t)
Figure (7). Picture of partial blocks of reliability
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Step II – Determination of the overall transfer function of reliability of the circuit for winding coil with finished
yarn:

G NK (t) P 

YP (t)
 PF1 (t)  PP1(t)  PF2 (t)  PF3 (t)  PF4 (t)  PF1 (t)
X P (t)

(6.1)

VII.
CONCLUSION – FORMATION OF TABLE VALUE OF TRANSFER
FUNCTION OF CIRCUIT FOR WINDING COIL WITH FINISHED YARN G p (t ) NK
Tables are set up based on the final expressions of transmission functions of reliability depending on
the time interval of circuits.
Based on the obtained results, a graphical representation of dependence is performed f (G p (t ) NK , t ) .
(Figure 8.). Display of values of transmission function of reliability of the circuit for winding coils with finished
yarn was performed in tables over constructed graphics of transfer function and is shown in Figure 8.
Remark: Shaded areas Pi (t ) have included values Pi (t )  0,5 because values below this limit are not taken into
consideration (include areas where repairs of the circuit should be made, which will be discussed in more detail
in determining the value of the reliability in cases of selected statistical distribution).
Curve, f (G p (t ) NK , t ) corresponds by its form to long-normal curves, and therefore for choice of statistical
reliability distribution should be taken long-normal distribution.

Figure (8). Graph of transfer function of circuit for coil winding with finished yarn with approximation

GP t NK
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Abstract: - Activated carbon was prepared from mango nuts by chemical activation method using HCl , herein
referred to as MNAC. The effect of experimental variables; temperature, concentration, impregnation ratio and
carbonization time on the quality of the activated carbon- surface area, carbon yield and ash content were
investigated. The response surface methodology (RSM) technique was used to optimize the production
conditions. The influence of the studied production parameters on the activated carbon produced was
investigated using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) to identify the significant variables. The optimum
preparation conditions for preparation of the MNAC were obtained a follows: carbonization temperature of
212.1oC, HCl concentration of 100%, 30 min resident time and 1ml/g mix ratio. This resulted in the activated
carbon with 5.92% ash content, 1142.3 m2/g surface area and 63.2% carbon yield. It was observed that the
experimental values obtained were in good agreement with the values predicted by the model with relatively
small errors between the predicted and the actual values (0.33, 0.18 and 1.94 for ash content, surface area and
carbon yield respectively).

Keywords: - Activated carbon, Conditions, HCl, Mango nuts, Optimization.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Mango, magnifera indica, is a major waste in Makurdi, the capital city of Benue state especially during
its harvesting season as farmers from different part of the state find a ready market in Makurdi.The edible part
of mango is the peel and the fibrous material. The pit is not a consumable part of mango and is usually
discarded as waste. Mango has become and economically important species since its demand domestically and
for export has increased tremendously. Due to the high consumption of the edible part, massive amount of
mango nut are disposed causing gradual fermentation and subsequent release of odour [1]. To make better use
of cheap and abundant agricultural waste, it is proposed to convert mango nut waste into activated carbon. This
conversion will address problems of unwanted agricultural wastes been converted into useful, value- added
adsorbent and also the use of agriculture by- products to represent potential source of adsorbent which will
largely address problems of waste management. However, not many studies have been reported on converting
mango nut into activated carbon. Some relevant studies found in literature were reported by other authors [2-5].
A challenge in activated carbon production is to produce very specific carbons which are suitable for certain
application. The most important characteristics of an activated carbon is it adsorption capacity which is highly
influenced by the preparation conditions [6]. In assessing the effect of the treatments on quality attribute, the
use of an adequate experimental design is particularly important. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) has
been found to be a useful tool to study the interaction of two or more variables [7]. Optimization of
experimental conditions using RSM has widely been applied in various processes; however, its application in
activated carbon production is rare. Some previous studies reported using RSM in optimizing the production of
activated carbon with other agricultural wastes were reported by other authors [7- 10]. As far as known, no
study has been carried out using RSM approach in analysing the production process of activated carbon with
mango using HCl as activating agent.
In the present study, the optimal experimental conditions required to obtain adequate activated carbon
with desirable properties in terms of carbon yield, surface area and ash content, which are critical in
determining a good quality activated carbon for a wide range of adsorption applications were determined. A
modelling technique was applied to relate the experimental conditions of the activation process with properties
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of activated carbon. A good quality activated carbon should have low ash content as possible. Faust and Aly
[11], suggests that typical values of ash content should be in the range of 5 – 6% and about 85 – 90% for carbon
content. As the carbon content of the activated carbon increase, the surface area also increases. High carbon
content value is desired to achieve high surface area. Bacaoui et al, [8] reported that for economic viability,
activated carbon should have a carbon yield of 10- 20% and a surface area of 1000- 1300 m2/g. Using olivewaste cake waste, Ahmad and Alrozi [12] reported a carbon yield of 20.76%; Aloko and Adebayo [13] reported
1620m2/g surface area, 148.20% ash content and 29.24% carbon yield using mango peel; Sahu et al [10]
reported a carbon yield value of 46.08% using Tamarind wood; Hameed et al, [14] reported a carbon yield of
17.96% and a surface area of 1141m2/g. The inorganic material contained in activated carbon is measured as the
ash content and this value should be in range of 2-10 % [15]. The ash content generally gives a good idea about
the inorganic constituents associated with carbon obtained by different carbonization methods. Low value of
ash content indicates that the inherent carbon in the starting material is high [16]. Soleimani and Kaghazchi [17]
reported that activated carbon with high ash content is undesirable because it reduces the absorption capacity
and mechanical strength of activated carbon.
The main objective of the paper is to determine the suitable experimental conditions; carbonization
temperature, activation time, concentration and impregnation ratio required to prepare activated carbons from
mango nuts for effective use in a variety of adsorption application. Also, to select indigenous raw materials of
agricultural origin (mango seeds), explore the potential of producing activated carbons from mango nut wastes
and carry out studies to explore the possibility of obtaining high quality activated carbons.

II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS.

2.1 Preparation of the activating agent (HCl). 25, 50 and 75 ml of hydrochloric acid was added to 75,
50 and 25 ml of distilled water to obtain 25, 50 and 75 % volume concentrations of acid activating agent
respectively. For 100 % volume concentration, no distilled water was added (it was used undiluted) so that it
remained in 100 % volume concentration [18].
2.2 Preparation and carbonization of mango seeds. In the preparation of the mango seeds, the
procedure is described hence was follows. First, the dried mango nuts collected were cracked using hammer and
the seeds were then removed from the nuts and were dried under sun light at room temperature for two weeks
after which they were crushed using laboratory mortar and pestle. The resulting particles were again sun-dried
for 5 hours to remove any residual moisture left in them. The particles were then sieved using 6mm sieve size
and used for the rest of the experimental work. The sieved samples were then impregnated with different
concentrations of the activation agents (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%). 50g of the samples was measured and
impregnated (mixed) with 50ml, 100ml, 150ml and 200ml of the various activating agents to obtain ratios of 1:1,
1:2, 1:3 and 1:4 ml/g respectively. The impregnated samples were left at room temperature for 24 hours. After
impregnation, the excess solutions were filtered off and the remaining material dried for three days at room
temperature. Finally the resulting samples were carbonized in a pre- heated furnace at temperatures of 200, 400,
and 600oC for durations of 30, 60, 90 and 120 minutes. The activated carbons were rinsed with distilled water,
dried at 750oC temperature for 1 hour in the furnace and crushed to obtain particle sizes of 3mm by passing the
crushed carbon through sieve size 300µm. Care was taken to ensure the material was not forced through the
sieve by hand pressure.
2.3 Characterizations of the products
Ash Content Determination: The ash content of MKAC produced was determined by the standard test method for
ash content- ASTM D2866-94. A crucible was pre- heated in a furnace to about 500oC, cooled in a desiccator and
weighed. 1.0g of MKAC was transferred into the crucible and reweighed (oven dry weight). The crucible and sample
were then placed in the furnace and temperature was raised to 500oC. The sample was removed and allowed to cool
in a desiccator to room temperature and reweighed (ash weight). The ash content was calculated using equation 1.
𝐴𝑠ℎ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔 ℎ𝑡(𝑔)
𝐴𝑠ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡(%) = 𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑟𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔 ℎ𝑡(𝑔) × 100
(1)
Surface Area Determination: The diameter (assuming spherical shape) of the activated carbon was obtained by
passing the crushed carbon through sieve size of 300µm and the external surface area was calculated by the
relation;
6(𝑐𝑚 2 𝑔)

Surface area, SA =

𝐵𝑑 𝑃𝑑

(2)

Bb = bulk density
Pd= particle size (particle diameter)
A measuring cylinder was weighed, and then filled with the prepared sample of MKAC and gently tamped until
no change in the level of the sample was observed. The volume occupied by the packed sample was recorded as
Vs, if Wc is the weight of the empty cylinder and W, the weight of the cylinder and sample, then, weight of the
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sample Ws was obtained by 𝑊𝑠 = 𝑊 − 𝑊𝑐 [20]
The bulk density was calculated using equation 3.
𝑔
𝑊
𝐵𝑑 (𝑚𝐿 ) = 𝑉𝑠

(3)

𝑠

Where Vs, is the volume occupied by the packed sample
Activated Carbon Yield
The dried weight, Wca of each carbon sample was determined and the carbon yield (CY) was calculated as
follows;
W
𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = ca × 100% [21]
(4)
Wf

Where, Wca = oven dried weight of carbon sample,
Wf = weight of carbon retrieved from the furnace.

III.
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Prtd = Predicted value
Extl = Experimental value
RT = Resident Time
IR = Impregnation Ratio

IV.

DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the effects of residence time on ash content at the various temperatures studied. The
interaction of temperature and time was observed to be significant as seen in the ANOVA for ash content in
Table 1, with a P- value of 0.000. This indicates that the effect of temperature on ash content depends on the
residence time. It was observed that the ash content of the MNAC increases with increase in residence time at
all the temperatures studied, showing significant quadratic relationship with ash content (P- value of 0.043).
Generally, ash content increases as the carbonization temperature increases. At 600oC however, ash content
starts to decrease. The ANOVA for ash content indicates that, the interaction of temperature and impregnation
ratio was significant with a P- value of 0.000. This suggests that the effect of temperature on ash content was
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also dependent on the impregnation ratio. Also, Table 1 suggests that impregnation ratio has significant
quadratic relationship with ash content with a P- value of 0.031. The quadratic coefficient for impregnation ratio
was -4.9546 indicating that as the impregnation ratio increases the ash content decreases. A similar trend was
observed by Usmani et al, [22]. They observed that increasing the impregnation ratio gradually decreases the
ash content using CaCl2 as the activating agent. KCl however showed no effect. Generally HCl, ZnCl 2 and
CaCl2, have good ash reduction action especially on raw materials of vegetable origin.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of temperature on ash yield at all levels of impregnation ratios studied. It was
observed that ash output increases as the temperature increases at all impregnation ratios. Temperature effect on
ash content at the various mix ratios was however discussed in the paragraph above. The ANOVA for ash
content in Table 1 shows that the interaction of temperature and mix ratio is significant (P- value of 0.000). This
suggests that the effect of temperature on ash content depends on the mix ratio. The increase in ash yield was
however within accepted range of 5-6% when activation was carried out at lower temperatures. This
observation could be due to the highly corrosive nature of HCl on the precursor such that longer activation
became detrimental to targeted yield of carbon. Longer activation durations intensify dehydration and
elimination reactions increasing volatiles in the system resulting in ash increase [23]. The trend observed was
consistent with results of Adel et al, [24] using HCl. In their report, the ash yield increases from (20.79-21.95)
for rice husk while the ash content for beans husk decreased from (1.63-1.48). The discrepancies could be due
to the lignocellulosic content of the precursors used. The nature of the result could be traced to the fact that the
low boiling point of the activating agent (HCl) caused it to vaporize easily leaving a dry precursor thus
enhancing burn-off yielding ash as the duration of carbonization increases. Also the difference in behaviour
could be due to the different lignocellulosic composition of the precursor thus reacting differently when in
contact with the activating agent. According to the other studies, the difficulties arising from the complex
composition of lignocellulosic materials and the activating agents as well as from the large number of complex
reactions involved in the pyrolysis process makes it difficult to achieve precise models describing pyrolysis
mechanism [5]. The interaction of temperature and concentration was significant with a P-value of 0.004 as
seen in Table 1. This suggests that the effect of temperature on ash content also depends on the concentration
which in turn depends on the impregnation ratio. Generally, the effect of the studied parameters on ash content
can be said to be synergistic with all the parameters contributing significantly to the ash content of the MNAC
produced. In Table2 the ANOVA for surface area suggests that the model is significant with the linear,
quadratic and interaction terms all significant. Table 2 also indicates that the interactions of temperature and
concentration, temperature and time, temperature and ratio, concentration and time, concentration and ratio as
well as time and ratio are all significant with P- values of 0.000, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 0.010 and 0.002
respectively. This observation suggests that the effect of temperature on ash content depends on both the
concentration of HCl as well as the impregnation ratio. The effect of concentration on surface area depends on
carbonization temperature and impregnation ratio and the effect of carbonization time on the ash content
depends on the impregnation ratio. Fig. 3 shows the effect of carbonization time on the surface area at the
temperatures studied. The Fig. indicates that as the carbonization duration increase, the surface area also
increases. The increase was observed to be gradual at lower temperatures of 200 and 400oC. However, at
600oC, the increase was sharp. In Table 2, resident time and carbonization temperature play decisive role in the
surface area of MNAC produced. This observation was similar to that of Tan [6] using KOH as activating agent.
Generally, as the temperature rises and duration in the furnace increases, the C- HCl and C- CO2 reaction rates
increase resulting in increasing devolatilization which further develop the rudimentary pore structure in the char
and also enhance the existing pores thus creating higher surface area and higher porosities. Besides, the increase
in temperature also caused the CO2 and the surface metal complexes to further gasify the carbon leading to
widening of mesopore to macropore [23]. Fig. 4 shows the effect of concentration on the surface area at the
ratios studied. The Fig. shows a little increase, though significant, in surface area as the concentration increases.
However, it was observed from the graph that within the concentrations used in the research, no maximum point
was reached. In Fig. 7, the increasing trend of surface area observed can be explained by the fact that carbon
gasification was enhanced by increase in impregnation ratio and residence time thus causing the removal of
carbon atoms on pore walls, which increase surface area [25]. Fig. 5 shows the effect of temperature on surface
area at the studied residence time. The ANOVA for surface area in Table 2 suggests that the interaction of
temperature and impregnation ratio was highly significant (P- value of 0.000). This indicates that, the effect of
temperature on surface area was largely due to the resident ratio. The increase of temperature and impregnation
ratio enhances the existing pores leading to higher surface area and higher absorption rates. In Fig. 5, surface
area was observed to increase with increasing temperature. This observation could probably be due to drastic
expansion of the carbon material leading to the creation of large surface area. Similar results were obtained by
Diao et al,[26] using sorghums, they found that, for temperatures lower than 500oC, microporous carbons with
small surface areas were observed, however, at temperature of 600 oC, high surface areas were observed. Prahas
et al, [27] also observed similar results. They found that as temperature and impregnation ratio increase the
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surface area also increases. The optimum activation temperature for higher surface area was found to be 450 oC
for coconut shells impregnated with phosphoric acid [28] and 500oC for rubber wood dust [29]. The observation
in the present work could probably be due to the depolymerization of cellulose in the reaction as concentration
increases resulting in tar formation. The temperature of activation has significant effects on the development of
carbon’s porous networks and should just be enough to eliminate all the moisture and most of volatile
components in the precursor to cause pores to develop. Since the end of the volatile evolution marks the
formation of the basic pore structure, activation should be limited up to a point. Higher temperatures cause
enlargement of pores at the expense of the surface area. Also, control of the activation temperature is of
economic interest since shorter durations are generally desired as this is equivalent to reduction in energy
consumption. Fig. 6 shows the increase of surface area with increasing impregnation ratio. It was found that the
highest surface area was obtained at ratio 1:4 for temperature of 600 oC. At temperatures of 200 and 400oC, only
a gradual increase in surface area was observed after undergoing activation process, it was expected that the
volatile matter content decreases significantly whereas the fixed carbon content increases. This observation
could have been due to pyrolytic effect at high temperature where most of the organic substance have degraded
and discharged both as gas and liquid tars living the material with high carbon purity [6].
The ANOVA for carbon yield in Table 3 suggests that the regression model was significant. All the
levels of the model, linear quadratic and interaction terms, were significant with P- values 0.000 for each. The
interactions of temperature and concentration, time and temperature as well as temperature and ratio were
significant with P- values of 0.000, 0.000 and 0.053 respectively. The quadratic effects of temperature and
concentration were also significant with P- values of 0.031 and 0.000 respectively. Fig. 7 shows the effect of
residence time on carbon yield using HCl at the temperatures studied. The Fig. suggests the linear relationship
of time with carbon yield. It shows that carbon yield decreases as the residence time increases at all
temperatures of activation studied. The interaction of time and temperature was also significant. This could be
because longer carbonization durations mean higher probability of the carbon to be exposed to the steam
atmosphere; hence higher chance for the activation reaction to take place. Based on the activation, higher
temperature and longer reaction time means more carbon will react and more gasification will occur that will
increase the ash content with extra reactions taking place, more carbon will be consumed and there will be low
carbon yield [30]. Similar trends were observed by Chan et al, [30] using HCl and tyres precursor, Adel et al
[24] using Rice husk and beans husk with HCl activation agent. However the yield obtained using HCl was
higher than fixed carbon of the mango nuts. Essentially, mango nuts are complex composite material formed of
natural polymers (cellulose, lignin and hemicellulose) during carbonization at high temperatures; these
polymeric structures decompose and liberate most of the non-carbon elements, mainly hydrogen, oxygen and
nitrogen in form of liquid (tars) and gasses leaving behind a rigid carbon skeleton in the form of aromatic sheet
strips. The presence of HCl during activation promotes depolymerization, dehydration and redistribution of
constituents’ biopolymers and also favours the conversion of aliphatic to aromatic compounds thus increasing
the yield of carbon yield [25].
The observation in Fig. 7 agrees with that observed by Sundaryanto et al, [31] where activated
temperature was found to play an important role in the yield of activated carbon. The increase in temperature
would release increasing volatiles as a result of intensifying dehydration, which HCl is noted for, elimination
reaction and increase C-HCl reaction rates, thereby resulting in decreasing carbon yield [32- 33]. Indeed, the
increase in temperature and time quickens the gasification reactions of carbon and therefore, attack the
amorphous component which obstructs the pores causing decrease in carbon yield [8]. Sentorun- Shalaby et al
[34] observed that at higher activation temperatures, activation of apricot stones becomes more extensive
resulting in lower solid yield with more widened porous structure. The yield of activated carbon prepared from
fir wood was also found to decrease gradually with carbonization duration. However, impregnation ratio
promoted the yield of activated carbons. Similar trends were observed by Prahas et al,[27] although they used
H3PO4 and Jack fruit peel waste as precursors. The observed result for carbon yield in the present work could be
because; the reaction of lignocelluloses with HCl begins as soon as the components are mixed. The acid first
attack hemicelluloses and lignin because cellulose is more resistant to acid hydrolysis [35]. Here, the acids will
hydrolyse glycosidic linkages in lignocellulosic and cut aryl ether bond in lignin. These reactions are
accompanied by further chemical transformations that include dehydration, degradation and condensation. As
the temperature increase, aromatic condensation reactions also take place among the adjacent molecules which
results in the activation of gaseous products, from hydro-aromatic structure of carbonized char leading to
decrease carbon yield. Similar observation was reported by Adel et al, [24] using rice husk, when temperature
was increases from 80-120oC using HCl as activating agent. However an increase in carbon yield was observed
when they used HCl and beans husk. The differences would be due to the original lignocellulosic content and
elemental composition of precursors used.
It is worthy of note in Figs. 2 and 5 that while ash yield was much at 600oC, carbon yield decreased at
this same temperature and surface area increases at 600oC. Figs. 1, 3 and 7 show relationships of ash content
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surface area and carbon yield with time. Many researchers reported that there will be a drop in surface area after
certain decrease of ash content. It was observed that the surface area of carbon produced will start to decrease
when the ash content reached around 50% and up to 68% [36- 38]. Also, when there is a collapse in the micro
pores, this might lower surface area but at the same time there is micro pore and meso pore formation which
would increase the surface area [30]. As a result, the overall surface area increases despite high ash yield.
Fig. 8 shows the effect of concentration on the carbon yield at the various ratios considered. The
interaction effect of concentration and ratio as seen in Table 3 was not significant (P-value = 0.45). The
quadratic effect of concentration on surface area is significant with a P- value of 0.022. The Fig. suggests that
surface area increase to a point where average concentration is 55% beyond which the surface area begins to
drop. It was observed from the ANOVA in Table 3 that, for carbon yield, impregnation ratio generally did not
show any significant contribution to carbon yield at both linear and quadratic levels. The interaction of
temperature and ratio was almost not significant with a P- value of 0.053.
4.1 Prediction equations for HCl.
Response Surface Methodology (RSM) which is a collection of mathematical and statistical technique
that is useful for modelling and analysis of problems in which a response of interest is influenced by several
variables [38]. A 2FI (two factor interaction) polynomial regression model was developed to analyse the factor
interaction and to identify the significant factors contributing to the model. The surface area, carbon yield and
ash content are utilized in the quadratic model according to the propositions of the software. Analysis of
variance was carried out to justify the adequacy of the model. The final empirical models for ash content,
surface area and carbon yield respectively are shown in equations (5), (6) and (7). The suitability and quality of
the model developed was evaluated using the correlation coefficient R2 which are 66% for equation 5 above,
55% for equation 6 and 39% for equation 7. The high values of R2 indicate good agreement between
experimental data and the model prediction [39]. The coefficient with one factor represents the effect of the
particular factor; while the coefficient with two factors and those with second- order terms represent the
interaction between two factors and quadratic effect respectively. The positive sign in front of the terms
indicates synergistic effect, whereas negative sign indicates antagonistic effect
ASH=9.9970+11.5905TEMP+2.2958CONC+3.2186TIME+2.3756RATIO+10.3445TEMP2-4.9546CONC22.0221TIME2+2.1572RATIO2+2.1192TEMP*CONC+3.2600TEMP*TIME+
3.1752TEMP*RATIO+0.6154CONC*TIME-2.3991CONC*RATIO-0.0385TIME*RATIO
(5)
R2 = 66%
SA=382.21+236.48TEMP-44.31CONC+304.84TEMP+126.47RATIO+
137.55TEMP2+232.61CONC2+186.19TEMP2+76.90RATIO2126.75TEMP*CONC+281.25TEMP*TIME+130.19TEMP*RATIO-129.50CONC*TIME93.05CONC*RATIO+112.67TIME*RATIO
(6)
R2 = 55%
CY=70.0662-4.6502TEMP-0.2257CONC-9.0287TEMP+0.3921RATIO+3.8343TEMP2-18.1731CONC23.5889TIME2-0.5832RATIO2-7.3487TEMP*CONC-4.8825TEMP*TIME2.6534TEMP*RATIO+0.7653CONC*TIME-1.007CONC*RATIO-0.6797TIME*RATIO
(7)
R2 = 39%
Low R2 value for ash could be due to due to difficulty in handling combustion processes, however agreeable
carbon yield of 63.27% was obtained as carbon yield from the raw materials.
4.2 Process optimization.
In the production of commercial activated carbons, high quality products are expected in terms of high
surface area, high carbon yield and low ash content for effective adsorption capacity and economic viability.
However, to optimize all these responses under the same condition is difficult since the interest regions
of factors are different. This is because, while higher carbon yield and surface area are desirable, ash content
has to be low for a good quality activated carbon. In order to compromise between these three responses, the
function of desirability was employed using MINITAB version 16 software as shown in table 4. The
experimental conditions with the highest desirability were selected to be verified. The MNAC was then
prepared using the experimental conditions given in table 5 including the predicted and experimental values.
The optimal activated carbon using preparation conditions as: 212.1oC carbonization temperature, 100%
concentration of HCl, 30 min resident time and 1ml/g mix ratio which resulted in 5.92% ash content,
1142.3m2/g surface area and 63.27% carbon yield. It was observed that the experimental values obtained were
in good agreement with the values predicted from the model, with relatively small errors between the predicted
and the actual values as seen in Table 5, which were only 0.33, 0.18 and 1.94 respectively for ash content,
surface area and carbon yield. Through the process optimization, mango nut was proved to be a potential
precursor for production of activated carbons with high surface area, high carbon yield and low ash content as
required.
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CONCLUSION

Mango nuts are good precursor for the production of activated carbons with characteristic high quality.
The RSM methodology is an appropriate tool to study the optimization of the activation process of preparing
activated carbons to be used in a given technological process. In the present paper, the optimization was done to
obtain activated carbons from mango nuts with high surface, high carbon yield, low ash content suitable for
adsorption applications. The experimental parameters analysed were temperature, concentration, and
carbonization time and impregnation ratio. The optimal activated carbon was obtained using preparation
conditions as: 212.1oC carbonization temperature, 100% concentration of HCl, 30 min resident time and 1ml/g
mix ratio which resulted in 5.92% ash content, 1142.3 m2/g surface area and 63.27% carbon yield which are
quite satisfactory and suitable for a wide range of adsorption applications.
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Abstract:- A decision support software (DSS) was developed in Visual Basic 6.0 programming language for
matching and selecting implements with tractors and time management of farm operations. The proper selection
and matching of tractor and implements is now become very important and difficult in Iran because of
availability of variety of tractor models and powers ranging from 5.5 to 60 kW and variety of implement sizes.
The purpose of this study was development software for mechanized operation and its application in paddy’s
farms. The developed DSS was tested with a case study to demonstrate the flexibility of the software. This
software has databases including variety of tractor models and implements sizes, existing data from five
climatology stations from 1990 to 2010, tractors and implements performance and soil and operation conditions
for the zone of this study. Tractors and implements were selected and matched for paddy fields by developed
DSS. Finally, tillage operation in paddy fields was managed with selected tractors and implements. Use of DSS
in this study indicated that tractors with power less than 35 kW are able to complete the tillage operations
(plowing, harrowing and puddling) for paddy fields lower than 40 hectares. Also, results indicate that energy
consumption for tillage operation on paddy’s farms in case study was 17.36 percentages less than other paddies.

Keywords: - Agricultural Mechanization, Decision Support Software, Energy use, Paddy cultivation, Tractor
I.

INTRODUCTION

The selection of proper tractor and its matching implements has now become more difficult than ever
before. The matching and selection of a tractor-implement system involves many decision-making processes
that depend on different factors. These factors include tractor and implement specifications, soil conditions
(firm, tilled or soft) and operation conditions (depth and speed operation), etc.
Decision support systems (DSS) are defined as an interactive computer-based system intended to help
decision makers utilize data and models in order to identify and solve problems and make decisions [1]. A
correct matching of tractor-implement system would result in decreased power losses, improved efficiency of
operation, reduced operating costs and optimum utilization of capital on fixed costs [2]. Currently, researchers
are involved in developing decision support systems/computer programs/models that are effective and simple to
access [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Siemens et al. [16] formulated a farm machinery selection and
management program written in C language. The output included a list of machinery with prices and annual use,
work schedule, cost of operation and the total machinery related costs. Butani and Singh [17]; Singh and
Chandraratne [18] developed a decision support system (DSS) for optimization of farm machinery systems with
the flexibility to incorporate regional variations in crops and cropping practices, farm characteristics, size of the
farm equipment and cost of the resources and output. The DSS utilized least cost method for optimization of
farm machinery system. Zoz [7] described a methodology for predicting tractor field performance based on
drawbar performance for 4WD tractor. Grisso and Perumpral [19] demonstrated the use of spreadsheet for
matching tractors and implements. They predicted tractor performance and implement draft based on the Brixius
model and ASABE Standard D 497.5, respectively. They concluded that the optimization of weight distribution
for maximum power delivery efficiency, computation of field capacity and fuel consumption was possible with
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the use of spreadsheet. Singh et al. [20] developed a model based on DSS for farm management. The model was
developed for Indian farmers to access online interactive and flexible information for their farm management.
They concluded that the model would help farmers in increasing productivity by raising the yield/hectare of
food grains thus leading to their economic growth.
Sahu and Raheman [21] developed a decision support system in Visual Basic 6.0 programming
language for matching tillage implements with 2WD tractors for predicting the field performance of tractor–
implement system. Most of the developed DSS predict tractor field performance based on ASABE standards
and other models and are supported by data of only a few tractors and implements [19, 20, 21, 22]. Only a few
researchers in developed countries directed their effort to develop appropriate procedure for matching of tractors
and implements based on estimated power requirement and power availability taking into consideration the
terrain and equipment factors [1, 13].
Mehta et al. [23] developed a DSS for selection of tractor-implement system and used it on Indian
farms. They calculated PTO power requirement of tractor for implements with various soil and operation
conditions. They concluded that DSS helps in selection of a tractor or an implement of particular size farm
various makes and models of commercially available tractors and implements. A few other researchers
mentioned the general procedures for matching of tractor and implement on the basis of power availability and
power required by considering the soil factor, unit draft, field efficiency, tractive efficiency and transmission
efficiency [13, 24, 25, 26].
In this study a decision support software (DSS) for Iranian farms conditions was developed using
Visual Basic 6.0 as programming language and Microsoft Access as database, which helps in the selection of
implements and matching tractors and implements to increase production and productivity in Iranian farms and
usage in mechanization cooperative.

II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Development of decision support system (DSS)
Decision support software was developed in Visual Basic 6.0 programming language. This software is
suitable for matching and selecting implements with tractors and for time management of farm operations.
Database for the software was developed by Microsoft Access 2007. The complete DSS was divided into four
modules; if the tractor is available, find out the optimum matching size of the equipment; if the equipment is
available, find out the optimum size of tractor requirement; if the tractor and equipment are available, find out
the best offer for better application and management of required days for all operations. The program starts with
a window such as Fig. 1 and ends with the final result required by the user. The overall structure of the program
is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Main menu of DSS (window of program starting).
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Fig. 2. Overall structure of developed DSS.
The software was developed for mechanization cooperative. These cooperatives were created to
provide mechanization services for farmers. These services in Iran are included mechanized operations,
consulting about using of tractor and farm machinery and management of them. The complete structure of
software for purpose of this study was divided into four main modules (Fig. 3). These four modules are very
important in each mechanization cooperative in Iran.

Fig. 3. Description of the DSS for four main modules.
2.2 Selection of tractor
The power requirement of a tractor for different field operations can be calculated after getting the
preliminary details regarding land holding, total available working time, soil conditions and type of operations
[27]. Selection of a tractor was calculated by Eq. (1) [28].
The logic of selection for this module was based on selection of different tractors (2WD, 4MFWD and
4WD) by manager for each operation.
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The typical speed and the draft requirement for various implements, field operations and soil conditions
are given in Table 1.
(1)
Where PPTO is PTO power requirement for implement (kW), S is speed of operation (km h -1), D is draft
per unit of implement width (kN), W is width of implement and SF is soil factor that depends on tractor and soil
type. The amounts of SF are shown in Table 2.
All tractors that exist in Iran were placed in software database. Also, database has good flexibility for
changing data.
Table 1. Draft, recommended speed and field efficiency for various implements [27, 29].

Table 2. Soil factors for different types of tractor and soil Jain & [27, 29].

Fig. 4 shows the theoretical flowchart of tractor selection in this software. Selection of tractor size is
based on implement size and power requirement for each operation.
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2.3 Selection of implement sizes
The required width of implement can be calculated by knowing the available time, operating speed and
power available for field operation. Type of soil (firm, tilled or soft) is important for calculation of required
implement width. In this software, selection of implement size was done based on power of the available tractor.
The maximum implement width calculated by Eq. (2) that was based on Eq. (1) [28].
(2)
Where Max. W. is maximum implement width (m) that can work with available PTO power, soil type,
working speed and draft per unit of implement width. Also, SF is soil factor that depends to the tractor and soil
types (Table 2). Theoretical flowchart for implement selection in this software is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Selection of tractor for various soil and
operation conditions.
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2.4 Matching of tractors and implements
The correct matching of machinery should result in increased efficiency of operations, less operating
costs, and optimum use of capital on fixed costs [13]. A decision support software (DSS) was developed for
selecting the tractor and its matching equipment and vice versa for different soils and operating conditions. In
this software, the purpose of this item was that whether the selection of tractor – implement system for the past
agronomy- year's data is correct or not? If the answer was not, the software offers suggestions to manager for
better matching of tractors – implement system. This software gives the manager three solutions for better
matching of tractors – implement system. Fig. 6 shows flowchart for matching of tractors – implement system.
Solution includes maximum speed, maximum width and required power. Maximum width was
calculated by the past agronomy-year's data and Eq. (2). The required power was calculated by available
implement data in the past agronomy- year's data and Eq. (1).
The maximum speed calculated by the past agronomy- year's data and Eq. (3) [28].
(3)
Where Max. S. is maximum workable speed; PTO power is available power; W is available implement
width; D is draft per unit of implement width in the past agronomy- year's data and SF is soil factor that depends
on the tractor and soil types (Table 2).

Fig. 6. Flowchart for matching of tractors – implement system.
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Manager by these suggestions can select the proper tractor – implement system and improve the
operation efficient, energy consumption and reduce the operations cost.
2.4 Estimating of needed days for operations
The prediction of weather constraints, especially wet days, represents an important tool for farmers and
people working in agricultural activities to improve the agricultural-system efficiency. Optimum planning and
scheduling of field work such as tillage and harvesting can reduce crop production losses [30]. Fig. 7 shows
estimation of needed days for operations by software.
In this study, software can determine the required field days and manage it. It is very necessary for
manager to know that how many days are required for each operation. This software by weather stations data’s
can determine really available days for each operation. The total field days needed was calculated by Eqs. (4)
and (5). The real available days was calculated by Eqs. (6); (7) and (8). It is logical that real available days
should be more than field days needed.
Field days needed for each implement (Hectare per day) = (Fe × W × S × T × N) / 10
(4)
Where: Fe= Field efficiency of current implement (%); W= Current implement width (m); S= Current
implement speed (km h -1); T= Available time per day (h); N= Number of operation by current implement
Total field days needed (Day) = Sum of Area of crop (hectare) / Field days needed for all each implement (5)
Available days for operation = Existing days from start to end of operation
(6)
Pwd = Sd + (0.5 × Cd) + (0.25 × Pcd) + (0.125 × Rd)
(7) [31]
Where: Pwd= Possibility of working days for each month; Sd= Sunny days in current month; Cd=
Cloudy days in current month; Pd= Partly cloudy days in current month; Rd= Rainy days in current month Real
available days for operation = Pwd × Available days for each working month
(8)
Manager should change the selected tractor (power), implements (width, speed or other implements
with better field efficiency) or available time per day if real available days for operation lower than total field
days needed for operation, though the software offers suggestions to the manager.

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The case considered to validate the developed DSS for selection of tractor–implement system is
presented in this section. To illustrate the above selection criteria, a case of growing a major crop was
considered in a year for tillage operation (Paddy field) in a 30 ha farm in tilled soil. This case study was
performed in Mazandaran province of Iran and managed by mechanization cooperative.
3.1 Paddy cultivation
The recommended time for tillage operation in Mazandaran province of Iran are given in Table 3. The
weed control operation is usually done by hand or by releasing ducks in rice paddies in Mazandaran province.
The power requirement for tillage operation was calculated by this software and its scheduling opportunity
managed. The tillage operation usually starts by plowing (Depth= 10-15cm) and will be continue by harrowing
operation. Tillage operation will be finish by puddling operation for paddy cultivation. One plowing operation in
40 ha (total area) and two harrowing operations in 40 ha i.e. 80 ha were required before puddling operation for
paddy cultivation. Two puddling operations were recommended before transplantation. Time available usually
is 8 h per day and actual available time was determined by data of five weather stations.
Table 3. Recommended times for tillage operation in paddy fields.
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Fig. 7. Flowchart for estimation of needed days and really available days for each operation.
3.2 Selection of implement size according to actual available time
At the first stage, actual available time was predicted by time available and recommended times (Table
3) for operations by DSS. It was calculated by Eqs. (6); (7) and (8). According to the recommended times, time
available for plowing operation was 30 days. Also, times available for harrowing and puddling operations were
48 and 29 days, respectively (Table 3). For determining the optimum size of implement, which can complete the
operation in available time, it needs to know how many days is the real available time for operation. Figures 8, 9
and 10 illustrate the real available times for plowing, harrowing and puddling operations, respectively.
According to predictions, actual available times for plowing, harrowing and puddling operations were
18.9, 31.27 and 17.36 days, respectively. DSS was selected proper implements for actual available times. All
implements selected can complete the operations in recommended times. Fig. 11 shows the proper size of
implements selected for plowing, harrowing and puddling operations. All implements selected were existed in
mechanization cooperative of case study.
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Fig. 8. Prediction of real available time for plowing.

Fig. 9. Prediction of real available time for harrowing.

Fig. 10. Prediction of real available time for puddling.
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The moldboard plow, Harrow disc and rotivator were selected for plowing operation, harrowing and
puddling operations. According to the Fig. 11, field days needed were lower than real available times for each
operation. Available implements size for plowing operation were 0.6, 0.9 and 1.2 m. Operation speed and field
efficiency for moldboard plow was taken as 6 km/h and 75%, respectively (Table 1). A moldboard plow with
width of 0.6 m was selected by DSS. Work days needed for plowing operation was calculated 18.51 days (say
19 days) or 152 h by Eq. (4). Also, a harrow disc was selected with width of 1.5 m among three sizes (0.8, 1.1
and 1.5 m) for harrowing operation. Two harrowing operations in 40 ha i.e. 80 ha were required before puddling
operations. Field days needed for harrowing operations was calculated 12.69 days (say 13 days) or 104 h by Eq.
(4). Two puddling operations in 40 ha i.e. 80 ha were required for puddling operation. Work days needed for
puddling operations was calculated 16.56 days (say 17 days) or 136 h by Eq. (4). A rotivator with width of 1.15
m was selected by DSS among three available sizes (0.75, 0.9 and 1.15 m) for puddling operation. Work days
needed for puddling operations was calculated 16.56 days (say 17 days) or 136 h by Eq. (4).

Fig. 11. Selection of proper implement size by comparison of real available times with field days needed.
3.3 Selection of tractor sizes for each operation
A tractor must be sized for job. On farms with one principal field tractor, that job is usually primary
tillage. Even when it is known how much power is needed for a given field operation, knowing the size of
tractor to use still presents a problem. When matching a tractor and implement, three important factors must be
considered:
a. The tractor must not be overloaded or early failure of components will occur.
b. The implement must be pulled at the proper speed or optimum performance cannot be obtained.
c. The soil conditions and their effects on machine performance must be considered.
After selection of implement size for each operation, proper tractor sizes were selected by DSS.
Tractors were selected from mechanization cooperative and they were available. Selection of proper and
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optimum tractor size is very important for mechanization cooperative. To prevent waste of energy and capital,
most proper tractor size should be selected. Fig. 12 shows the selection of tractor for plowing operation. PTO
power required was calculated by Eq. (1). Similarly, PTO power for harrowing and puddling operations were
calculated.

Fig. 12. Selection of tractor size for plowing operation.
According to the Fig. 12, a tractor was selected for moldboard plow with width of 0.6 m and other data
from Table 1. Type of selected tractor was 2WD among 2WD, 4WD and 4MFWD tractors. Also, soil type was
selected soft among the firm, tilled and soft soils. Finally the required PTO power was calculated 14.61 kW and
was searched by DSS for find nearer tractor size to it according to Fig. 4. By clicking on “View Process”, a new
form opens for show of selected tractors. Fig. 13 shows the selected tractors for each operation. According to
Fig. 13, DSS was selected three tractors for each operation. Always, selected tractors were existed in database or
mechanization cooperative. The form of Fig. 13 includes two frames. The upper frame shows maximum power
required in all operations. The maximum power required shows by green text. For this study, maximum power
required was related to puddling operation. DSS was selected a tractor with ITM 942 model, a tractor with
Darvana 604 model and a tractor with Universal model for plowing, harrowing and puddling operations. Power
needed for plowing operation was 14.61 kW and power of selected tractor for it was about 15 kW. Also, the
selected tractors for harrowing and puddling operations had power about 25 kW and 35 kW, respectively. Fig.
13 shows an image for selected tractors by clicking on “View Image”.
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Fig. 13. Selected tractors for each operation.
Finally, the average of energy consumption in tillage operation for case study paddies was calculated
and compared with other paddies. Energy inputs for calculation were Tractor and machines, diesel fuel and
labour. Amounts of energy use on case study paddies were placed in group 1 and other paddies were placed in
group 2. Results of amounts of energy consumption for tillage operation on 2 groups of paddies show in Table
4.
Table 4. Energy consumption in tillage operation on 2 groups of study.
Inputs
Energy use in group 1 (MJ ha-1)
Energy use in group 2 (MJ ha-1)
Tractor and machines
Diesel fuel
Labour

254.3
1005.2
75.8

305.5
1124.5
185.8

Results in table 4 show that energy use for paddies of group 1 that developed DSS used for them was
lower than paddies of group 2. Results indicate that energy consumption on paddies of case study was 17.36
percentages less than other paddies. Most of the difference in energy inputs was labour with 59.2 percentages.
This result shows that selection and matching of tractors and implement on paddies of case study was improper.
It will increase the energy consumption and decrease the economic profitability.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was creation of Decision Support Software for Mechanized operation and its
utilization for Iranian farms. The following conclusions can be drawn from the study:
1. The DSS provides flexibility to either select an implement to match the tractor or to select a tractor to match
the implement based on various soil and operating parameters.
2. The DSS helps to manager to know that the selected tractor and implement based on the past agronomyyears data is proper or not.
3. The developed DSS manages the operations times and predict the real available time without the
geographical restrictions.
4. Use of this software can help farmers and mechanization cooperative in selection of the right size of
tractor–implement system based on soil, weather and operating parameters.
5. Use of DSS shows that tractors with power less than 35 kW are able to complete the tillage operations
(plowing, harrowing and puddling) for paddy cultivation.
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Use of developed DSS can reduce the energy consumption in agricultural operation. In this study, energy
consumption on paddies of case study was 17.36 percentages less than other paddies.
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Abstract: - Knowledge of propagation characteristics in the mobile channel is important to the design, analysis
and optimisation of a cellular system. Such need is of great concern to achieve higher quality standards, lower
overall running cost, minimize transmit power, better covering of different areas with different environmental
situations. Thus, received signal prediction models play an important role in the RF coverage optimization and
efficient use of the available resources in wireless communication. As the demand of location based services
(LBS) increases in non-line of site (NLOS) environment, a robust received signal prediction model is needed to
enhance the accuracy of the LBS techniques. This paper presents a large scale received signal prediction model
for various types of propagation environment from field measured signal data. Based on the experimental data
obtained, path loss exponent and standard deviation of signal strength variability are determined. It is shown that
the values of these parameters vary from study location to location in the coverage area. The results indicate that
different empirical models for mean signal strength should be used in different regions of the coverage area for
cellular network planning.
Keywords: - Signal Propagation Characteristics, Propagation Exponent Received, Signal strength Prediction
model, coverage optimisation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS) is one of Third Generation (3G) standards. It
is an upgrade from GSM via GPRS and EDGE. The standardization work for UMTS is carried out by Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [1][2]. It aims at providing global roaming. It also inculcates various
multimedia services for voice, data and video at increased data rates of 384 kbps while moving and 2 Mbps
when stationary at specific locations. It also has greater capacity with higher efficiency than first and second
generation systems and it can also work in conjugation with Internet protocol. Higher bandwidth here enables a
wide range of applications for both customers and business. For the consumer it provides video streaming, TV
broadcast, video calls, video clips – news, music, sports, enhanced gaming, chat, location services etc and for
business it provides high speed teleporting access, sales force automation ,video conferencing and real-time
financial information.
Signal propagation prediction models used in GSM 900/1800 systems are not one to one applicable
UMTS due to frequency differences [3]. Path loss prediction models used in GSM system should be extended to
find suitable expression for 2100MHz. Another important difference between UMTS and GSM systems in terms
of radio propagation is the difference in the carrier spacing which is 5 MHz in UMTS system and 200 kHz GSM
system. For this reason, UMTS system is more vulnerable to frequency selective fading than GSM systems.
Particularly, as wireless signal traverse the path from a transmitter to a receiver, they will be diffracted,
scattered, and absorbed by the terrain, trees, building, vehicles, people etc. that encompasses the propagation
environment. The presence of obstructions along the path may cause signal to experience greater attenuation
than it would under free space conditions [4]. Radio signal attenuation and path losses depend on the
environment and have been recognized to be difficult to calculate and predict [5].
Past studies of the signal propagation, in both indoor and outdoor environment have used several
models with varying degrees of success and or complexity, if we focus on the signals of UMTS; we have to
consider the propagation environments we will run into. The quality of coverage of any wireless network design
depends on the accuracy of the propagation model, which in turn depends on the factors including distance from
the desired base station (BS) and interfering BSs, path loss exponent, shadowing and multipath fading [6], [7].
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The propagation characteristics of mobile radio environment are also derived from the field measurement
studies [8–10]. Thus, for accurate cellular network design, the propagation models are estimated from signal
strength measurement taken in the study area [11], [12].
In this paper, the field measurements of received signal strength (RSS) taken at the frequency of 2100
MHz in a vehicular environment have been analyzed and reported. The received signal levels from the BS were
monitored from inside a vehicle moving at a speed of about 30 km/h. Total coverage area chosen for the
measurement campaign consisted of a mixture of significantly different propagation environments

II.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Measurement-based Prediction (or MbP) is a unique radio propagation process, which increases the
accuracy of conventional propagation model predictions by making use of measured data to improve the model
predictions around base station sites. The measurements were conducted from a UMTS network with WCDMA
interface transmitters, located BIU Campus, Ugbor Avenue and Gapiona Avenue, all evenly distributed in
Government Reservation Area (GRA), Benin City. The driving routes in these different locations are shown in
figure 1-3. The measured received signal strength data which is the Received Signal Code Power (RSCP) and
transmitter-receiver (T-R) separation distance (d) are recorded in dBm and m. Every measurement points of
received signal strength and T-R separation distance are recorded evenly from all the predefined routes of three
base stations. Each measurement point is represented in an average of a set of samples taken over a small area
(10m2) in order to remove the effects of fast fading [11].
The data collection tool consisted of ERICSSON TEMS (Test Mobile Systems) Cell-Planner tool with
an antenna mounted on a moving vehicle 1.5 meter above ground level, Global Positioning System Receiver Set
(GPS system) and a personal computer and a piece of compass. The personal computer houses the operating
system and the data collection software (ERICSSON TEMS Investigation 8.0). The personal computer serves as
the communication hub for all other equipments in the system. . The GPS operates with global positioning
satellites to provide the location tracking for the system during data collection position on a global map which
has been installed on the personal computer. The compass help to determine the various azimuth angles of the
base station transmitters. Average height of transmit antenna is about 30 – 32 meter above ground level, with the
same transmit power. Sampling rate of the collected data, on the average, is about 2 – 3 samples per meter.

Figure 1: Measurement routes in Ugbor Avenue

Figure 2: measurement routes in Garpiona Avenue
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Figure 3: measurement routes in BUI Campus environ

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

III.1.

Modeling of Measured RSS data
Generally, the log-distance propagation model via linear regression is a statistical method often used to
make predictions about signal strength from the sample data. In this section, linear regression analysis is carried
out on the measured data. In the analysis, simple regression was fitted to the set of data, which is essentially a
linear least squares curve fitting procedure. The mean signal strength in dB at mobile station (MS) as a function
of distance d from base station (BS is modelled as follows [12], [13]:
PL (d) =A log d + C
(1)
Or it can be written in the known following form:
PL (d) =10n log (d/d0) + PL (d0)
(2)
where n is the path loss exponent, and PL (d0) is the reference path loss at distance d0.
Now, the predicted signal PL (D) can be obtained as
PL (D) =EIRPT- PL (d)
(3)
And EIRPT=PT-LC-GT
(4)
Where EIRPT, is the effective isotropic radiated power of the UMTS base station, PT is the base station transfer
output power, LC is antenna cable loss, and GT is transmitting antenna gain. These powers, loss, and gain are
added in dBm.
From the fitting parameters, PD (d) can be obtained as follows
PD (d) =-A log d + C= PL (d) =-10n log d + C
(5)
Similar to equation (2), the large-scale received signal prediction model PD (d) in decibel for an arbitrary BSMS separation (d) can be expressed as following:
PL (d) = PD (d0) -10n log (d/d0)
(6)
Where PL (d0) is the reference predicted signal at distance d0 and it is written as:
PD (d0) = C-10 n log (d0)
(7)
Iii.2

Modeling Of Rss Uncertainty
In reality, the RSS does not have a deterministic behaviour, but present random variables. This is most
likely due to the radio hardware imperfection and to the incomplete description of the RF communication link.
Regardless of the RSS uncertainty source, it is of great importance to describe and characterizes the RSS
uncertainty and distribution. Therefore it is important to explore the RSS uncertainty with respect to the
distribution type.
One possible distribution of measured RSS values as reported in [16] and [17] is the Gaussian or normal
distribution with probability function (PDF) given by:
1
𝑥−𝜇
𝑃𝐷𝐹𝜎, 𝜇(𝑥) = 𝜎 2𝜋 𝑒𝑥𝑝(− 2𝜎 2 )2
(8)
Where μ is the signal mean value, σ is the standard deviation and x is the RSS variable, measured.
Iii.3
Discussions
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Here, the mean signal strength in dB at MS as a function of distance d from BS is modelled as in
equation (5). The regression analysis of the field measurement data has led to a simple one slope
characterization for RSS against distance on logarithmic scale as shown in Figure 2, 4 and 6 respectively. The
straight line represents the least squares linear regression fit. Applying regression fit on the entire set of the
measurement data, it is found that the overall path loss exponent 'n' varies from 1.6 to 3.3 and standard
deviation of signal strength variability ' σ s ' ranged from 5.57-12.09 dB. The variation in propagation
characteristics over different regions is a consequence of the terrain profile, man-made structures and
environmental features. For a given system parameters, different values of path loss exponent and standard
deviation of signal strength variability will cause radically different predicted performance parameters of the
cellular networks, particularly the handover performance. Table 1 provides typical values of n under different
environments. The value of the path loss exponent is an indicator of how fast energy is lost between transmitter
and receiver. The higher the path loss exponent, the faster the signal strength drops with respect to distance,
therefore in modeling the propagation of signal for a particular environment, there is the need to determine the
path loss exponents for that environment. For n < 2 is a measure of the guiding effect of the channel and when
n > 2 the channel is considered to be scattering energy [14].
Table 1: Pathloss Exponent for different environments [14]
Environment
Pathloss Exponent „n‟
Free Space
2
Urban
4.2
Log-normally shadowing area
2-4
Shadowed Urban
3 to 5
In building line-of sight
1.6 to 1.8
Obstructed in building
4-6
Obstructed factory
2-3

Figure 1: Signal strength data variability in Gapiona Avenue

Figure 2: Signal strength data variability and regression fit in Gapiona Avenue
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Received Signal Code Power (dB)

Figure 3: Signal strength data variability in Ugbor Avenue
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Figure 4: Signal strength data variability and regression fit in Ugbor Avenue
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Figure 6: Signal strength data variability and regression fitting in BIU Campus
We also observed from the graphs in figure 1-6 that the radio signals of mobiles closer the BS
experiences larger signal attenuation loss values than those far away from the BS in all the study locations. This
may be due to different scattering bahaviour of radio signal in the near field and far field regions of the
transmitting BS antenna. The term near-field refers to the field pattern that exists close to the antenna, while the
term far-field refers to the field pattern at large distances.
Figure 7 (a)-(c) presents the results for three different 𝑃𝐷𝐹𝜎, 𝜇(𝑥) cases, calculated through equation
(8). The results demonstrate that our measured RSS values does not follow the Gaussian distribution and this
agrees with results reported in [18], but however disagree with the null hypothesis that RSS values does follows
Gaussian distribution in [16] and [17].

Figure 7 (a): Gaussian distribution of RSS in study location 1

Figure 7(b): Gaussian distribution of RSS in study location 2
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Figure 7 (c): Gaussian distribution of RSS in study location 3

IV.

CONCLUSION

Study of radio wave propagation in different environments is an essential pre requisite for designing
mobile communication systems. Radio wave propagation channels are modelled in statistical way using real
propagation measurement data. In this paper, the field measurement of received signal power conducted at
frequency of 2100 MHz for UMTS network in GRA Benin city, Nigeria and statistical analysis measurement
results has been reported. The path loss exponents for different areas are obtained by utilizing the least squares
method. The path loss exponents obtained lie in the range from 1.6 to 3.3. The results may be utilized as
reference in the system level simulation for network planning and optimizing the design parameters of handover
initiation algorithms.
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Abstract: - Globalization and competitive markets have created new challenges for modern manufacturers. In
the current marketplace, manufacturers must be agile, efficient, and capable of quickly responding to customer
demands and changes in the modern manufacturing environment. Manufacturing systems do not exist in isolated
environments. Manufacturing systems are always a part of an overall supply chain. The performance of each
part of the supply chain has an effect on the performance of every other part of that supply chain. One of the
most vital priorities for facilitating good supply chain performance is efficient maintenance scheduling and
utilization throughout the supply chain. This article presents a brief discussion on flexibility, as it relates to
manufacturing supply chains and general manufacturing environments. Two maintenance scheduling
formulations are introduced. These formulations can be applied at any point in a supply chain.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This article presents a brief discussion of supply chains for flexible manufacturing systems with a
particular focus on an often overlooked aspect for efficient supply chain performance, maintenance scheduling.
It is a common belief that Henry Ford created the blueprint for how manufacturing processes should be
structured. Two of the most notable characteristics of Ford’s process were: item mass production and the
vertical integration of all manufacture-related processes. In terms of mass production Ford assumed that the
manufacturing marketplace was company centered as opposed to customer centered. A company centered
manufacturing marketplace is one in which associated variations and trends are dictated by the desires of the
decision makers and designers of a corporate entity. For this kind of manufacturing marketplace, consumer
demands are not the driving force behind change. In contrast, change occurs within a customer centered
marketplace based on the desires (which are often quite fickle) of consumers. In this kind of marketplace an
organization’s success is dependent on its ability to quickly respond to customer demands.
The use of vertical integration allowed Ford to control all aspects of the production process. Figure 1 is
a flow chart of general activities associated with a manufacturing environment. Suppliers for raw materials used
to make Ford products were owned by Ford. Manufacturing and assembly processes associated with Ford
products were owned by Ford. Distribution of final Ford products was also controlled by Ford. Some of the
potential advantages of vertical integration are: greater overall protection for a company against changes in the
marketplace, an increased control over determining the location of the supply chain activities (illustrated in
Figure 1), and lower transportation costs. Some of the potential drawbacks of vertical integration are a decreased
ability to respond to changes in marketplace demands, less item variety, and greater costs (outsourcing may be
cheaper overall in comparison to using resources to produce an item internally).
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Raw Materials

Manufacturing

Assembly

Distribution

End Customer

Figure 1 This blueprint was utilized by many for much of the twentieth century (between the decades of 1920
and 1970).
In contrast, one of the defining characteristics of the twenty first century manufacturing environment is
that an organization’s competitiveness is strongly determined by that organization’s ability to respond to
changes. The existence of trade blocs and the continuing development of new technology have lead to the
globalization/internationalization of modern day manufacturing marketplaces. Organizations must consider that
their potential customers are no longer limited to people who live in a certain community, reside in a limited
region, or communicate in a particular language. Modern manufacturers must be able to adjust to variations in
customer demands (quantity and quality), new technology, and other changes. Flexible manufacturing systems
can allow organizations to meet these challenges. The next section of this article will briefly discuss the topic of
flexibility from the perspective of the overall manufacturing supply chain.

II.

SUPPLY CHAIN FLEXIBILITY

In terms of flexibility within manufacturing environments, much focus is put on the flexibility of the actual
manufacturing processes. This section briefly discusses flexibility from the perspective of the overall
manufacturing supply chain. (Leslie, Robert, and Rhonda 2003) identify six components for supply chain
flexibility. These components are:
1. Operations Flexibility
2. Market Flexibility
3. Logistics Flexibility
4. Supply Flexibility
5. Organizational Flexibility
6. Information Systems Flexibility
Operations flexibility is defined as a manufacturer or service organization’s ability to organize assets
and operations to be able to respond to changing customer trends at every point in a supply chain. Market
flexibility is defined as the ability to build close relationships with customers. This includes the designing,
modifying and mass customization of products. Logistics flexibility is having the capabilities to deliver and
receive products cost effectively regardless of customer and supplier changes. The ability to alter the
organization or structure of the supply chain to respond to demand changes is called, Supply flexibility.
Organizational flexibility deals with an organization’s ability to match worker skills with the skills required by
marketplace demands. Information systems flexibility is defined as an organization’s information system being
capable of allowing the organization to receive and respond to changes in the marketplace.
(Babu and More 2008) present a fairly thorough review of existing literature covering the topic of
Supply Chain Flexibility. Research/evidence in (Fatemi 2010) discusses supply chain flexibility and provides a
review of manufacturing flexibility and supply chain flexibility literature. (Sanchez and Perez 2005) and
(Grigore 2007) divide supply chain flexibility into two categories: process flexibility and logistics flexibility.
Process flexibility is described as the number of product types that can be manufactured by each producer.
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Logistics flexibility is described as the ability to get a product to market or the ability to attain material from a
supplier. Sanchez and Perez separate these flexibility categories into ten separate dimensions:
a.
Product flexibility
b.
Volume flexibility
c.
Routing flexibility
d. Delivery flexibility
e.
Trans-shipment flexibility
f.
Postponement flexibility
g. Sourcing flexibility
h. Target market flexibility
i.
Launch flexibility
j.
Access flexibility
A summary of the definitions of these dimensions as stated by these writers is now given. Product
flexibility is ability to meet customer specification and to make products of varying physical characteristics.
Volume flexibility is the ability of an organization to increase or decrease its overall production in response to
market changes. Routing flexibility is the ability to process an item in different ways. Delivery flexibility is the
ability to adapt lead times according to customer requirements. Trans-shipment flexibility describes the ability
to physically relocate stock between supply and demand locations of relatively small distances. Postponement
flexibility is defined as the ability to incorporate a customer’s product requirements within the later stages of
production. Sourcing flexibility refers to an organization not being dependent on any single supplier for any
component or raw material. Target market flexibility measures the ability to meet the needs of high priority
markets. Launch flexibility is the ability to quickly introduce new products into a market. Access flexibility
measures the ability to distribute in a widespread or intensive manner. The following figure gives a visual
illustration of these ten flexibility dimensions. It was originally presented in (Sanchez and Perez 2005).

Figure 2: Source (Sanchez and Perez 2005)
Each of these dimensions requires the implementation of well designed maintenance processes for maximum
efficiency. This section has briefly discussed some important aspects of manufacturing supply chain flexibility.
The next section of this article will discuss the topic of flexible manufacturing systems.

III.

FLEXIBILITY AND MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

Flexible manufacturing systems are similar to automated production lines. An important difference
between the two is that flexible manufacturing systems have capabilities for processing different parts
simultaneously. (Inman 2010) says that the origin of the concept of flexible manufacturing systems is in the
1960s. During the 1960s and 1970s (and continuing into the following decades), the priorities of manufacturers
began to center around three critical points: product cost, product quality, and product delivery speed. At this
time robots, programmable controllers, and other computerized controls were beginning to be used in
manufacturing environments for the control of machines. The desire to create both a customizable
manufacturing environment that is also agile was essential to the development of flexible manufacturing
systems. Currently there is a fourth manufacturing priority, flexibility.
Three classical categories of manufacturing environments are: batch manufacturing, continuous
manufacturing, and job manufacturing. Batch manufacturing environments can increase their efficiency and
ability to respond to changes in the marketplace by implementation of flexible manufacturing systems. Batch
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manufacturing environments produce a designated quantity of a certain item in a series of processes. From a
process perspective, the reason for using batch processes is often directly related to machine capacity and
process limitations. From an external (marketplace) standpoint, batch manufacturing tends to be more flexible in
relation to other manufacturing environments. Batch manufacturing allows for the production of multiple items
in a single production line. It is common for companies that produce seasonal products to use batch
manufacturing. Also, the costs of discontinuing an unpopular product is much less in batch environments than it
is in other manufacturing environments. While batch manufacturing processes can be very useful and
productive, they tend to be inefficient. This inefficiency primarily stems from time wasted (i.e. downtime)
because of the necessity to reset machines, and change raw materials before each new batch is started. Before
the beginning of a new batch, a test output must be completed. This increases the amount of cycle time (time
between the completion of one batch and the commencement of the next batch). Maintenance scheduling is very
important in these environments, because it can help to decrease the amount of downtime and cycle time that
could occur because of equipment or machine breakdown (unscheduled downtime) or scheduled (routine)
downtime. In batch manufacturing, work is divided into sections or “breaks” often called workstations.
However, continuous manufacturing environments are designed without breaks in the production line. Whereas
batch manufacturing is constrained to a specific or finite amount of outputs (number of end products), in theory
the number of outputs for a continuous manufacturing environment is infinite. Continuous manufacturing
environments are more costly (in large part due to higher required initial capital). They are useful for producing
similar items. An example of this is the continuous production of various models of similar automobiles.
Because of their design, continuous manufacturing environments require maintenance to be performed while
production continues. The design of continuous manufacturing environments may make them more suitable to
automation and therefore more easily compatible to flexible manufacturing systems than are batch
manufacturing environments. Job manufacturing is production that focuses on the need of a specific customer.
The quality requirements for this type of environment are higher than it is in other manufacturing environments.
It is more similar to batch manufacturing than it is to continuous manufacturing. The items produced within job
manufacturing environments tend to be single and unique. The skills required in these types of manufacturing
environments tend to be more specialized in relation to the required skills in other types of manufacturing
environments. There is an intrinsic nature of flexibility in job manufacturing. Out of the three manufacturing
environments discussed in this section, job manufacturing environments would benefit the least from the
application of flexible manufacturing system technology. Job manufacturers can alter products in order to
precisely respond to market demands. The next section of this article briefly discusses another type of
manufacturing that is becoming more useful in the current marketplace, additive manufacturing.

IV.

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Additive manufacturing (or additive fabrication) is the process of combining (adding) materials in a
layer by layer process in order to make objects from three dimensional data such as CAD drawings. It utilizes
batch manufacturing in that multiple products, either similar or dissimilar, can be produced simultaneously. It
allows for the construction of objects (both simple and complex) without the need for tools or castings, forgings,
or other equipment. This can lead to an overall reduction of expenses to an organization. The use of additive
manufacturing can reduce waste and enhance design and engineering processes. Proper utilization of additive
technology can allow for the realization of more agile and flexible manufacturing systems. Significant advances
have been made to the various additive manufacturing technologies such as stereolithography, laser sintering,
and fused deposition. The newest of these technologies is three dimensional printing. Stereolithography was the
first additive manufacturing technology. It is used to create a solid object from a three dimensional computer
image. The object is constructed one layer at a time. Layers of material are deposited in a bottom to top manner
by means of a computer-controlled laser which draws the shape of the object onto the surface of liquid resin
(usually). The process in which prototypes and finished items are created from three dimensional drawings
through the use of thermoplastics and metals is called laser sintering. In laser sintering the thermoplastics and
metals are cured by a high temperature laser. The three dimensional drawings are cross-sectioned into thousands
of layers and built up in a layer by layer fashion by the machine being used. Fused deposition modeling (FDM)
is a type of additive manufacturing that can be used to create plastic prototyping models and production parts.
The FDM process works by extruding layers of plastic from materials such as: polycarbonate,
polyphenysulfone, or other material. The models produced by FDM can be assembled or used as normal objects.
The term three dimensional printing is often used to include both rapid prototyping and rapid manufacturing.
Rapid prototyping products are used for concept modeling primarily for the purpose of measuring if a design
meets customer specifications. These products are also sometimes used to determine the fit or compatibly of the
modeled product with other parts within its intended system. In contrast, rapid manufacturing products are
created for specific application purposes.
The potential advantages of additive manufacturing over other manufacturing categories are:
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 Cost reduction
 Lead time reduction
 Minimization of waste
 Greater flexibility for varying designs
 Increased energy efficiency
 Environmentally friendly
 Reduced maintenance costs
Although maintenance costs are reduced in additive manufacturing environments, as with all categories of
manufacturing, maintenance is still a vital part of additive manufacturing supply chains. Maintenance must
remain a high priority in order to actualize the potential advantages in the above list. The next section of this
article will discuss the importance of maintenance in manufacturing supply chains.

V.

MAINTENANCE IN SUPPLY CHAINS

In general, maintenance systems are created for the purpose of ensuring the serviceability and safety of
equipment or systems so that maximum possible performance levels can be achieved. Scheduling and planning
are two (of several) primary functions of the maintenance modeling paradigm. Scheduling is the arrangement of
resources to be used and planning is the act of ensuring that resources and tools are in order before the required
tasks are to take place. Within the construct of maintenance planning and scheduling, there are two categories.
The first category consists of preventive maintenance, routine maintenance, and scheduled overhauls. The
second category consists of unscheduled maintenance due to emergencies. Any maintenance schedule should
consider both known and unknown circumstances. For regular manufacturing systems, it is vital to maximize the
availability of resources at all points of the manufacturing supply chain. Increased availability of resources is
even more vital within flexible manufacturing systems than it is in general manufacturing systems. This is
because of the necessity of flexible manufacturing systems to be able to quickly respond to various changes.
Efficient maintenance systems can be essential in facilitating the creation of manufacturing environments that
have high resource availability. The rest of this section presents a brief discussion of an important tool for
increasing resource availability at all points in a supply chain, total completion time maintenance scheduling.
The consideration now is the minimizing the total completion time scheduling problem for a set of maintenance
jobs. Minimization of the total completion time for a set of jobs leads to the overall availability of a set of
resources (i.e. machines, vehicles, tools, etc.) being maximized. The United States military refers to this as
maximizing the overall fleet availability. This objective is accomplished through intelligent scheduling of
maintenance personnel (or maintainers). In this type of environment, a maintenance department with M number
of maintenance workers is responsible for performing all maintenance jobs. However, both the number of
maintenance workers and the number of operations that can be performed by the maintenance workforce are not
varied in a given scenario.
Consider a process in which a set of Q pieces of equipment produces items at a constant rate R per unit
time. These pieces of equipment are subject to periodic failure and a crew of maintenance workers is available
to maintain the equipment. The approach is to have a schedule for maintenance workers devised so as to
maximize the overall availability of these machines during a finite time interval. Availability can be quantified
by the total production/work performed by all equipment/resources at the end of the time period. Each
maintenance worker has a skill that may or may not be required on a certain resource. This means that each
maintenance work order associated with any given equipment does not necessarily require each skill. Each
worker has a set speed at which he or she can perform his or her required task.
Examples of these types of problems are presented next. The first example is simplified such that all of the
assumptions associated with a general open shop scheduling problem hold. These assumptions are:
1. A job i is not allowed to be worked on simultaneously by more than one worker at a time.
2. There are not multiple workers for each operation.
3. In situations where multiple workers for each worker type are allowed, identical workers for each worker
type have the same processing speed.
Maintenance Scheduling Example Number One
Consider a scenario in which there are 10 systems that each produce r = 100 units per hour. Three of
the systems are down (i.e., N = 3 jobs) at the beginning of the time horizon (t = 0) and the Maintenance
Department contains two skilled workers (i.e., M = 2). The Maintenance Department is composed only of
machines each of which has one unique operation. The problem is to determine the sequence of processing jobs
and/or machine schedules that maximizes the number of available systems of total time horizon T = 8 hours (the
total length of one scheduling shift) which will be quantified by the total production at the end of the period.
Every hour that a system is available during the time horizon is equivalent to 100 units of production by that
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system. However, every hour that a system is not available is equivalent to 0 units of production by that system.
Three maintenance work orders (or jobs) have been sent to the maintenance department. Let xij be the
assignment of job i to Machine j. Then consider the following information in Table 2 (note that 0 indicates that
job i does not need to be processed by worker j).
Table 1: Processing Times
machine j
job i

1

2

1

2

0

2
3

5
0

3
1

The above problem will now be solved for this open shop environment using two different rules: shortest
processing time and longest processing time. In an open shop environment, the scheduling heuristic is applied to
each individual worker.
Shortest Processing Time (SPT) Results
Shortest processing time scheduling occurs when items are processed in increasing order of their
required processing times. When shortest processing time is applied to the above problem, Machine 1 performs
maintenance first on Job 1 and then on Job 2. Machine 1 does not have any scheduled maintenance for Job 3.
Meanwhile, Machine 2 performs maintenance first on Job 3 and then on Job 2. Machine 2 is not scheduled to
perform any maintenance on Job 1. Both workers can work on separate jobs simultaneously. However, for this
example a delay scheduling assumption is made. According to the traditional scheduling theory with a delay
scheduling implementation, only one worker can work on the same job at a time. Both workers are scheduled to
perform work on Job 2. In this example, Machine 2 finishes maintenance on Job 3 before Machine 1 finishes
maintenance on Job 1. Therefore, Machine 2 can begin to work on Job 2 first. Machine 1 must wait until
Machine 2 completely finishes work on Job 2 before Machine 1 can perform work on Job 2. Figure 3 shows the
schedule for each worker and the total completion time for the jobs. The sequencing of jobs on each machine
can be seen in Figure 2. The completion times of each job can also be seen in this figure.

time

0

1
2
4
9
Figure 3: Shortest Processing Time Schedule for Example 1

System uptime (or availability) is assumed to be equal to the total time horizon minus total completion time for
each job. The availabilities of each system are as follows: System 1 was made available for six hours, System 2
was made available for zero hours, and System 3 was made available for seven hours. Since every hour of
system uptime is equivalent to 100 units of production, then the total production at the end of the time horizon is
as follows:
(6 + 7) hours * 100 units/ time horizon in hours = 1300 units.
Longest Processing Time (LPT) Results
Longest processing time scheduling occurs when items are processed in decreasing order of their
required processing times. Both Machine 1 and Machine 2 are scheduled to work on Job 2 at the same time.
Since for this example delayed scheduling methods are being used and both workers are not allowed to work
simultaneously on the same job, Machine 1 is scheduled to work on Job 2 first because it has the longer
scheduled processing time. The processing time of Job 3 for Machine 2 is one hour and the processing time for
Machine 1 on Job 2 is five hours. Therefore, Machine 2 can complete Job 3 before Machine 1 has completed
Job 2. Because the overall processing time of the jobs is being minimized, Machine 2 is allowed to work on Job
3 first. In other words, idle time is not forced. Job 2 cannot be worked on by Machine 2 until Machine 1
finishes. The scheduling sequences and total completion times based on a delay scheduling assumption are
shown in Figure 3.

time 0

1

5
7
8
Figure 4: Longest Processing Time Schedule for Example 1
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The completion times for the jobs are as follows: Job 1 is 7, Job 2 is 8, and Job 3 is 1. The corresponding
availabilities for the three resources are 1, 0, and 7 respectively. Since every hour of resource uptime is
equivalent to 100 units of production, then the total production at the end of the time horizon is as follows:
8 hours * 100 units/hour = 800 units.
The above results show that scheduling using shortest processing time (SPT) is preferred over longest
processing time scheduling. SPT both minimizes the total completion time of the machine/worker labor, while
simultaneously maximizing the total production at the end of the time horizon. This gives a visual illustration
that minimizing total completion time is equivalent to maximizing total production.
Maintenance Scheduling Example Number Two
An example of a personnel scheduling problem for maintenance personnel within a manufacturing supply chain
is now considered. In order to make an open shop scheduling problem into a personnel scheduling problem, the
assumption that states that there cannot be more than one machine/worker at a time at a job (scheduled
maintenance task) is relaxed. The previous problem is considered and the new constraint (multiple
machines/workers can work on the same job simultaneously) is applied, using the SPT and LPT once again.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 give the results for this example.

time

0

1
2
4
Figure 5. Shortest Processing Time Schedule for Example 2

7

The availabilities for the three resources are: 6, 1, and 7 for resources 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Since every hour
of resource uptime is equivalent to 100 units of production, then the total production at the end of the time
horizon is as follows:
(6 + 1+ 7) hours * 100 units/ time horizon in hours = 1400 units
M1
M2
time

J2
J2

0

J1
J3

3
4
7
Figure 6. Longest Processing Time Schedule for Example Number Two

The availabilities for the three resources are one, three, and four for systems 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Since
every hour of resource uptime is equivalent to 100 units of production, then the total production at the end of the
time horizon is as follows:
(1 + 3 + 4) hours * 100 units/hour = 800 units.
The results for the example problems show that SPT sequencing produces better schedules than did the LPT.
These results also show that the introduction of the new constraint where multiple workers can work on one job
simultaneously actually increases machine availability for both rules. This is representative of maintenance
environments which allow for differing maintenance tasks to be performed concurrently. Two such
environments are discussed briefly later in this article.
Availability and Total Completion Time
The equivalence of the objectives of maximizing the availability of a collection of systems and
minimizing the total completion time associated with repairing resources that are unavailable is now proved
mathematically. As in the examples above, resource availability is observed at the beginning of a time period
and the availability of a particular system is quantified by the total number of items produced by that system
after a time period of length T. In this context, availability is measured by the total number of items produced
collectively by the systems (resources) during the time interval [0, T].
In this situation Ai represents the availability of job i, Ci symbolizes the completion time of job i, pj is the
maintenance processing time for the jth job, and N is the total number of jobs. Thus we have:
.
The maximum availability is

. This is equal to both of the following:

and
constant. Therefore, by duality,
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Maintenance Scheduling Environments
(Littlejohn and Stanfield (2005)) discuss two types of maintenance scheduling approaches that are found in
manufacturing supply chain environments. In both approaches, the objective is to minimize the total completion
time of scheduled jobs. The first approach is identified as, “Total Operation Completion Time Scheduling”. This
approach is observed when offline maintenance tasks are performed. For these environments, a part that needs
work performed on it is removed and replaced by a part that is performing properly. The removed part is worked
on at a separate location and only returned to service after maintenance work is completed. The formula
presented by Littlejohn and Stanfield for this approach to maintenance is as follows:

Equation (2) ensures that each job and worker has exactly one position at a time. Equation (3) ensures that all
positions have at most one job on a worker at a time. Equation (4) is a constraint that explicitly denotes xijkl as a
binary decision variable.
For the second approach, multiple maintenance tasks must be performed in order for a system (ex.:
assembly process, transportation truck, etc.) to be classified as ready to be used. The tasks are independent from
each other. For example, consider a materials supply truck that is used to transport component machine parts
from a supplier to a manufacturing plant. The truck has preventive maintenance scheduled several times a year
in the following categories: engine maintenance, tire maintenance, and paint job. Each task can be completed
separately from the other tasks. It is also possible for the simultaneous completion of these tasks. Since the truck
is not considered ready to be used until all of these tasks are completed, the last task to finish determines the
completion time for the system (where in this case the system is the supply truck). This approach is identified as,
“Maximum Operation Completion Time Scheduling”. The formula they presented for this approach is as
follows:

Equation (6) defines the completion time of a job as the maximum of the operation completion times within that
job. Equation (7) is used to figure out the time that an operation by worker type j is completed by individual
worker k at position l when l is greater than 1. Equation (8) calculates the time that operation j is completed by
worker k at position l when l=1. Equation (9) ensures that every job is assigned to only one position for a
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worker. The next formulation ensures that for every worker type, at most one parallel worker is assigned to any
job i. Equation (11) ensures that the decision variable, xijkl is binary.
This section has discussed maintenance and its importance in manufacturing environments. Two scheduling
formulation were presented. These formulations can be used to increase the availability of resources at any point
in a supply chain.

VI.

CONCLUSION

This article has presented a discussion on flexibility in manufacturing systems. Important issues for
consideration in flexible supply chains have been highlighted. The application of flexible manufacturing system
technologies can improve the ability of some general manufacturing environments to meet the needs of
customers. Maintenance requirements are ubiquitous within the supply chain for any manufacturing
environment. Flexible manufacturing environments cannot exist in environments that have view maintenance as
a low priority. Efficient maintenance scheduling is an important tool for any manufacturing environment. If
properly understood and applied, good maintenance practices can greatly enhance the performance of any
manufacturing supply chain and facilitate the creation of genuine flexible manufacturing systems.
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Abstract: - This paper presents and analyzes tools for the assessment of energy efficiency in ammonia
production plants using key performance indicators (KPI). Monitoring the consumption of inputs in the industry
could generate reductions in greenhouse gas emissions while simultaneously producing gains in energy
efficiency in industrial operations. The continuous monitoring of performance indicators relative to emissions
data and the consumption of natural resources allows for effective and direct intervention, resulting in
improvements in production processes and operating practices. The use of such information by operating teams,
in conjunction with management actions focused on continuous improvement, could lead to energy efficiency
gains, a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, and make production processes more profitable.

Keywords: - Ammonia, Energy Efficiency, Greenhouse Gases, Key Performance Indicators (KPI).
I.
INTRODUCTION
With increasing demands for their products, industrial chemical manufacturers are being subjected to a
number of national and international pressures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, investors are
demanding lower production costs in conjunction with higher production gains. Thus, advances in the control of
production processes focused on reducing losses, the strict monitoring of resource consumption, and the energy
efficiency of their production processes have become essential activities in the routine operation of chemical
production plants.
Data published in 2007 by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
show that global emissions of greenhouse gases will increase by 50% by 2050, mainly as a result of increased
demand for energy and economic growth in large countries with emerging economies. According to the
organization, emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), one of the main gases causing the greenhouse effect, are
expected to grow by 70% by 2050 as a result of increasing energy use [1].
The industrial system is one of the largest energy consumers in Brazil and throughout the world.
Energy costs may represent about 10% of the production costs. A common and very important input in the
industry is water vapor. This input is used in the generation, transmission and use of energy. Much of the
electricity generation in the northern hemisphere uses water vapor as the working fluid in thermodynamic
cycles. About 40% of the fossil fuel burned in U.S. industry is used in the generation of steam. The steam
generated is, in turn, used in heating processes to concentrate and purify liquids, but it can also be used directly
as feedstock [2, 3, 4].
An analysis of steam systems indicates that in a typical industry that does not employ preventive or
predictive maintenance techniques, 28% of steam traps have problems. To improve the use of steam, industries
must employ an appropriate method for testing steam traps to identify leaks, making repairs or replacing faulty
traps when required.
Electricity is an essential input for industrial activity, and ensuring its delivery, quality, safety and
affordability is essential for the development of the global economy and the growth of industrial production.
Figure 1 shows the electricity consumption in Brazil and in other countries of the world.
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Figure 1- Tariff of industrial electricity consumption based on the Brazilian currency (Real $)
A more detailed analysis of production processes can identify potential areas for reducing
manufacturing costs. An interesting strategy for reducing the consumption of inputs focuses on energy
efficiency for both new and existing systems. Energy efficiency can be seen as an interesting means of reducing
manufacturing costs. It can generate immediate and attractive returns, and may also provide robustness in the
sustainability and profitability of operations. An effective management process begins with an analysis of
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. The results of such an analysis should be considered in any
decision-making processes.

II.

AMMONIA PRODUCTION PROCESS

Ammonia is one of the fundamental raw materials required for modern civilization. The raw materials
for the production of ammonia are hydrocarbons, air, and energy, which is essential for all industrial operations.
Commonly used energy sources are coal or hydrocarbons, which react with water vapor at high temperatures,
and electricity, which is used in the operation of gas compressors. Natural gas (CH4) is the hydrocarbon used
most frequently in ammonia production, with about 80% of current global production being based on natural
gas. There are three main types of processes currently used for the production of ammonia:
 steam reforming from natural gas or other light hydrocarbons (natural gas liquids, naphtha);
 partial oxidation of heavy oil or waste oil;
 gasification of coal.
Figure 2 illustrates the steam reforming process of ammonia production.
The natural gas produced in Brazil is contaminated with potentially poisonous sulfur compounds (H2S). These
compounds are typically removed from the natural gas stream, in a process known as desulfurization, using a
cobalt molybdenum catalyst [5].
The resulting gas (CH4), which still contains about 0.1 ppm (parts per million) sulfur after going
through this process, is then blended with the steam. This mixture is heated to between 500 and 600 °C and
introduced into the main reformer (in some cases, however, an adiabatic pre-reformer precedes the primary
reformer).
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Figure 2 - Flowchart of ammonia production using the steam reforming process
The flue gases leaving the radiant section of the furnace reformer have exit temperatures approaching
1000 °C. Only 50–60% of the fuel heat is directly used in the ammonia production process itself, but the
enthalpy of the combustion gases is utilized in the convection section of the reformer for the generation of steam
or for other process requirements.
The process gas effluent from the primary reformer is directed to the secondary reformer, which
receives the process air intake. The process air serves to enhance the combustion reactions and provide the
nitrogen (N2) necessary for the synthesis reaction. The gas/air mixture exits the secondary reformer at a
temperature of 1000 °C, and 99% of the original gas feed is converted. The process gas is then cooled to
between 350 and 400 °C and is used to power a steam boiler or a waste heat recovery boiler.
After conversion of CO to CO2, the gas, which generally contains about 20% CO2, is subjected to either a
chemical or a physical process. The absorption process is followed by adsorption facilitated by a pressure
decrease with increasing temperature. CO2 removed from the process is used mainly for the production of urea,
injection wells in crude oil production, dry ice production, and in other industries.
At this point, only small amounts of CO and CO2 remain in the synthesis gas stream. They must be removed,
however, because they are poisonous to catalysts of ammonia synthesis.
In the next step (known as methanation), the small amounts of CO and CO2 react with a given amount
of hydrogen to produce methane (CH4) and water in a reactor containing a nickel catalyst at a temperature of
about 300 °C.
After separation of the condensate, the stream of process gas, called synthesis gas, reaches the
ammonia synthesis section. This reaction occurs at pressures that are normally in the range of 100–250 bar. The
ammonia synthesis occurs in an exothermic reaction that makes use of iron catalysts at temperatures of 350–550
°C. Because of the high exothermicity of the reaction, a comprehensive and efficient heat exchange mechanism
is essential. Only 20–30% of the synthesis gas is converted to ammonia on each pass through the converter. For
this reason, a synthesis loop is required, with the ammonia being separated by cooling and condensation, and the
effluent vapor being mixed with fresh synthesis gas and returned to the converter.
The cooling and condensation of ammonia is achieved via an auxiliary refrigeration cycle using
ammonia vapor in order to achieve satisfactory results at the low concentrations of ammonia gas returned to the
converter.
In integrated plants, the ammonia that is synthesized can be used directly in, for example, the production of urea
or nitric acid.

III.

USE OF INDICATORS OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN INDUSTRY

The energy consumption in industrial processes can be determined by taking the level of activity, the
industry structure and energy efficiency into account. Changes in energy consumption in industry are not only
determined by energy efficiency in industrial processes but also by other political, economic and environmental
factors. Additional factors, such as the production capacity and lifetime of the plant, should be considered in any
analysis of energy efficiency [6, 7, 8].
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The use of indicators aimed at evaluating the efficiency of processes in industry is growing in
importance on a national and global level. The results of an analysis of energy efficiency indicators may be
useful in the areas of strategic planning, management and environmental technology, and energy conservation.
In practice, it is worth noting that the application of the analysis of these indicators and their relevance in
describing the interrelationship between energy efficiency and resources consumed are associated mainly with
the economic and political environment within the industry.
The use of indicators can have an impact on production processes. In industry, the analysis of energy
efficiency indicators can help define relevant guidelines, such as:
 directing changes in energy consumption
 establishing energy-efficient policies
 indicating structural constraints that have an impact on increasing energy efficiency
 replacing technological processes
 changes in the use and choice of raw materials that are used in manufacturing processes, with the goal of
reducing the demand for energy
 serving as a tool to assess goals for environmental policies aimed at the reduction of gaseous emissions
According to Abreu et al [9], indicators commonly used for the analysis of energy efficiency in
industry can be subdivided into four groups: thermodynamic, physical-thermodynamic, economicthermodynamic, and economic. Indicators that can be analyzed according to the laws of thermodynamics are
included in the first group. The physical-thermodynamic indicators are also known as specific indicators. They
are used to evaluate an input in relation to a particular production output. The third group provides a measure of
the final product at market prices relative to thermodynamic units. The fourth group of indicators evaluates the
changes caused by energy efficiency, in monetary terms, and can be considered to evaluate both the incoming
and outgoing energy of a given process.
Based on thermodynamic laws, energy can be defined as the theoretical maximum useful work
obtained when a system is brought to thermal equilibrium with the environment by means of processes in which
the system interacts only with its environment [10].
According to Saidur et al [3, 4], the exergy is a direct function of the laws of thermodynamics. A
property that determines the potential for useful work in a certain amount of energy in a specific state can be
represented by Equation 1,
Ex = (H − HO) − TO (S − SO)
(eq. 1)
where the exergy (Ex) is a function dependent on the enthalpy (H) of the entropy (S), the absolute temperature
(T) and also of the pressure and composition of the system. The subscripts represent the enthalpy and entropy
conditions in the vicinity of the system.
Starting from an exergetic balance for a hypothetical system, it becomes feasible to direct the
construction of an indicator. The exergy (Ex) is the difference between the sum of flows entering the exergetic
system (Σ Exe) through sources of fuel and raw materials, their losses (Σ Exs) and losses that are consumed in
the process (Σ Exc) as represented by Equation 2.
Ex = Σ Exe−Σ Exs –Σ Exc
(eq. 2)
The concept of exergy can be useful in analyzing aspects related to the life cycles of products as the
exergetic content can determine the flow of energy lost. According to Dincer et al [11], exergy can be
considered as a link between the thermodynamic concepts and systems engineering processes in relation to the
environment from the viewpoint of energy efficiency.
The literature presents several studies that define and characterize the energy efficiency of industrial
processes on the basis of macro indicators, which report on the economy as a whole (macroeconomics), or on
the basis of individual industrial sectors with their specific production outputs [12, 13].

IV.

METHODOLOGY

To calculate net energy efficiency, the annual production of ammonia and the energy used in its
manufacture were taken into account. All feedstocks (direct and indirect) and fuels consumed in an ammonia
production plant were considered in this study.
The energy plots considered in the calculation of the indicators were, among others, those relating to
energy for the production of ammonia, the energy used for starting the plant, the energy consumed during
unplanned shutdowns, and any reduction in the lifetime of the catalysts (possible deteriorations). We also
considered the annual performance against the expense of efficiency projects.
To facilitate the analysis between the different ammonia production plants, it was necessary to develop
a basis for comparison. This normalization was performed according to the different configurations of the plants
analyzed. The following are some of the considerations that were taken into account:
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imported electricity was converted to its heat equivalent, assuming 40% efficiency based on the lower
calorific value of the fuel;
the import and export of steam corresponding to a 90% conversion efficiency was considered as a reference
for saturated steam at 150 °C;
the baseline for the production of liquid ammonia was considered to be 100% under atmospheric pressure
conditions and a temperature of -32 °C;
the energy used to produce and pump cooling water was considered in the calculation for the share of
energy use;
the amount of energy used to produce and pump feed water for boilers was considered in the calculation for
energy use;
No adjustments were made on the basis of different technologies, climate conditions, catalysts used or
operational problems.

To analyze energy efficiency, 50 ammonia production plants and their individual annual product outputs were
included in the study. The energy efficiency indicator was calculated according to Equation 3,
η = (R + Cf + Z)/MNH3
(eq. 3)
where:
η = energy efficiency (GJ/tNH3)
R = the conversion of raw materials consumed in equivalent energy, assuming the lower calorific value
Cf = the conversion of fuel used in the process in equivalent energy, assuming the lower calorific value
Z = other energies involved in the process, such as electricity and steam imported, export credit for energy
(steam) generation, and pumping water to supply boiler and cooling water
MNH3 = ammonia production in metric tons
The part related to ammonia production was considered to be the maximum daily production at the
expense of the production capacity of the plant design. The plants were divided into three categories. Of the 48
conventional plants (plants that utilize steam reforming), 12 were classified as small, with ammonia production
values of less than 1000 t/day (metric tons per day), 17 plants were classified as intermediate, with production
values of 1000–1500 t/day, and 19 plants producing more than 1500 t/day were classified as large.

V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The annual production capacities of the ammonia plants analyzed are shown in Figure 3. The
production capacities ranged from 91,000 t/y to 749,800 t/y. The values found in the evaluation of the energy
efficiency indicator ranged from 23.8 GJ/t NH3 to 51.9 GJ/t NH3. Of the 50 plants analyzed, two used high
purity hydrogen as a feedstock. These plants typically have higher levels of efficiency when compared with
other plants. The 48 conventional ammonia production plants use various raw materials such as natural gas or
heavy oil derived from petroleum fractions.

Figure 3 - Annual production of ammonia (metric tons)
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Figure 4 shows the energy efficiency indicator for each ammonia plant.

Figure 4 - Energy efficiency (GJ/t NH3) for ammonia production plants
The relationship between capacity and energy efficiency for the 48 conventional ammonia production plants is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 - Energy efficiency (GJ/t NH3) in the capacity of ammonia production plants of varying production
capacities
From the analysis of Figure 5 we see that there is a relationship between the production capacity and
efficiency of the plants analyzed. In general, plants with higher capacity have higher energy efficiency and
plants with smaller capacity are less energy efficient. However, the best plants in each group have energy
efficiency rates ranging from 29.5 GJ/t NH3 to 30.6 GJ/t NH3, indicating that plants with a capacity lower than
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1000 t/d may still be energy efficient.
Figure 6 shows the calculation of the energy efficiency indicator as a function of the age of each plant.
The age of each plant varies from between 1.5 and 39 years. The plants were divided into three categories.
Those classified as new are less than 14 years old. Plants between 18 and 29 years old were classified as
intermediate, and plants older than 30 years were classified as old.

Figure 6 - Energy efficiency as a function of the age of the ammonia production plants
Of the 48 conventional ammonia production plants analyzed, those classified as new showed better average
energy efficiency indicators, with a net energy efficiency of 36.0 GJ/t NH3 for 16 plants analyzed in this group.
Plants classified as intermediate (14 plants) displayed an average energy efficiency of 37.7 GJ/t NH3. The plants
classified as old showed an average result of 37.4 GJ/t NH3.
The best plants in each group have energy efficiency ratings of about 30 GJ/t NH3. This observation
indicates that even plants that have been operational for longer periods of time can, through modifications and
improvements in their processes operate at good levels of energy efficiency.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

This work presents an evaluation of the energy efficiency of ammonia production plants through the
use of indicators. Data from 50 ammonia plants were considered in this study. The energy efficiency indicator
was based on the annual production of ammonia and took into account the equivalent amounts of energy
consumed in the consumption of raw materials, fuels, and other forms present in the process, such as the energy
consumption equivalent of the generation and distribution of cooling water, and the import or export of steam,
among others.
Comparisons were made on the basis of the designs of the plants and the production processes used.
Other comparisons took into account the energy efficiency of the plants. We presented energy efficiency rates as
a function of the age of plants and also as a function of annual production. It was found that there is a direct
relationship between production capacity and energy efficiency.
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Abstract: - The Internet has brought learning "online" and offers many advantages. It is convenient, available at
any time of the day, and can be accessed nearly anywhere in the world. Recently, Cloud computing is all the
rage. E-Learning offers tremendous potential to increase the availability and convenience of education. Today,
online content is varied and can include: text on a website, digital audio, digital video, animated images, and
virtual reality environments. This content can be created in a variety of ways by utilizing a variety of authoring
tools and softwares. These days, we observe a movement in higher education leading from proprietary software
to open source, for e-learning applications (1) In fact, open source software (OSS) development can provide the
necessary flexibility to combine languages, scripts, learning objects and lesson plans, effectively, without the
cost and rigidity of proprietary software. In recent years, numerous open access LMS software‟s have emerged
as viable alternatives to costly proprietary and commercial products. Open source software‟s of Content
Management Systems (CMS) and Learning Management System (LMS) are gaining popularity. We weigh the
pro‟s and cons of utilizing the OSS and proprietary software in this paper.
Keywords: - Educational software, Open Source Software (OSS), proprietary software, e-learning, Content and
Learning Management System

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet has brought learning "online" and offers many advantages. It is convenient, available at
any time of the day, and can be accessed nearly anywhere in the world. E-Learning offers tremendous potential
to increase the availability and convenience of education. When e-Learning is made accessible and Section 508
compliant, it enables employees with disabilities to receive equivalent access to training materials used by their
peers. As with many types of products and technologies, including those used in e-Learning, people with
disabilities may inadvertently be excluded if accessibility is not considered and incorporated into products and
technologies. However, accessibility is not only of concern to those with disabilities. The potential for eLearning expands when developers embrace the widest possible range of individual learning styles, preferences,
and abilities. Today, online content is varied and can include: text on a website, digital audio, digital video,
animated images, and virtual reality environments. This content can be created in a variety of ways by utilizing
a variety of authoring tools and softwares. e-learning means a combination of Content Management System
(CMS) and Learning management system (LMS). We shall henceforth call the combination of CMS and LMS a
total solution. There are only two choices of a total solution for an educational system – either opt proprietary
software or an open source software system. Hence any institution will have to evaluate their choices. The total
solution plays an ever increasing and prominent role in the teaching and learning process, paving a new road
changing the existing ways of teaching and learning, from a traditional in class way to totally synchronous or
asynchronous distant one. While CMS is the front end for the total solution, LMS is the back-end. These days,
we observe a movement in higher education leading from proprietary software to open source, for e-learning
applications (2). In fact, open source software development can provide the necessary flexibility to combine
languages, scripts, learning objects and lesson plans, effectively, without the cost and rigidity of proprietary
packages (3) The purpose of this paper is to consider the challenges posed by educational systems into choosing
either a proprietary system or an open source systems and the criteria that is to be adopted to choose from either.
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SOFTWARE’S AND ITS MODELS

Software (SW) can be shortly defined as the executable code that controls computer behaviour and
operations. The term is used, however, to describe a wide range of programming languages, applications,
procedures and all related documentation resources. SW also refers to a full cycle of processes from basic
architecture to development, packaging and distributing. It is responsible for controlling, integrating, and
managing the individual hardware components of a computer system so that other software and the users of the
system see it as a functional unit without having to be concerned with the low-level details of the computational
system. There are three models of software‟s for developing any application in computer. They are Freeware,
Shareware, Trialware, Proprietary, Public Domain Software and Open Source.
2.1 Freeware
It is provided to be used without any monetary charges. However, severe restrictions of its use, modification and
redistribution are still imposed and Source code is not provided. It can be passed on to anyone free of cost.
2.2 Open-source software (OSS)
It is a computer software with its source code made available and licensed with an open-source
license in which the copyright holder provides the rights to study, change and distribute the software for free to
anyone and for any purpose. Open-source software is very often developed in a public, collaborative manner.
Open-source software is the most prominent example of open-source development and often compared to
(technically defined) user-generated content or (legally defined) open-content movements
2.3 Proprietary Software
The term proprietary is derived from the Latin word proprietas meaning property. Proprietary Software
is computer software licensed under the exclusive legal rights of the copyright holder. Proprietary software is
developed by a person or firm who has rights of using existing or developing new tools to create new software.
A proprietary software developer sells or provides his creation under some concrete conditions which should be
followed in order to avoid any legal issues. In general, these concrete conditions involves usage using software
with a purchased license, within the permitted boundaries, no modification allowed, no further re-distributions
and no reverse engineering to applied. The main identity of proprietary software is that its source code is always
kept secret from outside world. Thus, the internal structure of proprietary software is not exposed. The
restrictions on proprietary software are generally imposed through a document called EULA (End-user license
agreements) to which users are supposed to agree before using the software. It works just like a contract of
usage conditions between the user and vendor. If a user is found indulged in activities leading to the breaking of
copyright conditions, the selling authority has the right to impose legal actions against the misusing personal.
2.4 Public Domain Software
The copyright holder donates it to the public. Thus, it is no longer copyrighted and restricted and thus moves
towards Open source.
2.5 Shareware
It is generally that version of software which is limited in terms of functionality. Users can download it from
internet, uses it with restrictions and then decide to pay for its full version. These can be shared among other
people.
2.6 Trialware
It is generally that version of software which is limited in terms of duration of use. User gets the full version of
software which can be limited to the usage number of days or usage number of times. After paying and getting
registered, the user will get unrestricted access to usage and updates of that software.

III.

PROPRIETARY AND OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

Assuming that an educational institute requires developing, implementing and deploying an e-learning solution
We will now focus on the OSS and Proprietary software for the purpose of this paper Before we proceed to
evaluate OSS and Proprietary software, let us first understand both of them.
3.1 Definition of Proprietary Software:
Software that is distributed under commercial license agreements is usually for fee. The main
difference between the proprietary software license and the open source license is that the recipient does not
normally receive the right to copy, modify, or redistribute the software without fees or royalty obligations.
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Something proprietary is something exclusively owned by someone, often with connotations that it is exclusive
and cannot be used by other parties without negotiations. It may specifically mean that something is covered by
one or more patents, as in proprietary technology. Proprietary software means that some individual or company
holds the exclusive copyrights on a piece of software, at the same time denying other people the access to the
software‟s source code and the right to copy, modify and study the software.
3.2 Definition of Open Source Software:
Software, whose source code is published and made available to the public, enabling anyone to copy,
modify and redistribute the source code without paying royalties or fees. Open source code evolves through
community cooperation. These communities are composed of individual programmers, users as well as very
large companies. Some examples of open source initiatives are GNU/Linux, Eclipse, Apache, Mozilla etc
TABLE 1 – Proprietary versus Open source software
Details
Cost

Service and
Support

Innovation

Proprietary Software
Varies from a few thousand to a few hundred thousand
dollars, depending on the complexity of the system
required. This cost is made up of a base fee for
software, integration and services and annual
licensing/support fees. This cost may be prohibitive for
some; however what the user is paying for is a more
customized product from a trusted brand that includes
higher levels of security and functionality, continuous
innovation, a greater ability to scale, on-going training
and support and a lower requirement for technical skills.
Service is probably the greatest advantage of using
proprietary software. Proprietary software providers
offer ongoing support to users, a key selling point for
users without technical expertise. If the user manual or
guide is not enough, or if a user experiences a problem
with the software, there is an immediate point of call to
turn to for assistance. There is a certain reduction in the
risk undertaken with proprietary software because users
are working with companies that are viable, and people
with intimate knowledge of the products and services
being used should any questions arise. Because service
is one of the main reasons users choose proprietary over
open source software, many proprietary software
providers compete on service, increasing the bargaining
power of buyers and thereby increasing customer
service levels among providers.
Proprietary software providers do not allow users to
view or alter the source code. While this may be viewed
as a disadvantage to some, it ensures the security and
reliability of the software. Furthermore, many
proprietary software providers customize software for
specific users to provide more flexibility while investing
in R&D in order to regularly offer new products and
upgrades. Proprietary software providers have online
user communities that create value by sharing ideas,
strategies and best practices through feedback
mechanisms such as forums and surveys, which also
foster innovation and allow the product to adapt with
changing needs. This innovation comes fully tested, and
is available to all users of the software. It does not
require investment in R&D or the technical
understanding of source code, and assistance with
implementation is generally part of the package.
Because vendors must ensure their software does not
become redundant, users also benefit from the type of
targeted innovation undertaken- continuous investment
in R&D rather than “innovation for innovation‟s sake”,
business focused rather than technology focused.
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Open Source Software
OSS comes at a low cost because of Open
source software. We don't need to get an
expensive software or hardware to run the
system. Organizations can use this system as
long as they like, without thinking of paying
any set up, activation, and monthly
subscription charges

While Service is one of the key issues
regarding open source software. Open source
software relies on its online community
network to deliver learning support via
forums and blogs. While there are massive,
loyal and engaged online communities that
users are turning to. This requires some basic
knowledge and skill set from the user to
understand feedback from online community
and resolve them. Sometimes, the trouble
shooting is faster than those of proprietary
software. But users who query, should know
what their actual problem is, else, they will
not receive the right feedback.

OSS enables innovation by providing users
with the freedom and flexibility to adapt the
software to suit, without restriction. However,
innovation may or may not be passed on to
all users of the software. It is a user‟s
prerogative whether they wish to share their
innovation with any online communities, and
users must be actively participating in these
communities to become aware of such
innovations. It has been debated whether
customized changes to the original source
code limit the future support and growth of
the software, as these can potentially result in
a limited ability to apply future updates, fixes
or modules aimed at improving the software,
leaving the user with a version that may have
irresolvable issues. It is relevant to note that
open source software providers in the initial
stages generally struggle to attract large scale
R&D funding.
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There is always a debate on security. Many proprietary
software based developed from proprietary operating
systems are perceived relatively less secure to those
from OSS. But the total solution from proprietary
software is viewed as secure because it is developed in a
controlled environment by a concentrated team with a
common direction. Moreover, the source code may be
viewed and edited by the team alone, and is heavily
audited, eliminating the risk of back door Trojans and
reducing the risk of any bugs or issues with the
software.

Usability

Proprietary software generally employs expert usability
testing, and as the software is normally aimed at a more
targeted audience, and therefore more tailored, usability
is generally ranked quite high. In addition, detailed user
manuals and guides are provided. This enables faster
training and provides an immediate reference, allowing
users to move along the learning curve more quickly.
Supporting services include seminars, targeted training
courses and extensive support to help maximise use of
the software. It is also important to note that while many
people see proprietary software as “closed”, today‟s
proprietary software offers a vast array of mechanisms
for enhancement by third party systems and developers
Describes software interfaces, protocols and electronic
formats that are developed by and controlled by a given
company and have not been made freely available for
adoption by the industry. Some proprietary software
uses proprietary standards, i.e. non-public interfaces or
electronic formats. When an interface, a protocol or an
electronic format is non-public, the owner of the
proprietary interface controls it, including when and
how the interface changes, who can adopt it, and how it
is to be adopted (resulting in user lock-in).

Standards

Availability

These are available through their respected companies
that own the rights to the packages. Sometimes, trial
versions are available for free download and testing

Transparency

PS does not provide an open look to the internal
structure. Only user interfaces are provided to work
with it. User cannot know the internal processing and
other details.

Reliability

PS is developed by specialized teams at vendor‟s end
only. Only finished products are provided at outlets.
Since there is no un-authenticated modification, the
outcome is always reliable.
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Open source operating software is perceived
as the most secure OS. Linux being a classic
example. But total solutions developed from
OSS are perceived less secure since the
source code is already available freely to all,
hence there may be chances for sabotage. Big
players using OSS have robust security
policies, hence security in big organizations
using OSS is not an issue. Earlier, open
source software was not always peer
reviewed or validated for use. But currently,
with the growing importance of OSS, they are
reviewed and corrected. Examples of Drupal,
wordpress, Joomla etc are there to see.
Earlier OSS had been highly criticized for its
lack of usability, as generally, the technology
is not reviewed by usability experts and does
not cater to the vast majority of computer
users. Nowadays, OSS is tested by the
community for usability and good solutions
are being developed globally. Though, open
source software does not legally require
documentation such as user manuals or
guides, hindering the creation of such tools,
they are now well documented.
“Open standards” software interfaces,
protocols, or electronic formats that are
openly documented and have been accepted
in the industry through either formal or de
facto processes, and which are freely
available for adoption by the industry. The
open source community has been a leader in
promoting and adopting open standards.
Some of the success of open source software
is due to the availability of worldwide
standards for exchanging information,
standards that have been implemented in
browsers, email systems, file sharing
applications, and many other tools. Without
open standards it would be impossible to
interact and exchange information on the
Internet.
These are freely available over the net. Some
OSS are also developed into a limited
proprietary software with 24X7 support from
online community and the developer as well
The source code of OSS is freely available
along with the product. Any person can read,
modify, build and distribute a modified
version of original product. Thus, it gives a
transparent look at the core structure of the
product.
Since OSS are available on a large number of
unverified websites and even most of these
distributions may be modified by any
technologically sound user, all the
distributions are reliable in terms of security,
robustness, performance. The reason is that is
a user adds/modifies some component; it may
works good individually, but, may clash with
other components and ultimately degrade the
product.
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Some Classic examples proprietary software include Microsoft (windows, asp.net, Internet explorer etc),
Apple (Macintosh), Google (Gmail, Chrome etc)
 Some classic examples of OSS include Mozilla Firefox, Linux, Android etc
It is evident that for every successful and established open source software, we have an equivalent and
sometimes more popular OSS.

IV.

POINTS TO PONDER FOR OSS

This leads us to think, why OSS is gaining so much popularity. Why android based smart are phones more
popular, why are Joomla, Drupal, Moodle equally popular to proprietary software like Sharepoint, Blackboard
etc We now go back to the points the institution has to ponder while making a decision about procurement of a
total solution. Some critical criteria are:
1. Budget
2. Stability
3. Flexibility
4. Scalability
5. Usability
6. Life of the solution/ software
7. Security
8. Knowledge base and Self reliance
9. Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
10. Adaptability to various cross platforms and hardware like mobile, internet, tablet pcs, etc
We have discussed and compared most of these in Table 1.

V.

QUICK RECON OF OSS

As a quick recon, we will peruse few points here:
6.1 Budget: Return on Investment (ROI) is critical to all educational institutions. It is becoming more evident
that open source software is providing the ROI. It has been noticed that there is a tendency for software
companies to over-specify IT solutions. This is an area where OSS precedes, proprietary software vendors.
6.2 Knowledge Base: Implementing an OSS solution requires knowledge base at the User (institution). Without
technical know-how – it is difficult to manage OSS. With proprietary software, all help is just a call or
email away
6.3 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR): OSS provides an excellent opportunity for the user to claim IPR of the
final product, whereas with proprietary software, this is impossible. All said and done, only an Non
Disclosure Agreement will provide a security to end user with regards to its practices and final solution.
This is an area of growing concern and one of the main factors influencing use of OSS
6.4 Adaptability: The online community is providing many add-ons and plug-ins that enhance the final solution
of an OSS, whereas with proprietary solution, this is limited. A glowing example would be the applications
for android and joomla etc wrt other proprietary software

VI.

WHY USE AN OPEN SOURCE SERVICE

Exactly like the personal computer and the Internet, open source software recently got the attention of
the press as a totally new thing that „suddenly appeared‟. Many people believe that the impact of open source
software in the information technology industry and in society in general will be huge, and without precedent in
its nature, to the point that the current rules by which the software industry behaves will completely change.
Open source Software‟s: In recent years, numerous open access LMS software‟s have emerged as
viable alternatives to costly proprietary and commercial products. Open source software‟s of LMS are gaining
popularity. Some of the OS softwares are Moodle, Drupal, Wordpress, Blackboard, Joomla etc.

VII.

RECENT SUCCESSES OF OSS

Recently OSS has become more of a mainstream product with many companies adopting it in their offices. OSS
market share has also grown rapidly making many companies sit up and take notice of the OSS phenomenon.
• IBM recently announced that the company would devote almost $1 billion dollars to support Linux. (Burke,
2000)
• Forrester Research estimates that more than 55% of the world's 2,500 biggest firms use open source software,
with almost a quarter using the software in production systems.
• Sun released Star Office, an office suite similar to Microsoft Office, under the GPL license.
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To be sure, free/open source software still faces challenges. Both Red Hat and VA Linux, two of the most
prominent corporate supporters of Linux, still lose money.

VIII.

OPEN SOURCE ADVANTAGES

9.1 Free Redistribution
The license does not restrict any party from selling or giving away the software as a component of an aggregate
software distribution containing programs from several different sources. The license shall not require a royalty
or other fee for such sale.
9.2 Source Code
The OSS includes source code, and allows distribution in source code as well as compiled form.
9.3 Derived Works
Most license allow modifications and derived works, and allow them to be distributed under the same terms as
the license of the original software.
9.4 No Discrimination against Fields of Endeavour
The license does not restrict anyone from making use of the program in a specific field of endeavour. For
example, it may not restrict the program from being used in a business, or from being used for genetic research.
9.5 Is not specific to a Product
The rights attached to the program does not depend on the program's being part of a particular software
distribution. If the program is extracted from that distribution and used or distributed within the terms of the
program's license, all parties to whom the program is redistributed have the same rights as those that are granted
in conjunction with the original software distribution.
9.6 Not Restrict Other Software
The license does not place restrictions on other software that is distributed along with the licensed software. For
example, the license does not insist that all other programs distributed on the same medium must be open-source
software.
9.7 Technology-Neutral
Most of OSS is technology neutral.

IX.

POPULARITY OF OSS

The basic idea behind the open source movement more people look at the code on the internet, more
people read it, more people adapt it, more people redistribute it, more people fix bugs and slowly you have this
huge community of people which cannot be employed by a single corporation, all working for the same project
and churning out new software at speeds which never could be achieved by conventional software development
team. Cost is another factor. OSS is available for download freely. As compared to General idea of open source
software, the initial cost of OSS is zero which is very attractive for start-ups and small businesses. Other
advantages include reliability and a large number of software engineers working round the clock at no cost to
the user. The contributors to the project could be distributed at different corners of the world making support
and fixes available round the clock. The other reason for using OSS could be purely based on principles that
open source is an ethical business model, all the source code is in the open and none of it is concealed and is
good for the client or the user of the software to modify to fit them to their needs rather than depend and wait for
the seller of the product to make changes.

X.

GENERAL IDEA OF OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

When we talk, in English, about „free software‟, there is a dangerous ambiguity, due to „free‟ meaning
both „freedom‟ and „gratis‟. Therefore, in this document, we will use mainly the term „open source‟ when
referring to users freedom of use, redistribution, etc., and „gratis software‟ when referring to zero acquisition
cost. The use of the Spanish and French word „libre‟, by the way, has been adopted in many environments to
refer to open source software, but will not be used here for the sake of uniformity.

XI.

RECENT SUCCESSES

Recently OSS has become more of a mainstream product with many companies adopting it in their offices. OSS
market share has also grown rapidly making many companies sit up and take notice of the OSS phenomenon.
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• IBM recently announced that the company would devote almost $1 billion dollars to support Linux. (Burke,
2000);
• Forrester Research estimates that more than 55% of the world's 2,500 biggest firms use open source software,
with almost a quarter using the software in production systems. (Connor, 2000); • Sun released Star Office, an
office suite similar to Microsoft Office, under the GPL license; To be sure, free/open source software still faces
challenges. Both Red Hat and VA Linux, two of the most prominent corporate supporters of Linux, still lose
money. Microsoft has various code sharing licensing methods under “Shared Source Initiative” program which
details around 22 different licenses tailored around different industries and products.

XII.

WHOM OPEN SOURCE WILL HELP

Open source is not something you adopt because it is cool and everybody else seems to do it. If your
business is doing absolutely fine in the sense that there are no existing issues that cannot be solved and no future
opportunities that cannot be grasped within the traditional software development model, then the open source is
probably not for those people.
12.1 Resource Constraint
Businesses usually do not have unlimited resources devoted to their endeavours. It is the responsibility
of the management to optimize the allocation of limited resources to maximize profit. Constraints of resources
surface in various forms. It prevents a great idea from turning into reality; it hampers the quality of the product
due to the lack of proper quality assurance; it forces companies to continue sustained engineering for years to
come instead of targeting new markets and developing new products. Open source strategy allows you to enlist
an army of outside developers and testers to work for you “for free”.
12.2 Strategic competition
When well managed, open source projects can change the landscape of the competition in a way the
traditional software. First, there is the “free” factor. By offering a piece of software for free, the usage increases.
Then there is the “peer” factor, which further increases the popularity of the free software. When something is
popular, wonderful things happen. What you end up with is a product that packs increased functionalities, meets
the customer requirements more precisely, is more reliable and integrates well with the rest of the world. In the
end, your product competes better among peers, which in turn improves the standing of your company and
motivates your employees to produce even better products. If your business faces similar challenges and these
benefits are of interest to you, there are a few aspects of open source software that you need to evaluate in order
to come to the conclusion whether open source is the right solution.

XIII.

CONCLUSION

In recent years, numerous open access software‟s have emerged as viable alternatives to costly
proprietary and commercial products. Open source software‟s are gaining popularity. PS and OSS have
advantages & disadvantages depending upon the application features they provide. PS have a long lasting stand
in the computing era. Open source is fast gaining acceptability and is the future of e-learning. Many world class
institutes have adopted Open source. We conclude with the following excerpt from The Guardian, 28 March
2013 (4). “There are clear cost savings available to adopting open source solutions. The University of London
Computer Centre hosts Moodle for 2 million students across 150 UK higher and further education providers,
many of whom have migrated from a closed source solution....”
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Abstract: - The objective of this study was to investigate the time response of 3-stage artificial ageing
treatments on strength properties of recycled Al-Si-Cu alloy with a view to obtaining useful empirical
relationships for predicting required treatment cycles. True compressive stress, micro hardness and strain (%)
were evaluated in response to ageing time and repeated ageing. The results of compression and hardness tests
showed that alloy hardness and compressive stress increased with ageing time, and that these properties also
increased with repeated ageing. The results also showed that alloy strain (%) reduced with ageing time and
repeated ageing, indicating increasing strength or strain hardening of the alloy with repeated ageing. Using these
results, empirical models of the form ϕn = ϕ0 eαt , and ϕn = ϕ0 eαN are established for predicting the required
ageing time and/or number of ageing treatments to raise the strength (or hardness) of an alloy to desired levels to
meet service requirements. The strain response of the alloy is modelled as εn = ε0 e−αt .

Keywords: - time response, recycled Al-Si-Cu, repeated ageing, strength, hardness, straining
I.
INTRODUCTION
Aluminium alloys have become preferred materials for automotive components because of their light
weight and good mechanical properties, offering also better strength to weight ratio materials for these
industries [1,2,3]. Aluminium usage provides up to 55% weight savings when compared to steel- which translate
into improved fuel economy and reduced greenhouse gas and pollution emission- while offering the same or
better stiffness and crashworthiness. Energy savings from light weighting and the resulting increase in-use fuel
efficiency far outweigh the energy cost of prime aluminium. However, if the aluminium used is recycled metal,
even the energy to produce the metal can be reduced significantly. Re-melting of recycled metal saves almost
95% of the energy required to produce prime aluminium from ore, and thus triggers associated reductions in
population and greenhouse emissions from mining, ore refining and melting [4,5]. Although most metals alloy
with aluminium, few have sufficient solubility in it. Common addition elements are Mg, Cu, Ti, Na and Sr. AlSi-Cu alloys within 7-10% silicon and 2-4% copper are mainly used for automotive and airplane parts because
of their superior mechanical properties, weldability, castability, and machinability, and also combine high
strength, high elongation and very good corrosion resistance.
Metals are generally strengthened by introducing lattice defects which provide obstacles to dislocation
motion. The strength and hardness of certain aluminium alloys (and some other metal alloys) may be enhanced
by the formation of extreme small and uniformly dispersed second phase particles within the original phase
matrix in precipitation or age hardening process. The precipitate particles act as obstacles to dislocation
movement and thereby strengthen the heat-treated alloy [1,2,4]. Several aluminium alloys have shown a marked
response to age hardening [3,5].
The objective of this study was to investigate the time response of repeated ageing treatments of recycled Al-SiCu alloy, with a view of determining its suitability for production of high integrity parts.
II.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Assorted aluminium scraps were collected and cleaned of dirt mainly accumulated dust and trapped oil
particles. They were then melted in steel crucibles at 720 oC and cast into round bars of size Ø30mm using
galvanized steel moulds. Test specimens of size Ø20mm×25.4mm were machined from the cast. The chemical
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(ED-XRFS) composition of the alloy (presented in Table 1) shows that the recycled alloy is an Al-Si-Cu alloy
with properties suitable for a wide range of applications; the seemingly high percentage of Fe is partly due to the
reaction with the galvanized steel moulds used for casting considering the high melt temperature.
Table 1: Chemical (ED-XRFS) composition (wt. %) of the recycled aluminium alloy
Al
Si
Ca
Sc
Mn
Fe
Ni
75.2
16.9
0.22
0.15
0.347
1.29
0.160

Cu
3.730

Others
0.957

2.1 Solution Treatment
Test specimens were heated to the designated solution treatment temperature, followed by quenching in water at
room temperature and finally reheated to the ageing temperature as shown in Fig. 1 [1,3]. Specimens were
removed from the furnace at intervals of 15 mins up to a maximum ageing time of 1½ hours. The same
procedure was used for 2nd and 3rd stage treatments.

Figure 1: The solution treatment process
2.2 Compression and Hardness Tests
Compression tests were carried out using ELE Compact-1500 compression testing machine. Subsequently,
characteristics of strength (hardness, UCS, % strain) were determined. The Vicker’s micro-hardness test was
carried out on the aged specimens using the Matsuzawa Micro Hardness Tester- Model MHT-1 at a load of
300g with time indentations of 5 seconds.
III.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results are summarized in Figure 2- 7.
3.1. Compressive Hardness and Strength
The results of compression and hardness tests (Figures 2,3) showed that alloy hardness and compressive stress
increased with ageing time following exponential trends. The time response of these strength properties was
modelled by the generalized equation (1):
ϕn = ϕ0 eαt
(r 2 ≥ 0.9803)
(1)
where, ϕ0 - alloy strength property (UCS or HV) preceding ageing treatment; ϕn - alloy strength property after
ageing; α - the hardening characteristic of the alloy; t - ageing time. The power hardening characteristic of alloy
strength n was found to be between 0.002 and 0.0037 for both UCS and HV.
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Figure 2: Time response graph of alloy hardness
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Figure 3: Time response graph of alloy strength

3.2. Time response The trends of Figures 4-5 also show that these properties also increased with repeated
ageing. From these plots the relationship between strength properties and number of ageing treatments was
modelled by equation (2):
ϕn = ϕ0 eαN (r 2 ≥ 0.9890)
(2)
where α is the hardening characteristic of the alloy, and N – the number of ageing treatments required. The
hardening characteristic of the alloy α was found to be between 0.0648 and 0.1329.
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Figure 4: Time response graph of alloy strain

3.3. Strain response
The results (Figure 6) indicated that the percentage (%) reduction of specimens reduced with increased ageing
time. These are indications of increasing strength or strain hardening of the alloy with repeated ageing [3,6]. The
time response of % reduction was modelled by equation (3):
εn = ε0 e−αt (r 2 = 0.9803)
(3)
where the hardening characteristic of the alloy was found to be between 0.0083 and 0.0128. The results (Figure
7) also indicated that % reduction also reduced with repeated ageing. From these plots the relationship between
strength properties and number of ageing treatments was modelled by equation (4):
εn = ε0 e−αN (r 2 ≥ 0.9728)
(4)
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Equations (1) – (3) are similar to empirical models reported in related investigations [5,6] to obtain
characteristic curves of the yield stress and tensile strength to predict target strength. Equation (4), previously
modelled as a linear relationship in [1], presents a better model for predicting the strain response of the alloy in
repeated ageing.
IV.
CONCLUSION
The time required to raise the strength properties to desire levels can be predicted using equations (1)
and (3), and the required number of ageing treatments or stages by equations (2) and (4). Strength properties of
the recycled aluminium alloy increased with ageing time and repeated (multi-stage) ageing treatments, while the
strain induced in the material reduced. The results show that further alloying is possible and the recycled alloy
can be further improved, thereby increasing its potential use for production of high integrity parts.
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Abstract : - Most of the river flow in the world can be characterized as compound meandering channel in
which the discharge distributions are very intricate. Now-a-days engineers, planners as well as researchers are
highly interested in predicting precisely and reliably the quantitative estimates of discharge in a compound
meandering river. A Laboratory experiment has been performed in a compound meandering channel with
symmetric cross-sections having floodplain width ratio of 1, 1.67, 2.33, 3 and depth ratio of 0.20, 0.30, 0.35,
0.40 using the large-scale open air facility in the Department of Water Resources Engineering, Bangladesh
University of Engineering and Technology (BUET), Dhaka. Point velocity data have been collected using an
ADV (Acoustic Doppler Velocity Meter) for different depth and width ratio at different locations of a
compound meandering channel. Cross-sectional discharge is computed by area velocity method from observed
velocity profile. The laboratory experiment shows that the discharge always increases with the increase of depth
ratio for all the above mentioned cases. At low depth ratio, discharge decreases with the increase of width ratio
but for higher depth ratio, discharge increases with the increase of width ratio.
Keywords : - Acoustic Doppler Velocity meter, Compound Meandering River, Depth Ratio, Discharge
Characteristics, Flood Plains, Width Ratio.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the river flow can be characterized as compound meandering channel flow i.e. consisting of a
meandering main channel flanked by one or two side flood plains. In fact, Bangladesh is one of the biggest
Deltas in the world which is composed of three major compound river systems in the world, namely the Ganges,
the Brahmaputra-Jamuna and the Megna. Proper quantification of the flow parameters for the main channel and
flood plain flow of such rivers still has been a subject of considerable research. A systematic study is of utmost
importance from the view point of better understanding of the flow phenomena in a compound meandering
river. Though Bangladesh is criss-crossed by so many rivers having meandering mechanism i.e. erosion in the
outer bend and deposition in the inner bend but unfortunately research documents related to this are hard to
come by. Considering the importance and scope for research, the present study is undertaken. Stage-discharge
curve in a compound meandering channel plays an important role in controlling floods, solving a variety of river
hydraulics and engineering problems, designing stable channels, revetments and artificial waterways. There are
limited reports concerning the stage-discharge relationship in a compound meandering channel. Most of the
efforts of [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] and [10] were concentrated on the energy loss, different methods
for stage-discharge assessment in the compound meandering sections. This study is aimed at understanding the
phenomenon of discharge characteristics in a compound meandering channel.
Generally, natural rivers, streams and manmade surface drainage channels often overflow their banks
during episodes of high flooding resulting in a huge potential damage to life and property as well as erosion and
depositions of sediments. Many rivers have meandering compound channels possessing a main channel, which
always carries flow and one or two floodplains, which only carry flow at above bankful stages. It has been
established that a strong interaction between the faster moving main channel flow and slower moving floodplain
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flow takes place in a compound channel. This interaction results in a lateral transfer of a significant amount of
longitudinal momentum which affects the discharge distribution in a channel flow. Discharge in a compound
meandering channel is strongly governed by interaction between flow in the main channel and that in the
floodplain and are different due to prevailing of different hydraulic conditions in the main channel and
floodplain flow.

II.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

The experimental study has been conducted in the open air facility of Water Resources Engineering
Department, Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology (BUET), Dhaka. The experimental setup is
shown in the Fig.1 which consists of two parts, the permanent part and the temporary part. The permanent part
is the experimental facility necessary for the storage and regulation of water circulating through the
experimental reach. The temporary part is mainly brick walls which are used to vary the floodplain width for
different setups. The experimental reach consists of a 670 cm long symmetric compound meandering channel,
set at constant bed slope (So) 0.001845 with fixed bed and banks and sinuosity ratio (Sr) of 1.20.Water is drawn
by the centrifugal pump of discharge capacity 80 l/s from the storage reservoir then it discharges into the u/s
reservoir and coveys water to the experimental reach through approach channel of 30m in length and 3.1m in
width. To ensure a more smooth flow towards the approach channel guide vanes and tubes are placed between
the upstream reservoir and the approach channel which are at right angle to each other. In order to prevent
turbulence in the approach channel, PVC pipes (Diffuser) are used. The water regulating function of the
downstream end is provided by tail gate. The tail gate rotates around a horizontal axis. It is operated to maintain
desired water level in the experimental reach. At the end of the experimental channel, water is allowed to flow
freely so that backwater has no effect in the experimental reach. Behind the tail gate, the water falls into the
stilling basin and passes through a transition flume which allows water for recirculation. Experiments were
performed for four cases i.e. width ratio 1, 1.67, 2.33,3 at four runs i.e. depth ratio Dr =0.2, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4.
Case1: It represents no floodplain condition having width ratio Wr =1 and cross-sectional dimension of the
Channel is 45.7cmx42cm.
Case2: It indicates symmetric floodplain width 15.3 cm having width ratio Wr =1.67. The cross-sectional
dimension of the main channel is 45.7cmx24.5cm, left floodplain 15.3cm x18 cm and right floodplain 15.3cm
x18 cm.
Case3: It indicates symmetric floodplain width 30.5 cm having width ratio Wr=2.33. The cross-sectional
dimension of the main channel is 45.7cmx24.5cm, left floodplain 30.5cm x18 cm and right floodplain 30.5cm
x18 cm.
Case4: It indicates symmetric floodplain width 45.70 cm having width ratio Wr=3. The cross-sectional
dimension of the main channel is 45.7cmx24.5cm, left floodplain 45.7cm x18 cm and right floodplain 45.7cm
x18 cm.

Figure 1: A Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Setup
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Point velocities data have been collected by ADV (Acoustic Doppler Velocity meter) at different
locations (u/s clockwise bend, u/s crossover, u/s anticlockwise bend etc) of a compound meandering channel.
Each location is divided into 19zones starting from left floodplain to right floodplain. The main channel is
equally divided into nine zones (zone 1 to zone9), the left floodplain is equally divided into 5zones (zone1 to
zone5) and right floodplain is divided into 5 zones (zone1 to zone5). The definition sketch of compound
meandering channel is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The definition sketch of the compound meandering flow section
In each zone 3D point velocity readings are taken by ADV at five vertical points i.e. 0.1H, 0.2H, 0.4H,
0.6H, 0.8H for main channel and 0.1H',0.2H', 0.4H', 0.6H', 0.8H' for floodplain. Sample of data collection by
ADV is shown in the figure 3. In each vertical point 60 seconds point velocity readings are taken and average
velocity of 60 seconds point velocity is used for plotting the velocity profile. Cross-sectional discharge is
calculated by area velocity method from observed velocity profile. In this method a channel section is
subdivided into a number of segments by a number of successive intervals. For all the cross-sections, discharge
are calculated separately for the main channel, right and left flood plain; and then total discharge is obtained.
The discharge of the segment is calculated as follows
∆Qi =∆Ai.Ui
(1)
Where ∆Qi the discharge in the ith segment, ∆Ai is the cross-sectional area of the ith segment and Ui is the
average velocity at the ith vertical.
The total discharge is computed as
Q=Σ∆Qi

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Stage discharge curves with varying width ratios at u/s clockwise bend section, cross-over section and
u/s anticlockwise bend section are shown in the Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In all cases, the discharge increases
with the increase of width ratio for the discharge just above the bank level of the main channel. For the
discharges just above the bank level, the retarding influence of the flood plain takes its toll on the overall
discharge of the channel. As the depth ratio increases, the retarding effect of the floodplain is counter balanced
by the increase in greater flow area provided by the floodplain. So for the higher water level (depth ratio), the
discharge increases with the increase in depth of flow.
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Figure 3: Stage Discharge Curve at U/S Clockwise Bend Section

Figure 4: Stage Discharge Curve at U/S Cross-over Section

Figure 5: Stage Discharge Curve at U/S Anti-clockwise Bend Section

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of this research concerning the discharge characteristics in a compound meandering river with
different floodplain width the following conclusions are drawn:
 In a compound meandering river, discharge increases with the increase of depth ratio and increasing rate of
discharge is more at high water depth ratio. Because at low water depth ratio, the slow moving flow in the
floodplain interact with the fast moving main channel flow strongly and considerable momentum exchange
takes place. But the intensity of interaction diminishes considerably with the increase of depth ratio.
 In a compound meandering river, stage-discharge curve represents straight curve up to in bank flow and
curvature nature in the out bank flow.
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Notations
The following symbols are used in this paper ∆Ai = Cross-sectional area of the ith segment B= top
width of compound meandering channel b= width of main channel Dr=depth ratio (H-h)/h H= total water depth
H'= depth of water above floodplain bed h= height of the main channel ∆Qi = discharge in the ith segment Q=
total discharge So= bed slope Sr = sinuosity ratio Ui = average velocity at the ith vertical. Wr = width ratio [B/b]
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Vertical Parallel Plates through Porous Medium in Slip
flow Regime with Thermal Diffusion
D. Chaudhary, H. Singh, N.C. Jain.
Department of Mathematics, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur 302055, India,
Abstract: - In this paper we have studied a free and forced convective flow of a viscous incompressible fluid
through a vertical porous channel bounded by two vertical plates moving with same velocity but in opposite
directions, with slip parameters. The temperature and concentration of the plate at y = 0 is considered to be
oscillating. Expressions for velocity, temperature, concentration along with skin friction and Nusselt number are
obtained and comparative study is made to analyze the effects of different parameters. We observe that increase
in velocity slip parameter (h1) decreases the skin friction. Also, it is noteworthy that Nusselt number is higher
for water (Pr = 7) as compared for air (Pr = 0.71).
Keywords: - Mixed convection, Porous medium, Suction velocity, Thermal diffusion, Unsteady.

I.

INTRODUCTION

MHD free convection flows are of great interest in a number of industrial applications such as fiber
and granular insulation, geothermal systems etc. The science of magneto hydrodynamics (MHD) was concerned
with geophysical and astrophysical problems for a number of years. In recent years, the possible use of MHD is
to affect a flow stream of an electronically conducting fluid for the purpose of thermal protection, breaking,
propulsion, control etc. We also study the mechanism of electronically conducting fluids for example, magma,
highly salted water, liquid metals etc. MHD plays an important role in many engineering and industrial
problems such as liquid metal cooling, in nuclear reactors, plasma confinement, control of molten iron flow and
many others. Mbeledogu et. al. [1] studied an unsteady MHD free convection flow of a compressible fluid past a
moving vertical plate. Moreover, influence of viscous dissipation and radiation on unsteady MHD free
convection flow past an infinitely heated vertical plate has been studied by Cookey et. al. [2]. On the other hand
Singh and Paul [3] studied natural convection between two vertical walls.
During the last decade many research workers have studied mixed convection in channels, which is a
phenomenon in many technological processes, such as designs of solar collectors, thermal designs of buildings,
air conditioning etc. Barelletta and Celli [4] investigated a mixed convection MHD flow in a vertical channel
where as Rajput and Sahu [5] studied a transient free convection MHD flow between two long vertical parallel
plates with variable temperature and uniform mass diffusion in a porous medium. Narahari et. al. [6] discussed a
transient free convection flow between two long vertical parallel plates with constant heat flux at one boundary.
Working on a horizontal channel, Brown and Lai [7] studied correlations for combined heat and mass transfer
from an open cavity.
The study of flows through porous medium holds importance in many scientific and engineering
applications such as for filteration and purification process, to study the movement of natural gas, water and oil
through the oil reservoirs. In view of these applications a series of investigation have been made by Raptis et.
al. [8, 9, 10]. Also Geindreau and Auriault [11] studied MHD flows in porous media. On the other hand, Alagoa
et. al. [12] investigated radiation and free convection effects of a MHD flow through porous medium between
infinite parallel plates. Moreover, Farhad et. al. [13] discussed an accelerated MHD flow in a porous medium
with slip condition.
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It the present paper, we have analyzed a problem on unsteady free convection MHD flow with mixed
convection heat and mass transfer, in a channel filled with porous material, bounded by two vertical parallel
plates moving in opposite direction with respect to each other, in slip flow regime. The temperature and mass
concentration of the upward moving plate are considered to be oscillating with time. Effects of different
parameters entering into the problem are shown graphically on velocity, temperature, concentration, skin
friction and Nusselt number. We clearly observe that decrease in velocity slip parameter (h 1) increases the
sinusoidal skin friction but it causes the sinusoidal rate of heat transfer to drop.
In many problems like thin film rarefied fluid, fluid containing concentrated suspension, the no slip
boundary conditions fails to work. Mankinde and Osalusi [14] have made studies on MHD steady flow in a
channel with slip at the permeable boundaries. Moreover, Taneja and Jain [15] discussed MHD flow with slip
effects and temperature dependent heat source in a viscous incompressible fluid confined between a long
vertical wavy walls and a parallel flat wall.

II.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In two dimensional rectangular Cartesian Coordinate system, we consider an unsteady free convective
flow of an incompressible fluid through a vertical channel formed by two parallel plates moving with equal
velocity ‘U’ but in opposite directions, at a distance d apart. The temperature and mass concentration of plate at
y = 0, oscillates about a constant non zero mean T0 and C0. The suction velocity v0 and permeability K of the
porous medium are taken to be constant.
Porous me
di um

-v0

x
y

y= d

y= 0

(Figure 1 : Schematic diagram.)
Hence under these conditions, using Boussinesq’s approximation, equations governing the flow in the presence
of magnetic field of uniform strength B0, are given by:
Momentum Equation

B2 u
u
u
2u 
 v0
 g(T  Td )  g (C  Cd )   2  u  0
t
y
y K


…(1)

Energy Equation

T
T
  2T
S
 v0


(T  Td )
2
t
y Cp y Cp

…(2)

Concentration Equation

C
C
 2C
 2T
 v0
D

D

t
y
y 2
y 2

…(3)

where u and v are the components of the velocity in the x and y direction, g is the acceleration due to
gravity,  and * are the coefficient of volume expansion and species concentration expansion respectively, D is
the chemical molecular diffusivity, S is the coefficient of heat source, Dℓ is coefficient of thermal diffusivity, ,
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,  and Cp respectively the density, kinematic viscosity, thermal conductivity and specific heat of the fluid at
constant pressure. Td and Cd are the temperature and concentration of the plate at y = d.
We assume that the magnetic Reynolds number is small so that the induced magnetic field is negligible.
The relevant boundary conditions are:

u

, T  T0   (T0  Td )eit , C  C0  (C 0  C d ) e it at y  0 
y


u
u   U  L1 , T  Td ,
C  Cd
at y  d 

y
u  U  L1

where

…(4)

 2  m1 
L1 
 L, L being mean free path and m1 the Maxwell’s reflection coefficient.
 m1 

On introducing the following non-dimensional quantities:

u
t *  t,
,
U
d 2

 
(frequency),

u* 

y*  y/d

 

T  Td
,
T0  Td

C  Cd
C 
,
C0  Cd
C
Pr  p (Prandtl number),


K v02
K  2 (Permeability parameter),




*

1/ 2


M  B0 d    Hartmann number  ,
µ
g(T0  Td )
Gr 
(Thermal Grashof number),
U v 02
Gc 

v0 d
(Suction parameter),

ν 2S
S* 
(Heat source parameter),
κ v02


g* (C0  Cd )
(Mass Grashof number),
U v02

D (T0  Td )
(Soret number),
(C0  Cd )
L
h1  1 (Velocity slip parameter),
d
So 

Sc 


(Schmidt number),
D

in equations (1) to (3), after dropping the asterisks over them they reduce to:

 u u
1  2u 
M2

 Gr   Gc C 

u

u
  t y
 y 2 K

…(5)
2
  
1 


  S
  t y Pr  y 2
…(6)
 C C
1  2 C So  2 



.
  t
y
Sc  y 2
 y 2

…(7)

The corresponding boundary conditions reduce to:

u

,  1 eit , C 1 eit ; at y  0 
y

 …(8)
u
u  1  h1
,   0,
C 0
; at y  1

y

u  1  h1
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SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

Since the amplitude  ( 1), we represent the velocity, temperature and concentration as:

f(y,t)  f 0 (y) eit f1 (y)

…(9)

where f stands for u,  and C. With the help of equation (9), the equations (10) to (11) reduces to the following
ordinary differential equations by equating like powers of , neglecting those of 2 and higher orders:

 2

…(10)
u ''0  u '0    M 2  u 0   Gr  20  Gc  2C0
K

 2

''
'
u1  u1    M 2  i  u1  Gr  21  Gc  2C1 …(11)
K

''0  Pr  0  Pr  2S0  0

…(12)

  Pr    (Pr  S  i Pr ) 1  0 …(13)
C0  Sc  C0   So Sc 0
…(14)
''
1

'
1

2

C1  Sc  C1  iSc C1  So Sc 1

…(15)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to y.
The corresponding boundary conditions becomes:

u 0  1  h1u0 , u1  h1u1 ; 0  1, 1  1; C0  1, C1  1; at y  0



 …(16)
'
u 0  1  h1u 0 , u1  h1 u1 ; 0  0, 1  0;C0  0, C1  0; at y  1

By solving the equations (10) to (15) under boundary conditions (16), we get:

1
…(17)
eR1  R 2 y  eR 2  R1y 
R2 
e e
1
…(18)
1  R3
eR3  R 4 y  eR 4  R 3 y
R4
e e
C0  R 5e R 2 y  R 6 e R1y  R 7  R 8 e Sc y …(19)
0 

R1





C1  R11e R 3 y  R 12 e R 4 y  R 13 e R 9 y  R 14 e R10 y

…(20)

u 0  D1 e R15 y  D 2 e R16 y  R 17 e R 2 y  R 18 e R1y  R 19  R 20e Sc y …(21)
u1  D3 e R 23 y  D 4 e R 24 y  R 25e R 4 y  R 26e R 3 y  R 27 e R 9 y  R 28e R10 y

…(22)

Substituting the equations (17) to (22) into (9) for u,  and C, we have:

u(y, t)  D1 e R15 y  D 2 e R16 y  R 17 e R 2 y  R 18e R1y  R 19  R 20e Sc y

 [D3e R 23 y  D 4 e R 24 y  R 25e R 4 y  R 26e R 3 y  R 27 e R 9 y  R 28e R10 y ]eit

…(23)





1

1
R3  R 4 y
R 4  R 3 y  it
eR1  R 2 y  e R 2  R1y   R
e

e
R2 
 e …(24)
R
3
4
(e  e )
 (e  e )

R3 y
R9 y
R2y
R1y
R4y
Sc y
C(y,t)  R 5 e  R 6e  R 7  R 8e
  R1e  R12e  R13e  R14eR10 y eit

(y,t) 

R1

 





…(25)
With convection that the real parts of complex quantities have physical significance in the problem, we have, the
main flow velocity which can now be expressed as:
u(y,t)  u 0 (y)  [U r cost  Uisint]
…(26)
where
U r  i Ui  u1 (y) and



 
cos B y    e

U r  eA9 y A17 cos B9 y-eA9 y B17sin B9 y  e A10 y A18cos B10 y  e A10 y B18sin B10 y

  eA2 y B11sin B2 y  eA2 y A11
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 eA3y B13sin B3 y  eA3y A13cosB3 y   eA4 y B14sinB4 y  eA4 y A14cosB4 y 



 

Ui   eA9 y B17 cos B9 y  eA9 y A17sin B9 y  e A10 y B18cos B10 y  e A10 y A18sinB10 y
 eA2 y B11cos B2 y  eA2 y A11sinB2 y  eA1y B12 cos B1y  eA1y A12sin B1y


 e

A3 y

 
sin B y    e

B13 cos B3 y  eA3y A13

Hence, the expression for the velocity, for t 

 
u  y,   u 0 (y)  U i
 2

A4 y

3

B14cos B4 y  e A4 y A14


, is given by:
2


sinB y 



4

…(27)

Similarly, the expression for the temperature profiles can now be expressed as:

(y,t) 0 (y)  Mr cos t  Mi sin t 

…(28)

where

M r  i M i  1 (y)
and

Mr  eA1 A2 y  Z1  cosB1cosB2 y  sinB1sinB2 y   Z2 sinB1cosB2 y  cosB1sinB2 y 

eA1yA2  Z1  cosB2cosB1y  sinB2sinB1y   Z2 sinB2cosB1y  cosB2sinB1y 
i  eA1 A2 y  Z1  sinB1cosB2 y  cosB1sinB2 y   Z2  cosB1cosB2 y  sinB1sinB2 y 
eA1yA2  Z1  sinB2cosB1y  cosB2sinB1y   Z2  cosB2cosB1y  sinB2sinB1y 

Hence, the expression for the temperature for t  is given by:
2



  y,   0 (y)   M i
…(29)
 2
and the expression for the concentration profiles can now be expressed as:
C(y,t)  C0 (y)  [N r cos t  N i sin t]
…(30)
Where N r  i N i  C1 (y)
and

Nr   eA1y A5cosB1y  eA1y B5sinB1y    eA2 y A6cosB2 y  eA2 y B6sinB2 y 
 eA3y A7 cosB3 y  eA3y B7sinB3 y   e A4 y A8cosB4 y  e A4 y B8sinB4 y 
Ni   eA1y B5cosB1y  eA1y A5sinB1y    eA2 y B6cosB2 y  eA2 y A 6sinB2 y 
 eA3y A7sinB3 y  eA3y B7 cosB3 y   e A4 y A8sinB4 y  e A4 y B8cosB4 y 

Hence, the expression for the concentration for t  is given by:
2



C  y,   C0 (y)  N i
…(31)
 2









where

R1 

 Pr   Pr 2  2  4Pr  2S
,
2
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Pr   Pr 2 2  4(Pr  2S  iPr)
R3 
 A1  iB1
2
Pr  Pr 2 2  4(Pr 2S  iPr)
R4 
 A2  iB2
2
 e R1 So Sc R 22
R5  R
 e 1  eR 2   R 22  Sc  
e R 2 SoSc R12
R6  R
,
 e 1  eR 2   R12  Sc  

R8 

R 5  eR 2  1  R 6  eR1  1  1

1  e 
Sc

R7 

,

R 5  eSc  eR 2   R 6  eSc  eR1   eSc

1  e 
Sc 

R9 

Sc  Sc 2  2  4iSc
 A 3  iB3
2

Sc  Sc 2  2  4iSc
 A 4  iB4
2
SoSc R 32eR 4
R11  R
 A5  iB5
e 3  eR 4  R 32  ScR 3  iSc 
R10 



R12 

R13 

R14 





SoSc R 24 eR 3
 A 6  iB6
eR 3  eR 4  R 24  ScR 4  iSc 





 

e  e 
  R e  e   e
e  e 

R11 eR10  eR3  R12 eR10  eR 4  eR10
R9



R11 eR3  eR9

R10

R4

R9

R9

12

R9

 A7  iB7

R10

 A8  iB8

 2

   2  4   M 2 
K

R15 
2
 2

    4   M 2 
K

R16 
2
 2 eR1 (Gr  Gc R 5 )   2e R 2 Gc R 5
R17 

 2

(e R1  e R 2 ) R 22  R 2    M 2  
K


2

R18 

R 20 

 2 eR 2 (Gr  Gc R 6 )   2e R1 Gc R 6
 2 Gc R 7
, R19 

 2
 2

2
(e R1  e R 2 ) R 22  R 2    M 2  
 M 
K

K


 2 Gc R 8
 2 2
 2

2
  2 
Sc   Sc  
K
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R 21  1  R17 (1  h1R 2 )  R18 (h1R1  1)  R19  R 20 (1  h1Sc)

R 22  1  R17 1  h1R 2  eR2  R18  h1R1 1 eR1  R19  R 20 1  h1Sc  eSc

D1 



R 22  R 21eR16
R 22  R 21e R15
,
D

2
eR16  eR15 1  h1R15 
e R16  e R15 1  h1R16 







 2

   2  4   M 2  i 
K

R 23 
 A9  iB9
2
 2

    4   M 2  i 
K

R 24 
 A10  iB10
2
Gr  2eR3  Gc  2 R12 eR3  eR 4
R 25 
 A11  iB11
2





eR3  eR 4 R 24  R 4    M 2  i  
K


2



R 26 

R 27











Gr  2eR 4  Gc  2 R11 eR3  eR 4

 A12  iB12
2





eR 3  eR 4 R 32  R 3    M 2  i  
K


2
Gc  R13

 A13  iB13
 2

 2

2
 R 9   R 9    M  i  
K








Gc  2 R14

R 28 

 A14  iB14
 2

 2

2
R10  R10    M  i  
K



R 29  R 25 1  h1R 4   R 26  h1R3 1  R 27 1  h1R 9   R 28 1  h1R10   A15  iB15

R30  R 25 1  h1R 4  eR4  R 26  h1R3 1 eR3  R 27 1  h1R 9  eR9
R 28 1  h1R10  eR10  A16  iB16
D3 
D4 

e

R 30  R 29 eR 24
R 24

e



 e R 23 1  h1R 23 

R 30  R 29 eR 23
R 24



 eR 23 1  h1R 24 

Pr
1 
A1 

2
2 2 

 A17  iB17
 A18  iB18
1/ 2

 Pr   4Pr  S  16Pr    Pr   4Pr S
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1/ 2

2
1 

B1 
Pr 2 2  4Pr 2S  16Pr 22   Pr 2 2  4Pr  2S


2 2

1/ 2
2
Pr
1 

2 2
2
2 2
2 2
2
A2 

 Pr   4Pr  S  16Pr    Pr   4Pr S
2
2 2 
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1/ 2

2
1 

Pr 2 2  4Pr 2S  16Pr 22   Pr 2 2  4Pr  2S


2 2

1/ 2
2
Sc
1 

A3 

Sc2 2  16Sc22  Sc2 2 


2
2 2


B2  

1/ 2

2
1 

Sc2 2   16Sc22  Sc2 2 


2 2

1/ 2
Sc
1 
A4 

Sc 2 2   16Sc 22   Sc 2 2  


2
2 2 

B3 

1/ 2

2
1 

B4  
Sc2 2   16Sc22  Sc2 2 


2 2

PP P P
P P P P
A 5  5 72 62 8 ,
B5  6 27 52 8
P7  P8
P7  P8
P P P P
P P  P9 P12
A 6  9 112 102 12 , B6  10 11
P112  P122
P11  P12

Q7  Q1  Q3  Q5   Q8  Q2  Q4  Q6 
,
Q72  Q82
Q  Q  Q4  Q6   Q8  Q1  Q3  Q5 
B7  7 2
Q72  Q82
Q  Q  Q11  Q13   Q8  Q10  Q12  Q14 
,
A8  7 9
Q72  Q82
Q  Q  Q12  Q14   Q8  Q1  Q11  Q13 
B8  7 10
Q72  Q82

A7 

1/ 2




1  2 4 2
4 2
A9 

 4M 2 )2  162    2 
 4M 2  
  
2 2 2 
K
K

 
2

1   2 4 2
2
B9 
 4M   162
 

K
2 2 



1/ 2


 2 4
2 
 
 4M 
K

 
2

1/ 2

2


 2 4 2

1   2 4 2
2
2
2 
A10 

 4M   16    
 4M 
 
2 2 2 
K
K


 


1/ 2

2


 2 4 2
1   2 4 2
2
2
2 
B10 
 4M   16    
 4M 
 
K
K
2 2 


 

Q Q  Q16 Q18
Q Q  Q15Q18
A11  15 17
, B11  16 17
2
2
2
2
Q17  Q18
Q17
 Q18
Q Q  Q 20 Q 22
Q Q  Q19 Q 22
A12  19 21
, B12  20 221
2
2
2
Q12  Q 22
Q 21  Q 22
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Q 23Q 25  Q 24Q 26
Q Q  Q 23Q 26
, B13  24 225
2
2
2
Q 25  Q 26
Q 25  Q 26
Q Q  Q 28Q30
Q Q  Q 27 Q30
A14  27 229
, B14  28 29
2
2
Q 229  Q30
Q 29  Q30

A13 

A15  1  h1A2    B11B2h1  A12  h1A1 1  B12B1h1  A13 1  h1A3 

B13B3h1  A14 1  h1A4   B14B4h1

B15  B11 1  h1A2   A11B2h1  B12  h1A1 1  A12B1h1  B13 1  h1A3 
A13B3h1  B14 1  h1A4   A14B4h1

A16   eA2 cos B2  A11 1  h1A2   B11B2 h1    eA2 sinB2  B11 1  h1A2 

A11B2 h1    eA1 cosB1  A12  h1A1 1  B12B1h1    eA1 sinB1  B12  h1A1 1







  e sinB  B 1  h A   A B h 
B   e sin B  A 1  h A   B B h    e cosB  B 1  h A 
A B h    e sin B  A  h A 1  B B h    e cosB  B  h A 1
A B h    e sinB  A 1  h A   B B h    e cosB  B 1  h A 
A B h    e sinB  A 1  h A   B B h 
  e cosB  B 1  h A   A B h 
A12 B1h1   eA3 cosB3 A13 1  h1A3   B13B3h1   eA3 sinB3 B13 1  h1A3 
A13B3h1   eA4 cosB4 A14 1  h1A4   B14 B3h1 
A4

4

14

1

4

14

4 1

A2

A2

16

2

11

1

2

11

2 1

2

A1

11

1

12

1

1

12

1 1

A3

1 1

13

3 1

1

2

A1

2 1

12

11

1

12

3

13

1

1

A3

3

13

1

3

13

3 1

4

14

1

4

14

3 1

1

3

A4

A4

4

14

1

Q31Q33  Q32 Q34
,
2
2
Q33
 Q34
Q Q  Q36 Q38
A18  35 37
,
2
2
Q37
 Q38
A17 

4

14

4 1

Q32 Q33  Q31Q34
2
2
Q33
 Q34
Q Q  Q35Q38
B18  36 37
2
2
Q37
 Q38

B17 

P1  eA1 A2 y  cos B1cosB2 y  sinB1sinB2 y 
P2  eA1 A2y sinB1cosB2 y  cosB1sinB2 y 
P3  eA1 A2 y  cosB2cosB1y  sinB2sinB1y 

P4  eA1 A2 y sinB2cosB1y  cosB2sinB1y 

P5  So Sc eA2  A12  B12  cos B2  2A1B1sin B2 
P6  So Sc eA2  A12  B12  sin B2  2A1B1cos B2 
P7  eA1 cos B1  eA2 cos B2  A12  B12  ScA1   eA1 sin B1  eA2 sin B2









 2A1B1  Sc  B1  Sc

P8   eA1 sin B1  eA2 sinB2   A12  B12  ScA1    eA1 cosB1  eA2 cos B2 

 2A1B1  Sc B1   Sc

P9  SoSc eA1 2A 2 B2sinB1   A 22  B22  cos B1 
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P10  SoSc eA1  2A 2 B2cos B1   A 22  B22  sin B1 

P11   eA1 cos B1  eA2 cosB2   A22  B22  ScA2    eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2 

 2A2B2  ScB2  Sc

P12   eA1 cosB1  eA2 cosB2   2A2 B2  ScB2  Sc    eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2 

A

2
2

 B22  ScA2 

E1   eA1 cosB1  eA2 cosB2  , E2   eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2 
Z1 

E1
E
, Z2  2 2 2
2
E  E2
E1  E 2
2
1

Q1  A5  eA4 cosB4  eA1 cosB1   B5  eA2 sinB4  eA1 sinB1 

Q2  A5  eA4 sinB4  eA1 sinB1   B5  eA4 cosB4  eA1 cosB1 

Q3  A6  eA4 cosB4  eA1 cosB2   B6  eA4 sinB4  eA1 sinB2 

Q4  A6  eA4 sinB4  eA1 sinB2   B6  eA4 cosB4  eA1 cos B2 
Q5   e A 4 cos B4 , Q6   e A4 sin B4
Q 7  (e A3 cosB3  e A 4 cosB4 ), Q8  e A3 sinB3  e A4 sinB4


 A e
 A e
 A e

 

sinB  e sinB   B  e cosB  e cosB 
cosB  e cosB   B  e sinB  e sinB 
sinB  e sinB   B  e cosB  e cosB 

Q9  A5 eA1 cosB1  eA3 cosB3  B5 eA1 sinB1  eA3 sinB3
Q10
Q11

Q12

A1

5

1

A2

6

6

A3

5

1

A3

2

6

A3

2

3

A3

A2

3

A2

A3

A1

3

2

3

6

3

A3

A2

2

3

Q14  e sinB3

Q13  e cosB3 ,

A3

A3

Q15  eA1 Gr2cosB1  A6Gc2  eA1 cosB1  eA2 cosB2   B6Gc 2  eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2 

Q16  eA1 Gr2sinB1  B6Gc2  eA1 cosB1  eA2 cosB2   A6Gc2  eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2 


 2


Q17   eA1 cosB1  eA2 cosB2  A 22  B22  A 2    M 2  


K



  eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2   2A2 B2  B2  


 2

 2

2
Q18   e sinB1  e sinB2  A 2  B2  A 2    M 2  

K



A1

A2

  eA1 cosB1  eA2 cosB2   2A2 B2  B2  

Q19  eA2 Gr2cosB2  A5Gc2  eA1 cosB1  eA2 cosB2   B5Gc2  eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2 

Q20  eA2 Gr  2sinB2  B5Gc 2  eA1 cosB1  eA2 cosB2   A5Gc2  eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2 


 2


Q21   e A1 cosB1  e A2 cosB2  A12  B12  A1   M 2  


K



  eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2   2A1B1  B1  
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Q22   eA1 cosB1  eA2 cosB2   2A1B1  B1     eA1 sinB1  eA2 sinB2 

 2

.  A12  B12  A1    M 2  
K


2
Q 23  Gc  A 7 , Q 24  Gc  2 B7

 2

Q25  A32  B32  A3    M 2  , Q26   2A3B3  B3  
K

2
2
Q 27  Gc A8 ,
Q 28  Gc B8
 2

Q29  A  B  A 4    M 2  , Q30   2A4B4  B4  
K

A10
A10
Q31  A16  e A15cosB10  e B15sinB10
2
4

2
4

Q32   B16  e A10 A15sinB10  e A10 B15cosB10


 1  h A   e



sinB    h B   e


cosB 

Q33  1  h1A9  eA10 cosB10  eA9 cosB9   h1B9  eA10 sinB10  eA9 sinB9
Q34

1

A10

9

sinB10  eA9

9

1

A10

9

cosB10  eA9

9

Q35  A16  e A15cosB9  e B15sinB9
A9

A9

Q36  B16  e A9 A15sinB9  e A9 B15cosB9


 e






cosB 

Q37  1  h1A10  eA10 cosB10  eA9 cosB9   h1B10  eA10 sinB10  eA9 sinB9
Q38  1  h1A10

A10





sinB10  e sinB9   h1B10  e cosB10  e

IV.

A9

A10

A9

9

SKIN FRICTION AND NUSSELT NUMBER

With the help of velocity and temperature profiles, the important parameters skin friction (C f) and Nusselt
number (Nu) at the plate y = 0 and y = 1 in terms of their amplitude and phase are given as:
Skin Friction

 u 
 u 
0     and 1    
 y  y0
 y  y1
In non-dimensional form after dropping the asterisks over them

 u 
  0   | J | cos  t  1  …(32)
 y  y 0

(Cf ) y 0 

0 d
U

(Cf ) y1 

1d  u 0 

  | H | cos  t   2 
U  y  y1

…(33)

where the sinusoidal skin-friction at plate y = 0

 u 
C1f   0   D1R15  D2 R16  R 2 R17  R1R18  ScR 20
 y  y0

...(34)

where

 u 
J
J  J r  i Ji   1  , tan 1  i
Jr
 y  y0
J r  A 9 A17  B9 B17  A10 A18  B10 B18  A 2 A11  B2 B11  A1A12  B1B12
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A3A13  B3B13  A 4 A14  B4 B14
J i  A9 B17  B9 A17  A10 B18  B10 A18  A 2 B11  B2 A11  A1B12
 B1A12  A3B13  B3A13  A 4 B14  B4 A14

 u 0 

  D1R15  D2 R16  R 2 R17  R1R18  Sc R 20
 y  y0
and

 u 
H
H  H r  i Hi   1  , tan  2  i
Hr
 y  y 1

Hr  A9eA9 A17cosB9  B17sinB9   eA9 B9A17sinB9  B9B17cosB9 

A10eA10 A18cosB10  B18sinB10   eA10 B10A18sinB10  B10B18cosB10 

A2eA2 B11sinB2  A11cosB2   eA2 B2B11cosB2  B2A11sinB2 

A1eA1 A12cosB1  B12sinB1   eA1 B1A12sinB1  B1B12cosB1 
A3eA3 B13sinB3  A13cosB3   eA3 B3B13cosB3  B3A13sinB3 

A4eA4 B14sinB4  A14cosB4   eA4 B4B14cosB4  B4A14sinB4 

Hi  A9eA9 B17cosB9  A17sinB9   eA9 B9B17sinB9  B9A17cosB9 

A10eA10 B18cosB10  A18sinB10   eA10 B10B18sinB10  B10A18cosB10 

A2eA2 B11cosB2  A11sinB2   eA2 B2B11sinB2  B2A11cosB2 

A1eA1 B12cosB1  A12sinB1   eA1 B1B12sinB1  B1A12cosB1 

A3eA3 B17cosB3  A13sinB3   eA3 B3B13sinB3  B3A13cosB3 

A4eA4 B14cosB4  A14sinB4   eA4 B4B14sinB4  B4A14cosB4 
 u 0 
R15
R16
R2
R1
Sc

  D1R15e  D2 R16e  R 2 R17 e  R1R18e  Sc R 20e
 y  y1
Nusselt Number
 T 
L1
L1  T 
q0 
and q1 


 T0  Td   y  y0
 T0  Td   y  y1
In non-dimensional form after dropping the asterisk over them
  
 …(35)
0
(Nu)
h
  F cos t  
y 0

1



 y  y  0




1





  

(Nu) y 1  h1  0    R cos  t  2  
 y  y 1


…(36)

where the sinusoidal rate of heat transfer at plate y = 0

  
1
Nu1   0   R1 R 2  R 2eR1  R1eR 2  …(37)
 y  y 0 e  e
where

  
F
F  Fr  i Fi   1  , tan 1  i
Fr
 y  y0

Fr  eA1  Z1  B2sinB1   Z2  B2cosB1   A2eA1  Z1  cosB1   Z2 sinB1 
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eA2  Z1  B1sinB2   Z2 B1cosB2   A1eA2  Z1  cosB2   Z2 sinB2 
Fi  eA1  Z1  B2cosB1   Z2  B2sinB1   A2eA1  Z1 sinB1   Z2  cosB1 

eA2  Z1  B1cosB2   Z2  B1sinB2   A1eA2  Z1 sinB2   Z2  cosB2 
 0 
1
R1
R2

  R1 R 2  R 2e  R1e 
 y  y 0 e  e
and

  
R
R  R r  i R i   1  , tan 2  i
Rr
 y  y 1

R r  eA1 A2 z1  B2cosB1sinB2  B2sinB1cosB2   Z2  B2sinB1sinB2
 B2cosB1cosB2   A2eA1 A2 y z1  cosB1cosB2  sinB1sinB2 

 Z2  sinB1cosB2  cosB1sinB2   eA1 A2  Z1  B1cosB2sinB1
B1sinB2cosB1   Z2  B1sinB2sinB1  B1cosB2cosB1 
A1eA1 A2  Z1  cosB2cosB1  sinB2sinB1   Z2 sinB2cosB1  cosB2sinB1 
R i  eA1 A2 z1  B2sinB1sinB2  B2cosB1cosB2   Z2  B2cosB1sinB2 d
 B2sinB1sinB2   A2eA1 A2 y z1  sinB1cosB2  cosB1sinB2 

 Z2  cosB1cosB2  sinB1sinB2   eA1 A2  Z1  B1sinB2sinB1
B1cosB2cosB1   Z2  B1cosB2sinB1  B1sinB2cosB1 
A1eA1 A2  Z1  sinB2cosB1  cosB2sinB1   Z2  cosB2cosB1sinB2sinB1 

 0 
1
R1  R 2
 R1eR 2  R1 

  R1 R 2  R 2e
 y  y1 e  e
(Table 1. Amplitude | J | and phase 1 of skin-friction at plate y = 0 for fixed)
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Gr
5.0
7.0
7.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
7.0
5.0

Gc
2.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

Sc
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.94
0.94
0.6
0.6
0.6

Pr
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.71
7.0
0.71
0.71
0.71


5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
8.0

h1
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.0
0.05
0.0


5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
20.0
5.0

|J|
3.67263
4.14786
3.84867
3.74312
0.98213
4.01254
5.31243
4.82165

Tan 1
-0.44213
-0.57285
-0.47512
-0.46314
0.43198
-0.51254
-1.00342
-0.75431

Values of K = 1.0, So = 1.0, S = 0.2 and M = 0.5
(Table 2. Amplitude | F | and phase tan 1 of heat transfer at plate y = 0)
S.No.
Pr
S
|F|


Tan 1
1
0.71
5.0
0.2
5.0 1.08639 1.00513
2
7.0
5.0
0.2
5.0 6.56256 0.53165
3
0.71
8.0
0.2
5.0 0.74542 2.48025
4
0.71
5.0
0.6
5.0 0.83412 2.15968
5
0.71
5.0
0.2 20.0 2.37215 1.20461
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RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to understand the physical importance of the flow between the two plates, calculations have
been carried out for velocity, temperature, concentration, skin friction and the rate of heat transfer. Effects for
different values of thermal Grashof number (Gr), mass Grashof number (Gc), permeability parameter (K),
Prandtl number (Pr), velocity slip parameter (h1), frequency (), Hartmann number (M), suction parameter (),
heat source parameter (S), Schmidt number (Sc) and soret number (So) are shown graphically. The values of
Prandtl number are chosen as 0.71 and 7, which represent air and water respectively at 20 oC. In terms of
amplitude and phase, the skin friction and the rate of heat transfer are reported in table 1 and 2 at plate y = 0.
Moreover sinusoidal skin friction and Nusselt number are also calculated and shown graphically at the plate y =
0. We fix  0.02 t 


throughout our calculations.
2

In figure 2 and 3 , velocity profiles are plotted against y. From the figures, we observe that on
increasing Gr, K, , S and So, the velocity of the fluid increases. On the other hand velocity drops on increasing
Gc, Pr, h 1, M,  and Sc. Here, we notice that velocity remains positive near the plate y = 0 but after some
distance it becomes negative, this is due to the fact that our plates are moving in opposite directions, specifically
plate at y = 1 is moving downwards. Also, physically increase in the permeability parameter (K) implies that
medium becomes more porous that is more fluid can flow through, hence increasing the velocity of the fluid.
7

1.2

 = 0.02 , t = /2, S = 0.2, Sc = 0.6 ,
So= 1 , M = 0.5 ,  = 5

4
1.1
2

1.0

6
0.9
0.8
0.7

S.n o .

Gr

Gc

K

Pr

h



1

5

2

1

0.71

0.05

5.0

1

2

7

2

1

0.71

0.05

5.0

1

3

5

3

1

0.71

0.05

5.0

3

4

5

2

2

0.71

0.05

5.0

5

5

2

1

7

0.05

5.0

6

5

2

1

0.71

0.0

5.0

7

5

2

1

0.71

0.05

20

5

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

velcocity (u)

0.2
0.1
0.0
0.2

0.4

0.8

1.0

–0.1
y
–0.2
–0.3
–0.4
–0.5
–0.6
–0.7
–0.8
–0.9
–1.0
–1.1
–1.2

(Figure 2: Velocity profiles plotted against y for different values of Gr, Gc,, K, Pr, h 1 and .)
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1.2
 = 0. 02, t = /2 , Gr = 5, Gc = 2,
K = 1, P r = 0. 71, h1 = 0. 05, = 5

6

S.n o .

M



S

Sc

So

1

0.2

5

0.2

0.66

1

2

0.5

5

0.2

0.66

1

2

3

0.2

8

0.2

0.66

1

5

4

0.2

5

0.6

0.66

1

3

5

0.2

5

0.2

0.99

1

6

0.2

5

0.2

0.66

2

4

1.0

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

velocity (u)

0.2

0.0
0.2

0.4

1.0

0.8
y

–0.2

–0.4

–0.6

–0.8

–1.0

–1.2

(Figure 3: Velocity profiles plotted against y for different values of M, , S, Sc and So.)
5

 = 0. 02, t = /2

4

1.0

3
2
0.8



S.n o .

Pr



1

0.71

5

0.2

5

2

7

5

0.2

5

3

0.71

8

0.2

4

0.71

5

0.6

5

5

0.71

5

0.2

20

1

S

5

0.6

0.4

0.2

Temperature ( )

0.0
0.2

0.6

0.4

0.8

1.0

y
–0.2

–0.4

–0.6

–0.8

(Figure 4: Temperature profiles plotted against y for different values of Pr, , S and .)
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 = 0 .0 2 , t =

7
1

Pr



S



Sc

So

1

0.71

5

0.2

5

0.66

1

2

7

5

0.2

5

0.66

1

3

0.71

8

0.2

5

0.66

1

5

6
4
0.8

/ 2

S.n o .

3
2

0.6

4

0.71

5

0.6

0.66

1

5

0.71

5

0.2

20

0.66

1

6

0.71

5

0.2

5

0.94

1

7

0.71

5

0.2

5

0.66

2

0.4

0.2

0.0

concentration (C)

0.2

0.6

0.4

0.8

1.0

y
–0.2

–0.4

–0.6

–0.8

(Figure 5: Concentration profiles plotted against y for different values of Pr, , S, , Sc and So.)

K = 1, So = 1, S = 0.2

9.0

6

1

4

3

2

7

5

S.n o .

Gr

Gc

Sc

Pr



h

1

5

2

0.6

0.71

5

0.05

2

7

2

0.6

0.71

5

0.05

3

7

3

0.6

0.71

5

0.05

4

5

2

0.94

0.71

5

0.05

5

5

2

0.94

7

5

0.05

6

5

2

0.6

0.71

5

0.0

7

7

2

0.6

0.71

8

0.05

1

7.5

(Skin friction) Cf1

6.0

4.5

3.0

1.5

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

M

(Figure 6: Sinusoidal skin friction Cf1 plotted against M at plate y = 0
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S.n o .

Pr



h

1

0.71

5

0.05

2

7

5

0.05

3

0.71

8

0.05

4

0.71

5

0.0

6

1

5
2

1

3

4

Nusselt number (Nu1 )

4

3

2

1

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

1.0

0.8

v

S

(Figure 7: Sinusoidal rate of heat transfer Nu1 plotted against S at plate y = 0
Temperature profiles are plotted against y, in figure 4, we observe that on increasing the values of the
source parameter (S) and frequency (), temperature rises, where as on increasing Pr and , temperature drops.
It is noteworthy that as we increase the heat source S i.e. we add heat and hence the temperature rises. In figure
5, concentration profiles are plotted against y. From the figure we observe that concentration profiles are less for
higher values of Pr, , S and Sc. On the other hand for increase in  and So we get higher concentration
profiles.
Table 1, shows the amplitude |J| and phase angle tan 1 of the skin friction at the plate y = 0, fixing K
= 1, So = 1, S = 0.2 and M = 0.5, from the table we observe that when values of , Gr, Sc and  are increased,
the amplitude |J| increases, but increase in the values of Gc, Pr and h 1 drops the amplitude. The values of tan 1
shows that there is always a phase lag. Also tan 1 is higher for water as compared for air. The sinusoidal skin
friction at the plate y = 0 is shown in figure 6, fixing K = 1, So = 1 and S = 0.2. From the figure we observe that
1

1

increasing the values of h 1, , Gr, Sc and Pr, decreases C f , where as C f rises with increase in the value of Gc.
Physically, increase in the value of velocity slip parameter (h 1) will reduce the friction near the plate hence
1

decreasing C f since more the slip less will be the friction at the plate. Moreover, skin friction is higher for air
(Pr = 0.71) as compared for water (Pr = 7).
Amplitude |F| and phase angle tan 1, of the rate of heat transfer are shown in Table 2, at the plate y =
0. We observe that when Pr and  are increased, it increases the amplitude |F| but increase is  and S decreases
it. From the values of tan 1, we observe that it is less for water as compared for air. This table shows that there
always remains a phase lag. Further, the sinusoidal rate of heat transfer at plate y = 0 is shown in figure 7. From
1

the figure we observe increase in  and h1, increases Nu . Also Nusselt number is higher for water (Pr = 7) as
compared for air (Pr = 0.71).
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Total Harmonics Distortion Investigation in Multilevel Inverters
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Abstract: The multilevel began with the three level inverter. Use of conventional two – level pulse width
modulation (PWM) inverter provide less distorted current and voltage but at cost of higher switching losses due
to high switching frequency. Multilevel inverter are emerging as a viable alternative for high power , medium
voltage application. This paper compare total harmonics distortion in three level and five level diode clamped
multilevel inverter. Diode –clamped three phase topology is considered for study. A sinusoidal PWM technique
is used to control the switches of the inverter. Simulation study confirms the reduction in harmonics distortion.

Keywords: - Harmonics , multilevel inverter , pulse width modulation , Total harmonics distortion
I.

INTRODUCTION

Wave form of practical inverter are non- sinusoidal and contain certain harmonics. for low –and
medium power application, square wave or quasi – square wave form voltage may be acceptable but for high –
power application sinusoidal waveform with low distortion are required. Harmonics content present in the
output of a dc to ac inverter can be eliminated either by using a filter circuit or by employing pulse width
modulation (PWM) techniques. Use of filter has the disadvantage of large size and cost, whereas use of PWM
techniques reduces the filter requirement to a minimum or to zero depending on the type of application.
Traditional two level high frequency PWM inverter have some drawback, such as production of common mode
voltage.[1-3]
Multilevel inverter have found better counter to the conventional two – level pulse width modulation
inverter to overcome the above problems. In addition they offer the advantage of less switching stress on
eachdevice for high voltage high power application , with a reduced harmonics content at low switching
frequency.
A comparative study of five level and seven level diode clamped capacitor clamped and cascade
inverter has been presented in [4]. The effect of a passive LC filter on the inverter performance was studied.
simulation result indicated reduction in total harmonics distortion (THD) by using higher number of level.
This paper investigates five level inverter and seven level inverter diode clamped three phase inverter on the
basic of the THD .an extensive simulation study to optimize the THD content in the line voltage have been
presented in this paper.

II.

RELATED WORK

In recent years, industry has begun to demand higher power equipment, which now reaches the
megawatt level.Controlled AC drives in themegawatt range are usually connected to the medium-voltage
network. Today, it ishard to connect a single power semiconductor switch directly to medium voltage grids. For
these reasons, a newfamily of multilevel inverters has emerged as the solution for working with higher voltage
levels. Depending onvoltage levels of the output voltage, the inverters can be classified as two-level inverters
and multilevel inverters.
The inverters with voltage level 3 or more are referred as multilevel inverters. Multilevel inverters have
become attractive recently particularly because of the increased power ratings, improved harmonic performance
and reduced EMI emission that can be achieved with the multiple DC levels that are available for synthesis of
theoutput voltage. Xiaoming Yuan and Ivo Barbi [1] proposed fundamentals of a new diode clamping
multilevelinverter. Bouhali et al[2] developed DC link capacitor voltage balancing in a three phase diode
clamped invertercontrolled by a direct space vector of line to line voltages. AnshumanShukla et al [3]
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introduced controlschemes for DC capacitor voltages equalization in diode clamped multilevel inverter
basedDSTATCOM.Monge et al [4] proposed multilevel diode clamped converter for photovoltaic generators
with independentvoltage control of each solar array. Renge and Suryawanshi [5] developed five level diode
clamped inverter toeliminate common mode voltage and reduce dv/dt in medium voltage rating induction motor
drives. HideakiFujita and Naoya Yamashita [6] discussed performance of a diode clamped linear amplifier.
Hatti et al [7]proposed a 6.6-KV transformer less motor drive using a five level diode clamped PWM inverter
for energysavings of pumps and blowers. Srinivas in [8] discussed uniform overlapped multi carrier PWM for a
six leveldiode clamped inverter. EnginOzdemir et al [9] introduced fundamental frequency modulated six level
diodeclamped multilevelinverter for three phase standalone photovoltaic system. BerrezzekFarid and
BerrezzekFarid[10] made a study on new techniques of controlled PWM inverters. Anshumanshukla et al [11]
proposed flyingcapacitor based chopper circuit for DC capacitor voltage balancing in diode clamped multilevel
inverter. Thisliteraturesurvey revealsfew papers only on various PWM techniques and hence this work presents
a novelapproach for controlling the harmonics of output voltage of chosen MLI employing sinusoidal
switchingstrategies. Simulations are performed using MATLAB-SIMULINK. Harmonics analysis and
evaluation ofperformance measures for various modulation indices have been carried out and presented.

III.

MULTILEVEL INVERTER

Neutral Point-Clamped Inverter:
A three-level diode-clamped inverter is shown in Fig. 2(a). In this circuit, the dc-bus voltage is split
into three levels by two series-connected bulk capacitors, C1 and C2. The middle point of the two capacitors n
can be defined as the neutral point. The output voltage van has three states: Vdc/2, 0, and -Vdc/2. For voltage
level Vdc/2, switches S1 and S2 need to be turned on; for -Vdc/2, switches S1’ and S2’ need to be turned on;
and for the 0 level, S2 and S1’ need to be turned on.
The key components that distinguish this circuit from a conventional two-level inverter are D1 and
D1’. These two diodes clamp the switch voltage to half the level of the dc-bus voltage. When both S1 and S2
turn on, the voltage across a and 0 is Vdc i.e., va0 =Vdc. In this case, D1’ balances out the voltage sharing
between S1’ and S2’ with S1’ blocking the voltage across C1 and S2’ blocking the voltage across C2. Notice
that output voltage van is ac, and va0 is dc. The difference between van and va0 is the voltage across C2, which
isVdc /2. If the output is removed out between a and 0, then the circuit becomes a dc/dc converter, which has
three output voltage levels: Vdc ,Vdc/2, and 0.

(a) seven-level.
(b) Five-level.
Figure 2 clamped multilevel inverter circuit topologies.
Considering that m is the number of steps of the phase voltage with respect to the negative terminal of
the inverter, then the number of steps in the voltage between two phases of the load k isk = 2m+1 (1) and the
number of steps p in the phase voltage of a three-phase load in wye connection isp = 2k – 1. (2)
The term multilevel starts with the three-level inverter introduced by Nabae et al. [3]. By increasing the
number of levels in the inverter, the output voltages have more steps generating a staircase waveform, which has
a reduced harmonic distortion. However, a high number of levels increases the control complexity and
introduces voltage imbalance problems.Fig. 2(b) shows a five-level diode-clamped converter in which the dc
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bus consists of four capacitors, C1, C2, C3, and C4. For dc-bus voltage Vdc, the voltage across each capacitor is
Vdc/4, and each device voltage stress will be limited to one capacitor voltage level Vdc/4 through clamping
diodes.To explain how the staircase voltage is synthesized, the neutral point n is considered as the output phase
voltage reference point. There are five switch combinations to synthesize five level voltages across a and n.
1) For voltage level Van = Vdc/2, turn on all upper switches S1– S4.
2) For voltage level Van = Vdc/4, turn on three upper switches S2– S4 and one lower switch S1’.
3) For voltage level Van = 0, turn on two upper switchesS3 and S4 and two lower switches S1’ and S2’.
4) For voltage level Van = –Vdc/4, turn on one upper switch and three lower switches S1’– S3’.
5) For voltage level Van = –Vdc/2, turn on all lower switches S1’– S4’.
Four complementary switch pairs exist in each phase. The complementary switch pair is defined such that
turning on one of the switches will exclude the other from being turned on. In this example, the four
complementary pairs are (S1, S1’), (S2, S2’), (S3, S3’), and (S4, S4’).

Va0
V5=Vdc
V4=3Vdc/4
V3=Vdc/2
V2=Vdc/4
V1= 0

TABLE I. SWITHCING STATES OF THE FIVE LEVEL INVERTER
S1
S2
S3
S4
S1’
S2’
S3’
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

S4’
0
0
0
0
1

Although each active switching device is only required to block a voltage level of Vdc/(m-1), the
clamping diodes must have different voltage ratings for reverse voltage blocking. Using D1’of Fig. 2(b) as an
example, when lower devices S2’ ~ S4’ are turned on, D1’ needs to block three capacitor voltages, or 3Vdc/4.
Similarly, D2 and D2’ need to block 2Vdc/4, and D3 needs to block 3Vdc/4. Assuming that each blocking diode
voltage rating is the same as the active device voltage rating, the number of diodes required for each phase will
be (m-1) (m-2). This number represents a quadratic increase in m. When m is sufficiently high, the number of
diodes required will make the system impractical to implement. If the inverter runs under PWM, the diode
reverse recovery of these clamping diodes becomes the major design challenge in high-voltage high-power
applications.

IV.

MODULATIONTECHNIQUE

SPWM:
Several multicarrier techniques have been developed to reduce the distortion in multilevel inverters,
based on the classical SPWM with triangular carriers. Some methods use carrier disposition and others use
phase shifting of multiple carrier signals [7], [8], [9].
The sinusoidal PWM compares a high frequency triangular carrier with three sinusoidal reference
signals, known as the modulating signals to generate the gating signals for the inverter switches. This is
basically an analog domain technique and is commonly used in power conversion with both analog and digital
implementation.The smallest distortion is obtained when the carriers are shifted by an angle of 𝜃 = 360° ⋰
𝑁𝐶 = 120°. A very common practice in industrial applications for the multilevel inverter is the injection of a
third harmonic in each cellto increase the output voltage [6], [10]. Another advantageous feature of multilevel
SPWM is that the effective switching frequency of the load voltage is three (NC=3) times the switching
frequency of each cell, as determined by its carrier signal. This property allows a reduction in the switching
frequency of each cell, thus reducing the switching losses.
Proposed SPWM for NPC Multilevel Inverter:
In the SPWM scheme for two-level inverters, each reference phase voltage is compared with the
triangular carrier and the individual pole voltages are generated, independent of each other. The SPWM
technique, for multilevel inverters, involves comparing the reference phase voltage signals with a number of
symmetrical level-shifted carrier waves for PWM generation [11]. It has been shown that for an n-level inverter,
n-1 level-shifted carrier waves are required for comparison with the sinusoidal references [11].
When used for an NPCMLI with n number of voltage levels, n-1 number of triangular carrier waves is used.
These carrier waves have the same frequency and are arranged on top of each other, so that they together span
from maximum output voltage to minimum output voltage [12]. When one carrier wave is crossed by the
reference the output wave steps one level up or down with a switch transaction.
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RESULT & ANALYSIS

The simulation is carried out using MATLAB/Simulink. Simulation circuit of three phase level NPC
isshown in Figure.1. Detailed simulation circuit of each phase is shown in Figure.2. Input is 100V DC .levels
inverter output voltage and current in a phase are shown in Figure3. and Figure4.respectively. The
phasevoltages and currents in three phase inverter are shown in Figure5. and Figure6.respectively. The line
voltagesare shown in Figure7.. The circuit is analyzed for RL load. The FFT analysis result is shown in Figure.8
MATLAB Model for Five level DCMLI:The simulation is carried out using MATLAB/Simulink. Simulation circuit of three phase Five level
shown in figure 5.13. Detailed simulation circuit shown is figure 5.14. input is 100 v dc. five level inverter
output voltage. The FFT analysis is result.
Simulation Result for PWM generating logic PDPWM technique:

Figure 1Simulation Resultfor PWM generating logic Five Level PDPWM technique ( ma = 1 and mf =20)
Simulation Result for Output voltage generated by PDPWM technique:

Figure 2Simulation Result for output voltage for Five Level PDPWMtechnique
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Phase voltage of Three Phase PDDCMLI:

Figure 3Phase voltage of Three Phase Five Level DCMLI
FFT plot for Simulation Result output voltage of PDPWM technique

Figure 4FFT plot for Simulation Result output voltage of PDPWM technique
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Simulation Result for Seven level PWM generating logic PDPWM technique

Figure5Simulation Result for PWM generating logic PDPWM technique
Simulation Result for Output voltage generated by PDPWMtechnique

Figure 6 Simulation Result for Output voltage generated by PDPWMtechnique
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Phase voltage of Three Phase PDDCMLI

Figure 7 Phase voltage of Three Phase PDDCMLI
FFT plot for Simulation Result output voltage of PDPWM technique

Figure 8 FFT plot for Simulation Result output voltage of PDPWM technique
TABLE % THD comparison for different LEVELS
It has shown that decrease in voltage THD in moving from three levelstoseven level inverter. It has shown that
number of level increase output voltage THD is decrease.
Output Voltage level of NPCI
Five level
Seven Level
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16.30
10.79

Fundamental Component
346.5
515.1
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CONCLUSION

A SPWM technique is proposed for three-level and five-level NPC inverter. The main feature of the
modulation scheme lies in its ability to eliminate the harmonics in the inverter output voltages.The harmonic
content and THD of the inverter output voltage produced by the three and five levels are compared and it
seamless for five level diode clamped inverter compared three level diode clamped multilevel inverter.
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Abstract: - Effects of yaji extract on liver enzymes of carbon tetrachloride induced hepatotoxicity were studied.
Twenty wistar rats weighing between 155-220g were used. They were allocated into four groups of five animals
each. Group A animals served as the control and received 0.6ml of distilled water. Group B received 0.5ml of
yaji extract, group C received 0.5ml of yaji extract plus 0.3ml of carbon tetrachloride while group D received
0.3ml of carbon tetrachloride. The oral administration lasted for twenty-eight days. Twenty-four hours after the
last administration, the animals were weighed and sacrificed using chloroform. The Liver weight were recorded.
The evaluation of the liver enzymes (AST, ALP,ALT) were carried out using randox kit method. The mean
alkaline phosphatase (ALP), alanine amino transferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) levels of
group D animals were significantly higher than the control.

Key words: - Yaji, Liver enzymes, Carbon tetrachloride, Body weight, Wistar rats.
I.

INTRODUCTION

There is the growing concern about the excessive consumption of a meat sauce called ‘yaji’ which is used to
serve the meat delicacy called ‘suya’ in Nigeria [1].
Yaji is a complex mixture of spices and additives; its constituents are ginger, cloves, red pepper, black pepper,
salt, white maggi (Ajinomoto) and groundnut powder; and their active ingredients on individual basis are known
to be harmful if consumed in excess [2].
Suya is a popular, traditionally processed, ready to eat Nigerian meat product, which may be served or
sold along streets in club houses, at picnics, parties, restaurants and institutions. It is a consumer fast food whose
preparation and sales along the streets are usually not done under strict hygienic conditions because they are still
done locally [3].
It identified as a mass consumer fast food whose preparation and sales along streets are usually not done under
strict hygienic environment and can serve as source of contaminants to the meat product [4]. Suya as one of such
intermediate moisture products that is easy to prepare and highly relished [5].
Hepatotoxicity implies chemicals driven liver damage. Biochemical markers are often used to indicate
liver damage. Liver damage is further characterized into hepatocellular and cholestatic types. Certain medicinal
agents when taken in overdose and sometimes even when introduce within therapeutic range may cause liver
injury. More than 900 drugs have been implicated in causing liver injury [6], and it is the most common reason
for drugs tobe withdrawn from the market. Other chemical agents (hepatotoxins) such as those used in the
laboratories and industries, natural chemicals and herbal remedies can also induce hepatotoxicity. Chemicals
often cause sub-clinical injury to the liver which manifest only as abnormal liver enzyme tests. Carbon
tetrachloride (CCl4) is a well known hepato-destructive agent that is widely used to induce toxic liver injury in a
range of laboratory animals [7].The hepatotoxicity of CCl4 has been reported to be due to its biotransformation by
cytochrome P450 system to produce trichloromethyl free radical (CCl3) which readily reacts with molecular
oxygen to form trichloromethyl peroxy radical [8].
CCl3OO which exert their action on lipids membrane of endoplasmic reticulum to evoke lipid per
oxidation [9].Therefore, there is need to search, evaluate, and scientifically validate the activities of medicinal
plants.
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The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of yaji extract on carbon tetrachloride induced hepatotoxicity in
the liver enzymes (AST, ALP, and ALT) of adult wistar rats.

II.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

PLANT COLLECTION
The yaji was prepared according to the according to the method used by (2). The measured quantities
include: Ajinomoto (150g), Black pepper (30g), Clove (39), Ginger (78g) and Groundnut cake powder (230g),
Red pepper (22g) and Salt (100g). The total weight of these constituents summed up to 649g in Nnewi area of
Anambra state in the month of June, 2013.

III.

EXTRACTION OF PLANT MATERIAL

AQUEOUS EXTRACT
The constituents of yaji 649g was grinded using a ginger mill. The constituents were then macerated
for 48hrs in 500ml of distilled water. The extract was strained through muslin and the filtrate then filtered
through whatman No. 1 filter paper. The aqueous extract was concentrated on a rotary evaporator (Model type
349/2 Corning Ltd., England). The extractive value of the aqueous extract was 250mg/ml.
ANIMALS
Adult male wistar rats weighing 150-210g were obtained from the animal farm house, Department of
Anatomy, Nnamdi Azikiwe University, Nnewi Campus. They were maintained under standard housing
conditions and fed with standard rat chow (Growers mash) and provided with water ad libitum during the
experiment. They were acclimatized for two weeks before the experiment.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Twenty (20) albino rats were divided into four (4) groups (A-D) of five animals each. Group A
received 0.6ml of distilled water, Group B received 0.5ml of yaji extract, Group C received 0.3ml of CCl 4 ,
Group D received 0.5ml of yaji extract plus 0.3ml of CCl 4
and administration lasted for 28 days. All
administration was by oral route. Twenty-four hours after the last administration, the animals were weighed and
sacrificed using chloroform. Liver tissue was collected, weighed and fixed in zenker’s fluid for histological
studies.
Twenty-fours post CCl4 administration, about 5ml of blood was collected from animals in all the
groups by cardiac puncture under the ether anesthesia into a dry glass container. The blood was allowed to clot
and sera separated from the cells and stored frozen until analyzed for liver enzymes. The animals were
euthanized while still under under anesthesia and their liver excised, washed in cold saline and fixed with 10%
formal saline for histopathological studies.
MORPHOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF LIVER WEIGHTS
The results obtained from calculations of relative liver weight of the various groups are presented in
table 1. The relative liver weight for group D (carbon tetrachloride administered) were significantly higher
(P<0.001) than that of the group A (control) and other experimental groups (B and C). The values for groups B
and C were similar to the group A, (control).
Comparison of mean relative liver weight for group A, (control) and experimental groups (B, C and D)
Table 1 (Mean ± SEM given for each measurement)
GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C GROUP D
LIVER
WEIGHT 4.90±0.045 4.60±0.085 4.25±0.161 7.23±0.625
The bar chart representation of the relative liver weight of the various groups. The group D (carbon tetrachloride
administered) were significantly higher (P<0.001) than the control group (A) and groups B and C as shown in
Figure 1.
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9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
GROUP A

GROUP B

GROUP C

GROUPD

Relative liver weight of different groups

Activities Of Serum Levels Of Aspartate Aminotransferase (Ast), Alanine Aminotransferase (Alt) And
Alkaline Phosphotase (Alp)

GP.A
(CONTROL)

AST
ALT
ALP

76.60±28.50
48.00±13.54
461.19±30.22

Table 2 (Mean ± SEM given for each measurement)
GP.B 0.55ML GP.C
GP.D
OF
0.3ML OF
0.41ML
OF
EXTRACT
CAROTENOI CCL4
D
71.31±10.34
67.55±11.51
243.64±5.72
47.00±3.39
44.50_+10.12
85.33±7.01
320.84±84.63
377.88±36.81
668±45.55

FRATIO

SIGNIFIC
ANCE

58.04
11.20
6.38

<0.0001
<0.0001
< 0.0012

From the results obtained from calculations of aspartate aminotrasferase (AST), alanine
aminptransferase (ALT) and alkaline phosphotase (ALP), there were a significant decrease (P<0.001) in the
AST activity levels at all doses of the drugs relative to the control (A) except in group D treated with carbon
tetrachloride (CCL4). The group D activity level statistically were significantly higher (P<0.001) than the
control (A) and groups B and C.
The alanine aminotransferase (ALT) activity levels showed a significant decrease (P<0.001) in groups B and C
relative to the control (A) except in group D treated with carbon tetrachloride (CCL 4). The alkaline phosphotase
(ALP) level in group D were significantly higher than the control group (A) and groups B and C.
The alkaline phosphotase (ALP) activity levels in groups B and C were significantly lower (P<0.001) than the
control (A). The alkaline phosphatase activity levels in group D were significantly higher (P<0.001) than the
control (A) and groups B and C.

IV.

DISCUSSION

Yaji is composed of the spices- ginger, clove, red pepper, black pepper, white maggi (Ajinomoto) and
salt [2] which on individual basis are known to be harmful. Some of the constituent exhibit antioxidant and
hypolipidemic properties [10].Others exhibit chemical, physiological and pharmacological properties [11], and are
also capable of inducing tissue damage.
Our findings show that the extract has the potency to normalize the elevated liver marker enzyme
levels and maintain the synthetic function of the when compared with the control.
This indicates restoration of the normal functional status of the liver. The significant elevations in the liver
marker enzymes such as ALT, AST and ALP, as well as decrease in albumin levels in CCl 4 control when
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compared with normal, suggest liver injury, since these are reliable indices of liver toxicity [12]. Albumin is
produced entirely by the liver and constitutes about 60% of the total serum protein. In liver damage, the
synthetic capacity of the liver is reduced and consequently, synthses of albumin, clotting factors and so on are
affected. The mechanism of CCl4 induced liver injury involves oxidative stress. Injury is through the free radical
(CCl3 and CCl3 00) of its metabolism which may cause lipid peroxidation and subsequent injury [13]. Several
studies on extraranal lesions, such as hepatic cirrhosis and myelofibrosis have reported a close correlation
between mast cells and fibrosis [14].
The result of the study are summarized in table 2. The activities of aspartate aminotranferase (AST)
and alanine aminotranferase (ALT) were determined in serum because analysis of liver function enzymes are
used as indicators of biomedical changes in tissues in response to treatment [15]. This result indicates a
significant decrease in the aspartate to the control. This means that the group is not affected by the yaji received
compared to the control. Therefore, extract of yaji combined with carbon tetrachloride suppressed the toxic
effect of carbon tetrachloride on the liver tissues. Also, there was significant increase in alanine
aminotransferase (ALT) activities which was similar to the control signify that the carotenoid was not toxic to
the ALT enzyme. This decrease in the serum aspartate aminotranferase (AST) activity level observed in this
study indicated that at the subcellular level, the liver cells may have been affected by the yaji since AST is found
in the mitochondria, and cytoplasm. Also, the increase in serum alanine aminotranferase (ALT) level observed
in this study indicated that the cytoplasm of the liver cells may have been affected by the drugs since ALT is
found in the cytoplasm.
From the present study, the mean alkaline phosphatase (ALP), alanine amino transferase (ALT) and
aspartate aminotransferase (AST) levels of group D animals were significantly higher than the control. It is
therefore recommended that further studies be carried out on the spleen and the kidney.
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Abstract: - The research aimed at assessing the quality of underground water for safe drinking in the basement
complex region of Kano state. In achieving this aim a total of twenty (20) boreholes were selected at random
across the state. Thirteen (13) relevant parameters on the test of water quality were taken into consideration. The
research found out that underground water in the area is safe for drinking due natural filtration process that the
water undergo, because, the soil chemistry and mineralogy alters the chemistry of the water there by making it
safe for drinking by meeting the standard requirement of World Health Organisation (WHO) 1984. It is
therefore recommended that, more boreholes should be constructed through the intervention of both government
and other relevant organsations. Also surface water source should also be improve to reduce the burden that
underground water source might have encountered.

Key Words: - Borehole, Geology, Resource, Safe drinking, Underground Water, Water Chemistry.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Nigeria’s increasingly urban population coupled with the desire to raise standard of living among the
populace have increased the pressure on natural resources particularly water. This is witnessed by the efforts of
various governmental agencies in providing water for domestic, industrial and agricultural uses. Therefore,
efficient development of groundwater resources is of particular importance in northern Nigeria where due to the
low rainfall and the length of dry season surface water sources are often inadequate. Correspondingly, this
promoted the assessment of available groundwater resources in various parts of the country. A number of such
studies for instance Dupreeze and Barber (1965) wrote on the distribution and chemical quality of groundwater
in Chad and Basement complex of northern Nigeria. Egboka 1983, Ogunkoye 1986 and Ako 1988 also wrote on
parameters such as water quality, aquifer transitivity, age of groundwater, table depth to surface and relative
location of groundwater as potential resources.
The provision of groundwater supply in Kano state as part of a coordinated development programme
for rural development is seen as an essential service imperative to the entire state’s development (Macdonald’s
and Partners, 1986). Three governmental organisations were responsible for provision of groundwater for the
entire state; namely, Water Resources Engineering and Construction Agency (WRECA), Kano State Water
Board, Ministry of Water Resources. In addition, a number of local governments are also promoting their own
groundwater supply programmes. Groundwater exploitation by these agencies is carried out by sinking of handdug, concrete limed wells and drilling of abstraction boreholes all located in geologies. However, despite the
efforts of these organizations, it is estimated that out of the 7,500 hand dug wells in the state in 1981, about
3,300 had either fallen into disrepair or were in need of being re-evacuated due to collapse/slumping-cave-in
e.t.c. Thus, village water supply sources essentially that consisted of seasonal streams, rainfall pools and other
such reservoirs. These sources are invariably polluted and constitute hazards to health (Imerbore et al 1987). In
alleviating the hardships endured by rural population, the objective of the international drinking water supply
and sanitation decade will have been considerably satisfied (WHO 1990).
Groundwater has many advantages over surface water when obtained from deep sources, it undergoes
natural filtration e.g. removal of bacteria and odour, also groundwater chemistry and temperature are much less.
However, the long residence time of groundwater brings it into intimate contact with the country coprolite and
rocks so that it tends to have higher concentration of dissolved solids than surface water and at times contains
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inorganic matter in concentration. Groundwater quality could vary by such spatially varying factors as lithology,
texture and structure of the rocks (Ogunkoya 1986), and in areas with heavily polluted atmosphere, rain water
quality is heavily altered (Horning et al, 1990).
This study investigates quality of groundwater for safe drinking, by testing parameters like PH,
Electrical conductivity (EC) and Ionic concentration of Calcium (Ca), Magnesium (Mg), Iron (Fe), Chlorine
(Cl), Nitrate (NO3), Ammonium Nitrate (NH3N), Sulphate(II)oxide (SO42-), Silconoxide (SiO2), Floride (F-),
Carbondioxide (CO2) and Total Dissolve Solids (TDS) from various Precambrian Basement Complex rocks in
Kano State.

II.

STUDY AREA

The Nigeria Basement Complex is believed to have had structural complexity as a result of multiple
folding, igneous and metamorphic activities. Kogbe (1977), the Basement Complex areas of Kano State are no
exception to the above assertion. It occupies the middle and south-western portion of the entire state, roughly
about 2/3 of the area. The boundary with the sedimentary area is generally well defined, although in few areas
there is transition zone in which sediments are shallow. In the basement complex, the rock types encountered
were predominantly granites with magmatites, gneisses and schist, and minor occurrences of quartzite, volcanic
basalt and rhyolite. All these rocks belong to the Pre-Cambrian Basement Complex group. The elevation of the
region above main sea level ranges from about 400 meters at the north-eastern margin to over 1200 meters at the
southern tip, that is, the highest elevation occurs in the south. Elevations decrease both northwards and northeastwards. The region is part of the high plains of the Hausa land (Motimore 1973), except for the section east
of the hydrological divide the rock structure texture, lithology, mineralogy, relief and landforms are closely
linked and described under conceptualization.
The state lies within the tropical savannah zone of Nigeria. Temperatures are high throughout the year,
the mean maximum temperature is between 27o-35 o C and the mean minimum temperature is between 16-21o C.
The annual rainfall varies from 1200mm in the south to 650mm in the north. Indeed, there are two main seasons
– rainy season starts by May or June and ends in October or November while dry season is from November to
April.

III.

METHODOLOGY

Samples of water were collected from boreholes drilled into the various Basement Complex rocks in
the State. In all, twenty boreholes were randomly sampled – five from each of quartzite, granite, gneiss and
schist areas. Total of thirteen parameters were chosen base on those found to be relevant to the study area
(Macdonald’s et al, 1986) and taking into consideration World Health Organisation Current (1984) Geneva
reviewed chemical parameters in drinking water standard for developing countries, hence, justify reason for the
choice.
The PH value of all the samples were taken shortly after collection, using a PH Meter, while electrical
conductivity of the water samples was measured with a Conductivity Bridge Meter.
The Calcium (Ca2+ and Magnesium (Mg2+) concentration were determined using the atomic absorption
spectrophotometer. The total iron concentration was determined by calorimetric method using throglycollic acid
which reduces iron (III) to iron (II) and forms a reddish purple. In the case of chloride concentration, it was
determined by titration with a standard solution of silver nitrate using an indicator of 8% potassium chromate
solution, the appearances of red precipitate signifies the titration end point. The total silica was determined in all
samples by colorimetric method using acidified sodium molybdate (Na 2 MaO2) and acidified stannous chloride
solution (SnCl2O). The intensity of the blue colour formed was matched with the Standard Aquameck Silica
Colour Scale and corresponding concentration read off in mg/1.
In all samples sulphate (SO4) concentration was determined turbidinate method while the nitrate nitrogen and
ammoniac nitrogen were determined by calorimetric method respectively.
Finally, the total hardness was determined by titration with sodium dihydrogen ethylendiamine
tetracetate dehydrate – (E.D.T.A. – Salt, Na2 H2 C10 H12 O8 H2 2HO2) using Eriochrome black T as indicator.
The samples were analysed at Water Resources Engineering and Construction Agency (WRECA) Chalawa
Quality Control Laboratory, Kano.
The data collected for this research includes the lithologic or geology of the twenty (20) boreholes
taken as samples. There are depth drilled, borehole yields rock at zone of abstraction or fracture (screen
position) and Rock Samples encountered from the surface to the bottom of each borehole sample.
The statistical tools that would be employed in this study are both descriptive and inferential mean and standard
deviation is also used in the analyses of the data.
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RESULT PRESENTATION DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Source; Laboratory Analysis 2013

Source: Data Analysis 2013
Key;
Borehole Number
Geology of the Area found
Abbreviation of the Geologic Formation
1–5
Quartzite
QZ
6 – 10
Granite
GR
11 – 15
Schist
SCT
16 – 20
Gneiss
GN
Table 1 and 2 show the pattern of the groundwater quality parameters of the four rock types where
samples are obtained for this study. They show that values for conductivity, alkalinity and Total Dissolve Solids
(TDS) appeared to be lower in quartzite areas while those in granites, schist and gneiss appear to have similar
patterns with no apparent striking differences. The patterns of PH and free carbon dioxide (CO2) also portray
similar range of concentration in the four rock types.
PH values ranged from an average 6.7 in granite area to 7.6 in areas under schist with lowest individual
values of 6.0 in (borehole No 8 and 15) granitic areas, and highest 7.6 in quartzite area (borehole No 1) though
with little concentration of bases and carbons, PH could be reasonably said to be constant, thus within the
general acceptance range. Conductivity ranges between averages of 63.2msm-1 in quartzite areas to 126msm-1 in
Schist areas. Conductivity peaks are observed mainly in schist, gneiss and granite areas, highest individual
sample value is 195m sm-1 (borehole No 15) in granitic area.
Free carbon dioxide was lowest in gneiss areas (Ẋ = 0.1 Mg/L) and normally higher in quartzite areas (Ẋ = 0.2
Mg/L). Generally, low values were recorded in all the various geologic areas.
Nitrate-Nitrogen (NO3-N) concentration were similar and showed a decreasing trend from a maximum of 4.2
Mg/L on a granite area (borehole No 15) to nil in areas under lain by schist.
Calcium values range from an average of 11.9 Mg/L in gneiss areas to 39.0 Mg/L in areas underlain by
granite rocks. The highest individual value of 95.53 Mg/L (borehole No 15) occurred in granite areas while the
lowest value of 2.2 Mg/L was recorded for the same area. Generally, samples from gneiss areas tend to have
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much lower values of calcium concentration. Peak and minimum values tend to occur in quartzite, granite and
schist areas.
Magnesium values were lower in quartzite areas with an average concentration of 5.4 Mg/L, and an
average value of 16.8 Mg/L was recorded in a granite area. The samples with the highest individual value of
41.45 Mg/L (Borehole No 17) occurred in a granite area and a nil value was recorded in quartzite and schist
areas.
Chlorine concentration ranges from an average of (Ẋ =4.00 Mg/L) in schist area t (Ẋ =45.9 Mg/L) in
granite areas. Individual sample concentration in al thirty-one boreholes ranges from 4.00 Mg/L in gneiss area to
74.8 Mg/L (borehole No 23) in older granite areas.
As indicated in table 2, the concentration of sulphate, silicate and floride generally have low values
without any significant difference. The result thus, shows that there are differences in the various geologies and
chemical parameters of thirty-one borehole waters analysed. More importantly ionic concentrations of
Magnesium (mg), Calcium (Ca) were found; consequently conductivity and PH tend to have linkage with
underlying rock types (geology) of the area.

IV.

DISCUSSION

The quality of groundwater is commonly determined by factors other than the source rocks. Other
factors such as the chemistry of the saprolite (Ogunkoye 1986) through which groundwater percolated, nature of
chemical reactions between the water and the minerals in associated rocks and saprolite and the velocity of the
water body are very essential though rare in occurrence. In basement complex areas, groundwater can move
from one aquifer to another and the quality may be modified by each in turn. These notwithstanding the
background value of the chemical elements in groundwater should have some direct bearing to the geology of
the environment from which it is taken. This is especially true where the water accumulates and remains fairly
long enough to attain chemical equilibrium with the country rocks and saprolite (Freez and Cherry 1979). Thus,
one may expect the concentration of a particular iron in water from similar or identical geological background to
be similar.
The Nigerian basement complex is achieved to have had structural complexity as a result of multiple
folding, igneous and metamorphic activities (Kogbe 1977). Kano State basement complex is no exception to this
observation. Complex foliations and lineation exist among the different of the rock types and in addition to these
differences of rock mineralogy exist over small depths, thus affecting chemical composition of groundwater.
Borehole-geology obtained from the thirty one samples goes to confirm this assertion. For instance, in borehole
number one in a quartzite area (table 1) shows existence of laterite from 0-3 meters, 3-16 meters decomposed
granite and at fourty three meters in quartzite. Similarly, in a typical gneiss area (borehole No 3) looking at the
geology or drillers log, one could observe; 0:15m laterites plus silt, 15-31m pink granite and 31-48m fractured
gneiss. Even though the hand pump is tapping groundwater from purely gneiss area one would expect water
seeping from upper layers of pink granite to contain some dissolved materials inherent in granite hence may
influence the chemistry of such waters.
The PH of the water samples from rock types ranges from an average of 6.7 to 6.0 in granite and schist
areas respectively. In borehole No 8 and 15 granite areas, comparatively could be said to be neutral even though
there are some bases and calcium especially in quartzite areas. Using the criteria of Taylor (1958) one could
suggest that all the thirty-one samples tasted are free from inorganic or organic acid.

V.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Due to the natural filtration process of the soil and weathered material, water by the time it reaches the
water table is practically always of a good chemical quality and on comparing the results of the analyses with
the US and WHO drinking water standards; the water is safe for domestic consumption.
The geology of the study area and the degree of weathering, influence the ground water chemistry,
because of different mineralogy and degree of weathering. Consequently, different minerals are eventually
weathered and leached down to the water table thereby altering the groundwater chemistry.
Calcium is the most dissolved action in water while floride, chloride and iron are the least dissolved irons. The
extremely low concentration of nitrate-nitrogen (N03-N) in all the samples suggests that there are little or no
pollutions from sewage sources.
No aquifer study is ever complete; therefore, as more groundwater quality data become available, the
understanding of the subject should develop further and mathematical model should be evolve in order to gain
insight to the complexities underlying the study of groundwater quality in any particular area.
The recent establishment of the Federal Ministry of Water Resources is very endearing development in Nigeria.
The ministry shall in addition to other duties, provide the much needed leadership in the harnessing and
management of the country’s water resources.
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However, it is considered that this study has identified the important features of groundwater quality in
parts of the Basement Complex Areas of Kano State. Therefore, the government, Nongovernmental
organisations and wealthy individuals come to the aid of maintaining the existing boreholes and sinking of new
ones, for this will help to reduce the vulnerability people may have as result of poor drinking water.
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Abstract: - To implement long and repetitive multiplications of cryptographic and signal processing algorithm
we often adopt residue number system. In this paper a new low power and low modulo multiplier foe well
established {2n-1,2n,2n+1} based is proposed .Radix-8 Booth encoding technique is used in the proposed
modulo 2n-1 and modulo 2n+1 multipliers. In the proposed modulo 2n-1 multiplier, the number of partial
products is lowered to [n/3]+1. For modulo 2n+1 multiplication ,the aggregate bias due to the hard multiple and
the modulo reduced partial product generation is composed of multiplier dependent dynamic bias and
multiplier-independent static bias .In the proposed modulo 2n+1 multiplier , the number of partial products is
lowered to n/3+6 .For different modulo 2n-1 and modulo 2n+1 multiplier our proposed modulo multiplier
consumes less area and has minimum power dissipation over radix-4 Booth encoded and non-encoded modulo
multiplier.

Keywords: - Booth algorithm, multiplication, residue number system (RNS).
I.

INTRODUCTION

Residue Number System (RNS) is adopted in high speed digital signal processors and cryptographic
application. RNS is defined by a set of co-prime moduli and is represented as non-positional number
representation .The residue of modulo is represented as P=XoY is (p1,p2,--pn)=(|x1oy1|L1,|x2oy2|L2---------|xnoyn|Ln) ,where pi is computed from xi and yi in the modulo channel corresponding to Li for i=1,2…,N. In
any operation carry is generated and carry chain slows down the VLWL(Very Long Word Length).The addition
and multiplication is effectively broken in RNS ,into smaller digits so that carry chain can be avoided. The main
barrier in implementing VLWL arithmetic is with limited space and constrained battery specification, so that it
can used for smart cards and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags.
RNS are especially useful in algorithms where multiplication and addition dominate .It distributes a
long integer multiplication into several shorter and independent modulo .So arithmetic circuits required for
digits are smaller and faster. As RNS is most suited for applications involving repetitive computations like
repeated modulo multiplications in cryptographic algorithm and multiply-add operations in signal processing
algorithm, the research emphasis has shifted markedly in recent years to the area-power efficient
implementation of concurrent modulo arithmetic operations in RNS.
In this paper, we propose a new radix-8 Booth encoded modulo 2n-1 multiplier and radix-8 Booth
encoded modulo 2n+1 multiplier. Our objective is to minimize the area and power consumption of VLWL
multiplication in RNS based on moduli 2n-1 and 2n+1. Both the proposed modulo hard multiple generators
(HMGs) employ only prefix levels and are by far the most area-delay-power efficient customized adders for
this application. In the proposed modulo multiplier, one partial product per radix-8 Booth encoded multiplier
digit is generated. As the hard multiple is generated in an unbiased form, no further correction term is incurred.
Thus, the number of modulo-reduced partial products in modulo multiplier is lowered , which is the best
achievable partial product count using radix-8 Booth encoding scheme. So the hardware’s required for
implementing the proposed multiplier modulo 2n-1 and modulo 2n+1 is less due to which we can minimize size
of the multiplier block.
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MODULO-REDUCED PARTIAL PRODUCTS FOR RADIX-8 BOOTH ENCODED
MULTIPLICATION

This section presents the preliminaries of radix-8 Booth encoded modulo 2n-1 multiplication using
binary representation with dual zeros for modulo 2n+1 arithmetic and diminished-1 representation for modulo
arithmetic. Mathematically, the modulo 2n-1 and modulo 2n+1 multiplications can be expressed.
For modulo 2n-1
𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑋. 𝑦𝑖

|P|m=X.Y=

2i

if m= 2n-1
(1)

For modulo 2n+1

|P|m= X.Y+X+Y
i
= 𝑛−1
𝑖=0 𝑋. 𝑦𝑖 .2 +X+Y

if m=2n+1

where X,Y and P represent multiplicand , multiplier and product respectively By adopting Radix-8 Booth
encoding ,the product can be computed from only n/3+1 modulo reduced partial products
and (1) can be expressed as
for modulo 2n-1

|P|m=X.Y=

𝑛/3
𝑖=0 𝑋. 𝑑𝑖

23i

if m= 2n-1
(2)

for modulo 2n+1

|P|m =

𝑛/3
3i
𝑖=0 𝑋. 𝑑𝑖.2 +X+Y

if m=2n+1

can be further simplified to
for modulo 2n-1

|P|m=

𝑛/3
𝑖=0 . 𝑃𝑃 i

if m= 2n-1
(3)

for modulo 2n+1

|P|m =
III.

𝑛/3
𝑖=0 (𝑃𝑃𝑖

+ 𝑘𝑖)+X+Y

if m=2n+1

PROPOSED MODULO AND MODULO HARD MULTIPLE GENERATORS (HMGs)

A . Modulus 2n-1
As is congruent to zero modulo , 2n-1 zero can be represented by an -bit binary string of all zeros or
all ones in modulo 2n-1 arithmetic. Thus, a modulo addition of two operands, A and B is equivalent to an -bit
addition of ,A,B and cout i.e.,

|G+H|2n-1= |G+H|2n
|G+H+1|2n
|G+H+Cout|2n

if G+H<2n
if G+H>2n
(4)

where Cout is the carry output resulting from the addition of G and H . As is added to the sum of G and H at the
position, modulo 2n-1 addition is commonly referred to as end-around-carry (EAC) addition.This modulo 2n-1
adder can be implemented by a parallel-prefix structure with three operator stages, namely pre-processing,
prefix-computation and post-processing .The pre-processing stage computes the generate (gi), propagate(pi) and
half-sum (hi)bits for i=0 to n-1.

gi=ai .bi
pi=ai+bi
hi=ai bi
www.ajer. org
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The prefix-computation stage uses the prefix operators (•) on (gi, pi) to calculate the carry bits c i for the EAC
addition. For i=0 to n-1.
(6)
where (gi,pi) (gj,pj)=(gi+pi.gj,pi,pj)
The modified n/2 generate and propagate bits pairs (gi,pi) are required in the prefix computation stage of
modulo 2n-1 is given as

gi=xn-1(x0+ xn-2)
pi=xn-1+x0. xn-2
hi=xi xi-1

for i=0 to n-1
for i=0 to n-1
for i=0 to n-1

(7)

The post-processing stage computes the sum bit for i=0 to n-1 i.e.,

si=hi

ci-1

(8)

Fig1.Hard Multiple generator for modulo 2n-1
B. Modulus 2n+1
A modulo 2n+1 addition of two diminished-1 represented operands, and , is equivalent to an -bit addition of
G and H with

|S+1|2n+1=|G+H+1|2n+1
|G+H+ |2n

(8)

where Cout is the carry output from the addition of G and H . As
is added to the sum of and at the LSB
position, modulo addition is commonly referred to as complementary-end around- carry (CEAC) addition .The
pre-processing and post-processing stages of the parallel prefix modulo 2n+1 adder are identical to those of the
modulo2n-1 adder but the carry equation is implemented differently in the prefix-computation stage due to
CEAC addition

(9)
where (gi,pi)
(gi ,pi)

(gj ,pj)=(gi+pi.gj,pi,pj)
(gj , pj)= (gi+pi.gj,pi,pj)(pi+gi pj,gi.gj)
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The modified prefix operator for modulo 2n+1 (gi,pi)is given as

for i=0 to n-1
hi=xi

xi-1

for i=0 to n-1
for i=0 to n-1

(10)

Fig 2.Hard multiple generator for modulo 2n+1

IV.

PROPOSED MODULO 2n-1 AND MODULO 2n+1 MULTIPLIERS

The Booth Encoder (BE) produces a signed digit represented by a sign bit and one-hot encoded
magnitude bits denoted by m1i,m2i,m3i,m4i and from four consecutive multiplier bit. The generation PPi of in
BE, BS and HMG blocks for the moduli 2n+1 and 2n-1 . A bank of identical BS blocks is required to generate
a single PPi. Specifically for modulo 2n+1 multiplier, the outputs of the BS blocks at the least-significant 3i bit
positions are inverted to implement the CCLS operation
The modulo-reduced partial product accumulation (MPPA) differs significantly for modulo 2n-1 and
modulo 2n+1 multipliers. For modulo 2n-1 multiplier, the number of modulo-reduced partial products to be
accumulated is n/3+1. Since modulo addition can be efficiently implemented by EAC addition, the CSA for its
MPPA is shown in Fig. 6 for .n=8

(a)

(b)
Fig 3 (a)Booth encoder and (b)Booth selector
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Fig 4.Modulo 2n-1PPi generation

Fig 5.Modulo 2n+1PPi generation

Fig 6.Modulo 2n-1 reduced partial product accumulation
For modulo 2n-1 multiplier, the number of modulo-reduced partial products and biasing constant to be
accumulated is n/3+6. Since modulo addition can be efficiently implemented by CEAC addition, the CSA for its
MPPA is shown in Fig. 7 for .n=8
we need to compute the bias constant that is
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K1=
K2=
K3=

𝑛/3
𝑖=0
𝑛/3
𝑖=0
𝑛/3 3i
𝑖=1 2 +

+
𝑛/3
𝑖=0

+

𝑛/3
𝑖=0 𝑠i

2013

𝑛
−1
3

𝑖=0

23i+1
(10)

The final product is given by

|P|2n+1=

𝑛/3
𝑖=0 𝑃𝑃𝑖

+ 𝑋 + 𝑌 + 𝐾1 + 𝐾2 + 𝐾3

(11)

Fig 7. Modulo 2n+1 reduced partial product accumulation

V.SIMULATION RESULT

Fig 8 For Modulo2n-1 multiplier
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Fig 9.Technology schematic for modulo 2n-1

Fig 10 .For Modulo2n+1 multiplier

Fig 11.Technology schematic for modulo 2n+1
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VI.PERFORMANCE COMPARISION
The proposed multiplier is synthesized in Xilinx ISE simulator cadence tool to find optimized
area and power dissipation for modulo 2n-1 and modulo 2n+1 .The modulo multipliers is compared
with different modulo multiplier that can be seen below
TABLE 1.Area of modulo 2n-1
n

PROPOSED MULTIPLIER

[2]

[3]

8

1189

1147

988

16

4270

4249

3921

32

14961

15966

15301

TABLE 2 .Power dissipation of modulo 2n-1
n

PROPOSED MULTIPLIER (n W)

[2] (n W)

[3](n W)

8

47910.969

61227.246

48260.121

16

29334.151

337299.160

316111.870

32

1457361.477

1799592.653

1746144.796

TABLE 3. Area of modulo 2n+1
n

PROPOSED MULTIPLIER

[5]

[6]

8

2358

1926

1710

16

6750

6813

6233

32

20745

24810

23099

TABLE 4. Power dissipation of modulo 2n+1
n

PROPOSED MULTIPLIER (n W)

[5] (n W)

[6](n W)

8

103190.856

104933.202

78377.144

16

478557.460

525754.151

446820.961

32

2023247.140

2307567.659

2173617.139
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CONCLUSION

The Optimized modulo 2n-1 and modulo2n+1 multipliers employing radix-8 Booth encoding scheme
were proposed. The hardware cost of hard multiple generation was minimized by customizing the parallel-prefix
modulo 2n-1 and modulo 2n+1 adders for the efficient computation of hard multiples . The area-delay-power
metrics of the proposed modulo multipliers were evaluated and compared against radix-4 Booth encoded and
non-encoded modulo multipliers. the simulation of multiplier is done in Xilinx and synthesis in cadence In RNS
multiplier based on moduli 2n-1 and , 2n+1 the proposed multipliers lower both the implementation area and
the total power dissipation.
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Abstract: - The design model of a 4.50Kilowatt, 3-phase, 50 hertz solar-based power generating station was
examined by the paper. The power station is a dual source input generating station using 8 series connected
100A, 12V batteries per phase as backup, the solar panels being the main frame. An inverter of 12Volt direct
current input voltage was incorporated to supply an output of 3-phase, 220Volts and 50 hertz alternating current.
A charging circuit was installed to monitor charging level and to preserve the accumulator’s life span. The paper
also looked into the solar-based power station component design model. The batteries therein are back-up and
the system will ensure 24-hours reliable power supply. The setup has a normally closed switching relay ready to
pickup the auxiliary battery supply within a few milliseconds after the solar source voltage drops below a
stipulated level. The three phase a.c. voltage was achieved using standby on-line circuit with cascaded 741based flip-flop at the base of the transistor drivers of the 3-phase power transformer. This model circuit reduced
the load on each phase winding and facilitated reliable and uninterruptible power supply. The delta-wye
connected transformer will guarantee proper phase shift of 120 degrees that will emulate alternating current
voltage similar to the conventional generator voltage.

Keywords: - Delta-wise connection, Multivibrator, Power MOSFETS, Renewable energy, Sinusoidal signal
I.

INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy has come to compliment the insufficient and epileptic supply of the energy needs of
the 21st century. The new found knowledge in Engineering and Technology has made it possible to harness the
abundant energy resource of the sun to generate electricity [1]. The paper is on the design of three-input three
phase inverter. The presented paper tried to utilize three energy sources, namely: solar panel, lead–acid
accumulators and electricity (if available) to provide safe, reliable and efficient source of electricity to an
average middle class family. Solar-based electricity power system supplies one of the cleanest sources of
energy. It is safe, noiseless and cheap on the long run. The work being presented was based on On-line bypass
mode of operation [2]. This means that the solar cell and the mains supply are complimenting each other but the
accumulator is constantly fitted at the supply terminal. The relay which feeds the solar panel into the charging
circuit is powered separately from a rectified 12 volts dc supply from the mains Fig. 1.0. This makes the solar
panel to give way whenever there is availability of electricity.
Three phase design model was applied in this UPS to ease the load on the MOSFETs. The 4500watts
total power rating of the system was distributed among the three phases. The design was done in such a way that
the damage of any one pulse generator does not result to total blackout. Instead, when any of the three pulse
generators goes bad, only two phases will be affected and can be isolated from the system while the remaining
two pulses continue to supply one phase voltage that is distributed equally on the three secondary windings.
Finally, the manoeuvrability and ease of trouble shooting of the device is guaranteed by the choice of simple and
cheap components.

II.

DESIGN OF UPS TRANSFORMER

Design data
Input Voltage: V1 = 12 Volts dc
Output Voltage: V2 = 220 Volts ac
Operating frequency: f = 50Hz
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Stacking factor: Kw = 0.80
Current density: J1 = 8.1A/mm2 or 8.1*102A/cm2 (for primary winding)
Current density: J2 = 2.7A/mm2 or 2.7*102A/cm2 (for secondary winding) [3]
Maximum flux density: Bm = 1.2 Tesla (assumed)

III.

DEFINITION OF MAIN PARAMETERS

Input current: I1 = 4500/12 = 375A or 125A/phase
Output current: I2 = 4500/220 = 20.5A or 6.83A/phase
Voltage per turn: Vt = C√S = 1.0√1.5 = 1.22V
where C = √4.44*f*r*103 and r - permeance of iron core, r = Φ/I1N1 [4]
For shell type transformers: C= (1.0 to 1.2)
The maximum magnetic flux: Φm = Vt/4.44f = 1.22/4.44*50 = 0.0055 Weber
Net core section: Ai = Φm/ Bm = 0.0055/1.2 = 0.0046m2 = 46cm2
Gross core area: Ag = Ai/ Kw = 46cm2/0.80 = 57.5 cm2
Diameter of circumscribed circle: d = √Ag/0.5 = √57.5/0.5 = 10.72cm
Lamination thickness: (LT) = Width of lamination (WL) = √Ag = √57.5 = 7.6 cm
The area of window Aw will be defined using the equation that defines the power rating of a three phase
transformer.
Power rating of three phase transformer is defined by the expression:
S = 3.33*f*Ai*Bm* Aw*Kw*J1 [5], from where the area of window becomes:
Aw = S/3.33*f*Ai*Bm*Kw*J1 = 4500/3.33*50*46*10-4*1.2*0.8*8.1*6 = 0.000756m2 or 7.56cm2. This will give
a window area of: Aw = (4.5cm by 1.68cm).

IV.

NUMBER OF TRANSFORMER TURNS

Number of turns of the primary windings N1 = Vin/Vt = 12/1.22 = 9.64 ≈ 10 turns. Number of turns of the
secondary windings N2 = V2/Vt = 220/1.22 = 180.3 ≈ 181 turns.

V.

CONDUCTOR CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA

Primary winding conductor: A1 = I1/J1 = 125/8.1 = 15.43mm2. The diameter of the primary winding conductor:
d1 = √4*A1/π = √4*15.43/π = 4.43mm (2.5*2mm wire). This will give 20 turns of two parallel wires. The
primary winding conductor: A2 = I2/J2 = 6.83/2.7 = 2.53mm2. The diameter of the secondary winding conductor:
d2 = √4*A2/π = √4*2.53/π = 1.80mm.

VI.

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT

The major device in the power supply circuit is the battery charger. There are three different voltage
inputs to the oscillator. The battery is the default power source and then the solar panel and the mains ac can be
selected alternately using a relay RL. This three-input inverter is designed for reliability and comfort aimed at
guaranteed 24-hour availability of electricity. As shown in Fig. 1.0, the relay feeds directly from the mains
source, where the normally open contact (A) is connected to the rectified voltage and the normally closed
contact (B) is connected to the solar panel [6]. The arrangement is such that the UPS will always take source
from the battery.

Fig. 1.0 Power supply and Battery charging circuit [7]
When there is no ac, the relay is de-energized and it goes back to the normally closed contact which
links the solar panel to the charging circuit. To power the station using accumulators, the number of
accumulators required is calculated as shown: 100Amperes-Hour/I1 = 100Amperes-Hour/375A = 0.27hour or 16
minutes (for one accumulator). To sustain the solar-based power station for 6hours at 4500 watts, an imaginary
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2250AH lead-acid accumulator is needed, which is approximately:
2250AH/100A = 22.5 ≈ 23 batteries. If each 100AH battery at 12 volts gives 100*12 = 1200watts-hour,
then 23 batteries will give: 1200*23 = 27600watts-hour or 4600watts-6hour. The 23 batteries will be arranged in
parallel since only 12 volts is required for the power station inverter [8].

VII.

BATTERY CHARGING CIRCUIT

The battery charging circuit contains two thyristors T1 and T2. T1 is biased through the diode D12 to
conduction to link the positive terminal of the battery to the rectified 15 Volts from the ac supply to start
charging. When the battery is charged to a value specified by the variable resistor RS, usually 14.5 Volts [9], the
zener diode as shown in Fig. 1 goes into conduction and sends biasing voltage to the gate of the thyristor T2
which also goes into conduction and grounds the battery through the resistors R4 and R6. The resistor R7 is used
to stabilize the break over voltage of the zener diode while the capacitor C 2 is used to prevent zero resistance
grounding of the battery through R5. The voltage at the zener diode is controlled by the discharge time of the
capacitor C2.

VIII.

SOLAR PANEL AREA

The area of the solar panel required to power this station can be gotten from assumption using the solar
constant (Isc =1353watts/m2) [10, 11]. For 4500watts, the needed area is 4500/ Isc = 3.326 m2 ≈ 4.0 m2 solar
panels connected in parallel.

IX.

THE MULTIVIBRATOR

The multivibrator is a simple 5-resistor Wien bridge circuit designed on the principle of 741 op-amp
with 2 capacitor interface to facilitate the oscillation [12]. Fig. 2.0 shows a sine wave oscillator on the bases of
which the inverter was built. C1 and C2 define the shape of the output waveform while RS is used to tune the
device to oscillation. The numerous MOSFETs involved in the output circuit of the inverter makes it imperative
to incorporate driver circuit at the output terminals of the 741 op-amps.
The op-amps were used to generate independent sine-wave frequency that went into the base of the
MOSFETs through the driver circuit. To get 3-phase output voltage, the three independent output waveforms
were shifted in phase by the use of six diodes to produce 3-phase ac voltage with neutral. As shown in Fig. 4.0,
the output transformer can be connected in delta for loads that feed on line voltage.

Fig. 2.0 Multivibrator circuit
From fig. 2.0, V+ = V ˉ, C1 = C2 =C3, R1 = R4 = R; R3 = 2R1
Where V+ = (R1||C)Vo/(R1||C)+R1+ C = R1*(Vo/ Cs)/(R1+(1/ Cs))/[R1*(1/Cs)/R1+1/Cs+ R1+1/Cs] =
R1*Vo/(R1*Cs +1)/[R1/(R1*Cs +1)+ 1/Cs + R1
And V- = R1*Vo/(R1 +2R1) = R1*Vo/3R1= Vo/3
Now, V+ = V-,  R1*Vo/(R1*Cs +1)/[R1/(R1*Cs +1)+ 1/Cs + R1 = Vo/3
Therefore, 3R1/Cs*R1+1 = (R1/Cs*R1+1) +1/Cs+R1
2R1/1+Cs*R1 = (1/Cs+R1) = 1+Cs*R1/Cs or 2Cs*R1 = (1/Cs+R1)2
1+2Cs*R1 + (Cs*R1)2
0 = 1+C2s2R12 ; C2s2R12 = -1; s2 = -1/C2R12 ; s = (-1/C2R12)1/2 = j/R1*C. At s = j; fo= 1/2π R1C = 0.159/RC, Hz.
This is the output signal frequency of the op-amp. The input impedance of 741 op-amp is 2MΩ with output
impedance of 75Ω [13].
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THE POWER MOSFETS

The power MOSFETs used in the power output is IRFZ44 with the following properties: V-mos =
60Volts, 50A, 150 watts. Its equivalent are BUK556-60, 2SK2049 and 2SK 2499 [14]. IRFZ44 MOSFET has
higher theoretical output power than the practical output power. Using a push-pull amplifier circuit with an
efficiency of about 78% [15], the theoretical output power can be calculated as:
Pmax = VcemaxIop = 60*2.5 = 150 watts.
Output power Pop = Vop*Iop*η,
where efficiency of a push-pull amplifier, η = Pac/Pdc
Pac = Vcc*Icmax/2
Pdc = 2Vcc*Icmax/π
η = Pac/Pdc = (Vcc*Icmax/2)/(2*Vcc*Icmax/π) = π/4 = 0.785
 output power Pop = 220*2.5*0.785 = 431.8 watts

Fig. 3.0 MOSFET arrangement for output voltage transformer
A look at the power rating of the solar-based power station shows that the 4500watts will require
4500/150 =30 pieces of IRFZ44 or 10 pieces of IRFZ44 per phase cascaded as shown in Fig. 3.0.Figure 4(a)
shows a ∆/Y connected inverter transformer requiring three input signals with center tapped Vcc to give out three
phase voltage. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) show wye-wye connection of inverter transformer with phase shift using
diodes. The circuit of 4(c) will require 4 sinusoidal signal inputs while the other two circuits of 4(a) and 4(b)
will require 3 sinusoidal signal inputs to generate a 3-phase circuit. The output of Fig. 3.0 forms the input of Fig.
4 (a, b and c) arranged as appropriate.

Fig. 4.0(a) 3-phase delta-wye connected transformer without diodes
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Fig. 4.0(b) 3-phase wye-wye connected transformer with 6 diodes

Fig. 4.0(c) 3-phase wye-wye connected transformer with 12 diodes

XI.

CONCLUSION

The modeled UPS which was meant to support a load of 4500 watts for 6 hours can be extended to 24
hours service at a load of 1150 watts. The usual high harmonic associated with singles phase systems has been
reduced by the use delta-wye connected transformer. Again, mass and weight of inverters have been grossly
reduced by the compactness of three phase inverter. The problem of heat removal is obvious and that is the
reason for the incorporation of a small dc fan to cool the power MOSFET bank. The number of cascaded
MOSFETs will be reduced with the availability of MOSFETs with higher power rating. The economic
application of this type of renewable energy resource will be realizable in combination with the introduction of
energy saving bulbs.
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Abstract: - It is well known that the future availability of energy resources, as well as the need for reducing
CO2 emissions from the fuels used has increased the need for the utilization of regenerative fuels. This research
is done taking commercial gasoline as reference which is originally blended with 5% ethanol. Hence 5%, 10%,
15%, 20% ethanol blended with Gasoline initially was tested in SI engines. Physical properties relevant to the
fuel were determined for the four blends of gasoline. A four cylinder, four stroke, varying rpm, Petrol (MPFI)
engine was tested on blends containing 5%,10%,15%,20% ethanol and performance characteristics, and exhaust
emissions were evaluated. Even though higher blends can replace gasoline in a SI engine, results showed that
there is a reduction in exhaust gases, such as HC, O2, CO, CO2 and increase in Brake Thermal Efficiency on
blending. Hence we can conclude from the result that using 10% ethanol blend is most effective and we can
utilize it for further use in SI engines with little constraint on material used to sustain little increase in pressure.

Keywords: - Spark Ignition Engine, Ethanol, Brake Thermal Efficiency, Emission, Gasoline etc.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Rising fuel prices and increased oil consumption along with the lack of sustainability of oil-based fuels
have generated an interest in alternative, renewable sources of fuel for internal combustion engines, namely
alcohol-based fuels. Currently ethanol is the most widely used renewable fuel with up to 10% by volume
blended in to gasoline for regular engines or up to 85% for use in Flex-Fuel vehicles designed to run with higher
concentrations of ethanol. Ethanol can also be used as a neat fuel in spark-ignition (SI) engines or blended up to
40% with Diesel fuel for use in compression-ignition (CI) engines [1-2]. Ethanol was introduced as a
replacement for methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) when it was realized that MTBE leaked onto the ground at
filling stations resulting in the contamination of large quantities of groundwater. Ethanol is biodegradable, less
detrimental to ground water, and has an octane number much higher than gasoline as well as having a positive
effect on vehicle emissions [3].There are lots of gases in the environment which are causing pollution and
greenhouse effect and the major contributor is the transport sector due to the heavy, and increasing, traffic
levels. In spite of ongoing activity to promote efficiency, the sector is still generating significant increases in
CO2 emissions. As transport levels are expected to rise, especially in developing countries, fairly drastic
political decisions may have to be taken to eradicate this problem in the future. Furthermore, the dwindling
supply of petroleum. Today, the transport sector is a major contributor to net emissions of greenhouse gases, of
which carbon dioxide is particularly important. The carbon dioxide emissions originate mainly from the use of
fossil fuels; mostly gasoline and diesel oil in road transportation systems, although some originates from other
types of fossil fuels such as natural gas and Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG). If international and national goals
(such as those set out in the Kyoto protocol) for reducing net emissions of carbon dioxide are to be met, the use
of fossil fuels in the transport sector has to be substantially reduced. This can be done, to some extent, by
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increasing the energy efficiency of engines and vehicles and thus reducing fuel consumption on a volume per
unit distance travelled basis. However, since the total transportation work load is steadily increasing such
measures will not be sufficient if we really want to reduce the emissions of carbon dioxide.
1.1 Ethanol as a Blend
In the medium term ethanol produced from grain will probably be the most important alternative fuel
for replacing gasoline and in the long term ethanol produced from cellulose might take over from grain ethanol.
Today, ethanol accounts for a substantial part of the alternative fuel market. From an international perspective,
most research up to 1990 was focused on blends of methanol and gasoline, but some studies were carried out on
ethanol-gasoline blends. Since these studies were carried out in the USA, it can be assumed that they mainly
included vehicles with efficient emission control systems, but at the same time technical features of cars in the
USA have historically differed, at least in part, from those in Sweden. It should also be noted that for a longtime
10% ethanol has been added to commercial gasoline in many parts of the world. In the US there is considerable
experience of adding higher proportions of ethanol to gasoline than those allowed by gasoline regulations in
Sweden (Europe). The primary advantage of adding a bio based alcohol to gasoline is that it reduces net CO 2
emissions but it also has other positive effects, such as increasing the octane value of the fuel and reducing the
benzene content of the exhaust gases. The use of alcohol blended gasoline and neat fuel alcohols as substitutes
for neat gasoline have become matters of interest in many countries. The International Energy Agency (IEA),
established in 1974, follows the development, and data and other experience from various trials have been
presented and discussed at symposia organized by the International Symposium on Alcohol Fuels (ISAF).
1.2 Co-products of ethanol
The co-products that results when making ethanol are dependent on the medium used to produce the
ethanol. Table 1 shows a summary of the co-products and what they are used for.

In practice, about two-thirds of each tone of grain (i.e., the starch) is converted to ethanol. The
remaining by-product is a high protein livestock feed which is particularly well suited for ruminant animals such
as cattle and sheep. This by product is also known as Distillers' Dried Grains, DDGS. The protein in this
material is utilized more efficiently in ruminant nutrition than are other high-protein feed ingredients such as
soybean meal. This by-product of ethanol production is particularly good for Canadian dairy, beef and sheep
production. It improves the competitive position globally of producers of these farm commodities. The manure
from livestock can be used as a major source of fertilizer in grain crop production. Carbon dioxide is another byproduct produced when making ethanol. Carbon dioxide, given off in great quantities during fermentation will
be collected and cleaned of any residual alcohol, compressed and sold as an industrial commodity.

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Fikret Yuksel et.al [4] one of the major problems for the successful application of gasoline–alcohol
mixtures as a motor fuel is the realization of a stable homogeneous liquid phase. To overcome this problem, a
new carburetor was designed. With the use of this new carburetor, not only the phase problem was solved but
also the alcohol ratio in the total fuel was increased. By using ethanol–gasoline blend, the availability analysis of
a spark-ignition engine was experimentally investigated. Sixty percent ethanol and 40% gasoline blend was
exploited to test the performance, the fuel consumption, and the exhaust emissions. As a result of this study, it
was seen that a new dual fuel system could be serviceable by making simple modifications on the carburetor and
these modifications would not cause complications in the carburetor system.Ceviz M.A et al. [5] investigated
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the effects of using ethanol–unleaded gasoline blends on cyclic variability and emissions in a spark-ignited
engine. Results of this study showed that using ethanol–unleaded gasoline blends as a fuel decreased the
coefficient of variation in indicated mean effective pressure, and CO and HC emission concentrations, while
increased CO2 concentration up to 10vol. % ethanol in fuel blend. On the other hand, after this level of blend a
reverse effect was observed on the parameters aforementioned. The 10vol. % ethanol in fuel blend gave the best
results.Altun Sehmus et al. [6] experimentally investigated the effect of unleaded gasoline and unleaded
gasoline blended with 5% and 10% of ethanol or methanol on the performance and exhaust emissions of a
spark-ignition engine. The engine tests were performed by varying the engine speed between 1000 and 4000
rpm with 500 rpm period at three fourth throttle opening positions. The results showed that brake specific fuel
consumption increased while brake thermal efficiency, emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbon
(HCs) decreased with methanol-unleaded gasoline and ethanol-unleaded gasoline blends. It was found that a
10% blend of ethanol or methanol with unleaded gasoline works well in the existing design of engine and
parameters at which engines are operating.Amit Pal et al. [7] operated a Kirloskar, four stroke, 7.35kW, twin
cylinder, DI diesel engine in dual fuel mode (with substitution of up to 75% diesel with CNG). The results of
this experiment of substituting the diesel by CNG at different loads showed significant reduction in smoke, 10
to 15 % increase in power, 10 to 15 %reduction in fuel consumption and 20 to 40 % saving in fuel cost
(considering low cost of CNG). The most exciting result was about 33% reduction in engine noise which may
prolong the engine life significantly and the consequent sound levels of giant diesel engine reduced to that of
a similarly sized gasoline engine.Hubballi P.A et al. [8] investigated experimentally the effect of Denatured
spirit (DNS) and DNS-Water blends as fuels in a four cylinder four stroke SI engine. Performance tests were
conducted to study Brake Thermal Efficiency (BThE), Brake Power (BP), Engine Torque (T) and Brake
Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC). Exhaust emissions were also investigated for carbon monoxide (CO),
hydrocarbons (HC), oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and carbon dioxide (CO2). The results of the experiments reveled
that, both DNS and DNS95W5 as fuels increase BThE, BP, engine torque and BSFC. The CO, HC, NO x and
CO2 emissions in the exhaust decreased. The DNS and DNS95W5 as fuels produced the encouraging results in
engine performance and mitigated engine exhaust emissions.N. Seshaiah et al. [9] tested the variable
compression ratio spark ignition engine designed to run on gasoline with pure gasoline, LPG (Isobutene), and
gasoline blended with ethanol 10%, 15%, 25% and 35% by volume. Also, the gasoline mixed with kerosene at
15%, 25% and 35% by volume without any engine modifications has been tested and presented the result. Brake
thermal and volumetric efficiency variation with brake load is compared. CO and CO2 emissions have been also
compared for all tested fuels. It is observed that the LPG is a promising fuel at all loads lesser carbon monoxide
emission compared with other fuels tested. Using ethanol as a fuel additive to the mineral gasoline, (up to 30%
by volume) without any engine modification and without any loses of efficiency, it has been observed that the
petrol mixed with ethanol at 10% by volume is better at all loads and compression ratios.

III.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1 Descriptions
The setup consists of four cylinder, four stroke, Petrol (MPFI) engine connected to eddy current type
dynamometer for loading. It is provided with necessary instruments for combustion pressure and crank-angle
measurements. These signals are interfaced to computer through engine indicator for P-V diagrams. Provision is
also made for interfacing airflow, fuel flow, temperatures and load measurement. The set up has stand-alone
panel box consisting of air box, fuel tank, manometer, fuel measuring unit, transmitters for air and fuel flow
measurements, process indicator and engine indicator. Rotameters are provided for cooling water and
calorimeter water flow measurement.
The setup enables study of engine performance for brake power, indicated power, frictional power,
BMEP, IMEP, brake thermal efficiency, indicated thermal efficiency, Mechanical efficiency, volumetric
efficiency, specific fuel consumption, A/F ratio and heat balance. Windows based Engine Performance Analysis
software package “Engine soft” is provided for online performance evaluation.
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3.2 Specification
S.NO

Equipment

Table 2.Specification
Sub-parts

1

Product

Engine test setup 4 cylinder, 4 stroke, Petrol(Computerized)

2

Product code

233

3

Engine

Make Maruti, Model Wagon-R MPFI, Type 4 Cylinder, 4Stroke,
Petrol (MPFI), water cooled, Power 44.5Kw at6000 rpm, Torque 59
NM at 2500rpm, stroke 61mm,bore 72mm, 1100 cc,CR 9.4:1

4

Dynamometer

Type eddy current, water cooled, with loading unit

5

Propeller shaft

With universal joints

6
7

Air box
Fuel tank

M S fabricated with orifice meter and manometer(Orifice dia 40 mm)
Capacity 15 lit with glass fuel metering column

8
9

Calorimeter
Piezo sensor

Type Pipe in pipe
Range 5000 PSI, with low noise cable

10

Crank angle sensor

Resolution 1 Deg, Speed 5500 RPM with TDC pulse

11

Engine indicator

Input Piezo sensor, crank angle sensor, No of channels
2, Communication RS232

12

Digital milivoltmeter

Range 0-200mV, panel mounted

13

Temperature sensor

Type RTD, PT100 and Thermocouple, Type K

14

Temperature
transmitter

15

Load indicator

Type two wire, Input RTD PT100, Range 0–100 Deg C,
Output 4–20 mA and Type two wire, Input
Thermocouple, Range 0–1200 Deg C, Output 4–20 mA
Digital, Range 0-50 Kg, Supply 230VAC

16

Load sensor

Load cell, type strain gauge, range 0-50 Kg

17

Fuel flow transmitter

DP transmitter, Range 0-500 mm WC

18

Airflow transmitter

Pressure transmitter, Range (-) 250 mm WC
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19

Rotameter

Engine cooling 100-1000 LPH; Calorimeter 25-250 LPH

20

Pump

Type Monoblock

21

Add on card

Resolution12 bit, 8/16 input, Mounting PCI slot

22

Software

“Enginesoft” Engine performance analysis software

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Gasoline Blends having 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% Ethanol is prepared. Brake thermal efficiency, HC
exhaust was plotted in parts per million, O2, CO, CO2 were plotted on volume percentage basis. These curves
are plotted firstly at no load and then at constant rpm of 3000 and 4000. The density and Lower calorific value
of blends are first calculated and then fed in the software set up configuration to get the desired results. The
results obtained were noted and then curves were plotted as shown below to have a clear understanding of the
variations of different parameters by using different blends.
4.1 No Load Test
NO LOAD
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HC(PPM)
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Figure 3.HC exhaust variation with blends at different rpm.
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Figure 4.O2 exhaust variation with blends at different rpm.
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Figure 5.CO variation with blends at different rpm.
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Figure 6.CO2 variation with blends at different rpm.
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Figure 7.Brake Thermal efficiency variations with blends at different rpm.
At no Load conditions some points are clear which are given below.
 HC emission decreases as blending increases up to 4000 rpm with respect to E5 and is lowest at 2500
rpm. For 10% blend HC emission reduces by 23.08% at 2100 rpm in comparison to commercial
Gasoline.
 O2 Percentage increases as blending increases from 5% and is highest between 2500 rpm to 3500 rpm.
 CO2 increases up to 4000 rpm when blending increased from 5% and is highest at 2500rpm. For 10%
blend it increases by 0.68% at 2500 rpm in comparison to commercial Gasoline.
 CO decreases as blending is increased and is lowest at 2100 rpm. For 10% blend, it reduces by 35% in
comparison to commercial Gasoline.
 Brake Thermal Efficiency increases on blending. Brake Thermal Efficiency reaches a maximum at
around 4500 rpm and then starts decreasing. In comparison to commercial Gasoline it increases by 11.6%
for 10% blend, 8.1% for 15%blend and 23.37% for 20%blend at 4500 rpm.
4.2 Constant rpm Test
HC AT 3000 RPM
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Figure 8.Variation of HC emission with load at 3000 rpm
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Figure 9.Variation of HC emission with load at 4000 rpm
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O2 AT 3000 RPM
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Figure 10.Variation of O2 emission with load at 3000 rpm
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Figure 11.Variation of O2 emission with load at 4000 rpm
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Figure 12.Variation of CO emission with load at 3000 rpm
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CO AT 4000 RPM
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Figure 13.Variation of CO emission with load at 4000 rpm
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Figure 14.Variation of CO2 emission with load at 3000 rpm
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Figure 15.Variation of CO2 emission with load at 4000 rpm
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Figure 16.Variation of Brake Thermal Efficiency with load at 3000 rpm
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Figure 17.Variation of Brake Thermal Efficiency with load at 4000 rpm
At Constant RPM some ponts are clear which are given below.
 HC emission increases with blending and is more at 3000 rpm compared to 4000 rpm for low loads. At
5kg load, it increases by 6.67% for 10%blend at 3000 rpm and increases by 25% for 10% blend at 4000
rpm with respect to commercial Gasoline.
 CO2 generally decreases with blending and is generally more for 3000 rpm as compared to 4000 rpm. At
5kg load, it decreases by 2.04% for 10%blend at 3000 rpm and decreases by 2.94% for 10% blend at
4000 rpm with respect to commercial Gasoline.
 CO is less for 3000 rpm as compared to 4000 rpm.At 5kg load, it decreases by 33.33% for 10% blend at
3000 rpm and increases by 18.75% for 10% blend at 4000 rpm with respect to commercial Gasoline.
 O2 Percentage decreases with blending and is less for 3000 rpm.
 Brake Thermal Efficiency increases on blending.It reaches a maximum at 15 kg load and is generally
higher for 3000 rpm than 4000rpm.At 20kg load, it increases by 45% for 10%blend, 32.2% for 15%
blend, 7.91% for 20% blend at 3000 rpm and increase by 39.1% for 10% blend, 17% for 15% blend and
2.99 % for 20% blend at 4000 rpm with respect to commercial Gasoline.
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CONCLUSION

From the results, it can be concluded that Ethanol blends are quite successful in replacing pure
Gasoline in Spark Ignition Engine. Results clearly show that there is a decrease in exhaust emissions, increase in
Brake Thermal Efficiency. So from the curves it is seen that 10% ethanol blended Gasoline is the best choice for
use in the existing Spark Ignition Engines without any modification to reduce exhaust and increase Efficiency.
A little consideration has to be taken on material used as maximum pressure inside cylinder is increased by
blending. A balance has to be made between Specific Fuel Consumption and Efficiency to take care of users
using blend as more fuel will be consumed due to blending of Ethanol with gasoline.
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Abstract: - The science of research is unique among sciences in many respects. All other sciences are reared by
it, but it has never been viewed as a science so far in this world. Had it been developed as an independent
science, the world would have advanced by some centuries than what it did and had. The science of research is
an integral part of the emerging ‗learning science‘ along with it counter-parts the science of education. Every
systematic science has its elements i.e. paraphernalia —assumptions, theories, laws, dimensions, taxonomy
et.hoc. which designate that science as ‗systematic science‘. So the first step in construing the theoretical science
of research is to explore its paraphernalia. Again, every science exists in two essential forms; pure and applied.
Astonishingly, the applied form of the research science is so popular, but it‘s pure from is un-identified and
unknown. The present paper aims at to iterate the need of theoretical science of research. The strategy— since
education is our twin science and that it developed as a full-fledged science with robust theoretical form and
frame, we need its help, at least in the formative stages to visualize ‗the theoretical science of research‘. The
paraphernalia are presented in this paper.

Keywords: - Learning Science (LSc); Learning from instruction=science of education (ESc); Learning from
inquiry=science of research (RSc); Hypothetical Research Designs (HRD); Taxonomy of research (ToR);
Research Value (RV).

I.

INITIATION

A metaphor would suit to explain the context, as well my intent very clear.
The metaphor—There is a platinum mixed gold throne full of costly stones. On it a peerless and
priceless prince prays. Around him are there mighty ministers: finance, education, social welfare, warfare,
software, aviation, mines, and the like. Every minister had with him treasures of knowledge, affect, and skill of
his portfolio. Billions of populations composed of different races, communities, continents, casts, cults et. hoc.
are approaching the ministers. All the people are getting what they desire. All the ministers including the two
prime ministers are happy and prospering day by day. Centuries are rolling....... There stood a humble person, a
tailor with an indigenous tape tight to his hand wants to measure his physical get-up and mental make-up
(personality) of the precious prince. It is surprising – neither the joyful benefactor masses, nor the ministers, nor
the prime ministers, except the humble tailor are caring the prince. Mutually thanking cabinet and the people are
dancing individually and in groups. In fact, the cabinet is a part of the thick population. The prince bestows all
the property to the masses through the cabinet. But, anybody noticed the prince? No, never! None of them
bothered for his needs— could the tiny tailor do his job? You are the judges!
Analyse the scene
The prince is the science of research, the tiny tailor is me, and the tight tape is the psychometric. All the
sciences are being under the reign of the science of research, but no science cares for the development of the
RSc. This happens since centuries together. Now, let‘s do the job—is the intention of this paper. Scientists could
hire the services of the RSc as a house-maid, but could never recognize her as the, queen of all sciences alas!
More than that, let‘s understand; if philosophy and mathematics are the king and queen of sciences, RSc is the
emperor!
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RATIONALE FOR RESEARCH THEORY

Research theory is the theory of the purpose, application and interpretation of research i.e. learning
from inquiry. It is largely an umbrella term, being comprised of a number of theories, rather than a single
explanation of— why and how do people research, the process of research, and assessment of research. Rather,
it is affected by several factors, including theoretical perspective and epistemological premises. There is no one,
clear and universal explanation of how we research and subsequent guide-lines as to how we should research.
Rather, there are a range of theories, each with their background in a different psychological, learning and
epistemological tradition. To understand research then, we have to understand the theories and rationale behind
them. In research, the meaning of the term 'theory' ranges from being connected to scientific knowledge,
academic subjects and to empirical and pragmatic knowledge such as research foundations and methodology.
The dualism of theory and practice, which is reflected in the dictionary definition is also evident in the
theory of research, where theory is often understood as being all that is not practice. This could be why the term
‗theoretical‘ is regularly used to denote academic as opposed to field experiments, and laboratory research
practices. In one perspective, theory is understood to be normative for practice and in the other perspective
theory is understood to be derived from practice. The first implies practice having to adapt to theory. Here the
term theory attaches itself to scientific knowledge, the knowledge one acts on in practice is thus understood here
as being synonymous with applied scientific knowledge. The second that theory is defined through practice—
theory is almost understood to be verbalized practice, it becomes a kind of pragmatic guide for actions, where
the ideal is a connection between theory and practice that is as close as possible, i.e. theory should fit practice
like a glove fits a hand. We are not limiting the definition of theory of research to any one of the above
perspective, but a harmonious composite of the two. If the first perspective is synthesis, the second one is
analysis, and both in coherence make the sense of the ‗theory of research‘.
2.1. The common assumptions are as follows
 That practical and theoretical knowledge is coherent, convertible and compatible.
 The assumption that the theoretical and practical domains are of such a nature that a connection is possible.
 That there is one specific theory that applies to one given practice. This assumption is deduced from the
conceptions that practice is either ‗the realisation of the theoretical aspect‘, or that theory is derived from
practice.
 That theory is directly converted into practice and vice versa.
 That practice is rule based and describable in general terms— derived from the conception that the
generality, predictability and regularity, which is a characteristic of theory, is also a characteristic of practice.
Research theory seeks to know, understand and prescribe research practices. Research theory includes
many topics, such as— fundamental, applied, and action research, research methods from experimental to
historical, research systems designs, experimental designs, dependent, independent, and intervening variables,
qualitative and quantitative analysis, instruments, sample, statistical techniques, interpretational ways,
generalization modes et.hoc. learning (both learning from inquiry), research policy, organization and leadership.
Research thought is informed by many disciplines— anthropology, biology, computers science, economics,
education, history, linguistics, neurology, philosophy, psychology, and sociology. Its applications are found in
all sciences without any single exception.
Normative theories of research provide the norms, goals, and standards of research, while the
descriptive theories of research provide descriptions or explanations of the processes of research. Research
psychology is an empirical science that provides descriptive theories of research behaviors of researchers and
research out-comes. Examples of theories of research in psychology are: constructivism, behaviorism, cognitive,
motivational theory, post-modernism.
There may be any number of theories of research, like cultural theory of research considers how
research occurs through the totality of cultures of the globe on the whole, east or west. Other examples are the
behaviorist theory of research that comes from research psychology and the functionalist theory of education
that comes from sociology of research.
2.2. Theories, in general are used for the following main reasons:
1. Help explain a puzzling or complex issue and to predict its occurrence in the future: Research behavior is a
latent variable so there is no clear and universal way to explain, measure, predict, and control it. To help
explain this process, therefore, theories based on differing epistemological positions have been developed to
explain the procedure.
2. Allow the transfer of information in one setting to that of another: The complex and comprehensive
conceptual explanations provided within the framework of a theory can be applied in different settings.
Theories provide different "lenses" through which to look at complicated problems and social issues,
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focusing their attention on different aspects of the data and providing a framework within which to conduct
their analysis (Reeves, Albert, Kuper, & Hodges, 2008).
3. Theories provide greater opportunities for improvement by design: By providing information about the
mechanisms underlying learning from inquiry and performance, an awareness of theories and can help us to
design environments to improve potential research. They enable us for building capacity of researchers.
Refer section (10) for translation of research theory into practice.
This is the general statement on the theory of research. Now we try to devote our discussion taking the
guide-lines into consideration. Out of the total 12 sections of this paper first 09 sections are devoted to the first
perspective (theory/foundations) and last three (9, 10 and 11) sections for the practical (empirical) perspective of
the theory of research.

III.

CHARACTERISTICS OF A SYSTEMATIC SCIENCE:

i). Society's demand for more
Wholeness-orientation in RSc implies a deviation from traditional disciplinary research that is not well
suited. The position of RSc is quite different from other sciences, which depend on it. There are however, no
established systematic principles that can meet the demand for wholeness orientation of RSc. To be frank, so far
no systematic efforts are observed to systematize RSc itself. ―From a philosophy of research perspective, any
science is seen as an interactive learning process with both a cognitive and a social communicative aspect. This
means, first of all, that science plays a role in the world that it studies. A science that influences its own subject
area, such as agricultural science, is named a systemic science (Alroe and Kristensen, 2000)‖. In the same way,
could we designate RSc as systematic science, like agriculture, health, or education? The answer is definitely,
non-affirmative. The researcher has in his mind very broad aim to forge a ‗systematic science of research‘ with
all its paraphernalia of a systematic science – assumptions, foundations, principles, schools, laws, approaches,
methods, taxonomy et.hoc. Again, the quality of any science reflects in all its phases; objectives, process, and
products leading to the total quality assurance. Any systematic science, naturally, wants to achieve the quality
out-puts. The proposed systematic RSc should also be able to deliver the quality products.
ii). we never supposed research as a science,
and suppose if we accept it as a science, what would be its position in the row of sciences; natural,
social or human. There are many sciences available today in the world, a part from the pseudoscience. All
sciences are classified into three categories; natural, social, and human sciences. The exact sciences are sharp in
their theories, methods, and results, but they are of no use, if not applicable/acceptable to the society. It is the
society to consume the applied products, and in turn it has to encourage the development of exact sciences to
march ahead for perfection. The second category is more nearer to the needs of the society, but they are not
perfect from the view point of their vigour of experimentation, methods, and products. By and large, they
depend on second hand methods of research; quasi-experimental. Generalization, which is the crux of research
cannot be possible in these sciences. The human sciences cannot go for generalization. Objectivity cannot be
expected in the case of human sciences. However, our main point is that all these sciences are under the
influence of RSc. Any science, strong or weak, but is in the gamut of the science of research. Research
component is inbuilt in every science. Evidently, unless any science is equipped with the research component, it
would definitely, be a dead science.
iii). One more characteristic of the science of research is it’s dependability on some subject.
All subjects though being developed by research, RSc cannot have independent existence. So a referral
subject is always required. RSc shares the characteristic with its co-science, education. Unless there is content,
there is no teaching or research at all. Notwithstanding, the subjects dependency, today, education is an
independent discipline, like engineering, medicine or agriculture, physics, physiology, psychology, or
pharmacology.
iv). RSc shares many things with the science of education.
The subject matter of both the sciences is the same, ‗learning‘. I proposed that both education and
research are the two legitimate fields of the ‗science of learning‘, their core being ‗learning‘. At the same time
see the difference; if a content known to somebody is learnt by us, it is designated as is teaching, while a content
unknown to anybody in the world up to that point of time that is research. It is surprising, if the two poles of
education— teacher and the taught are reduced into one pole, it is research! Education and research represent
the two hemi-spheres of the brain, the left for teaching (by reasoning and training for reasoning) and the right
for research (intuition). Both are the tendencies of human mind. Inquisitiveness is the base. If inquisitiveness is
unveiled by somebody who knows it already, it is teaching. But, if inquisitiveness is unveiled by himself, it is
research. Finally, leaning from instruction is designated as teaching, while learning from inquiry is designated
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as research. In another way, let‘s see: education is acquirement of knowledge, affect, and skills of a subject,
research is enhancement and or create of the acquired knowledge, affect, and skills of a subject. ―The emerging
science of learning is a merger or rather an amalgam of two behavioristic, cognitive, and brain sciences—the
science of education, and the science of research (Peri, 2013)‖.
v). Both ESc and RSc work on complementary basis
mastery gained from instruction helps to probe further to invent, and today‘s inventions are tomorrow‘s
curriculum. Teaching pushes the teacher and the taught to invent. The inventor teaches his inventions by virtue
of his self-actualization. He cannot keep quite, but in practice he really, thumps-up! Scholarship is the common
denominator for both of them. They both are the brain-activities, involving in teaching behaviour and research
behaviour respectively. The process of teaching and research are assessed by their end-products, mostly. In case
of teaching, the assessment is by the achievement of the students, while in research by peer-evaluation (as on
date). Of course, I am developing research assessment procedures which are content-free and other than peer
evaluation.
3.1. Some characteristics of RSc
The above discussion could derive some characteristics of RSc as listed below—
 Inquisitiveness is the parent of the science of research.
 The science of research is a natural product, like the breathing.
 It is found abundant in nature.
 The human mind has the tendency of inquiry and establishing facts.
 Research behavior is endowed in the human nature.
 Activity of the right brain, like intuition is inclusive of the activities of the left-brain.
 The science of research is always dependent on some other subject.
 Philosophy and mathematics are the two eyes of the science of research.
 The science of research is one sub-field of the emerging science, the learning science.
 Concentration and commitment are the two fundamental principles of the science of research.
 Intuition is the key concept in the study of the science of research, just as S—R bond for the
 behaviourists, and whole of Gestalts, but beyond them.
 Theory to run after applications for its construction.
 Research science is the study of research behaviours of researchers.

IV.

WHY PEOPLE DO RESEARCH

How researchers are motivated? is the genuine question often come across the discussions. There are
three sets of reasons; psychological (hedonism, inquisitiveness, self-actualization, meta-motivation, peakexperiences), economical (wants, and incentives) and social (necessarily, social status, status symbol).
4.1. Types of researchers
There are many types of researchers. Formal and informal, freelancers and hired, hobby, habituated, and
addicted, accident and occupational, trained and untrained, professional and non-professional et.hoc.

V.

INDUCTION

5.1. Subject matter of the science of research
Is it a descriptive science? a process science? or a product oriented one? Or an exact science? What should be
our answer to the question, what it studies?
a).
My immediate, spontaneous, Un-inhibited and straight forward answer is, it is the ―study of the
research behaviors of the researchers". Research behaviors of the researchers are the building blocks or rather
fundamental units of the RSc, whereby we can understand, measure, predict, and control the research as a
whole. Are there attempts to define, explore, and explain the research behaviors? The answer is clear ‗no‘.
When our sister science has grown to the level of an independent science or discipline with its constructs viz.
teaching behaviours, why can‘t we advance with similar constructs? This the most important point where we
should start our attack.
b).
Again, if you ask me the question, What is the subject matter of the RSc, it is the study of learning with
special reference to learning from inquiry. The higher order learning (obtained from insight to creativity) is the
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subject matter of the science of research. To be more specific, learning by intuition is the subject matter of the
RSc. A lot of research is required on this issue for the development of the science of research as a conscious
and formal effort . Intuition is the key concept in the research process and research behavior. There are three
sources of literature in support:
i) A school of ancient Indian philosophers, Vedantins studied nididhyasana and practiced in their curriculum.
Nididhyasana via. upsana is the technique of inculcation of intuition.
ii) Blooms and Flanders could show a way that intuition to be an objective of research, and finally
iii) computational models of learning also support it.
Of course, a great deal of literature is available on this issue. However, there is need to balance the use of the
subjective and esoteric intuition and objective and scientific method in the science of research.
c).
Study of scientific method is another subject area of the RSc.

5.2. Theory of science of Research
Education or teaching theory mainly rests on learning theories. It‘s quite natural because, learning is
the subject matter of teaching. Same thing holds good for research theory also. But, the most unfortunate thing is
that we never tried for ‗a theory of research‘. Extensive literature on learning theories and their applicability for
teaching has been witnessed and recorded. Right from beginning of the 20 th century from the efforts of
Thorndike much work was done. In fact, today we are in a position to control the learning of a given individual.
Thanks to educational psychology. The education theory is supported by cognitive, behavioristic, humanistic,
constructivism and post-modernism contributions to learning. Both tough-minded (behaviorism) and tenderminded (humanistic) psychologies supported our understanding of learning from their theoretical back-up. We
are applying them to education, but never to research. In fact, constructivism and post-modernism learning
theories are more useful for research than for teaching. The individual has to construct his own authentic
knowledge is the main caption of constructivism. Is it easy for a matured scholar or for a immature novice or
sophomore to construct his own authentic knowledge? Where does the constructivism hold better? But, we
never tried constructivism in the case of research. In sixties Skinner has used the concepts ‗shaping the
behavior‘ and Bloom, ‗teaching behavior‘ , learning out-comes et.hoc. and teaching theory woes much to these
concepts, but we didn‘t try to apply or coin such constructs to understand learning from inquiry. As a result
there is no any research theory under the surface of the earth. The root cause of non-development of any
research theory is that we couldn‘t come out of the tunnel vision of ‗learning‘, viewing it as only teachinglearning process, but never thought beyond that. While appreciating the efforts of educational psychologists for
their commendable contributions to teaching, we have to find fault with them for their short-sightedness or
limited-sightedness. In 2000 in one of my research papers I commented: Who is the last bench, last seat
occupier in the class of universal scientists? My spontaneous, immediate, un-inhibited response is
‗psychologist‘. Being a psychologist why do you speak so? is the question from my friends circles.
―Psychologists are late born and lazy. They are fed and led by their elder brothers, who are far, further, foregoers in predicting and controlling the behaviors of their clients— plasma, plants, and planets. They,
psychologists don‘t know that they have a behavior unless pointed out by somebody. They discard their
characterstic and unique legitimate subject of study, the study of consciousness (the most precious substance
than any other entity in the world) out of passion for pretty purposes, study of overt-behavior‖. Let it be, of
course, I have my pride of being a psychologist that we are successful in prediction, and control of our clients—
teachers, engineers, scientists, linguists, administrators, leaders et.id. The success of educational psychologists
is that: given an individual and defined content, they are in a position to inculcate the desired knowledge to a
predetermined degree within the specified time to that individual. Yes, it is their success story.
5.3. My expectation of educational psychologists is— they could estimate the quality of research out-comes of a
given researcher as they did for teachers. The days are not far away, soon we could do it with the concept of
‗research values‘. I am developing a strategy to assess the quality of researcher, and research products in ―PERI‖
units. In future, any researcher could select research out-comes from the list of standardized research out-comes
to guide his research at three nodes; selecting objectives, conducting the experiment and evaluating the outcomes then and there. At the same time, through-out the gamut, ‗the research values (RV)‘ will help him to
navigate his research to achieve better quality of research. RV of any product of research is estimated by the
quantity and quality research out-comes embedded in that research product. The unit of research value is ‗Peri‘,
just like Helmholtz, Volts, or Ohms. Here-after, evaluation of the quality of research is assessed in ‗Peris‘, just
as the quality of the metal gold is expressed in ‗carrots‘. It takes care of many unanswered queries and practices
in the field of research. Finally, the need of the hour is forging the RSc is to establish ‗a research theory‘, may
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be or may not be on the same grounds of educational theory. This is an unique and peculiar state of affairs—
theory to run after applications for its construction. As said earlier, applied form of the RSc is so popular, while
its theoretical form is un-identified and unknown.

VI.

APPROACHES TO THE SCIENCE OF RESEARCH

For every science there shall be two approaches, in general traditional and scientific. Traditional is
mostly carried from its formative stages with their cumulative efforts, while the scientific takes over at one fine
moment and influence the growth of that science towards perfection. In general, both approaches would be
complementary in nature in nurturing that science. This mutual functioning is quite common in all sciences.
6.1.
At times, the indigenous research insights are flourished in the light of the scientific approach, and
sometimes the scientific thought delivers a new insight under the traditional. We find many examples for the
first statement, but limited to the second. I quote one latest example to the indigenous insight to be developed in
the light of scientific approach. John Biggs, an influential educationalist of our century, posed one query with
the caption, ―The paradox of the China‘s learners‖. Biggs (1992) contends, ―Students from the Confucian
heritage (China, Japan and Korea) are stereotyped in the West for passively memorising. Well, that‘s the way
they‘re taught, isn‘t it, to memorise large amounts of material in preparation for gruelling examinations in harsh,
overcrowded classrooms? But hey, don‘t they also out-shine Western students in international comparisons of
academic achievement, in science and mathematics achievement especially? And don‘t these students
disproportionately gain first class honours in our universities? You can‘t do that by rote memorisation. So are
we wrong about what constitutes ‗good teaching‘ and about the evils of rote memorising? Or are Sino-Japanese
brains genetically better than ours?‖ This hypothesis needs a lot of research out-put by scientists! Personally, I
too agree with John Biggs. I studied the Sanskrit grammar under a guru, my father traditionally. In the Hindu
tradition the father ought to be guru to his sons. Again, rote memorization is a part and parcel of learning the
Paninian Sanskrit grammar (though the guru teaches the meaning of aphorisms, at that age and stage of
developmental we cannot understand them). So, rote memory is the forced choice, but after advancement the
entire text would be at tip-of-tongue and we would form the gestalt of the grammar). Though no scientific study
is attempted, we witnessed transfer of training from the knowledge of the Sanskrit grammar to other learning.
Good Sanskrit scholar‘s proficiency of English is unparallel than his counter parts. This is my observation since
six decades with hundreds of cases, indeed. In education they continued to accept the traditional approach since
centuries together, and recently accepted the scientific approach (with Skinner, Bloom and Flanders et.hoc).
6.2.
We should take note that in general, in any process there appears three approaches – traditional,
scientific, and combination of the two. Peri (2011) define traditional approach as, ―Handing over the knowledge,
affect, and skills of the subject from generation to generation successively and successfully‖. In teaching this
process is being carried out by teacher-taught activity. I define scientific approach as ―Understanding,
measuring, predicting, and controlling the phenomena under taken for study‖. Though there is apparent conflict
among the first two streams, they are always complimentary in their nature and yield the best results when we
try for the third approach. For clear understanding of any phenomena both are indispensable parts of the whole.
But, as long as we depend on only one among them, either traditional or scientific approach we enjoy the lopsided understanding. If we apply this principle of approaches to the RSc, we have only approach, the traditional.
It is our first duty to develop the scientific approach to the science of research. So far, it is unavailable, indeed!
Scientific approach is possible through understanding the elements of research, building-blocks i.e. units of
research behaviors. This is dealt with in section (9).

VII.

DIMENSIONS OF SCIENCE OF RESEARCH

We call them as dimensions, references, foundations, or family in a net-work. Those sciences, which
share some commonality with respect to their subject matter, methods, processes, procedures or in their nature
with akin sciences are called as dimensions, references or foundations etc. For example, education is a social
science. It‘s an abstract science. It shares its components with philosophy, psychology, sociology, and
economics. So the four sciences are said to be the foundations of the science of education. I define RSc as,
―study of research behavior of researchers‘‘ in relation to the wants and needs of the society, but under the
frame work of the broadest perspective beyond the wants of an individual, total individual, and universal social
organization‖. The definition may be explained as: individual has wants (economics), he behaves as a unit
(psychology), he behaves as an integral part of the whole, the social organization (sociology), and finally, with
universal perspective (philosophy). The science of research has five foundations viz sociological, philosophical,
psychological, economical, and educational. Among the five, each one has got its own significance in
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visualizing and developing the science of research. Research is from the society, by the society, and for the
society. Philosophy directs the research, the psychology is the real process of research, and economics
economizes the research resources, efforts, process and products. The educational foundations serves two
functions viz. (a) sustenance of research trends, content for generations together and (b) facilitate enhancement
of the research methods and content to keep up-to-date in flow of time. In fact, by its very nature RSc is at a
higher level with respect to its abstractness. Further, its loci are so vast to embrace all sciences— physical,
natural, social, and human. Then what should be the dimensions of the science of research?

VIII.

PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE OF RESEARCH

As a matter of fact all principles of learning apply to the research also, as research is also a kind of
learning. Thus Thorndike‘s laws of learning viz. readiness, use-and-disuse, effect along with latest list; primacy,
recency, intensity, freedom and requirement are accepted principles of research. In addition, I have added;
scholarship, favourable attitude to the theme of research, and life, humanness, sensitivity to issues, fraternity,
fore-sightedness and self-esteem to the above list. In general, the principles accepted for research are:
systematic, discipline, verifiable, cautious, value-free, excellence, honesty, integrity, co-operation, and
accountability. However, for the science of research, the first two basic principles are concentration and
commitment (CC). I need to comment on my fraternity in this context. We belong to the family of educational
psychologists. Our fathers are the great B.F. Skinner, Carl Rogers, Jerome. S. Bruner, Albert Bandura, B.S.
Bloom et.id. We did a great service to the society; educating the progeny. But, we left what we ought to do as
primary, but attempt what needs to be secondary. There are two doublets— i) attention and concentration; and
ii) motivation and commitment. Among them, to me it appears both attention and motivation is at lower level
paving way for higher ones; concentration and commitment. But, we, educational psychologists or to the matter
of fact, psychologists, in general, did tremendous job on attention and motivation and totally left the other
important couplet; concentration and commitment. Both concentration and commitment are productive skills.
For a detailed discussion on this issue refere my papers referred to in the references, Peri (2007).

IX.

TOWARDS TAXONOMY OF RESEARCH

Any systematic science will have its systematic. It is otherwise known as taxonomy. The entire science
has been analyzed up to the least possible division to get the building-blocks. The nature of these building
blocks is studied in isolation and in permutations and combinations. This process gives rise to a systematic
understanding of the subject. This in short, is the philosophy of taxonomy. The life of the life sciences is their
taxonomy. Dimitri Mendeleev‘s periodic law is the basis of taxonomy of chemistry. The study of sub-atomic
particles is the taxonomy in physics. Taxonomy injects scientific temper and treatment to any science. Our sister
science, education has a well developed taxonomy of educational objectives constructed by Bloom, Simson, and
Krathowhol. In 1982 John Biggs developed SOLO taxonomy for the cognitive domain. In 2001 Bloom‘s
taxonomy has been revised to include and reflect the timely changes and trends by Anderson and Krathowhol.
We needn‘t emphasize that educational taxonomy improved the educational practices to an astonishing level. Its
influence is felt throughout the world. It is the Bloom‘s taxonomy which gave a clear statement on the teaching
process in toto, comprehending objectives, process, and evaluation of teaching, bringing all the components of
teaching under one umbrella. It helps the teachers to identify the objectives of teaching before teaching, guides
the process of instruction at the time of its execution, and provides objective evaluation then and there itself. It is
a pre-sketch of the proposed teaching explaining what, how, and gains of teaching. While, Flanders focus is on
the real and exact scene of teaching, studying the teaching behaviours of teachers‘ in co-ordination with the
learning behaviours of the students. These two attempts discovered the scientific approach of teaching. Thus
teaching enjoys the two essential and well collaborated approaches i.e. traditional and scientific. Today, after
Bloom and Flanders we are in a position to follow the two complimentary approaches in teaching. This is the
reason, why I say teaching is in advantageous position of enjoying both the approaches, while the research lacks
in the second approach. Ultimately, research is subjected to subjective assessment with its essential evils,
ballistic and personal judgements. But coming to our own story of RSc, we didn‘t attempt taxonomy of research
objectives, which would have presented clarity of the research objectives, process, and products in wholesomeness. I proposed a taxonomy of research in 2007 and now, I am at it.

X.

RESEARCH SYSTEMS DESIGNS (FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE)

All sensible sciences have their strategies to culminate the theories into practice. The architect has his
blue-print beforehand for all practical purposes. The economist has his annual plans of budget. A teacher has his
annual, semester, unit plans and finally ‗instructional designs before he proceeds to the class room teaching with
clarity of objectives, teaching-learning activities, and evaluation. My pre-caution to you is don‘t be confused
between experimental designs in research with research systems designs. In research we have experimental and
quasi-experimental designs to run the experiment, but nothing more. Research systems designs are blue-prints
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for the entire planning of the research undertaken. At present, our research process is en-capsule between project
(research) proposal and report. Meanwhile, at each and every stage of your research process what you are doing
is not known to the outer world or for himself also sometimes. We require ‗research systems designs (like
instructional systems designs for teaching)‘ for planning, execution, and evaluation of research from point-topoint and stage-by-stage. How do you design them? It is possible by developing taxonomy of research only. The
purpose of this proposal is to develop HRSD based on Prof. Peri‘s taxonomy of research, and to attempt an
effective research training development modules for researchers. Hypothetical research design is the practice of
creating research experiences to enhance knowledge, affect and skill of a subject more efficient, and effective
with efficacy. The process consists broadly of determining the current state and needs of the researcher, defining
the end goal of research, and creating some ‗intervention‘ to assist in the transition. Ideally, the process is
informed by tested theories of learning science and may take place in research and development based settings.
―Emerging science of learning is a merger, or rather amalgam of two sciences—education and research (Peri,
2013)‖. As a field of learning science, both ISD and HRSD are historically and traditionally rooted in cognitive
and behavioral psychology, and recently in constructivism and post-modernism. The contrast of the instructional
and research designs is that—
i) ISD is for teaching-learning process (learning from instruction) and HRSD is for research process (learning
from inquiry).
ii) if ISD has the Bloom‘s taxonomy as its theory, the HRSD has Professor Peri‘s taxonomy of research
objectives as its theory.
Educationalists have developed ISD to culminate the theory/ies of education into real teaching-learning
process, and it‘s a success story beyond any doubt hence, now, an attempt to develop HRSD to culminate theory
of research into practice.
Strategy to develop HRSD: The position of HRSD is in-between research proposal and research
reporting, which are familiar to the world of research. Its step-by-step analysis, but leading to the final goal. It‘s
the micro-approach to research. In general, if the research proposal is too broad and vague, the HRSD is pinpointed and focused by its nature. As the first step, RP are identified with the objectives, hypotheses or any
other criteria as to the wish of the researcher. The entire research is divided into several smaller units, and each
unit is subdivided into chewable chalk-lets viz. RPs. Each RP is taken up for process, one-by-one till the end
point. As the second step, RA includes— research designs, methods, data-collection (includes variables, tool,
sample, and analysis). Finally, summary and conclusion are made at the end of the HRSD.
10.1. Proposed Lay-out of Peri’s HRSD
I). Preliminaries: General statement of— objectives, specifications, hypotheses, research activities, datacollection ( experimental design, methods, tool, sample) analysis, and generalizations.

S.N
1
n

II. Table: Showing PRs and RAs and Research Process:
Obj/specification
Research Point
Research Activities Timeframe
From Peri‘s taxonomy
RP (i)
RA (a, f, o......)
06months
-doRP (n)
RA (b, j, o........)
03months

Evaluation
***
***

Objective type questions framed on Research Questions are posed to ensure out-comes of research objectives.
or significance of the research hypotheses are questioned.
III). Concluding remarks: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
10.2. Advantages
1. Transparency and clarity of the research process, 2. Establishes a clear communication across a host
of stake-holders—researcher, supervisor, evaluator, funding agency, policy-makers, and public on
objectives/process/products of research, 3. Serve as blue-print, 4. The researcher can spot out himself where his
research is? and its progress, like railway time table, 5. Immediate feed-back at the end of every RP makes the
researcher confident via. sense of achievement, 6. The adjudicator is also in a position to verify the progress of
the work at any given time, 7. Since research specifications are the fundamental units of the research, the quality
of researcher and research products could be objectively estimated, 8. Again, since research specifications are
units of research which are content-free, it helps to estimate the quality of research over a wide spectrum of
subjects and disciplines; physics, philology, political science, music et.id, and 9. The final visible advantage is
that we could ‗develop research design development program‘ scientifically.
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ASSESSMENT OF RESEARCH

Lack of a strong theory reflects in all segments of that science—understanding, measuring, predicting,
and control. This is true in the case of the science of research. Absence of fundamental theory of a science
reflects in its assessment. Anyhow, let us survey the methods of assessment of Research available today. If we
penetrate deep into the literature on research on Research, we notice the entire focus on evaluative studies. Just
like teachers have more tendencies to test the students, rather to teach, so also the researchers! Of course, it‘s the
human nature. The studies on the philosophy, theory, process of Research are limited while on evaluation are
out-rated. The agencies and governments are more interested in the methodology of rating the individual,
departmental/ school/ and university potentiality of research. The unhappy out-come is more concentration on
quantitative studies establishing indices with strong mathematical support. It is so unhappy that attempts on
subjective peer-evaluation have not gained momentum. Actually, researchers would have taken rigours studies
on the serious defects of the peer-evaluation viz. its ballistic, and subjectivity or on some supporting evaluative
methods.
The International Network for Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher Education (INQAAHE) is a
world-wide association of some 200 organisations that are active in the theory and practice of quality assurance
in higher education. The greater majority of its members are quality assurance agencies that operate in many
different ways. However, the Network also welcomes (as associate or institution members) other organisations
that have an interest in quality assurance (QA) in higher education (HE). INQAAHE thus offers its members the
many benefits of being part of such an active group of workers in QA in H E. This body of like-minded folk
provides an enormous reassurance, support and assistance in our daily QA work. But, finally in all above
mentioned cases they couldn‘t over-come the major weakness – lion‘s share to the peer- evaluation with its
serious defects – high degree of ballistic and subjectivity.
Both NGO and GO agencies play a crucial role in guiding, and enforcing the policies and practices of
not only doctoral degree award, but in rating a particular university department/school/university or research
organization–government, non-government. They act as authorities to sanction funding for research projects and
monitor the research at all levels. We know very well that there are research projects running into billions of
dollars sanctioned by UNO and governments. The basic remains the same–on what base they sanction billions
and how do they evaluate the proposal, how do they evaluate the mid-term, and the final? The answer is the
Peer-evaluation. Is peer-evaluation is pool-proof? No. Then! No answer? We measure the depth of the subject
matter and expressive ability of students with essay type questions and supplement it with the objective type to
down grade bias and to assess the steep understanding of the concept/theory and its applications. We assess the
specific learning out-come to the minute level where subjectivity is equated to zero level. But, in contrast we
have not identified and listed the Research Out-comes at all. Isn‘t?
11.1. There are two divisions of assessment of Research
qualitative and quantitative. Under the sub-head qualitative there is only one entry, viz. peer-review.
Though there are other entries, like credibility of the publisher, credibility of the author, they are peripheral one.
They have their limitations and demerits. Among the quantitative there are many, for e.g. number of papers,
articles, chapters, monographs, text books, reference books etc. Recently, some more measures like
bibliometric, scientiometric, impact factor, citation index, etc. are found. In other words, the peer-review is an
internal, while the others are external. The gap between the two sets of measures is unhealthy, yet attempts are
not found in this direction. I contemplate on a method which would be quantitative and qualitative as well and
friendly to the existing methods and could get along with them with the base of RVs. It is not totally from the
thread out my mind, but following the foot prints. Our identical twin, Education which is far further fore-runner
in the race of assessment will definitely, provide a clue.

XII.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Rationale for the research theory was presented at the out-set. Just like any other science, say physics,
the RSc would have taken its structure, strength, and soul as a theoretical science. Despite being a member of
the LSc, it is unfortunate it didn‘t solidify as a systematic science as its twin science, ESc. We can follow the
not exactly finger prints, but foot-prints of the well established theory of ESc to evolve our theoretical science
of research, for both ESc and RSc have many things in common, including their subject matter i.e. ‗learning‘.
With the same reason we can adapt a majority of essentials characteristics of a science— its paraphernalia of
elements; assumptions, theories, principles, laws, taxonomy, dimensions et.id as per their applicability to our
concern science, the RSc. Some important characteristics which we could construct, develop, and establish are:
theories of research based on learning theories, dimensions, taxonomy, and hypothetical research systems
designs corresponding to education theory, dimensions of education, approaches to education, taxonomy of
educational objectives, and instructional systems designs. In all the above developments much care has taken in
respect of— what to be taken, what to be taken with necessary changes, and what not to be taken to abandon
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blind follow-up. It could be concluded that there is actuate need to shape, forge, and establish ‗the theoretical
scince of research‘ like any other theoretical science (for example theoretical physics) to strengthen the RSc, and
there by the galaxy of sciences, including the emerging learning science.
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Abstract: - In this paper, we address a complex image registration issue arising when the dependencies
between intensities of images to be registered are not spatially homogeneous. Such a situation is frequently
encountered in medical imaging when a pathology present in one of the images modifies locally intensity
dependencies observed on normal tissues. Usual image registration models, which are based on a single global
intensity similarity criterion, fail to register such images, as they are blind to local deviations of intensity
dependencies. Such a limitation is also encountered in contrast enhanced images where there exist multiple pixel
classes having different properties of contrast agent absorption. In this paper, we propose a new model in which
the similarity criterion is adapted locally to images by classification of image intensity dependencies. Defined in
a Bayesian framework, the similarity criterion is a mixture of probability distributions describing dependencies
on two classes. The model also includes a class map which locates pixels of the two classes and weights the two
mixture components. The registration problem is formulated both as an energy minimization problem and as a
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation problem. It is solved using a gradient descent algorithm. In the
problem formulation and resolution, the image deformation and the class map are estimated at the same time,
leading to an original combination of registration and classification that we call image classifying registration.
Whenever sufficient information about class location is available in applications, the registration can also be
performed on its own by fixing a given class map. Finally, we illustrate the interest of our model on two real
applications from medical imaging: template-based segmentation of contrast-enhanced images and lesion
detection in mammograms. We also conduct an evaluation of our model on simulated medical data and show its
ability to take into account spatial variations of intensity dependencies while keeping a good registration
accuracy. And the addresses the automatic image segmentation problem in a region merging style. With an
initially over-segmented image, in which the many regions (or super-pixels) with homogeneous color are
detected, image segmentation is performed by iteratively merging the regions according to a statistical test.
There are two essential issues in a region merging algorithm: order of merging and the stopping criterion. In the
proposed algorithm, these two issues are solved by a novel predicate, which is defined by the sequential
probability ratio test (SPRT) and the minimal cost criterion. Starting from an over-segmented image,
neighboring regions are progressively merged if there is an evidence for merging according to this predicate. We
show that the merging order follows the principle of dynamic programming. This formulates image
segmentation as an inference problem, where the final segmentation is established based on the observed image.
We also prove that the produced segmentation satisfies certain global properties. In addition, a faster algorithm
is developed to accelerate the region merging process, which maintains a nearest neighbor graph (NNG) in each
iteration. Experiments on real natural images are conducted to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
dynamic region merging algorithm.

Keywords: - Image segmentation, Region merging, Wald’s SPRT, Dynamic programming, Image registration,
mixture models, lesion detection.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image registration is a central issue of image processing, which is particularly encountered in medical
applications [1]–[5]. Medical image registration is critical for the fusion of complementary information about
patient anatomy and physiology, for the longitudinal study of a human organ over time and the monitoring of
disease development or treatment effect, for the statistical analysis of a population variation in comparison to a
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so-called digital atlas, for image-guided therapy, etc. Image registration consists in mapping domains of several
images onto a common space and results in some corrections of geometric differences between the images. Most
of classical registration techniques rely upon the assumption that there exists a relationship between intensities
of images to be registered and that this relationship remains the same all over the image domains [6]–[11]. This
assumption is typically made when applying registration techniques based on intensity criteria such as the sum
of squared differences, the correlation ratio, the correlation coefficient or the mutual information [10]. But such
an assumption is not always satisfied. As an example, let us mention the medical imaging case when a contrast
agent is used to enhance some pathological tissues (lesions) [12], [13]. After enhancement, intensities of normal
tissues and lesions are likely to differ, even though they can be the same before enhancement. So, a same
intensity before enhancement may correspond to several intensities after enhancement. Hence, with contrastenhanced imaging modalities, the relationship between image intensities is neither unique, nor spatially
invariant. It mainly depends on the type of observed tissues. In such cases, ignoring the spatial context may lead
to locally establishing an inaccurate or even inconsistent correspondence between homologous geometric
structures. This issue was documented in [13], [14],
where it is shown that such non-rigid registration would wrongly change the size of non-deformed
contrast-enhanced structures. In the literature, there have been several works dealing with image registration in
the presence of multiple pixel classes. These works can mainly be divided into two categories: those based on
robust estimation and mixture models, and those combining registration and classification (or segmentation).
Robust estimation is a statistical approach which has been widely applied to image processing [15]. This
approach involves the definition of outliers, which are characterized as elements deviating from a normal model,
detected and possibly rejected [16]–[19]. Applied to optical flow estimation and image registration [20]–[25],
robust estimation helps to reduce the influence of large insignificant image differences on the optical flow or the
deformation estimation. However, these approaches offer poor characterizations of outliers, which are usually
described as pixels generating large image differences. They cannot deal with complex situations arising from
medical imaging applications. More general robust estimation approaches are based on mixture models [18] and
characterize outliers by some specific probability distributions [26]–[34]. In optical flow computation, a mixture
model was used to distinguish between several layers of movements and an outlier class [31]. In image
registration, some authors used a mixture model in which image differences generated by outliers are
represented by a mixture component [29], [30]. Similar approaches could be used in medical image registration
considering medical lesions as outliers [26]–[28]. However, the main and important difference with the model
we introduce in this paper is that the mixture models proposed above do not use any spatial and geometric
information about the pixel classes but only pixel-independent mixing proportions. In other approaches, spatial
informations derived from segmentation were used to adapt regionally the similarity criterion describing
intensity relationships [35]–[38]. Such segmentation-based approaches require a preliminary segmentation of
the images which, obviously, cannot always be obtained. For instance, in dynamic contrast-enhanced sequences,
the image segmentation has to be estimated from the registered images [39]. Image segmentation has also been
combined with atlas-based registration in Bayesian frameworks [40], [41], where mixture models were used to
represent pixel intensities of different anatomical structures. In other works, Markov random fields were
employed to describe a label map of pixel classes. The registration and the segmentation were then computed by
the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation [42]–[44]. In such approaches, one can incorporate prior
information about the lesion shape and localization. However, the proposed methods used simple
characterizations of intensity variations. In this paper, we deal with the issue of registering images whose
intensity relationship is spatially dependent. We propose a new technique where the registration is
simultaneously combined to a pixel classification. This classification provides some spatial information about
intensity relationships. We use
Mixture models to take into account complex intensity changes and Markov random fields to label
pixels. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the theoretical foundation of the proposed new
method. Then, the numerical aspects are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, experiments are conducted both on
simulated and on real data to evaluate the method performance. Finally, some conclusions and possible
extensions of the proposed approach are discussed in the last section. Image segmentation is a fundamental yet
still challenging problem in computer vision and image processing. In particular, it is an essential process for
many applications such as object recognition, target tracking, content-based image retrieval and medical image
processing, etc. Generally speaking, the goal of image segmentation is to partition an image into a certain
number of pieces which have coherent features (color, texture, etc.) and in the meanwhile to group the
meaningful pieces together for the convenience of perceiving [61]. In many practical applications, as a large
number of images are needed to be handled, human interactions involved in the segmentation process should be
as less as possible. This makes automatic image segmentation techniques more appealing. Moreover, the success
of many high-level segmentation techniques (e.g. class-based object segmentation [82, 83]) also demands
sophisticated automatic segmentation techniques. Dating back over decades, there is a large amount of literature
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on automatic image segmentation. For example, the edge detection algorithms [74-79] are based on the abrupt
changes in image intensity or color, thus salient edges can be detected. However, due to the resulting edges are
often discontinuous or over-detected, they can only provide candidates for the object boundaries. Another
classical category of segmentation algorithms is based on the similarities among the pixels within a region,
namely region-based algorithms. In order to cluster the collection of pixels of an image into meaningful groups
of regions or objects, the region homogeneity is used as an important segmentation criterion. Many cut criteria
in graph theory have been studied for this purpose. The most widely used cut criteria include normalized cut
[88], ratio cut [9], minimum cut [10] and so on. The aim of these algorithms is to produce a desirable
segmentation by achieving global optimization of some cost functions. However, these cost functions only
provide a
Characterization of each cut rather than the whole regions. Another problem is that the optimization
processes are often computationally inefficient for many practical applications. In recent years, the success of
combinatorial graph cut methods [71-72] has been attracting significant research attention. These methods
utilize the user input information along with the cut criteria in optimization and nearly global optima can be
achieved in linear computational time. As a matter of fact, for most cut-based energy functionals a single
optimal partition of an image is not easy to obtain. It makes a possibility of finding different level-based
explanations of an image. From this aspect, there are methods [81-82] tackling the image segmentation as a
hierarchical bottom-up problem. In region-based methods, a lot of literature has investigated the use of primitive
regions as a preprocessing step for image segmentation [83-85]. The advantages are twofold. First, regions carry
on more information in describing the nature of objects. Second, the number of primitive regions is much fewer
than that of pixels in an image and thus largely speeds up the region merging process. Starting from a set of
primitive regions, the segmentation is conducted by progressively merging the similar neighboring regions
according to a certain predicate, such that a certain homogeneity criterion is satisfied. In previous works, there
are region merging algorithms based on statistical properties [66, 72-73, 70-71], graph properties [87-89, 74-75]
and spatio-temporal similarity [80]. Although the segmentation is obtained by making local decisions, some
techniques [66-71] have shown satisfying results with efficient implementation. Most region merging algorithms
do not have some desirable global properties, even though some recent works in region merging address the
optimization of some global energy terms, such as the number of labels [90] and the area of regions [91]. As a
good representation of morphological segmentation, watershed transform [92] can also be classified as regionbased segmentation methods. The intuitive idea comes from geography, where watersheds are the dividing lines
of different catchment basins. The major drawback of watershed transform is the over-segmentation of the
image. To overcome this problem, one solution is “flooding” from the selected markers [76-78] such that only
the most important regional minima are saved for the segmentation. The other [79] is based on a hierarchical
process, where the catchment basins of the watershed image are merged until they belong to almost
homogeneous regions. In this paper, we implement the segmentation algorithm in a region merging style for its
merit of efficiency, where similar neighboring regions are iteratively merged according to a novel merging
predicate. As stated above, homogeneity criteria (cues) are essential to the region merging process. Although a
good enough cue is needed in order to obtain a valuable segmentation, our work does not focus on finding a
more complex region model. Instead, we model the cues by a function of random variables. In this way, the
properties of cues are not mainly concerned, but the reliability of the cues. In many traditional segmentation
algorithms (e.g. [63-69]), the reliability is predetermined and thus researchers often try to use more reliable cues
for implementation. In contrast, some statistical segmentation methods are able to calculate the reliability of
cues, for example, using the parametric probability models [80-81]. But they cannot be used in a general
scenario. Another statistical method [76] directly uses the statistical property of image data (e.g., colors) to
identify the region border. Particularly, a homogeneity criterion is proposed based on the expectation of pixel
colors inside a region, which naturally leads to a merging predicate. In the recent work of region merging [72], a
likelihood ratio test is applied as the measure of region similarity. The probability of adjacent regions and that of
their merging are both computed. To minimize both probabilities of error, the optimal merging will take place
along with the largest decreasing of the likelihood ratio.

II.

THE BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK

Let m and n be two integers, and
= {0, ...,m − 1} × {0, ..., n − 1} be a discrete grid of size N = m
n. Observed images are real-valued functions defined on d. They can be interpolated on the continuous domain
= [0,m − 1] × [0, n − 1] naturally associated to the grid d. For convenience, elements of
are ordered and
will be denoted xi for i = 1, · · · ,N. The registration of two images I and J consists in finding a mapping _ : :
→

for which the
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deformed image Iφ := I of the so-called source image I is as similar as possible to the so-called
target image J.
In a Bayesian framework, the mapping _ is usually obtained as a MAP estimate (see [45] and references
therein). Specific to this framework, images and deformations are assumed to be some realizations of random
fields indexed on

and

, respectively. For each point xi of

, I(xi) and J(xi) are realizations of two real-

valued random variables and, for each point x of ,
(x) is a realization of a random vector with values in .
The relationships between the intensities of the registered images are then statistically described by a probability
distribution of J given I,
and a set of parameters
(this conditional distribution is denoted by (J | I,
)). Usually, the variables J(xi) are assumed to be independent conditionally to the variables Iφ(xi).
Hence, (

) can be written as

(1)
Because of noise, and also because it is a very generic choice, it is possible to assume that the intensity
differences between J(x) and Iφ(x) follow a Gaussian distribution with mean μ and variance
∈

at each pixel x

, leading to the distribution

(2)
with
In this definition, it is worth noticing that the mean μ and the variance
do not
depend on any position x. Consequently, the intensity relationship between images is spatially homogeneous.
Let us further mention that, similarly to this particular Gaussian distribution, distributions associated to other
usual criteria (e.g. correlation ratio, correlation coefficient, or mutual information) are also homogeneous.
Besides, a prior probability distribution is set on the mappings _ in order to favour smooth deformations as
solutions of the registration problem. Let
be written as the sum of the identity map id and a
displacement field u, seen as an element of a Hilbert space H equipped with an inner product a(·, ·). Let then ˜H
be a finite-dimensional approximation subspace of H which is spanned by a basis

with ne ∈

N∗. In ˜H, a displacement u is uniquely determined by a vector of coefficients

such that

In the following, the deformations are assumed to be expanded into the subspace ˜H
and identified with their decomposition coefficients b. We will also use the notation Ib instead of Iφ. Several
choices are possible for the basis B: Fourier basis, sine and cosine transform basis functions, B-splines,
piecewise affine or trilinear basis functions, wavelets (see [46] for a review), etc. We consider an inner product
on ˜H, given by

, where bT is the transpose of b, and A is a symmetric positive-definite

matrix. On ˜H, we then define a centered multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix
by

given

(3)
This prior distribution is used as a regularity term to enforce the smoothness of the deformations
choice for a(·, ·) is the bilinear form

A usual

(4)
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defined for > 0 and μ > 0, which is an inner product on the Sobolev space
and is related
to the linearized strain energy of elastic materials [47]–[50]. We choose here the elastic regularization without
aiming at a specific application, but knowing that this term enables to deal with many medical imaging
applications. Other regularity terms could be better adapted to specific applications. They can be easily
introduced in the proposed model. Other choices include the membrane energy [51], the bending energy [52],
etc. The matrix A can also be estimated from the data using for instance EM algorithms with stochastic
approximation [53], [54].

III.

THE TWO-CLASS REGISTRATION MODEL

We now outline our new model. It is an extension of the model described in the previous section. The
main feature is the introduction and the estimation of a pixel classification to take into account the spatial
variations of the statistical relationships between the intensities of J and Iφ.
Intensity relationships In Equation (2), the probability distribution
describing the intensity
relationship is spatially homogeneous. We now assume that the pixels of image J can be divided into two classes
(labeled 0 and 1) where the intensity relationships are different and denoted respectively by
Let also L(x) be the probability for a pixel x to belong to the class 1. Then,
the intensity relationship at pixel x is described by the mixture distribution

(5)
where
Let us denote Li = L(xi) and L = (L1, · · · ,LN)T the vector of class probabilities on grid
pixels. Assuming the conditional independence on grid points, we obtain the global conditional distribution

(6)
In an application of our model to lesion detection, the classification aims at distinguishing pixels on a
lesion (class 1) from those outside any lesion (class 0). In contrast-enhanced images, the enhancement is more
important on lesions than it is on normal tissues, leading to higher image differences on lesions. Assuming that
the distributions are Gaussian on both classes, we can define distributions

and

as

in Equation (2) using two different sets of parameters:
with
μ1 > μ0. Another possibility is, as in robust estimation, to consider elements of class 1 as outliers of class 0 and
put no specific information on class 1 by defining
as the uniform distribution
(7)
where Ngl is the number of possible gray-levels of J. Finally, we define a prior distribution on the class
map L itself in order to introduce some constraints on the spatial homogeneity of the pixels of a same class. For
that purpose, we equip the grid
with a neighborhood system (either a 4 or 8 neighborhood system) and
assume that the class map L is a Markov random field on it [55]. We have considered two prior distributions on
L. The first one is a Gaussian
model, given by

(8)
where xi ∼ xj means that xi and xj are neighboring pixels, Z is a normalization constant,
and
. The second model, which is a particular case of the Gaussian model when L is binary with range {0,
1}, is the Bernoulli model
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(9)
where _

. If we let X = 2L − 1, this model is equivalent to the Ising model [56].In models

and

(10) and (11), the parameter
restricts the amount of pixels of the class 1, whereas the parameter
enforces the spatial homogeneity of the classes.
Parameters The distributions defined above involve several parameters. In our application, we used the
prior deformation distribution defined by Equation (4) and set manually the Lame constants
experiments. We also set manually the mean μ0 and the variance
of the class 0, and the weights

and

and μ from

of the Gaussian distribution

of the Gaussian or Bernoulli model in Equations (10) and

(11). The other parameters, which are the mean μ1 and the variance
of the Gaussian distribution
on
class 1, are estimated from the data. We assume that μ1 belongs to an interval [μmin, μmax] and
to another
interval [_min, _max] and put, as a prior, uniform independent distributions of μ1 and
The parameter vector

is decomposed as

), where

on these intervals.
is known and

This parameter
is then estimated, together with the deformation and the classification by
solving the following MAP estimation problem:
(10)
As before, this is equivalent to the minimization of an energy of the form

(11)
under the constraint that

IV.

THE REGION MERGING PREDICATE

Automatic image segmentation can be phrased as an inference problem [60]. For example, we might
observe the colors in an image, which are caused by some unknown principles. In the context of image
segmentation, the observation of an image is given but the partition is unknown. In this respect, it is possible to
formulate the inference problem as finding some representation of the pixels of an image, such as the label that
each pixel is assigned. With these labels, an image is partitioned into a meaningful collection of regions and
objects. The Gestalt laws in psychology [66-67] have established some fundamental principles for this inference
problem. For example, they imply some well-defined perceptual formulations for image segmentation, such as
homogeneous, con tinuity and similarity. In the family of region merging techniques, some methods have used
statistical similarity tests [86, 89] to decide the merging of regions, where a predicate is defined for making local
decisions. These are good examples of considering the homogeneity characteristics within a region, from which
we can see that an essential attribute for region merging is the consistency of data elements in the same region.
In other words, if neighboring regions share a common consistency property, they should belong to the same
group. However, most of the existing region merging
Algorithms cannot guarantee a globally optimal solution of the merging result. As a consequence, the
region merging output is over-merged, under-merged or a hybrid case. In this section, we propose a novel
predicate which leads to certain global properties for the segmentation result. The proposed predicate is based
on measuring the dissimilarity between pixels along the boundary of two regions. For the convenience of
expression, we use the definition of region adjacency graph (RAG) [30] to represent an image. Let G = (V, E) be
an undirected graph, where vi∈V is a set of nodes corresponding to image elements (e.g. super-pixels or
regions). E is a set of edges connecting the pairs of neighboring nodes. Each edge (vi,vj)∈E has a corresponding
weight w((vi,vj)) to measure the dissimilarity of the two nodes connected by that edge. In the context of region
merging, a region is represented by a component R ⊆ V. We obtain the dissimilarity between two neighboring
regions R1, R2 ⊆ V as the minimum weight edge connecting
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them. That is,
(12)
The graph structure of an example partition is shown in Fig. 1, where the image has 7 regions and its RAG is
shown on the right. The advantage of RAG is that it can provide a “spatial view” of the image.

Fig 1. An example of region partition and the corresponding region adjacency graph (RAG).

Fig 2. An example that the predicate P between R1 and R2 is true.
The thickness of lines indicates the weights of the edges. The most similar pair of regions is connected by an
edge with the minimal weight.
Since the merging predicate will decide whether there is an evidence of merging between the pair of
regions, it involves two aspects: a dissimilarity measure which is used to determine the candidate region for
merging, and the consistency property which checks if the regions are homogenous. We define the following
region merging predicate P:

(13)
where Ω1 and Ω 2 are the neighborhood sets of R1 and R2, respectively.[77] The merging predicate on regions
R1 and R2 could thus be “merge R1 and R2 if and only if they are the most similar neighbors in each other’s
neighborhood and follow the principle of consistency.” The condition (a) is stronger than that of only requiring
the connecting edge between R1 and R2 to be the minimal one in either of the neighborhood. This leads to an
interesting property of the proposed region merging algorithm, i.e., the candidates of the pairs of regions for
merging are uniquely decided by the given graph. We shall see hereafter that such a condition uniquely decides
the pairs of regions to be merged at a given merging level. Moreover, in Section V we will prove that there is
always at least one pair of regions which satisfies condition (a). Clearly, without condition (b), all the regions
will be merged into one big region at the end of region merging process. Therefore, condition (b) acts as a
stopping criterion. Fig. 2 illustrates an example when the predicate P between regions R1 and R2 is true.
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1. Consistency Test of Cues
In order to obtain the homogenous regions in region merging, the proposed predicate P in Eq. (13)
checks the consistency of regions. Region information is usually presented by the cues extracted from the
observed data. The choice of cues can be intensity, color, texture and so on. If we view the cue as a random
variable, the distribution of the cue depends on the consistency of pairs of regions. In this paper, we formulate
the evaluation of the region consistency as a sequential test process. Suppose parameter θ is related to the
distribution of random cues x. More specifically, we gather information of parameter θ by observing random
variables in successive steps. Since every sample of the cues carries statistical information on parameter θ, we
may collect the information at the end of observation. This is one of the interesting problems studied in
sequential analysis, where θ is called a hypothesis. In the context of region merging, two hypotheses are
involved in the evaluation task: a pair of regions is “consistent”, and is “inconsistent”, which are denoted by a
null hypothesis H0: θ = θ 0 against an alternative hypothesis H1: θ = θ 1, respectively. The property of the
hypotheses is a hidden state that is not directly observable, but is statistically linked to the observable cues. To
decide whether or not a pair of regions belongs to the same group, we look for the solution of its hypothesis test.
An efficient and popular procedure for integrating the statistical evidence is the sequential probability ratio test
(SPRT) which was proposed by Wald [78]. SPRT shows that the solution to the hypothesis can be found by
making the smallest number of observations and satisfying the bounds on the predefined probabilities of two
errors. SPRT is purely sequential in nature, i.e., continuing sampling on the instances of a random variable will
eventually lead to a reliable inference about parameter θ. The application of SPRT to the consistency test of cues
is described as follows. We observe the distribution of random cues x in a sequence until a likelihood ratio δ
goes out of the interval (B, A) for the first time by a random walk, where the real numbers A and B satisfy
B<0<A. The sequence of successive likelihood ratio δ i is:

(14)
where P0(x| θ 0) and P1(x| θ 1) are the distributions of visual cues. P0(x| θ 0) and P1(x| θ 1) should be
different so as to make a convincing decision. We use the Gaussian distribution model to approximate the cue
distributions. The two conditional probabilities are given as follows:

(15)
where Ia and Ib are the average color of sampled data in regions a and b respectively, and Ia+b is the
average value of samples’ union. SI is the covariance matrix of the regions, and λ 1 and λ 2 are scalar
parameters. If each test is independent, the composition of the likelihood ratios is the sum of the individual δ i:

(16)
where N is the first integer for which δ ≥ A or δ ≤ B. We can see that the solution to the hypothesis is
decided by the relationship between δ, an upper limit and a lower limit, denoted by A and B, respectively. If δ
goes out of one of these limits, the hypothesis is made and thus the test stops. Otherwise, the test is carried on
with a new random sampling.
Algorithm 1: consistency test of cues
Preset λ 1;
Let λ 2 =1, α=0.05, β=0.05;
Compute parameters:
N0: be a constant greater than max{E{δ | θ 0}, E{δ | θ 1}};
A=log(1-β)/α , B=logβ(1-α);
P0(x| θ 0), P1(x| θ 1) are computed using Eq. (4).
Input: a pair of neighboring regions.
Output: the decision D that the two regions are “consistent” (D=1) or “inconsistent” (D=0).
1. Set evidence accumulator δ and the trials counter n to be 0.
2. Randomly choose m pixels in each of the pair of regions, where m equals the half size of the region.
3. Calculate the distributions of visual cues x using Eq. (4) based on these pixels.
4. Update the evidence accumulator
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5. If n≤N0 If δ ≥ A, return D=1 (consistent)
If δ ≤ B, return D=0 (inconsistent)
If n>N0
If δ ≥ 0, return D=1 (consistent)
If δ <0, return D=0 (inconsistent)
6. Go back to step 2.
2. The dynamic region merging algorithm
In this section, we explain the proposed region merging algorithm as a dynamic region merging (DRM)
process, which is proposed to minimize an objective function with the merging predicate P defined in Eq. (13).
As mentioned in Section I, the proposed DRM algorithm is started from a set of over-segmented regions. This is
because a small region can provide more stable statistical information than a single pixel, and using regions for
merging can improve a lot the computational efficiency. For simplicity and in order to validate the effectiveness
of the proposed DRM algorithm, we use the watershed algorithm [71] (with some modification) to obtain the
initially over-segmented regions (please refer to Section VI-A for more information), yet using a more
sophisticated initial segmentation algorithm (e.g. mean-shift [62]) may lead better final segmentation results.
Given an over-segmented image, there are many regions to be merged for a meaningful segmentation. By taking
the region merging as a labeling problem, the goal is to assign each region a label such that regions belong to the
same object will have the same label. There are two critical labels for a region Ri: the initial label li 0, which is
decided by the initial segmentation, and the final label li n, which is assigned to the region when the merging
process stops. In our problem, the final label li n for a given region is not unique, which means that the same
initialization li 0 could lead to different solutions. This uncertainty mainly comes from the process of SPRT with
a given decision error. The test of consistency/inconsistency depends on the error probabilities of the cue
decisions α and β. In general, these decisions are precise for homogenous regions. If a region contains a small
part of non-homogenous data, the SPRT might add a few more times of tests to verify its decision. With
reasonably small error probabilities, the segmentation results will be more reliable. According to our
observation, in most cases, the segmentation result is stable for a given image and it can be guaranteed that all
the results satisfy the merging predicate P defined in Eq. (2). In the process of region merging, the label of each
region is sequentially transited from the initial one to the final one, which is denoted as a sequence
. To find an optimal sequence of merges which produce a union of optimal labeling for
all regions, the minimization of a certain objective function F is required. According to predicate P, the
transition of a region label to another label corresponds to a minimal edge weight that connects the two regions.
In this case, a sequence of transitions will be defined on a set of local minimum weights, i.e., in each transition
the edge weight between the pair of merged regions should be the minimal one in the neighborhood. As a result,
the objective function F used in this work is defined as the measure of transition costs in the space of partitions.
In other words, as the whole image is a union of all regions, F is the sum of transition costs over all regions.
That is:

Where Fi is the transition costs of one region Ri in the initial segmentation. Minimizing F in Eq. (17) is
a combinatorial optimization problem and finding its global solution is in general a hard task. Since the
exhaustive search in the solution space is impossible, an efficient approximation method is desired. The solution
adopted here is based on the stepwise minimization of F, where the original problem is broken down into several
sub-problems by using the dynamic programming (DP) technique [73]. The DP is widely used to find the (near)
optimal solution of many computer vision problems. The principle of DP is to solve a problem by studying a
collection of sub-problems. Indeed, there have been some works in image segmentation that benefit from this
efficient optimization technique, such as DP snake [64-65]. In the proposed DRM algorithm, we apply DP on
discrete regions instead of line segments. The minimization problem for region Ri starting at labeling li 0 is
defined as:

(18)
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dk,k+1 is the minimal edge weight

, respectively. In conjunction with Eq. (12), we have

(19)
The overall path length from
to
n is the sum of minimum edges dk,k+1 for each node in that path.
This problem reduces to a search for a shortest path problem, whose solution can be found at a finite set of steps
by the Dijkstra’s algorithm in polynomial time. At this point, a minimization process of objective function F is
exactly described by the predicate P defined in Eq. (13), where P is true if the nodes are connected by the edge
with the minimal weight in their neighborhood. It means that the closest neighbors will be assigned to the same
label, which is the cause of the merging. In Fig. 3, an example process of region merging is shown by
embedding it into a 3D graph. Between two adjacent layers there is a transition which indicates the costs of a
path. Clearly, this is also a process of label transitions.[92] The neighborhood of the highlighted region (in red)
is denoted as the black nodes in the graph and the closest neighbor is denoted as the red nodes. The directed
connections with the lowest cost between adjacent layers are made (shown as blue arrows). Note that the
connectivity between regions in the same layer is represented by the RAG, which is not explicitly shown in
Fig.3.

Fig 3. The dynamic region merging process as a shortest path in a layered graph.
The upper row shows the label transitions of a graph node. The lower row shows the corresponding
image regions of each label layer. Starting from layer 0, the highlighted region (in red) obtains a new label from
its closest neighbor (in red). If the region is merged with its neighbor, they will be assigned to the same label.
The shortest path is shown as the group of the directed edges (in blue).
Algorithm 2: segmentation by dynamic region merging
Input: the initially over segmented image S0.
Output: region merging result.
1. Set i=0.
2. For each region in segmentation Si, use Algorithm 1 to check the value of predicate P with
respect to its neighboring regions.
3. Merge the pairs of neighboring regions whose predicate P is true, such that segmentation
Si+1 is constructed.
4. Go back to step 2 until Si+1 = Si.
5. Return Si.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a Bayesian approach to perform simultaneously image registration and
pixel classification. The proposed technique is well-suited to deal with image pairs that contain two classes of
pixels with different inter-image intensity relationships. We have shown through different experiments that the
model can be applied in many different ways. For instance if the class map is known, then it can be used for
template-based segmentation. If the full model is used (estimation of the class map, the registration and the
parameters of the distribution of the outliers), then it can be applied to lesion detection by image comparison. In
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this paper, we proposed a novel method for segmenting an image into distinct components. The proposed
algorithm is implemented in a region merging style. We defined a merging predicate P for the evidence of a
merging between two neighboring regions. This predicate was defined by the sequential probability ratio test
(SPRT) and the maximum likelihood criterion. A dynamic region merging (DRM) was then presented to
automatically group the initially over-segmented many small regions. Although the merged regions are chosen
locally in each merge stage, some global properties are kept in the final segmentations. For the computational
efficiency, we introduced an accelerated algorithm by using the data structure of region adjacency graph (RAG)
and nearest neighbor graph (NNG). Experiments on natural images showed the efficiency of the proposed
algorithm. There are several potential extensions to this work, such as the introduction of global refinement and
user interaction, etc. Those will be further investigated in our future work.
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Abstract: - Modern three-dimensional (3-D) medical imaging offers the potential and promise for major
advances in science and medicine as higher fidelity images are produced.It has developed into one of the most
important fields within scientific imaging due to the rapid and continuing progress in computerized medical
image visualization and advances in analysis methods and computer-aided diagnosis[1],and is now,for
example,a vital part of the early detection,diagnosis, and treatment of cancer.The challenge is to effectively
process and analyze the images in order to effectively extract, quantify,and interpret this information to gain
understanding and insight into the structure and function of the organs being imaged.The general goal is to
understand the information and put it to practical use.A multitude of diagnostic medical imaging systems are
used to probe the human body.They comprise both microscopic (viz. cellular level) and macroscopic (viz.organ
and systems level) modalities.Interpretation of the resulting images requires sophisticated image processing
methods that enhance visual interpretation and image analysis methods that provide automated or semiautomated tissue detection,measurement, and characterization [2–4].In general,multiple transformations will be
needed in order to extract the data of interest from an image,and a hierarchy in the processing steps will be
evident, e.g., enhancement will precede restoration,which will precede analysis,feature extraction,and
classification[5].Often,these are performed sequentially, but more sophisticated tasks will require feedback of
parameters to preceding steps so that the processing includes a number of iterative loops.Segmentation is one of
the key tools in medical image analysis.The objective of segmentation is to provide reliable, fast, and effective
organ delineation.While traditionally, particularly in computer vision, segmentation is seen as an early vision
tool used for subsequent recognition, in medical imaging the opposite is often true. Recognition can be
performed interactively by clinicians or automatically using robust techniques, while the objective of
segmentation is to precisely delineate contours and surfaces. This can lead to effective techniques known as
“intelligent scissors” in 2D and their equivalent in 3D. This paper divided as follows. starts off with a more
“philosophical” section setting the background for this study. We argue for a segmentation context where highlevel knowledge, object information, and segmentation method are all separate. we survey in some detail a
number of segmentation methods that are well-suited to image analysis, in particular of medical images.We
illustrate this, make some comparisons and some recommendations. we introduce very recent methods that unify
many popular discrete segmentation methods and we introduce a new technique. we give some remarks about
recent advances in seeded, globally optimal active contour methods that are of interest for this study. we
compare all presented methods qualitatively. We then conclude and give some indications for future work.
Nonlinear filtering techniques are becoming increasingly important in image processing applications, and are
often better than linear filters at removing noise without distorting image features. However, design and
analysis of nonlinear filters are much more difficult than for linear filters. One structure for designing nonlinear
filters is mathematical morphology, which creates filters based on shape and size characteristics.
Morphological filters are limited to minimum and maximum operations that introduce bias into images. This
precludes the use of morphological filters in applications where accurate estimation of the true gray level is
necessary.
This work develops two new filtering structures based on mathematical morphology that overcome the
limitations of morphological filters while retaining their emphasis on shape. The linear combinations of
morphological filters eliminate the bias of the standard filters, while the value-and-criterion filters allow a
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variety of linear and nonlinear operations to be used in the geometric structure of morphology. One important
value-and-criterion filter is the Mean of Least Variance (MLV) filter, which sharpens edges and provides noise
smoothing equivalent to linear filtering. To help understand the behavior of the new filters, the deterministic
and statistical properties of the filters are derived and compared to the properties of the standard
morphological filters. In addition, new analysis techniques for nonlinear filters are introduced that describe the
behavior of filters in the presence of rapidly fluctuating signals, impulsive noise, and corners. The corner
response analysis is especially informative because it quantifies the degree to which a filter preserves corners of
all angles.Examples of the new nonlinear filtering techniques are given for a variety of medical images,
including thermographic, magnetic resonance, and ultrasound images. The results of the filter analyses are
important in deciding which filter to use for a particular application. For thermography, accurate gray level
estimation is required, so linear combinations of morphological operators are appropriate. In magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), noise reduction and contrast enhancement are desired. The MLV filter performs
these tasks well on MR images. The new filters perform as well or better than previously established techniques
for biomedical image enhancement in these applications.

Keywords: - Spatial Filter, Image Denoising, Median Filter, Midrange Filter, Pseudomedian Filter, Random
Walkers.
I.
INTRODUCTION
The major strength in the application of computers to medical imaging lies in the use of image
processing techniques for quantitative analysis. Medical images are primarily visual in nature; however, visual
analysis by human observers is usually associated with limitations caused by interobserver variations and errors
due to
fatigue, distractions, and limited experience. While the interpretation of an image by an expert draws
from his/her experience and expertise, there is almost always a subjective element. Computer analysis, if
performed with the appropriate care and logic, can potentially add objective strength to the interpretation of the
expert. Thus,it becomes possible to improve the diagnostic accuracy and confidence of even an expert with
many years of experience.Imaging science has expanded primarily along three distinct but related lines of
investigation: segmentation, registration and visualization [6]. Segmentation, particularly in three dimensions,
remains the holy grail of imaging science. It is the important yet elusive capability to accurately recognize and
delineate all the individual objects in an image scene. Registration involves finding the transformation that
brings different images of the same object into strict spatial (and/or temporal) congruence.And visualization
involves the display, manipulation, and measurement of image data. A common theme throughout this book is
the differentiation and integration of images. On the one hand, automatic segmentation and classification of
tissues provide the required differentiation, and on the other the fusion of complementary images provides the
integration required to advance our understanding of life processes and disease. Measurement of both form and
function, of the whole image and at the individual pixel level, and the ways to display and manipulate digital
images are the keys to extracting the clinical information contained in biomedical images.The need for new
techniques becomes more pressing as improvements in imaging technologies enable more complex objects to be
imaged and simulated.
The approach required is primarily that of problem solving. However, the understanding of the problem
can often require a significant amount of preparatory work.The applications chosen for this book are typical of
those in medical imaging; they are meant to be exemplary, not exclusive. Indeed, it is hoped that many of the
solutions presented will be transferable to other problems. Each application begins with a statement of the
problem, and includes illustrations with real-life images. Image processing techniques are presented, starting
with relatively simple genericmethods, followed bymore sophisticated approaches directed at that specific
problem.The benefits and challenges in the transition from research to clinical solution are also
addressed.Biomedical imaging is primarily an applied science, where the principles of imaging science are
applied to diagnose and treat disease, and to gain basic insights into the processes of life.The development of
such capabilities in the research.laboratory is a time-honored tradition. The challenge is to make new techniques
available outside the specific laboratory that developed them, so that others can use and adapt them to different
applications. The ideas, skills and talents of specific developers can then be shared with a wider community and
this will hopefully facilitate the transition of successful research technique into routine clinical use.Nonlinear
methods in signal and image processing have become increasingly popular over the past thirty years.There are
two general families of nonlinear filters: the homomorphic and polynomial filters, and the order statistic and
morphological filters [1]. Homomorphic filters were developed during the 1970's and obey a generalization of
the superposition principle [2]. The polynomial filters are based on traditional nonlinear system theory and use
Volterra series. Analysis and design of homomorphic and polynomial filters resemble traditional methods used
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for linear systems and filters in many ways.The order statistic and morphological filters, on the other hand,
cannot be analyzed efficiently using generalizations of linear techniques.The median filter is an example of an
order statistic filter, and is probably the oldest [3, 4] and most widely used order statistic filter. Morphological
filters are based on a form of set algebra known as mathematical morphology. Most morphological filters use
extreme order statistics (minimum and maximum values) within a filter window, so they are closely related to
order statistic filters [5, 6].While homomorphic and polynomial filters are designed and analyzed by the
techniques used to define them, order statistic filters are often chosen by more heuristic methods. As a result, the
behavior of the median filter and other related filters was poorly understood for many years. In the early 1980's,
important results on the statistical behavior of the median filter were presented [7], and a new technique was
developed that defined the class of signals invariant to median filtering, the root signals [8, 9]. Morphological
filters are derived from a more rigorous mathematical background [10-12], which provides an excellent basis for
design but few tools for analysis. Statistical and deterministic analyses for the basic morphological filters were
not published until 1987 [5, 6, 13].The understanding of the filters’ behavior achieved by these analyses is not
complete, however, so further study may help determine when morphological filters are best applied.
II.
MEDIAN FILTER ROOT SIGNALS
The median filter is an order statistic (stack) filter that replaces the center value in the filter window
with the median of the values in the window. If the values in the window are updated as the filter acts on the
signal, it is called a recursive median filter. Non-recursive median filtering, which is far more common than
recursive median filtering, always acts on the original values in the signal. For a signal f(x) and a filter window
W, the non-recursive median filter is denoted as shown in equation (1) below:

..................(1)

Repeated application of the median filter is denoted by a superscript; for example, med3(f; W) denotes
the result of three iterations of the non-recursive median filter with window W over the signal f. The root signal
set of the 1-D median filter for finite-length signals consists only of signals that are everywhere locally
monotonic of length n + 2, where W is 2n+1 points long W =2n(+1)[8, 9]. This means that any section of a
finite-length median root signal of at least n + 2 points is monotonic (nonincreasing or nondecreasing). This
result assumes the signal is padded appropriately with constant regions to obtain the filter output near the ends,
as described previously. Gallagher and Wise [9] stated the same result slightly differently: a finite-length
median root signal consists only of constant neighborhoods and edges. A constant neighborhood is an area of
constant value of at least length n + 1 (just over half the length of W) and an edge is a monotonic region of any
length between two constant neighborhoods.This root signal set indicates that the median filter preserves slowly
varying regions and sharp edges, but alters impulses and rapid oscillations. For infinite-length signals, Tyan [8]
showed that another type of root signal exists for the non-recursive median filter. These root signals, the
―fastfluctuating‖ roots, consist solely of rapid oscillations between two values. Nowhere in these signals is there
even one monotonic region of length n + 1. For example, the infinite-length signal ..., 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, ... is a
root of the nonrecursive median filter with a window width of 4k+1, where k is any positive integer. Although
this type of signal is seldom encountered in practical applications, sections of a finite-length signal that fluctuate
quickly (even if they are not bi-valued) are often passed by the median filter without much smoothing. An
example of this situation is shown in Figure 1. The original signal has an oscillation in it, and when filtered by a
5-wide median filter only the first and last two peaks in the oscillation are smoothed.

Figure 1. Oscillatory signal filtered by a 5-wide non-recursive median filter.
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Gallagher and Wise [9] showed that repeated iteration of the non-recursive median filter on a signal of
length L reduces the signal to a root signal in at most (L–2)/2 passes. This result comes from the observation that
on the first pass, the first and last values must be unchanged; on succeeding passes, the area at the beginning and
end of the signal that is unchanged by filtering is at least one point longer. Figure 1 also illustrates how
oscillatory signals are reduced to a root a few points at a time from either end. The root signal resulting from
repeated iteration of the non-recursive median filter is denoted med∞(f; W). Although the number of passes
required to reduce most signals to a median root is fairly small, in some instances the number of passes required
is very large.The recursive median filter yields a root signal from any input signal in a single pass; however, the
resulting root is usually not as good a representation of the original signal as med∞(f; W). This is because the
recursive filter allows signal values to propagate along the signal sequence, so that the output value at any point
is not necessarily related to the values currently in the filter window.The recursive median filter is rarely used in
practice for this reason. Figure 2 is an example of 5-wide recursive median filtering on the same signal as in
Figure1. The result is a root signal, but it is very different from the result of nonrecursive median filtering.

Figure 2. Oscillatory signal filtered by a 5-wide recursive median filter.
III.
INEAR COMBINATIONS OF MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATORS
Since the complementary morphological operators (OC and CO; opening and closing; erosion and
dilation) are equally and oppositely biased, an obvious way to try to remove the bias is by simply taking the
average of the two operators. For symmetric input noise distributions, an evenly weighted average clearly
should give an unbiased result; however, for asymmetric distributions an unequally weighted average of the two
operators may work better for removing the bias.This chapter describes the various types of linear combinations
of morphological operators and illustrates how they alleviate some of the bias problems of standard
morphological filters. Theorems describing the root signal sets of these linear combinations are presented, and
approximations for the statistical properties of the filters are also given and compared to the properties of the
standard morphological filters.
Midrange Filter
The midrange filter is defined as the average of the maximum and the minimum values in a filter window, the
midpoint of the range of values in the window. Since the erosion is a sliding minimum operation acting over the
window N and dilation is a sliding maximum operation acting over the same window, another form of the
midrange filter is the average of the two basic morphological operators, erosion and dilation. The midrange filter
is a wellknown estimator in the order statistics literature; see, for example, [25-27]. The midrange filter is
optimal in the mean square sense among all filters that are linear combinations of order statistics for removing
uniformly distributed noise from a constant signal [26]. The midrange filter is also the maximum likelihood
estimator for uniformly distributed noise [26].The notation for the midrange filter is given in equation (9) below.

…………(2)
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Pseudomedian Filter
The pseudomedian filter was originally defined in 1985 by Pratt, Cooper, and Kabir [28]. They defined
the filter in one dimension to be the average of the maximum of the minima of n+1 subwindows within an
overall window and the minimum of the maxima of the same subwindows. Each subwindow is n+1 points long,
and is within an overall window of length 2n+1. This structure corresponds to that of morphological opening
and closing: the subwindows are the structuring elements N, and the overall window is W. Pratt recast the
definition of the pseudomedian filter in his 1991 text [29] by forming the ―maximin‖ and ―minimax‖ functions,
which he averages to find the pseudomedian. The maximin and minimax functions are equivalent to
morphological opening and closing. The 1-D pseudomedian filter is therefore the average of the opening and
closing, as noted previously by this author [30]. Pratt defined a two-dimensional pseudomedian filter in a
manner that does not correspond to 2-D opening and closing; however, other work by the author [31, 32]
generalized the pseudomedian filter to two dimensions in a manner corresponding to the definition of the
pseudomedian as the average of opening and closing. The notation for pseudomedian filter is given in equation
(10)
below.

…………..(3)
Pseudomedian Filter
The deterministic behavior of the pseudomedian filter is quite different from that of the midrange filter.
Theorem 3.15 below proves that the root signal set of the pseudomedian filter for bounded signals includes only
signals that consist entirely of constant neighborhoods and edges.
Theorem 3.15: A bounded root signal of the pseudomedian filter consists only of constant neighborhoods and
edges.
Proof: Suppose f(x) is a root signal of the pseudomedian filter with structuring element N of length |N| = n+1;
that is, f(x) = pmed(f(x); N).
This proof will proceed by defining three possible cases for the root signals. The opening and closing of the
signal may be equal at all points, or may be unequal at all points, or may be equal at some points and unequal at
others. The case where opening and closing are equal at all points corresponds to the root signals consisting of
constant neighborhoods and edges. The other two cases show that there are not roots where the opening and
closing are unequal at all points or where opening and closing are equal at some points and unequal at other
points.

Together, the definition of the pseudomedian filter and the above assumption imply that
for all x.
f(x) of the pseudomedian filter is everywhere LOMO(n+2); that is, f(x) consists only of constant neighborhoods
and edges.
Case II: fN(x) ≠f N(x) for all x.
First, assume that there exists a point x1 such that
. By Theorem 6, fN(x1) = f(x1).
Then, by the definition of the pseudomedian filter, fN(x1) = f N(x1), which is a contradiction. Similarly, if there
is a point x2 such that
then f N(x2) = f(x2). Again, fN(x2) = f N(x2), which is a
contradiction. Therefore, for Case II there can be no point x where f(x) is equal to the erosion, dilation, opening,
or closing at x. fN(x) and f N(x) are then infinitely long and n-monotonic everywhere.f N(x) ≥ fN(x), so the
closing and opening must be both increasing or both decreasing, since any infinite n-monotonic increasing
signal must be greater than any infinite n-monotonic decreasing signal as x+∞and less than any infinite nmonotonic decreasing signal as x–∞.The average of two signals that are n-monotonic and either both
increasing or both decreasing is a signal that is n-monotonic. Therefore, the pseudomedian of a signal f(x) that
satisfies fN(x)≠f N(x) for all x is an nmonotonic signal. However, if f(x) is n-monotonic, then fN(x) = f(x) = f
N(x), which is a contradiction of fN(x)≠f N(x). Therefore, there exist no root signals of the pseudomedian filter
that satisfy Case II.
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Seed-Driven Segmentation
Segmentation is a fundamental operation in computer vision and image analysis. It consists of
identifying regions of interests in images that are semantically consistent.Practically, this may mean finding
individual white blood cells amongst red blood cells; identifying tumors in lungs; computing the 4D hypersurface of a beating heart, and so on. Applications of segmentation methods are numerous. Being able to
reliably and readily characterize organs and objects allows practitioners to measure them, count them and
identify them. Many images analysis problems begin by a segmentation step, and so this step conditions the
quality of the end results. Speed and ease of use are essential to clinical practice. This has been known for quite
some time, and so numerous segmentation methods have been proposed in the literature [57]. However,
segmentation is a difficult problem. It usually requires high-level knowledge about the objects under study. In
fact, semantically consistent, high-quality segmentation, in general, is a problem that is indistinguishable from
strong Artificial Intelligence and has probably no exact or even generally agreeable solution. In medical
imaging, experts often disagree amongst themselves on the placement of the 2D contours of normal organs, not
to mention lesions. In 3D, obtaining expert opinion is typically difficult, and almost impossible if the object
under study is thin, noisy and convoluted, such as in the case of vascular systems. At any rate, segmentation is,
even for humans, a difficult, time-consuming and error-prone procedure.
Image Analysis and Computer Vision
Segmentation can be studied from many angles. In computer vision, the segmentation task is often seen
as a low-level operation, which consists of separating an arbitrary scene into reasonably alike components (such
as regions that are consistent in terms of color, texture and so on). The task of grouping such component into
semantic objects is considered a different task altogether. In contrast, in image analysis, segmentation is a highlevel task that embeds high-level knowledge about the object. This methodological difference is due to the
application field. In computer vision, the objective of segmentation (and grouping) is to recognize objects in an
arbitrary scene, such as persons, walls, doors, sky, etc. This is obviously extremely difficult for a computer,
because of the generality of the context, although humans do generally manage it quite well. In contrast, in
image analysis, the task is often to precisely delineate some objects sought in a particular setting known in
advance. It might be for instance to find the contours of lungs in an X-ray photograph. The segmentation task in
image analysis is still a difficult problem, but not to the same extent as in the general vision case. In contrast to
the vision case, experts might agree that a lesion is present on a person’s skin, but may disagree on its exact
contours [45]. Here, the problem is that the boundary between normal skin and lesion might be objectively
difficult to specify. In addition, sometimes there does exist an object with a definite physical contour (such as
the inner volume of the left ventricle of the heart). However, imaging modalities may be corrupted by noise and
partial volume effects to an extent that delineating the precise contours of this physical object in an image is also
objectively difficult.
Objects Are Semantically Consistent
However, in spite of these difficulty, we may assume that, up to some level of ambiguity, an object
(organ, lesion, etc) may still be specified somehow. This means that semantically, an object possess some
consistency.When we point at a particular area on an image, we expect to be, again with some fuzziness, either
inside or outside the object This leads us to the realize that there must exist some mathematical indicator
function, that denotes whether we are inside or outside of the object with high probability. This indicator
function can be considered like a series of constraints, or labels. They are sometimes called seeds or markers, as
they provide starting points for segmentation procedures, and they mark where objects are and are not. In
addition, a metric that expresses the consistency of the object is likely to exist. A gradient on this metric may
therefore provide object contour information. Contours may be weak in places where there is some uncertainty,
but we assume they are not weak everywhere (else we have an ambiguity problem, and our segmentation cannot
be precise). The metric may simply be the image intensity or color, but it may express other information like
consistency of texture for instance. Even though this metric may contain many descriptive elements (as a vector
of descriptors for instance), we assume that we are still able to compute a gradient on this metric [61]. This is
the reason why many segmentation methods focus on contours, which are essentially discontinuities in the
metric. Those that focus on regions do so by defining and utilizing some consistency metric, which is the same
problem expressed differently. The next and final step for segmentation is the actual contour placement, which
is equivalent to object delineation. This step can be considered as an optimization problem, and this is the step
on which segmentation methods in the literature focus the most. We will say more about this in Sect. 3.2 listing
some image segmentation categories.
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Desirable Properties of Seeded Segmentation Methods
We come to the first conclusion that to provide reliable and accurate results, we must rely on a
segmentation procedure and not just an operator. Object identification and constraints analysis will set us in
good stead to achieve our results, but not all segmentation operators are equivalent.We can list here some
desirable properties of interactive segmentation operators. • It is useful if the operator can be expressed in an
energy or cost optimization formulation. It is then amenable to existing optimizationmethods, and this entails a
number of benefits. Lowering the cost or the energy of the formulation can be done in several ways (e.g.
continuous or discrete optimization), which results in different characteristics and compromises, say between
memory resources and time. Optimizationmethods improve all the time through the work of researchers,and so
our formulations will benefit too.
• It is desirable if the optimization formulation can provide a solution that is at least locally optimal, and if
possible globally optimal, otherwise noise will almost certainly corrupt the result.
• The operator should be fast, and provide guaranteed convergence, because it will be most likely restarted
several times, in order to adjust parameters. Together with this requirement, the ability to segment many objects
at once is also desirable, otherwise the operator will need to be restarted as many time as there are objects in the
image. This may not be a big problem if objects do not overlap and if bounding boxes can be drawn around
them, because the operator can then be run only within the bounding box, but this is not the general case.
• The operator should be bias-free: e.g. with respect to objects size or to the discretization grid or with respect to
initialization.
• The operator should be flexible: it is useful if it can be coupled with topology information for instance, or with
multi-scale information.
• It should be generic, not tied to particular data or image types.
• It should be easy to use. This in practice means possessing as few parameters as possible. Of course one can
view constraints setting as an enormous parameter list, but this is the reason why we consider this step as
separate. Such a method certainly does not yet exist to our knowledge, although some might be considered to
come close. We describe some of them in the next section.
Pixel Selection
Pixel selection is likely the oldest segmentation method. It consists of selecting pixels solely based on
their values and irrespective of their spatial neighborhood. The simplest pixel selection method is humble
thresholding, where we select pixels that have a gray-level value greater or smaller than some threshold value.
This particular method is of course very crude, but is used frequently nonetheless. Multiple thresholding uses
several values instead of a single value; color and multispectral thresholding using vectors of values and not just
scalars. By definition all histogram-based methods for finding the parameters of the thresholding, including
those that optimize a metric to achieve this [54], are pixel selection methods.Statistical methods (e.g. spectral
classification methods) that include no spatial regularization fall into this category as well. This is therefore a
veritable plethora of methods that we are including here, and research is still active in this domain. Of course,
thresholding and related methods are usually very fast and easily made interactive, which is why they are still
used so much. By properly pre-processing noisy, unevenly illuminated images, or by other transforms, it is
surprising how many problems can be solved by interactive or automated thresholding. However, this is of
course not always the case, hence the need for more sophisticated methods.
Contour Tracking
It was realized early on that (1) human vision is sensitive to contours and (2) there is a duality between
simple closed contours and objects. A simple closed contour (or surface) is one that is closed and does not selfintersect. By the Jordan theorem, in the Euclidean space, any such contour or surface delineates a single object
of finite extent. There are some classical difficulties with the Jordan theorem in the discrete setting [52], but
they can be solved by selecting proper object/background connectivities, or by using a suitable graph, for
instance, the 6-connected hexagonal grid or the Khalimsky topology [22, 40]. A contour can be defined locally
(it is a frontier separating two objects (or an object and its background in the binary case)), while an object
usually cannot (an object can have an arbitrary extent). A gradient (first derivative) or a Laplacian (second
derivative) operator can be used to define an object border in many cases, and gradients are less sensitive to
illumination conditions than pixel values. As a result, contour detection through the use of gradient or Laplacian
operators became popular, and eventually led to the Marr–Hildreth theory [44]. Given this, it is only natural that
most segmentation method use contour information directly in some ways, and we will revisit this shortly. Early
methods used only this information to detect contours and then tried to combine them in some way. By far the
most popular and successful version of this approach is the Canny edge detector [9]. In his classical paper,
Canny proposed a closed-form optimal 1D edge detector assuming the presence of additive white Gaussian
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noise, and successfully proposed a 2D extension involving edge tracking using non-maxima suppression with
hysteresis.One problem with this approach is that there is no optimality condition in 2D, no topology or
connectivity constraints and no way to impose markers in the final result. All we get is a series of contours,
which may or may not be helpful. Finding a suitable combination of detected contours (which can be
incomplete) to define objects is then a combinatorial problem of high complexity. Finally, this approach extends
even less to 3D.Overall, in practical terms, these contour tracking methods have been superseded by more recent
methods and should not be used without good reasons. For instance, more recent minimal-path methods can be
applied to contour tracking methods, although they are much more sophisticated in principle [3, 14]. In this class
of methods belongs also the ―intelligent scissors‖ types. There were many attempts in previous decades to
provide automated delineating tools in various image processing software packages, but a useful contribution
was provided relatively recently by Mortensen [48]. This method is strictly interactive, in the sense that it is
designed for human interaction and feedback. ―Intelligent scissor‖ methods are useful to clinicians for providing
ground truth data for instance. Such methods are still strictly 2D. As far as we know, no really satisfying 3D
live-wire/intelligent scissor method is in broad use today [5]. However, minimal surfaces methods, which we
will describe, in some ways do perform this extension to nD [30].
Continuous Optimization Methods
In the late 1980s, it was realized that contour tracking methods were too limited for practical use.
Indeed, getting closed contours around objects were difficult to obtain with contour tracking. This meant that
detecting actual objects was difficult except in the simplest cases.
Active Contours
Researchers, therefore, proposed to start from already-closed loops, and to make them evolve in such a
way that they would converge towards the true contours of the image. Thus were introduced active contours, or
snakes [39]. The formulation of snakes takes the following continuous-domain shape:
……………………..(4)
where v(s) is a parametric representation of the contour.
This model is very flexible. It contains internal terms, image data terms and constraints terms :
• The first term, the internal energy, contains a curvature term and a ―rubber band‖energy. The former tends to
smooth the resulting contour following a thin plate,while the latter tends to make it shrink around features of
interest. Other terms such as kinetic energy can be added too, which makes it possible for the snake to avoid
noisy zones and flat areas.
• The second term, the data energy, attracts the active contours towards points of interest in the image: typically,
image contours (zones of high gradient), lines or termination points.
• The last term, the constraint term, is optional, but allows interaction with the snake by defining zones of
attraction and repulsion.
To solve this equation, the Euler–Lagrange of (3.1) is worked out (typically in closed form), and a
gradient descent algorithm is used. All the terms are combined in a linear combination, allowing them to be
balanced according to the needs of the user. Due to its flexibility, the active contour modelwas very popular in
the literature as well as in applications. It fits very well into the interactive segmentation paradigm because
constraints can be added very easily, and it can be quite fast because it uses a so-called Lagrangian framework.
The contour itself is discretized at regular interval points and evolves according to (3.1). Convergence towards a
local minimum of the energy is guaranteed, but may require many iterations. In practice, there are some
difficulties: the snake energy is flexible but difficult to tune. Because of the contour evolution, points along the
contour tend to spread out or bunch up, requiring regular and frequent resampling. There can also be topological
difficulties, for instance causing the snake to self-intersect. The snake is also sensitive to its parametrization and
to initialization. Finally, even though a local optimum is guaranteed, in practice, it may not be of good quality
due to noise sensitivity.
One major difficulty with snakes is that they can be extended to 3D viatriangulation, but such
extensions can be complicated, and topological problems plaguing snakes in 2D are usually more difficult to
avoid in 3D. However, 3D active surfaces are still widely used, because they make it easy to improve or
regularize a triangulated surface obtained by other means. For instance, the brain segmentation software
FreeSurfer includes such a method. To distinguish them from other models we are going to introduce now,
snake-like active contours or surfaces are sometimes called parametric deformable models.
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Level Sets
One way to avoid altogether some of the problems brought about by the way parametric
deformablemodels are discretized, is to embed the contour into a higherdimensional manifold. This idea gave
rise to level sets, proposed by Osher and Sethian in 1988 [53]. Remarkably, this is around the same time when
active contours

Fig.3 Embedding and evolving a curve as a level set of a higher-dimension function. The zerolevel of
function is shown in color, representing a 2D contour.
To evolve the contour, the whole function evolves. Note that topology changes can occur in the
contour, while the embedding surface shows no such effect were proposed. However level sets were initially
proposed for computational fluid dynamics and numerical simulations. They were applied to imaging somewhat
later [43, 62]. A contour is represented on the surface S of an evolving regular functionby its zero level-set,
which is simply the threshold of the functionat zero. By using sufficiently regular embedding functions ,
namely signed distance transforms from an initial contour, it was possible to propose effective evolution
equations to solve similar problems to Lagrangian active contours. The main advantages of the level-sets
method were that contour resampling was no longer necessary, and contour self-intersection (shock solutions)
was avoided because level sets were able to change topology easily. This means practically that it was possible
at least in theory to initialize a segmentation by drawing a box around a series of object of interest, and the level
set could find a contour around each of them. This was seen as a major benefit by the vision community.The
level set Eulerian formulation (where the whole space is discretized) is thoughtto offer better theoretical
guarantees than the Lagrangian framework of previous non-embedded formulations, and the simulation of
function evolution is a wellresearched topic with many usable and interesting results. Finally, the formulation is
dimension independent. Level sets work virtually unchanged in 3D or more, which is a major benefit. There are
also a number of drawbacks. First, the level set formulation is more
expensive than earlier active contour formulations. It requires the iterative solving of PDEs in the whole space,
which is expensive. In practice, it is possible to limit the computation in a narrow band around the contour, but
this is still more costly than if they were limited to the contour itself, and requires the resampling that was
sought to be avoided. The surface S of function is implicitly represented by the function itself, but it requires
more space than the contour. In 3D or more, this may be prohibitive. Some contour motions are not
representable (e.g. contour rotation), but this is a minor problem. More importantly, the fact that level-sets can
undergo topology changes is actually a problem in image analysis, where it is useful to know that a contour
initialized somewhere will converge to a single simple closed contour. In some cases, a contour can split or even
disappear completely, leading to undesirable results.
……………………….(5)
where F is the so-called speed function. Malladi and Sethian proposed the following for F:

…….(6)
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The first part of the equation is a term driving the embedding function
towards contours of the
image with some regularity and smoothing controlled by the curvature
. The amount of smoothing is
controlled by the parameter ∑. The second term is a ―balloon‖ force that tends to expand the contour. It is
expected that the contour initially be placed inside the object of interest, and that this balloon force should be
reduced or eliminated after some iterations, controlled by the parameter .We see here that even though this
model is relatively simple for a level-set one, it already has a few parameters that are not obvious to set or
optimize.
Geodesic Active Contours
An interesting attempt to solve some of the problems posed by overly general level sets was to go back
and simplify the problem, arguing for consistency and a geometric interpretation of the contour obtained. The
result was the geodesic active contour (GAC), proposed by Caselles et al. in 1997 [10]. The level set
formulation is the following:

…….(7)
This equation is virtually parameter-free, with only a g function required. This function is a metric and
has a simple interpretation: it defines at point x the cost of a contour going through x. This metric is expected to
be positive definite, and in most cases is set to be a scalar functional with values in R+. In other words, the
GAC equation finds the solution of:

……(8)
where C is a closed contour or surface. This is the minimal closed path or minimal closed surface
problem, i.e. finding the closed contour (or surface) with minimum weight defined by g. In addition to
simplified understanding and improved consistency, (3.4) has the required form for Weickert’s PDE operator
splitting [28, 68],allowed PDEs to be solved using separated semi-implicit schemes for improved efficiency.
These advances made GAC a reference method for segmentation, which is now widely used and implemented in
many software packages such as ITK. The GAC is an important interactive segmentation method due to the
importance of initial contour placement, as with all level-sets methods. Constraints such as forbidden or
attracting zones can all be set through the control of function g, which has an easy interpretation. As an
example, to attract the GAC towards zones of actual image contours, we could set

……..(9)
With p = 1 or 2. We see that for this function, g is small (costs little) for zones where the gradient is
high. Many other functions, monotonically decreasing for increasing values for
can be used instead. One
point to note, is that GAC has a so-called shrinking bias, due to the fact that the globally optimal solution for
(3.5) is simply the null contour (the energy is then zero). In practice, this can be avoided with balloon forces but
the model is again non-geometric. Because GAC can only find a local optimum, this is not a serious problem,
but this does mean that contours are biased towards smaller solutions.
RandomWalkers
In order to correct some of the problems inherent to graph cuts, Grady introduced the RandomWalker
(RW) in 2004 [29,32].We set ourselves in the same framework as in the Graph Cuts case with a weighted graph,
but we consider from the start a multilabel problem, and, without loss of generality, we assume that the
edgeweights are all normalized between 0 and 1. This way, they represent the probability that a random particle
may cross a particular edge to move from a vertex to a neighboring one. Given a set of starting points on this
graph for each label, the algorithm considers the probability for a particle moving freely and randomly on this
weighted graph to reach any arbitrary unlabelled vertex in the graph before any other coming from the other
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labels. A vector of probabilities, one for each label, is therefore computed at each unlabeled vertex. The
algorithm considers the computed probabilities at each vertex and assigns the label of the highest probability to
that vertex. Intuitively, if close to a label starting point the edge weights are close to 1, then its corresponding
―random walker‖ will indeed walk around freely, and the probability to encounter it will be high. So the label is
likely to spread unless some other labels are nearby. Conversely, if somewhere edge weights are low, then the
RW will have trouble crossing these edges. To relate these observations to segmentation, let us assume that edge
weights are high within objects and low near edge boundaries. Furthermore, suppose that a label starting point is
set within an object of interest while some other labels are set outside of it. In this situation, the RW is likely to
assign the same label to the entire object and no further, because it spreads quickly within the object but is
essentially stopped a the boundary. Conversely, the RW spreads the other labels outside the object, which are
also stopped at the boundary. Eventually, the whole image is labeled with the object of interest consistently
labeled with a single value.
Watershed
While there are many variations on discrete segmentationmethods, we will consider one last method:
the Watershed Transform (WT). It was introduced in 1979 by Beucher and Lantu´ejoul [6] by analogy to the
topography feature in geography. It can be explained intuitively in the following manner: consider a gray-level
image to be a 3D topographical surface or terrain. A drop of water falling onto this surface would follow a
descending path towards a local minimum of the terrain.The set of points, such that drops falling onto them
would flow into the same minimum, is called a catchment basin. The set of points that separate catchment
basins form the watershed line. Finally, the transform that takes an image as input and produces its set of
watershed lines is called the Watershed Transform. To use

Fig. 4 Watershed segmentation: (a) anMRI image of the heart, (b) its smoothed gradient, (c) the gradient seen as
a topographic surface, (d) Watershed of the gradient, and (e) topographical view of the watershed
this transform in practical segmentation settings, we must reverse the point of view somewhat. Assume
now that labels are represented by lakes on this terrain and that by some flooding process, the water level rises
evenly. The set of points that are such that waters from different lakes meet is also called the watershed line.
Now this watershed line is more constrained, because there are only as many lines as necessary to separate all
the lakes. This intuitive presentation is useful but does not explain why theWT is useful for segmentation. As
the ―terrain‖, it is useful to consider the magnitude of the gradient of the image. On this gradient image, interior
objects will have values close to zero and will be surrounded by zones of high values: the contours of the
objects. They can therefore be assimilated to catchment basins, and the WT can delineate them well (see Fig.
4).The WT is a seeded segmentation method, and has many interesting interpretations.If we consider the image
again as a graph as in the GC setting, then on this graph the set of watershed lines from the WT form a graph
cut. The edges of this tree can be weighted with a functional derived from a gradient exactly as in the GC case.
Computing the WT can be performed in many efficient ways [46, 67], but an interesting one is to consider the
Maximum Spanning Forest (MSF) algorithm [19]. In this algorithm, the classical graph algorithm for maximum
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spanning tree (MST) is run on the graph of the image, following for instance Kruskal’s algorithm [41,59], with
the following difference: when an edge selected by the MST algorithm is connected with a seed, then all vertices
that are connected with it become also labeled with this seed, and so on recursively. However, when an edge
selected by the MST algorithm would be connecting two different seeds, the connection is simply not
performed. It is easy to show that (1) eventually all edges of the graph are labeled with this algorithm; (2) the set
of edge that are left connected form a graph cut separating all the seeds; and (3) the labels are connected to the
seeds by subtrees. The result is a MSF, and the set of unconnected edges form a watershed line. The MSF
algorithm can be run in quasi-linear time [20].
A Unifying Framework
We propose to optimize the following general discrete energy:
……………………………….(10)
The p and q terms are integer exponents. In cases where the optimal x_ is not binary, we threshold it in
the end as in (3.13). An analysis of the influence of p and q provides us with Table 1. In this table, we find some
well-known algorithms, such as previously mentioned GR and RW, in addition to the Shortest Path Forests
algorithm [20], that uses forests of shortest path leading to seeds as segmentation criteria. Most of the other
cases are not interesting (Voronoi diagrams, for instance), but the case q = 1 or 2 and p→ is novel and
interesting: this is the Power Watershed algorithm [15].
Table 1 Our generalized scheme for image segmentation includes several popular segmentation
algorithms as special cases of the parameters p and q.The power watershed are previously unknown in the
literature, but may be optimized efficiently with a MSF calculation

Power Watershed
Among the drawbacks of traditional watershed as described in Sect. 3.2.5.3 are the following: (1)
watershed has no energy interpretation and is purely a segmentation algorithm; (2) watershed segmentations are
not unique: for the same seed placement and edge weights, the same definition can provide different results; (3)
watershed
results tend to leak in the presence of weak boundaries.We intend to solve all three problems.
An analysis of the convergence of (3.14) in the case q = 1 or 2 and p→ led us to the algorithm shown below.
This algorithm is illustrated where we compare qualitatively the results of PW with the other classical discrete
segmentation algorithms, namely GC, RW, SPF and the classical WT in the form of a MSF. More details on the
Power Watershed algorithm can be found in [16]. We show the PW algorithm performs very well in terms of
quantitative results, that qualitatively PW is devoid of size bias and grid artifacts, while being only slightly.
Algorithm: power watershed algorithm, optimizing p→

,q ≥ 1

Data: A weighted graph (V ,E ) and a reference image y containing seed
information
Result: A potential function x and a labeling s associating a label to each
vertex.
Set x values as unknown except seed values. Sort the edges of E by decreasing order of weight.
while any node has an unknown potential do
Find an edge (or a plateau) EMAX in E of maximal weight; denote by S the set of nodes connected by EMAX.
if S contains any nodes with known potential then
Find xS minimizing (3.14) (using the input value of q) on the subset S
with the weights in EMAX set to wi j = 1, all other weights set to wi j = 0
and the known values of x within S fixed to their known values.
Consider all xS values produced by this operation as known.
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else
Merge all of the nodes in S into a single node, such that when the value of x for this merged node becomes
known, all merged nodes are assigned the same value of x and considered known. Set si = 1 if xi ≥ 12 and si = 0
otherwise.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the different steps for Algorithm in the case q = 2. The values on the nodes correspond to
x, their color to s. The bold edges represents edges belonging to a Maximum Spanning Forest. (a) A weighted
graph with two seeds, all maxima of the weight function are seeded, (b) First step, the edges of maximum
weight are added to the forest, (c) After several steps,the next largest edge set belongs to a plateau connected to
two labeled trees, (d) Minimize (3.14) on the subset (considering the merged nodes as a unique node) with q = 2
(i.e., solution of the Random Walker problem), (e) Another plateau connected to three labeled vertices is
encountered, and (f) Final solutions x and s obtained after few more steps. The q-cut, which is also an MSF cut,
is represented in dashed lines
slower than standard watershed and much faster than either GC or RW, particularly in 3D. The PW algorithm
provides a unique unambiguous result, and an energy interpretation for watershed, which allows it to be used in
wider contexts as a solver, for instance in filtering [17] and surface reconstruction. One chief advantage of PW
with respect with GC for instance, is its ability to compute a globally optimal result in the presence of multiple
labels. When segmenting multiple objects this can be important.

Fig. 6. Slides of a 3D lung segmentation. The foreground seed used for this image is a small rectangle in one
slice of each lung, and the background seed is the frame of the image (a) GC (b) RW(c) SPF (d) MSF (e) PW
IV.
RESULTS
Comparisons of four different filters at α= 0 and at α= 45° are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.
The four filters are the square-shaped median, LOCO, and averaging filters and the plus-shaped median filter.
Significant differences among the responses of these filters are easily observed. The corner ―passband‖ and
―stopband‖ information for these filters are collected in Table below. The ―perfect rejection‖ and ―perfect
preservation‖ bands correspond to regions of where r(,α) = 0 and r(,α) = 1 respectively.
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Figure 7. Comparison of fractional corner preservation of square-shaped median, LOCO, and averaging filters
and the plus-shaped median filter at corner rotations α= 0.

Figure 8. Comparison of fractional corner preservation of square-shaped median, LOCO, and averaging filters
and the plus-shaped median filter at corner rotations α= 45°.
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Table 2. Comparison of filter corner responses.

The values in Table above indicate that the square-shaped LOCO filter has the sharpest transition
between corner removal and corner preservation for α= 0, and that its response changes the least when
α changes from 0 to 45°. Thus, the LOCO filter is the closest of these four filters to an ―ideal‖ filter with a very
small transition band and a corner response that changes little for different corner orientations. However, there
are usually many considerations taken into account other than just the response at corners when selecting a twodimensional filter. For example, the degree of noise reduction offered by the filters in Table varies, as does the
type of noise they perform best against. Also, the corner response characteristics of opening, OC, CO, and the
LOCO filter are all identical, despite obvious visual differences among the results of the filters in real image
processing applications. Clearly, the corner response is not a complete description of the behavior of a filter.
Although the corner response technique is a valuable analysis tool, it does not indicate how to design a filter
with given corner response characteristics. The cutoff angles of filters vary with the angle of rotation α and the
shape of the filter, but usually the cutoff angle cannot be drastically changed for a given filter. Also,the
fractional preservation r(,α) only indicates the amount of area preserved, not any change in the shape of that
area. Some filters, especially the median and morphological filters, achieve partial preservation of corners by
changing the shape of the corners: the median filter rounds off sharp corners, while morphological operators
tend to make corners look more like their structuring element. Thus a 45° corner filtered by open-closing with a
square structuring element is 75% preserved [r(45°,0) = 0.75], but the result may look like a more obtuse angle
because this operation tends to clip corners to make them as close to right angles as possible.
V.
CONCLUSION
This chapter introduced three new methods for analyzing the behavior of nonlinear filters. These
analysis techniques demonstrate some important differences among the morphological, median, averaging, and
MLV filters. Continuous time analysis yields the peak response of filters to periodic signals of different
frequencies. This analysis highlights the differences between the morphological and non-morphological filters in
the presence of rapidly fluctuating periodic signals or noise. The breakdown point gives a measure of the
resistance of a filter to large outliers in its input. Using order statistics to limit the range of outputs of a filter
allows custom filters with almost any breakdown point to be designed.The last technique developed in this
chapter analyzes the behavior of twodimensional filters at corners. This method finds the fraction of corners of
different angles and orientations preserved by a filter, and is important because it is one of very few techniques
available to analyze the behavior of filters on twodimensional structures. The corner response of a filter gives an
indication of whether the filter is more likely to preserve details and sharp features in an image or remove them.
The analysis techniques introduced in this chapter provide a significant improvement in understanding the
behavior of nonlinear filters, especially their response to high frequency periodic signals, impulse noise, and
two-dimensional corners. In conclusion, we argue that seeded or interactive segmentation is useful in medical
imaging. Compared with model-based segmentation, seeded segmentation is more robust in actual image
analysis applications, as opposed to computer vision. The ability to separate seeds/markers, use contour
information, and perform contour optimization are very useful, as these elements generally result in a higher
likelihood of good results. From this point of view, we argue that segmentation is a process and not merely an
operator.In general, the literature focuses on contour placement optimization at the expense of the other two
components, with some rare exceptions. This is unfortunate but understandable with respect to seeds/markers,
because they are highly application dependent. The choice of methods for obtaining contour information is also
limited, and this is probably a good area for future research. One conclusion of this study is that contour
placement optimization methods are important. More recent methods focus on optimization robustness, which is
important. For someone not yet experienced in medical segmentation, simpler, more robust methods should be
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preferred over complex ones. Among those, power-watershed is a good candidate because of its combination of
speed, relative robustness, ability to cope with multiple labels, absence of bias and availability (the code is
easily available online). The random walker is also a very good solution, but is not generally and freely
available. We have not surveyed or compared methods that encompass shape constraints.We recognize that this
is important in some medical segmentation methods, but this would require another study altogether.
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